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Awsçmecs

This thesis is concerned with new approaches to processing and compression of

nonstationary signals using wavelets and multifractality, with applications to speech and

imales. Wavelets allow for simultaneous observations of time and frequency transients,

while multifractality allows fractal dimension characterizations of signal singularities. A

scheme is developed to separate stationary and nonstationary parts of speech signals using

linear predictive coding (LPC) filters and LPC excitations, respectively, and to design

(i) wavelet compact representation of the excitation to achieve 15.33 dB signal-to-noise ratio

(SNR) at a 5.5 kbit per second (kbps) rate, and (ii) fractal characterization of 22 consonant

excitations resulting in separable features. Wavelet representation is also suitable for image

compression, where more than 907o truncation of wavelet coeficients still results in good

perceptual quality. An optimum scalar quantization of such coefficients results in a peak SNR

(PSNR) of 28.06 dB at arafe of 0.15 bit per pixel (bpp), outperforming the classical joint

photographic expert group (JPEG) objectively and subjectively. 'Wavelet coefficients are also

suitable for fast Rice entropy coders. In addition, wavelets and fractality lead to separation of

signal from noise, and are used to obtain a 2:1 compression ratio of otherwise incompressible

noise contaminated images. Wavelets and multifractality not only reveal that nonstationary

parts are suffrcient to represent natural images, with wavelet maxima detecting both the

regular and singular transients, but also can be used to reconstruct such images. This has led

to an edge preserving coding for aerial ortho images, achieving a quality of 21.89 dB PSNR,

thus outperforming the edge quality of JPEG at 30 dB. Finally, a hierarchical neural network

has been designed to exffact nonstationary features and can classify 22 severe storm events

accurately.
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1.1.

Chapter 1 : Introduction

Crgepr'ÐR 3-

ãru9'wonucTrtN

Eacl<ground and Motivation

Processing of nonstationary signals (i.e., signals with time-varying signal

starisrics [Papo84]) has been an important but difficult problem. Many important signals

such as speech and images are nonstationary in nature. Their meaningful and

significant aspects (i.e., features) such as speech consonants, image edges, and image

textures have transient behaviour. The ability to process such signals is critical in many

important applications, including signal analysis, synthesis, detection/recognition,

transmission, and compression. For example, the difficulty in identifying speech

consonants hinders the development of accurate speech recognition systems with large-

size vocabularies. In another example, compressed images still require many bits for

image details because compression methods work well for stationary inputs only.

The nonstationary behaviour makes the processing of such signals difficult

because signal processing schemes usually rely on obtaining consistent, stable aspects of

signals. A major part of modern signal processing is actually signal computing, where

signals are first characterized mathematically (and then numericallY), and then processed

using computing devices such as filters and digital computers [FaLH88]. This approach

allows many applications such as signal analysis, synthesis, detection/recognition,

transmission, and compression to be performed. The seemingly different applications

can share a corìmon hiera¡chical framework of signal computing [JaJS93], consisting of
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Chapter 1 : Introduction

(i) preprocessing and signal transformation, (ii) feature extraction and characterization,

and (iii) postprocessing (e.g., analysis, synthesis, classification, recognition,

transmission, and compression), as shown in Fig. 1.1. The preprocessing stage removes

unnecessary data and/or brings the signal in a new domain or setting to make feature

extraction easier [JaNo84], [Li93]. The feature extraction stage associates numerical or

vectorial entities to a more meaningful and significant representation (e.g., features)

[Bow92]. The new representation is usually more efficient (e.g., having fewer data bits),

because the extraction focuses on significant aspects of the signals and ignores the other.

A good feature extractor must be able to obtain distinctive features that are suitable for

the postprocessor (i.e., different signal features should be well separated numerically).

Finally, the postprocessing stage maps the features into the desired output.

Signal Features Processed

Signal
Feature

Extraction

Fig. 1.1. Signal computing framework.

In such a framework, the ability to extract significant aspects of signals (i.e.,

features) is critical and also difficult, leading us to the need to study better signal

characterization. It is critical because the postprocessing is usually a rigid classifier,

which fails if the distinct features are not consistently well separated. It is difficult

because the process must link user-defined attributes (which usually are not

mathematically well defined) to the raw numeric data. The process must obtain stable
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Chapter 1 : Introduction

aspects of the signal upon which a consistent link can be made. It is even more difficult

for nonstationary signals because their features are inherently time varying

(nonstationary).

A systematic approach is then to develop stable, consistent features and

representations of nonstationary parts of signals. A stable representation of the transient

behaviour should exist (albeit in unknown form) because the behaviour is perceivable

[FrMe92]. The problem is how to obtain such features and representations that capture

the important transient behaviour in forms usable in the framework.

This thesis develops new and promising approaches in obtaining such features

and representations using wavelets [KiLa93] and fractals/multifracrals [Kins95] for

processing nonstationary signals such as speech and images, especially in analysis and

compression applications [Kinsgl], lJaya9?l, [Anso93], [BaHu93]. The thesis shows

that wavelets and fractals/multifractals can be used to represent the nonstationary parts of

signals either explicitly or implicitly. It develops algorithms for speech compression,

consonant characterization, image denoising, image edge detection, image texture

processing, and image compression using the wavelet as well as fractal and multifractal

ability to process nonstationary aspects of signals.

In this thesis, the development of stable representation of nonstationary behaviour

is based on exploring the concept of signal self similarity, whtch is central in both

wavelets and fractality. Self-similar signals are those that are invariant (at least within an

amplitude factor) under time-axis scaling [WoOp92]. A signal x,(r) is a scaled version

of another signal xr(r) by a positive scaling factor a if the following holds:
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for some constant c. As explained later in Chapter 2, one-dimensional wavelets arc high-

pass signals V/,,,(t), where ¿ is a scaling factor (i.e., a positive physical attribute of signal

that is related monotonically to signalfrequency), r is a time-shift position, ¿ is the usual

time variable for signals, and the following holds [Daub92], [Chui92], [RiVe91]

. 1 (t-r\
ry".,(t) = ãV,ol; )

( 1.3)

Thus, wavelets with different time-axis scaling factor a still have the same shapes

(although having different sizes). For example, Fig. 1.2 shows the well-known wavelets

called Daubechies 4 wavelets [Daub88], in five different scales. Notice that they share

the same shape. Such self-similar signals can then be used to represent a nonstationary

signal ;r(r) through wavelet transforms [Meye93]. A wavelet transform is defined as an

inner product of the signal and a wavelet

W*(o, r) = (x(t), rtr o,r?))

xu|) = ",(1¡)G

A signal x,(l) is then called scale invariant (or self similar)

scaling factor a does not change the signal [Schr91], i.e.,

x,(l)= cx"(t)=rrr(Lt)
a

(xQ),rtra,x(t)) = J xQ)ryo,"(t)dt

R

Chapter 1 : Introduction

(1.1)

if scaling operation by a

(r.2)

(1.4)

where the inner product, defined in a space of real-valued signals with limited ener7y

(called l(R)), is

-4-
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Chapter I : Introduction

and ^R denotes a set of real numbers [Iftey78]. Notice that a wavelet transform in this

form is called a continuous wavelet transform, CV/T, because all the signals (input,

wavelet, and output) are continuous. As shown in Eq. (L4), W*(a, r) is a function of

both scale and time shift, allowing simultaneous (oint) characterization of signals

[RiF194]. This abitity is desired in characterizing nonstationary signals because it shows

signal transition in both time and frequency (or time and scale) domains simultaneously.

'1

0.8

0.6

0.4

0.2

0

-0.2

-0.4

-0.6

Fig.l.2. Daubechies-4 wavelets for scales (from left to right) I, 2, 3, 4, and 5,

respectively. One unit in thex-axis represents 16 samples (or 2 ms).

F¡actals [Mand83] and multifractals (which can be considered as intertwined

fractals) IHJKPS6I also provide scale chancterization by exposing scale-invariance and

the spread of the scale invariance of signals, respectively [Kins94b]. Fractal signals

satisfy the self-similarity equation in Eq. (1 .2), or at least its weaker condition

4"(r)l = rl.rlof (1.6)

where Flø] represents a mapping or a functional (e.g., statistical autocorrelation or power

spectral density). The weaker self similarity is called self ffine. Surprisingly, the simple
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Chapter 1 : Introduction

requirements of Eqs. (1.2) and/or (1.6) can be satisfied by extremely complicated signals

(e,g., continuous but nowhere differentiable). Furthermore, such signals can be

characterized by simple numbers called fractal dimensions (or the spectrum of them in

the case of multifractals). The nonstationary signals that are modelled as fractals or

multifractals can then use fractal dimensions as their stable features.

This thesis is concerned with compression of nonstationary signals that are

represented digitally. Although this means data and signals now use the same digital

forms, they should be treated differently because of their fundamental differences

[Kins91]. Data require perfect representation. Every bit of the data is important, and

one bit loss often results in a destruction of the data integrity and usability. Examples of

data include computer programs, codes, and streams resulting from a compression

process. Hence, compression of data must be lossless (i.e., the original data are fully

reconstructed). On the other hand, signals are imperfect representation. Some

degradation still results in usable signals. In cases where signals are designated for

humans, the human perception systems determine how much degradation in signal

representation that can be tolerated. Examples of signals include speech, music, natural

images, moving images, and biological signals. Although signal compression can be

lossless, lossy compression is usually used to obtain much more efficient representation.

In fact, compression schemes developed in this thesis take advantages of such

differences. In particular, the compression focuses on preserying nonstationary parts of

signals.

-6-
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L"2 Thesís ûbjecÉives

Within the framework of signal computing (i.e., preprocessing, feature extraction,

and postprocessing), this thesis presents:

' A study of signal representation, characterization and feature extraction using

wavelets, as well as fractals and multifractals;

, A derivation of properties, parameters, and performance of such representa-

tion, characterization, and features; and

' A set of new computing algorithms that use the representation, characteriza-

tion, and extracted features for signal analysis, detection/recognition, and

compression.

The scope of this thesis is limited to studying problems that deal with (i) natural

signals, as in speech recognition and identification [Pars86] [Pico93], consonant analysis

[Lehi64], and image texture [GGCA94], and (ii) signals designated for humans as the

receiving end [JaJS93],lIaya92l, as in speech and image compression.

1.3 ûverview of Contributions of each Chapter

' The thesis organization reflects the logical development of the thesis research.

Chapters 2 and 3 develop theoretical aspects of the thesis, and provide some background

materials required for the next chapters, while Chapters 4 to 8 describe the development

of schemes for analysis and compression applications. Chapter 9 provides conclusions.

Chøpter 2

Chapter 2 develops the wavelet representation (i.e., transforms) of signals. It

shows two closely related perspectives in describing a wavelet transform-a linear signal
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Chapter 1 : Introduction

de.composition and a subband (filter-bank) filtering. The former is a functional analysis

approach which puts the transforms into a versatile vector analysis of signals. The latter

is a digital filtering approach allowing frequency spectrum analysis as well as a practical

computational structure for actual system implementation. The chapter describes CWT,

discrete-time wavelet transþrm (DTWT), discrete wavelet transþrm (DWT), and the

more general arbitrary DTVT, for one- and two-dimensional signals. In particular, the

arbitrary DV/T follows an arbitrary tree structure of subband filtering whose structure

can be changed to adapt to the input signals. Specific contributions in this chapter

include:

(a) Development of a VLSI architecture for computation of Daubechies- 

forward DWT and testing it in a VHDL environment; and

(b) Unifîed presentation of wavelet concepts for signals and images, from

theoretical aspects to practical implementations.

Chapter 3

Chapter 3 establishes fractal and multifractal signals and their characterization

using fractal dimensions. Special attention is given to a particular model of fractal

signals generated from chaotlc systems and a wavelet multifractal model. The algorithm

of Takens embedding dimension is used to measure fractal dimensions from signal time

series. Measuring fractal dimensions can be computationally expensive and this is

especially true in dealing with multifractals, where an appropriate characterization

includes a spectrum of fractal dimensions. This chapter describes a more complete way

to reveal multifractality with the help of wavelet transforms. The contributions include a
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unified presentation of fractaVmultifractal modelling of signals with wavelets, where the

signals are considered either as fractal sets, fractal measures, outputs of chaotic systems,

multifractal measures, and multifractal signals.

Chapter 4

. Chapter 4 develops speech applications with wavelets and fractals. It develops a

speech production model where wavelets are used to represent the nonstationary parts

(called the excitations of linear predictive coding, LPC) of speech. This model is used in

a new speech compression scheme. This chapter also develops a new chaotic modeling

of speech production that allows the nonstationary parts to be characterized using fractal

dimensions. It then describes a speech consonant characteúzation using the chaotic

model. The chapter contributes the following:

(a) Speech production modeling using wavelets in the LPC excitation;

(b) Speech compression algorithms using wavelet-based LPC excitation and

vector quantization;

Speech production modeling using chaotic dynamical systems; and

Fractal dimension characterization of speech consonants.

Chapter 5

Chapter 5 develops optimal image compression schemes with wavelets where

high compression ratios are obtained by representing the nonstationary parts of images

efficiently. It starts with a simple wavelet algorithm with a threshold scheme to

demonstrate the ability of wavelet transforms to provide efficient representation. The

second scheme is more advanced in that it utilizes an arbitrary DWT capable of adapting

(c)

(d)
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to a particular nonstationary of images. The scheme employs rate-distortion theory for

an optimal scalar quantization, and the concept of entropy dynamic range in designing a

suitable entropy coder based on the so-called Rlc¿ coders. Specific contributions of the

chapter include:

(a) A study of compact wavelet representation using thresholding;

(b) An implementation of optimal bit allocation for scalar quantization of

wavelet coefficients ; and

(c) A study of the entropy dynamic range of optimally scalar-quantized wavelet

coefficients for designing a Rice coder.

Chapter 6

Chapter 6 develops a unique way of very-high quality (arguably lossless) image

compression by partitioning signals according to different levels of nonstationarity. The

scheme is called denoising because of its ability to distinguish (and then to remove) noise

from signal by targeting parts of signals that have the nonstationary behaviour of noise.

The chapter reviews several denoising methods and develops compression schemes

corresponding to some selected methods. The contributions are listed as follows:

(a) A review of denoising schemes;

(b) An image compression scheme using a wavelet-based denoising algorithm;

and

(c) An image compression scheme using a fractal-based denoising algorithm.

- 10-
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Chapter 7

Chapter 7 establishes that nonstationary parts alone can describe natural images

through wavelet and multifractal processing. It first shows how wavelets can detect

important nonstationary features called image edges. The edges are obtained through a

multiresolution transition-detection algorithm. It then shows that such edges can be used

to reconstruct the image. This results in a new, second generation of image compression

where images are seen as collections of prime nonstationary features of images----edges

and textures, as opposed to merely pixels. The efficient representation of these

nonstationary features are made explicit. The contributions are:

(a) The confirmation that wavelet-multifractal-based signal nonstationarity is

sufficient to describe natural images; and

(b) An implementation of a DTWT-based second-generation compression

scheme preserving image edges for a class of images called aerial ortho

images.

Chapter I

Chapter 8 studies a neural-network based feature extraction and postprocessing

scheme for nonstationary signais. The chapter demonstrates the ability of neural

networks to extract features and to classify them in a difficult problem of identification

of severe storms. Contributions are listed below:

(a) A study, design, and implementation of severe storm identification systems

through neural-network based image processing of weather radar data.

- 11-
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(e) Chapter 9

Chapter 9 provides conclusions and confirms the contributions through specific

results. Furthermore, it provides recoÍtmendations for future research.
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Chapter 2: Wavelet Representation of Signals

Cg{apr'ÐR.2

Wevpr,ET' REPRESENT'AT'ÏÛN tF' STGNAI,S

Wavelets are often used to represent stationary and nonstationary signals. This

chapter describes wavelet representation of signals to establish the foundation for

wavelet-based schemes developed later for nonstationary-signal applications. It defines

basic concepts of wavelet representation, its analysis implications in signal processing

terms, and its implementation implications in computing terms.

This chapter is larger than the others because it provides the foundation for a

multiresolution analysis of one- and more dimensional signals discussed in the remaining

chapters. It describes two approaches in defining wavelet transforms. The first approach

is through the conceptof linear signal representation. It shows that wavelet transform is

actually a projectiorz of the input signal into a set of subspaces constructed by wavelets.

This approach allows theoretical analysis within similar setting as the classical Fourier

analysis. The second approach is through subband filtering of filter banks. The chapter

shows that a wavelet transform is actually a filtering of an input signal through a special

tree structure of filter banks. It allows a time-frequency analysis as well as

implementation analysis. The chapter then shows the ability of wavelets to capture time

and frequency transients. The results are extended into two-dimensional (2D) wavelet

transforms for images. In practice, we have to select a particular kind of wavelet to be

used. This chapter describes several selected wavelets used in this thesis.
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Chapter 2: Wavelet Representation of Signals

Wavelet transforms usually have a fixed tree-structure of filter banks, regardless

the type of input signals. We can improve the ability of wavelet transform to adapt to

different nonstationary images by introducing another degree of freedom-arbitrary tree

structure-where the usual tree structure is a special case only. The chapter generalizes

the wavelet transforms into the arbitrary wavelet transform.

Z.,t Wavelet T'ransforms and l-inear Signal Representation

2.1.1 Signals as Vectors

In this approach, a signal x(r) is treated as a mathematical entity called vector,

denoted in this context as x [Fran69]. Hence, signals are members of a linear space

called vector space X, which is a pair of (i) a signal set ,S containing x, and (ii) a norm ll'll

that defines a magnitude of a vector [Iftey78]. This thesis often uses a special space

called Û@), where .S is a set of all signals with limited energy, i'e.,

J*l'{,)¡zar.*, re R

where R is a set of all real numbers. The space is a type of Hilbert space [Krey78], hence

its norm is induced from an inner-produrt (',') according to

llxll= Jþ,x) (2.2)

(2.r)

(2.3)

and the inner product for Ê(n) for real-valued signals is known to be

(u,y) = l*x(t)y(t)dt; t e R

2.1.2 Orthonormal Basis and Transforms

Wavelet transforms (and all linear transforms) are based on the concept of linear

combinations (or superposition). In a vector space, signals can undergo vector-addition
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Chapter 2: Wavelet Representation of Signals

and multiply-by-scalar operations. Both result in other signals in the same space. Using

these operations, consider a simple linear combination (i.e., a collection of vector-

addition and multiply-by-scalar operations) as follows

2

x=fr¡v¡=ctvi *c2v2i c¡eRi ieZ; x,v¡€ Û@)
i=7

(2.4)

where Z is a set of all integers. The linea¡ combination has a meaning that the signal x is

a vector addition of two signals c1v1 and c2v2, wheÍe both are results of multiplying

signals v1 and vzby scalars c1 and c2, respectively. One graphical representation of this

particular linear combination is shown in Fig. 2.1. It can be said that the signal x can be

decomposedtnto two signals c1v1 and c2v2, and the two signals are called components of

x. The scalars c1 and c2 cànbe seen as amplitudes of x with respect to (w.r.t) signals v1

and v2. Furthermore, if signals v1 and y2 are known, the scalars c1 and c2 represent x

completely (i.e., knowing scalars c1 and c2 is equivalent to knowing x, because of their

relationship in Eq. (2.4)).

C2

czYz

1

Y2

Fig. 2.1. Superposition x = c1v1 t c2v2 using unit vectors v1 and v2, shown graphically.
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Chapter 2: Wavelet Representation of Signals

Consider now a special case where a set of fixed v, is a basis set of Û(Ð, i.e., (i)

{v¡} spon the space Û@), meaning that there are c¡eR such that a1l signals x in the

space can satisfy the linear combination

x = [c¡v¡; c¡e R,

i

for some subset I c Z, and (ii) signals v,

no set ofnonzero {c¡ e R} such that

ielcZ; x,v¡€ Ê@)

0 = )c¡v¡
i

In this case, the set {c; e n} represents the signal x completely and uniquely.

Furthermore, the set {c¡ e R} is called the transfo,rm results (or cofficients) of x with

respect to the basis {v¿; i e I}. Thus the wavelet transform of a signal x is the set

{c¡ e R} if the basis is a s¿r of wavelets, i.e."

v ¡ = tyo,1?) (2.1)

where the wavelets ryo,rQ) satisfy Eq.(1.3), and distinct indices I correspond to distinct

pairs (a, ø).

Such a definition of transforms does not specify how to obtain the desired set

{c¡ e n} for a given signal x. In fact, it can generally be difficult to calculate {c¿ e R}

for an arbitrary basis {v;; i e I} . However, if the basis is orthonormal, i.e.,

r-- -,,)={f i=j 
(2.8)\v,,v;/=lo, i + j

the coefficient set {c¡ e ,tR} can be obtained simply by an orthogonal projection

(2.s)

are linearly independenr, meaning that there is

(2.6)
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Equation (2.9) is called the forward transform, while Eq. (2.5) is called the inverse

transformwithrespecttothebasis {v¿; ieI},andthepairof bothiscalled thetransform

pair. Such basis signals {v¡; I e 1} are known as unit vectors.

2.1.3 Wavelet Series

The above wavelet transform needs to have a sufficient number of wavelets

Uto,r!) to be included as basis signals. If the number is too small, the wavelet basis

cannot span the whole signal space, i.e., there is at least a pair of distinct input signals

that results in exactly the same transform outputs. This means the inverse transform may

not produce the original signal. However, too many basis signals introduce redundancy.

An optimal wavelet transform pair is said to be a wavelet series, where the basis is a set

of countable wavelets having a minimum number of basis signals to span the space X.

For convenience, we replace the index I in {v¿;le /} with a pair of countable integers

fi,k) to reflect the usual indexing of wavelets. The basis signals are

vr,, = rt/,,k(t) (2.10)

which are the continuous wavelets Vo,"G) in Eq. ( 1 .3) with a discrete scale a = 2i and a

discrete time-shift t=Zj k. Hence, a continuous signal x = x(t) is represented by a set

{, j,o.R}, according to a forwa¡d transform

c¡ = (x,v;)

Chapter 2: Wavelet Representation of Signals

(2.e)

(2.11)c j,t =(x,vr,r)= J*rØv,,oUYt

and an inverse transform
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(2.r2)
j,k j,k

The integers j and k still represent the scale and time-shift properties of wavelets,

respectively, and can take any integers. A smaller j results in a narrower wavelet, which

represents a fìner component of "x(t). In other words, if the signal x(r) contains many fine

details, the coefficients cj,k corresponding to small values ofj have high magnitude.

2.1.4 Discrete Wavelet Transform

In practice, the duration of an input signal is limited to T seconds, and both input

signal and wavelets are discretized, with a sampling period of T, seconds. As a result,

the ranges of j and k must be restricted. In this case, we can have a special case of

wavelet series, called discrete wavelet transform (DWT), which is used in Chapters 4, 5,

and 6. The discrete input signal is x = (r[0],. ..,xlnf,"',r[N- L]), xlnle R, n eZ,

n--0,...,N-1, and N =TlTs. Here, a signal x is no longer a member of l2(R) Uut a

member of a space called RN instead. Furthermore, the basis for DWT is also a set of

discrete signals (i.e., discrete wavelets) that are members of RN. Thus the basis signals

are

Y j,k = V¡,ilnJ Q.l3)

where the samples of discrete wavelets rtr¡,ilnl are obtained by sampling the basis of

waveler series rlr¡¡r|) in Eq. (1.3) with the same sampling period {r. The space RN is

still a Hilbert space (see [Krey78]) having an inner product (of vectors x and v;,t )

defined as

x(t) =Xc¡,uvr,u =\c,,rrtr,.o Q)
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N-1
(*, 

";,0 ) 
= \ xlnlty ¡,¡,fnl

n=0

(2.r4)

Hence, all the above discussions on vectors still hold for signals in this space.

This duration limitation introduces limitations to the range of scale 7 and time-

shift À. It can be shown that the time shift k must now be limited to

0<k<2-JN (2.1s)

otherwise Eqs. ( 1.3) and (2.14) will result in requesting samples V¡,ilnJ for r¿ outside of

its proper range (i.e., n = 0, . . ., N - 1).

Furthermore, it does not make sense now to have a negative scale j, because such

a scale results in a ry¡,¡fnl with a noninteger n in Eqs. (1.3) and (2.I3). However, this

exclusion of basis signals with negative scales j does not compromise the completeness

of the resulting basis (i.e., its ability to span RN¡ because the input signal x\nl is also a

sampled signal. Thus its details have been limited to those supported by the x[n] samples

only (according to a Nyquist sampling theorem [OpWY83]). Furthermore, it is more

useful to use wavelets withT > 0 because a DWT withT = 0 results in a vanishing

operation (i.e., cg,¿ = 0).

Another range limitation of 7 is due to the Eq. (?.I5) that 2-i N cannot be less

than one. Hence it must be enforced that

Isj<J (2.16)

with a user-defined J < log2(N). This upper limitation does compromise the ability of

the wavelets to span RN because coarser details require components with higher j thal

may exceed -/. The DWT then introduces a special basis signal called scaling signals

@,¡,¡, (which are also orthonormal) to represent all the wavelet components ati > J. The
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signal is called a scaling signal because the coefficients corresponding to one scaling

signal a¡e a scaled version of xln). Furthermore, the coarser details correspond to lower

frequency components of x[n]. Hence the scaling coefficients are the low-frequency

parts of signals. In summary, the forward DV/T is {.;,r,d7,¿} defined as

c j,k =\xlnlty,,ofnl; dr.u =\xlnlQr,rlnl; (2.r1)
n=0

and its inverse is

j=\ k=0 k=0

It can be shown that the total number of coefficients (i.e., c¡,n and d¡ ,¡r) is exactly N.

The DWT is important because it can be implemented in practice. The signals

and operations involved are suitable for a digital computer. Most wavelet

implementations use DV/T as their wavelet transform. It should be noted that many

authors use the name DV/T for wavelet series, e.g., [Daub88] and [Gold94]. We have

followed the convention in classical signal processing work on Fourier transform, as in

[OpWY83] and [Anto79], to obtain a similar naming convention.

2.1.5 Continuous Wavelet Transform

Although DWT is usually used in practice, a large body of conceptual wavelet

analysis-including an analysis in Section 3.4.3-uses continuous wavelet transþrms

(CWT) because of their integral form. In general, an integral transform maps x(f) in a

domain X to u(s) in a range U, where teT, s€,S, and T,ScR. Integral transforms

have a forward form of [Fran69]

eu(s) = [rxQ)O(s,t)dt; se,S

, (z-rrv-r) (z-Jru-r)

x[n]= E, I t,.rv,.olnl+ \d,,oEr.o¡n1 (2.18)
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and their inverses are in a form of

x(t) = [ru!)t/.t,s¡ds; t € T (2.20)

The function E(/,s) is called thebasis kernel, while 0(s,r) is called the reciprocal basis

kernel. The forms are analogous to the inner product and linea¡ combination,

respectively, in the above discrete case. The existence of both functions is possible

through an introduction of a Dirac ï-function ô(r), defined implicitly as a function

satisfying

;r(r) = l^xG)õG- r)dc t eT
JT

The basis kernel and its reciprocal are functions satisfying

(2.2r)

Irrlr,s)o(s, r)ds = 3(t - r) (2.22)

and

Ire{t,r¡ rrt, o)dt = ô(s - o) (2.23)

to ensure the forward and inverse transforms result in a perfect reconstruction.

Although their analogy is intuitive, the discrete and continuous forms are

mathematically very different. The vector notion cannot be applied readily to the

continuous case, because the kernels are not in the same vector space anymore. In fact, if

one kernel is a regular function, the other must be irregular (to undo the regularity

introduced by the former in a perfect reconstruction scheme) and does not exists in a

regular function sense. A new class of signals, called generalized (or tempered)

functions ([Fran69], [Anto79]), has been introduced in order to make the integrals in the
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transform make sense mathematically. Hence the signals and operations (e.g., integrals)

are now defined in the new set of signals.

A special case of kernels is one in which a transform of a signal in ÊQ) always

results in another signal in a similarly structurea y'(S). In this case an analogy of

orthonormal basis is provided by a self-reciprocal kernel

EQ,s)= d(s,r) (2.24)

where * denotes the complex conjugate (which does not have any effect in real cases).

The kernels for wavelet transforms are self-reciprocal with a slight modification due to a

constant factor and because of the involvement of two wavelet parameters of scale a and

time-shift t instead of s only. The transform is as defined in Eq. (1.3), and its inverse is

x (t) = à I 
^# 

I 
^w,(a, 

r)ry 
"., 

(t) ¿øs (2.2s)

where the constant Ç, is known (in the admissibility condition [VeKo95], [Gold94]) as

. lv(¿l)l'
Co= J^-ã-d@<* (2.26)

to guarantee perfect reconstruction, and Y(ø) denotes the Fourier transform of r¿,,0(l).

2.1.6 Multiresolution Analysis

One basic way to study signal transients is by obtaining transform coefficients

{c¡} with respect to basis {v¡; i e 1} where the index I represents a time index. A signal

transient can then be observed in the transition of the coefficient values with respect to

the index i. This analysis is referred to as a single-resolution, time-domaln analysis.

Wavelet transforms extend such an analysis by allowing a more effective, simultaneous
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time-domain analysis on various scales of the input signal in a scheme called

multiresolution analysis. Because of the vector setting, the wavelet series and DWT can

be seen as performing multiresolution analysis, i.e., a signal representation (through an

orthogonal projection in Eq. (2.g)) into a hierarchy of subspaces V; . Ê@) having

different signal resolutions (or precision). Based on this hierarchy one can then obtain

another hierarchy of subspace s O¡ c Û@) containing the difference between a signal in

the subspaceV¡ and its corresponding signal in the next higher resolution subspace V;-t.

This section shows that the wavelet signals rtr¡,nj) are the basis signals of O;, and the

index k represents the time index in a time-domain analysis of the input signal in O¡.

Hence the transient behavior of the input signal at a scale j is shown by the transition of

coefficients cj,k with respect to the index k. In other words, a wavelet transform

produces a more informative transient analysis because the cj,k are available for all

subspaces O,. Finally, it can be shown that transient analysis using wavelet transform is

as efficient as the usual time-domain analysis in the sense that the total number of

coefficients c;,¿ is the same as the total number of single-resolution analysis coefficients

c¡

Consider a subspace Vt c t@) which is spanned by the basis (scaling) signals

Q¡,tQ). In this hierarchy, the space V¡-1 can be decomposed into two orthogonøl

complement spaces V¡ and O;, denoted as

Vj@Oj =Vj-t (2.27)
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Here, ofhogonal complement means

V¡wO¡ =Vj_t

v¡ oo¡ = {o} (2.28)

v eV¡,oeO¡ + (v,o)= g

where {0} is a null set. This relationship creates a pyramidal structure of decomposition

of V¡. The pyramidal structures for wavelet series and DWT are for i e Z and l< i < J

respectively. In the wavelet series the original (input) signals x lie in the V¡ with the

most negative scale j. In the DWT they lie in V6. The next subspaces V; contain a

scaled-down (coarse) version of the original, and their conesponding subspaces O¡

contain the remaining details that are not included in the V;. In other words, V; contain

the same signals as V¡-t but in a lower resolution. This decomposition is called

multiresolution analysis because each V¡ contains the input signal but in a different

resolution.

Mallat shows in [Mall89] that there exists V(r)= r41,o(r) (called a wavelet

prototype) such that rlr¡,rj) defined in Eq. (2.10) are the orthonormal basis of O¡.

Similarly, there exists ilt) = û,0(r) (called a scaling prototype) such that

Q¡¡,Q)=+ç(z-i,-n) Q.ls)
^l2L

are orthonormal basis of Vj We can then make a connection between the

multiresolution analysis and the wavelet series, where Eq.(2.11) represents a projection

of the input signal x into O;. In the context of DWT the input, wavelet, and scaling

signals must be sampled with a common sampling period. The same analysis still holds,

but the pyramid starts with Vg and stops at V7. The first equation in Eq. (2.I1) reflects
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the projection into subspaces O¡, wbtle the second equation reflects a projection to the

last scaling subspace V7.

2.?. Wavelet Tnansforms and Filter Banks

The concept of multiresolution analysis provides another way of looking at the

wavelet transforms through subband (filter banks) filtering [HeVe93], especially the

wavelet series and DWT. This section shows that the wavelet transforms described in the

multiresolution analysis are, in fact, a (multirate) filtering [CrRa83]. Hence the wavelet

transform can be interpreted as performing simultaneous time-frequency analysis. The

usefulness of frequency analysis is well known for signal analysis [OpV/Y83]. With the

addition of a time-analysis component, wavelet transforms enable the application of

frequency analysis to nonstationary signals. Later, the decomposition can be generalized

to obtain an arbitrary time-frequency decomposition, which is used in Chapter 5.

2.2.1. Wavelet Transþrms through Filter Banks

The wavelet coefficients cj,k and d¡,¡, in Eqs. (2.1I) and (2.I7) can be obtained

iteratively through a filter bank structure. Let the basis of the subspace V; be (in a vector

notation) v j,k = Q¡,*(t) in the case of wavelet series. The projection of a signal x on the

subspace V; is

dj,n =(u, ";,*) Q3o)

In addition to being members of V¡, the basis signals v¡,¡, are members of V¡-t because

V¡-1 confains V¡. Consequently, basis signals v;,t represented in V¡-t satisfy a linear

combination

a<
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v j,k =X (or,o, u, -r,r)' ¡ -r,,
I

(2.31)

(2.33)

(2.34)

(2.3s)

By interchanging the integration variables in the inner-product calculation, it is easy to

show that there exists ft[n] such that

("r,o,vj-1,/) =hU-zkf (2.32)

For example, the hlnl thaL satisfies both Eqs. (2.31) and (2.32) for wavelet series is

Thus the Eq. (2.31) becomes

htnt=þl-{l')øa-ao'

v j,k =Znlt -zkfv ¡1t
I

Combining Eqs. (2.30) and (2.34), and applying basic inner-product properties [Fran69],

we obtain a very important result

dj,t =ZnU-2kld¡.t
I

Asmentionedearlier, d¡,ris ascaled-versionof theoriginalsignalx. Thusas J-)--,

d¡,¡, converges to the original signal x. A similar derivation for DWT obtains the same

result. In this case, dg,¡, is exactly x. Hence an alternative way to obtain the scaling

coefficients dl ,n in a DWT is through an iteration of Eq. (2.35) for j starting from 1 to J.

Observe that Eq. (2.35) is essentially a filtering process of d¡-t,k using a non-recursive

filter Il having impulse responses hlnl l{nto79l, followed by a subsampling by two. Let

an operatot .å represents the cascade of the filtering and subsampiing. The Eq. (2.35)

becomes

di,¡, = H'd¡-t,k

-26 -
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If we srart the same procedure with the subspace Q (and thus using basis signals

t j,k = rtr¡,rGD, we have

ci,k = (u, 
";,0 )

(2.31)

Noting that o;,t are also orthonormal basis signals in both O¡ and V;-1, there exists

such that

(2.38)

(2.3e)

stnt=rt1-4i,)^,-n)dt

cj,k=Xs[¿ -zk)d¡;,t
I

Again, the equation represents a filtering with a filter G having impulse responses g[n],

followed by a subsampling by two. If we call the cascade of both operations as an

operator õ, we have

cj,k= G'd¡:,t (2.40)

Thus an alternative calculation of forward DWT in Eq. (2.11) is through an iterative

filtering of the input signal x through a pyramid of operators .ã and õ in nqs. (2.35) and

(2.3g) for;=1 to J. In each stage of j the outputs of the operator õ *" collected as

c¡,¡r, whlle the outputs of the operator È arc reapplied as inputs for the next stage.

A similar approach can be used to derive an algorithm to compute the inverse of

DWT. In fact, the derivation results in a simple relation between the lower stage and its

next upper stage as follows

d¡-t,k= lr"d.j,t +G ,¡,t (2.4t)

where iI. and õ. *"the adjoints of iI and õ [Daub88]. The operator É. represents an

upsampling (i.e., inserting by zero in between two samples) followed by a filtering by I/.

a1
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which is an adjoinf. of H. Similarly, õ- repres*nts an upsampling (i.e., inserting by zero

in between two samples) and a filtering by G. which is an adjoint of G.

2.2.2. P e rfe ct- Re c onstruction M ultirate F ilte r- B anks

The above scheme works if the set of filters H, G, H* , and G. satisfies the

requirement of the so-called perfect-reconstruction multirate filter-banks (PR-MFB)'

This section describes a basic two-channel PR-MFB, which is important because it serves

as a primitive operation in a tree structure of filter banks to compute wavelet transforms.

A two-channel PR-MFB has an analysis and a synthesis part, shown inFig. Q.2).

The analysis part takes one signal xlnf as the input and produces two lowpass and

highpass signals unl"l and ,rlnJ through the operators H and õ, respectively.

Internally, the filter l'1 filters the input x[n] into a signal ,nlrf , and a subsampling-by-two

of u¡lnf produces ,nl"f. Similarly, the filter G filters the input x[n] into a signal ,rlr|,

and a subsampling-by-two is of urlnJ produces ,rlnJ.

'rlnl
(highpass)

,nlrf

(lowpass)

Fig.2.2. A two-channel perfect-reconstruction multirate filter-bank (PR-MFB).

The synthesis part takes two input signals u¿[n] and uglnJ and produces a

synthetic signal î[n]. An upsampling of v¡lnf, and vs[n] results in signals w¡lnf and
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wrlnJ, respectively. The synthesis then produces the output signal îlnlby adding two

ourpur signals obtained through filtering the signals *nl"f anO wrlnl by filters H*and

G*, respectively.

Several conditions are required for perfect reconstruction at least within a time-

shift n¡ and a constant amplitude factor C, i.e.,

îfnl= Cxln-nn] (2.42)

If the overall transfer function of a cascade of analysis and synthesis parts is called S(z)

(i.e., *(z) = S(z)X(z)) the transfer function must satisfy

S(z): Cz-no (2.43)

Ingrid Daubechies shows that this requirement can be satisfied by filters having impulse

responses with the following properties [Daub88]

lora= 
Jz

Istnl=o

(2.44)

(2.4s)

sln)=(-t)^ttlZm+I-nf; meZ (2.46)

Although these properties are provided for the analysis filters, they also appty for the

synthesis filters, because the synthesis filters are simply the adjoints for the analysis

filters.

The DV/T can be calculated using a tree of the two-channel PR-MFB. In

pdrticular, the tree structure of forward DWT follows the multiresolution structure,

where one decomposition in Eq. (2.35) is represented by one analysis block. Figure 2.3

shows the tree structure for the forward DWT. The input signal x[n] is considered as
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dn,, and passed through a multistage filtering. The first stage produces the desired

coefficients c1,¿ and the intermediate scaling coefficients d1,¡r. The process is repeated

with d¡4t< as the input of the filtering in stage j until stage J is reached. V/hen it is

finished, the process produces all the DWT coefficients cj,k and d¡,¡, as defined in Eq.

(2.r1).

xlt<l=

Fig.2.3. A tree structure of filter banks to compute forward DWT.

Figure 2.4 shows an inverse DWT that starts the iteration from stage -/. It is easy

to show that the resulting dg,¿ is exactly the input signal of the forward DWT because

each PR-MFB recovers the intermediate scaling coefficients dr.o perfectly in each stage.

xlkl= do.o

Fig.2.4. A tree structure of filter banks to compute the DWT inverse.
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2.2.3. Non-Subsampling Filter Banks

Some applications (e.g., in Chapter 7) require full expansion of the coefficients

such that the wavelet and scaling coefficients are signals having the same sampling rate

as the input signai. We call this transform as discrete-time wavelet transform (DTWT).

It has the same filtering structure as the above forwa¡d and inverse DWT. However, the

subsampling and upsampling operators are removed. Although the number of

coefficients increases to N coefficients for each scale (to a total of "IN + Àf , they carry as

much information as that carried by the DWT coefficients. Hence DTV/T is a variant of

D'WT, and provides a redundant representation. As shown later in Sections 7.I and 1.2,

the redundancy simplifies an edge detection algorithm.

2.2.4. DWT and Time-Frequency-Scale Representation

We can establish a relationship between scale and frequency to show that wavelet

transforms have the interpretation of time-frequency decomposition [Cohe93]. Recall

that the wavelet functions Vo,"G) in Eq. (1.3) are bandpass signals having the.following

form

(2.41)

Suppose that the prototype wavelet yr,,'(r) has an amplitude A1,g, bandwidth Ç)7,g,

central frequency (!1,g, time position fr,¡, and time duration T1,g. A different wavelet

means a different set of parameters (a,t), resulting in different bandwidth, central

frequency, time position, and time duration relative to the prototype. The time-shift

parameter t shifts the time-position by t seconds to the right on the time axis, and

tya,e) = #ry1pQ 
tçr- t¡)
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preserves the other time-frequency characteristics. The scale ¿ has more profound

impacts, denoted as follows.

Ao.r = 4 or.o' 
^la

1

Qo,"= -ont,o

ô 1^
'oa,î=;tt,o

To,r= aT.,o

_ .1-
I o,, = Ir,o 1- T

In other words, the scale a and frequency rrl maintain a very close relationship

(2.48)

(2.4e)

(2.s0)

(2.sr)

(2.s2)

(t)x a. = constant (2.s3)

Figure 2.5 shows a plane covered by wavelets in a time-frequency-scale space

[HKRV93], It shows that wavelets have two degrees of freedom: (i) the time position,

and (ii) either scale or frequency. Thus, it can be established that the wavelets have time-

frequency suppofi (i.e., localization or limited durations of time and frequency). Hence,

wavelet decomposition is a time-frequency decomposition. A wavelet can occupy an

arbitrary position in a time-frequency plane by assigning appropriate values of the time

shift t and scale a.

We can extend the results to the special case of wavelet series, where the scale

and time-shift parameters are limited to integers (i.e., a=2i and r=Zi k) such that the

wavelets follow

v ¡,r(i) = 
#.ys,s(z- 

i t - k)

-32-
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(2.s6)

Fig. 2.5. Time-frequency-scale coverage of wavelets [HKRV93].

and the scaling functions have a similar form

Q,.o(t) = # Qo,o(2-' t - k) (2.ss)

Notice that both prototypes have a subscript (0,0) instead of (1,0) as before because ø=1

and t=0 correspond to j=Q and ft=O. The effects of having different j and k follow the

above properties (with a=2i and t=Zik) except that, once the time-frequency

positions of the wavelet prototype have been determined, the derived wavelets cannot be

placed arbitrarily. Instead, the integer values of j and k force the wavelets to be

distributed into fixed positions covering the space.

Such a distribution is guaranteed to cover (or to span) all the time-frequency

plane, such that any signal in the plane can be reconstructed by the wavelets losslessly. It

is important to note that the bandwidth distribution across the scale j is not uniform, i.e.,

the bandwidth at one scale is now one-half of that of the previous scale, or

Qj,t =La¡-r,n

However, such a distribution is logarithmically uniform (i.e., the bandwidths are the

same if the frequency axis is in a logarithmic scale). Furthermore, the time-position of
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wavelets in one scale is uniformly spaced according to the well-known Nyquist sampling

theorem [OpWY83], such that the number of wavelets to cover the whole time axis is a

minimum. Consequently, the number of wavelets in the scale 7 is one-half of that in the

scale j-1, because the bandwidth of the former is just one-half of the latter, as

established in Eq. (2.56). Figure 2.6 shows the time-frequency supports of wavelets in

the wavelet se¡ies, where the wavelets cover the plane of interest.

The same analysis can be made for DWT with the same results. However, the

frequency/bandwidth interpretation is for discrete-time signals instead of for continuous

signals as in the case of wavelet series.

Fig.2.6. Time-frequency support of wavelet series and DWT.

l: /

j=3
j=4
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2.3 Wavelets Selectio¡l

So far we have discussed the wavelet transform properties without specifying any

particular wavelets Vt, O. In fact, the properties hold for any wavelets, However, there

are additional properties that distinguish one wavelet from another, namely vanishing

moments, regularity, and compact support [Sait94], [Daub92]. How they determine

wavelet suitability for processing and compression of nonstationary signals is still an open

question [ViBL94], [CoDV93]. This section describes the properties and their impacts on

the wavelet suitability.

We have selected two sets of wavelets in this thesis. The frrst set of wavelets is the

so-called compactly-supported wavelets (or Daubechies wavelets) [Daub88], used in our

DWT-based schemes in Chapters 4, 5, and 6. The second set is the quadratic-spline

wavelets lMazbgzl, used in our DTWT-based schemes in Chapter 7. Both are described

in more detail in Appendix A.

2.3.1 Vanishing Moments, Regularity, and Compact Support

The vanishing moments and regularity determine the smoothness of wavelets. A

vanishing moment is defined as an integer m, 0 1 7n q M, such that

["'*r,s(t)dt = o

T

(2.s7)

The integer M is called the degree of vanishing moment, and signifies the number of

vanishing moments the wavelet has. One can interpret the degree M in the Eq. (2.57) as

the ability of the wavelet to vanish a poiynomial of order M during a time integration. A

high-order polynomial is considered a highly smooth signal because it has many

derivatives, determined directly by its order. Thus, a wavelet transform using a wavelet

with a high degree of vanishing moment is efficient to represent smooth signals because

many resulting wavelet coefficients are zero.
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Regularity is defined as the Hölder exponent 0 < o < i [Riou93] such that

lv,, o Q + r) -Vr, o 
(r) 

| 
< clrlc (2.s8)

for a constant c and any time variables t and r. The variable r is also known as the radius

of a disk centered in / where the exponent is def,ned. Thus, Eq. (2.58) controls the growth

of the wavelet function with respect to infinitesimal time change. We often want to

characterize the regularity of the N-th derivatives of the wavelet. In this more general

case, the (higher-order) regularity is defined as N + cr.

It has been shown that a wavelet with a regularity of more than N possesses N

continuous derivatives [Riou93]. Hence, a highly-regular wavelet is highly smooth, and

suitable for representing smooth signals. In particular, the pyramidal algorithm in Fig.

(2.3) applies subband f,ltering iteratively. An iteration using nonregular wavelets would

result in "fractal like" impulse responses at low frequency bands, where most of the

smooth parts of signals are represented. As a result, the smoothness is not reflected in the

Iow-frequency band coefficients, making them more difficult ,o .o*p..rr. Furthermore,

the synthesis quality using nonregular wavelets is sensitive to quantization error. In this

case, the synthesis is a iinear combination of the nonregular (fractal-like) wavelets. The

coefficient enor causes discontinuities in the signal (not because of the signal but because

of the filters and quantization) to be more perceivable.

Compact support means the time duration of the wavelets is limited, i.e.,

v1,6 (t) - o; teTL (2.se)

for some duration Tr. Compact support is important for perfect reconstruction as well as

practical implementation and is usually desirable. If the support ( 7, ) is not compact, the

wavelet filters have infinite impulse responses which can be expensive to implement. A
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practical implementation would cut the impulse responses, resulting in filtering error.

Shorter impulse responses also mean faster computation. Furthermore, this is useful

during wavelet quantization, because the quantization enor is more localized in the

feconstructed signal.

2.3.2 Daubechies Wavelets

The set of Daubechies wavelets is designed to fit into multiresolution analysis.

The set is important because it provides wavelets with diffe¡ent smoothness that can be

prescribed to suit certain smoothness requirements, For a given design parameter L, the

wavelet filters have 2L impulse responses. The degree of vanishing moment is L/2. As

shown in Fig. 2.7., the Daubechies-20 is much smoother than Daubechies-4. Howeve¡,

the irnpulse response of Daubechies-4 is shorter than that of Daubechies-20. Thus, there

is a trade-off between wavelet smoothness and support compactness.

Fi9.2.7. Examples of Daubechies wavelets: (a) Daubechies-4, (b) Daubechies-12,

and (c) Daubechies-20.

2.3.3 Quadratic-Spline Wavelels

The quadratic-spline wavelets are the first derivatives of some symmetric

smoothing functions [MaZh921. The wavelets are then anti-symmetrical, as shown in Fig.

2.8. It can be shown (see Appendix A) that a wavelet transform using this wavelet is a

c)

À

Time [ms]
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first derivative of the convolution between the input signal and the smoothing function.

Such a transfoffn is suitable for nonstationary detection such as edge detection because

such a first derivative has the effect of gradient/Laplacian edge detection.

0.8
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" 
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Ë ^-ã u.).:Á 0.4
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-0.15

(b)(a) o 10 15 20

Samples

Fig.2.8. A quadratic-spline wavelet coming from a smoothing function, shown at

scale j-2. (a) The smoothing function, (b) the wavelet as the first derivative

of the smoothing wavelet.

For practical purposes, we are more interested in the wavelet filters instead of the

actual wavelets. In other words, a wavelet selection means obtaining impulse responses of

the corresponding filters. Appendix A describes the impulse-responses and additional

characteristics of the selected filters.

2.4 Tko-Ðimensional ÐWT for lrnages

The wavelet transforms described above can be extended to two-dimensional

signals, e.g., images, with some modifications. Obvious modif,cations include extending

the time functions .r(r) into spatially-indexed functions f(x,y). Similarly, the frequency

interpretation is now two dimensional (i.e., it represents the rate of change of signal values

with respect to spatial positions).
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Some less-obvious modifications include changes in the algorithms. This thesis

rrses separable wavelets (i.e., 2D wavelet transforms that can be obtained though 1D

transforms at each dimension). Thus, one stage of multiresolution decomposition consists

of Mo steps, shown in Fig. 2.9. First, the algorithm applies lD transform on every row

(i..e., xdirection), where one row is treated as a 1D signal. The resulting coefficients of

one row usually replace the original data to allow easy iterative filtering. The lowpass

(scaling) coefficients are placed at the first half and the highpass (wavelet) coefficients are

placed at the next half of the row. Thus, at the end of the first step, the original image has

been replaced by two images-the left one is the lowpass image, while the right one is the

highpass image, binary labeled as 0 and 1, respectively, as shown in Fig. 2.9 (b). Each

image is called a subband image.

The second step applies the same lD transform on every column (i.e., ) direction)

of the output of the first step. The resulting coefficients of one column also replace the

input data column. Thus at the end of the second step, the input image has been replaced

by two images-the top one is the lowpass image, while the bottom one is the highpass

image. However, the input image contains two images already from the first step. Hence

the output of the two steps contains four (subband) images, binary labeled as 00,01, 10,

and 11, as shown in Fig. 2.9(c). The digits 0 and l represent lowpass and highpass

outputs, respectively, and the first and second digits represent x and y filtering directions,

respectively. For example, the subband image i0 contains image that have been highpass

filtered in the .r direction, and then lowpass flltered in the y direction. The four binary

labels can be simplified using decimal labels 0,7,2, and 3, respectively.
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Fig.2.9. One-stage decomposition of an image in the 2D DWT. (a) the original

image, (b) after the first step, (c) after the second step.

Another algorithm modification is in the filter input at the next stage. In iD DWT

shown in Fig. (2.3), the next stage takes the lowpass output as its input. In the case of 2D

transform, we have three outputs that contain lowpass data, namely subband 0, 1, and 2.

However, we follow the usual practice to use the subband 0 only as the input for the next

stage. Hence, the next stage produces four subbands, which are (decimally) labeled as 00,

01,02, and 03. Figure 2.10 shows the same DWT after four stages.

Notice that the graphical representation of the 2D wavelet coefficients is still a 2D

image, but the x-y coordinates represent frequency subbands at row and column

ffi
0

r6)

+

ffi
1

Row
Direction

-----------@

Column
Direction

01

(c)

(a)
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Fi5.2.10. A 2D DWT after four stages.

directions, respectively. Thus the wavelet image represents frequency decomposition

rather than spatial-frequency decomposition. However, the spatial aspects can be

recovered easily by noting that coefficients ln the same band are ordered according to their

actual spatial positions.

2.5 Arbitrary DWT of Signals

Although the DWT has provided the ability to represent nonstationary signals

through simultaneous time-frequency representation, it may still not be the best signal

decomposition for a particular signal due to its fixed structure of time-frequency

decomposition, shown in Fig. 2.6. The structure has good time resolutions but poor

frequency resolutions at high-frequency bands. Similarly, it has poor time resolutions and

good frequency resolutions at the low-frequency bands. Such properties are well suited

for many natural signals or images for human perception because our perceptual systems

(audio [YaWS92] and visual [Mall89]) have been shown to be more sensitive to scale than

frequency, such that the systems match the DWT logarithmic frequency decomposition in

Fig. 2.6. [BeTe93], [Kate9 i ].
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However, such a match does not always occur in general, because the general form

of signals is not designated for human perception. Some signals may have more

nonstationary features at high-frequency bands. For example, fingerprint images have

more nonstationary activity at frequency band l= r< fr tn* in other bands [BrBr92],

making it more desirable to inc¡ease the frequency resolution in that band for better

compression. In this case, a fixed-structured DWT is more likely to fail in capturing such

features. Fortunately, the filter-bank structure allows some flexibility in having arbitrary

time-frequency decomposition simply by changing the tilings of the filter banks. This

flexibility improves the ability of wavelet transforms to capture nonstationary behavior of

signals in a more compact way. The computation stability and perfect reconstruction are

guaranteed, thanks to the use of PF-MFB.

2.5.1 Tree Structures of Filter Banks

The flexible DWT is best explained through the concept of tree structures of filter

banks. A tree consists of nodes and branches, where a node (called parent node) can

produce M nodes (called children nodes), with M branches connecting the parent node to

the children nodes, respectively. The node is said to undergo a decomposition if it

produces children. A child node can be a parent node for other child nodes. The node that

has no parent is called a root node, and a node that has no children is called terminal node.

For simplicity a node always produces M children nodes exactly. Furthermore, one can

associate a decomposition level to each node showing the number of decompositions

required to reach that node from the root node, For example, the root has no parent,

resulting in a level of zero. All its children have a level value of 1, while the children of

them have a level value of 2.
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The relationship with filter banks is due to the fact that a node contains subband

data and a branch represents a PR-MFB (i.e., filtering and subsampling process).

Furthermore, the level is exactly the scale 7 in Eq. (2.36). ln particular, the root node

contains the original signal. In the case of lD transforms using 2-channel PR-MFB, M

becomes 2, representing the highpass and lowpass filtering-subsampling operations. The

first-stage analysis on the original signal is represented by producing 2 children nodes

from the root node, with one child node holding the output of the lowpass operation and

the other holding that of the highpass operation. Thus subsequent analysis stages of the

lowpass output are then represented by producing new children from the lowpass nodes.

Brislawn [Bris95] has introduced one convention for describing a tree through

labeling of the nodes and branches, where the lowpass and highpass nodes are labeled as 0

and 1, respectively. Similarly, the lowpass and highpass branches are labeled as 0 and 1,

respectively. A node at / level has a label with / digits, showing the / consecutive branches

that lead to that node from the root. Thus a node with a label 0 contains the lowpass

subband at the first stage. Similarly, a node with a label 10 contains output signal after

two stages-a highpass (denoted by the digit 1) followed by a low pass PR-MFB

operations (denoted by the next digit 0), For more general cases in which a node can have

M children, the label digits take integer values 0, 1, . .., M - 7 .

Having labeled the nodes and branches, the convention introduces a decomposition

sequence to define a particular tree efficiently. The sequence contains labels of all the

parent nodes whose children are terminal nodes only. For example, consider a tree in Fig.

2.11. The tree has five terminal nodes, namely 00,01, 100,101, and 11. Their parents are

nodes 0, 10, and 1, which are the candidates to be in the decomposition sequence.
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However, the node 1 is excluded from the sequence because it has a child node which is

not a terminal node (i.e., 10). Hence, the decomposition sequence of this tree is {0, 10}.

It is easy to see that knowing the decomposition sequence is equivalent to knowing the

tree structure.

Fig.2.i 1. An example of filter bank tree.

The same concept can be used for 2D signals, in which a node has more than two

children. If we use the two-channel PR-MFB, M becomes 4, andthe labels have the same

interpretation as the subband labels described in Section 2.4., (i.e.,0,I,2, and 3).

We are now ready to show that different tree structures (or tilings) of filter banks

lead to different transforms with different time-frequency decompositions [HKRV93].

We present four well-known transforms-short-time Fourier transform (STFT), DWT,

arbitrary DWT, and a general time-frequency transform-and show that they are merely

particular cases of the tree structures.

2.5.2 A Tree Structure for STFT

ln STFT, all nodes undergo a decomposition. Each output of the PR-MFB analysis

becomes the input of the analysis at the next stage. Figure 2.12 shows the tree structure

and time-frequency decomposition for a maximum level J = 2. Notice that the frequency
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and time supports are uniform-ly sized regardless the frequency and time positions. The

node decomposition sequence contains two elements { 0,1 } .

Fig.2.I2. Tree structure and time-frequency decomposition of STFL

2.5.3 A Tree Structure for DWT

The DWT tree is shown in Fig. 2.I3 for comparison. The decomposition takes

place at the lowpass signals only, i.e., the input of the next analysis stage always comes

from the lowpass output. The structure in Fig. 2.I3 is similar to the pyramidal structure in

Fíg2.3. The node decomposition sequence is {00}.

Fig. 2.13. Tree structure and time-frequency decomposition of DWT.

2.5.4 ATree Structure of Arbitrary DWT

The arbitrary DWT tree is shown in Fig. 2.I4. The tiling is now arbitrary without

a pattern for each stage. In the example in Fig. 2.I4, the input of the second stage is the
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highpass output of the first stage, and the third stage input is the lowpass output of the

second stage. This co¡responds to a node decomposition sequence {10}.

()
(.)

d()
¡<

fL llt
Time

Fig.2.I4. Tree structure and time-frequency decomposition of an arbitrary DWT.

2.5.5 Tree Structures for General Time-Frequency Transþrms

A general time-frequency decomposition uses all the above decomposition

schemes, one for each block of input signal, as shown in Fig. 2.15. This type of

decomposition requires several node decomposition sequences? one for each block. The

structure is time varying that adapts tó the signal.

Fig.2.l5. Tree structure and time-frequency decomposition of a general DWT. The

structure is a combination of the above structures in a time-varying scheme.

The discussion on various time-frequency transforms can be completed by

mentioning several tansforms that do not use tree structures of filter banks as def,ned
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above. The first one is time sampling that decomposes signal in time only, as shown in

Fig.2.16(a). This transform cannot show frequency transients. The second transform is

the discrete Fourier transþrm (DFf) that samples signal in the frequency domain only, as

shown in Fig. 2.16 (b). It cannot show time transients. Finally, the DTWT (see Fig.

2.I6(c)) decomposes the signal into time-frequency domains simultaneously, as in the

DWT. However, all subbands have the same time resolution as that of the original signal.

Fig.2.16. Additional related time and frequency decompositions: (a) time-only

decomposition using time sampling, (b) frequency only decomposition

using Fourie¡ transform, and (c) DTWT.

2.5.6 Optimal Tree Structures

With the new degree of freedom comes a new problem of how to select a particular

tree structure to represent signals. In general, it is difficult to come up with an optimal tree

directly because the cost functions for optimization (e.g., quality or compression ratio) are

nonlinear. Hence, iterative procedures are usually used. Two basic approaches are static

and dynamlc selections, where the tree is obtained off-line and on-the-fly, respectively.

A static approach obtains a particular structure for a given set of "training" signals.

Once the tree structure is obtained, it is used for any input signal. This approach usually

performs better than the fixed DWT with minimal additional computation cost.
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Algorithms for the static approach include power spectral density (PSD) and information-

minimizing decomposition (IMD) techniques [BrBr92]. The PSD technique f,rst estimates

2-D PSD of a set of images, and computes the average of PSDs of the images. The tree is

then designed such that the PSD of each subband is approximately similar.

The IMD technique is based on a measure of information (such as entropy) and a

"greedy algorithm" for splitting nodes. An optimizing algorithm is called a greedy

algorithm if it selects the best solution based on present (local) information only. The

method visits every node and decides whether to produce children of that node or to

declare it as terminal node. The decision is made by first measuring the information

content of the node and the sum of that of all its children. If the information content of the

node is larger than the sum of that of the children, the children are preserved-otherwise

the children are discarded and the node is declared a terminal node. The algorithm

continues until there is no node that can be split, and the structure is then obtained.

Additional requirements may be added in static splitting algorithms. For example,

the coefficient quantizafion considerations may be included in the requirements. An

important standard of tree structure that is also optimized lor quantization is the FBI

standard for finge¡print decomposition for compression, shown in Fig. 2.17. With such a

decomposition, a simple and fast uniform scalar quantization and an entropy coder for

fingerprint images can reach a compression ratio of 2I:1 easily, with quality acceptable for

FBI archival [BrBr94]. A similar scheme is explained later in Chapter 5.

The dynamic approach, on the other hand, changes the tree structure adaptively.

Every time a new signal is obtained the transform searches for the best structure and uses

it to transform the signal. The quality of perforrnance is superior, but at the cost of
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Fig. 2.17. FBI standard of 2D frequency-decomposition for compression of

fingerprint images.

increasing computational complexity. The algorithms are based on the so-called å¿sr-

basis selection. As in any optimization, the decision is based on a set of cost functions and

a set of constraints. One can list all possible tree structures that satisfy the constraints, and

pick one that minimizes the cost functions. Such a global optimization is impractically

expensive.

A faster best-basis algorithm starts with a fully developed tree (i.e., all nodes have

children up to a practical limit of decomposition levels), and decides whether to prune the

tree or not according to a local optimization scheme. As in the IMD algorithm above, the
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costs of a node and its children are compared. If the cost associated with a node is less

than that of the children, the children are discarded. In earlier work on the so called

wavelet packets [CoWi92], [CMQV/89], [CoMW92], [Wick92], Coifman and

'Wickerhauser have used entropy as the cost function. Ramachandran and Vetterli

([RaVe93], [VeKo95]) suggest the use of rate-distortion measure in the cost function. The

importance of the work is in the fact that such fast local optimizations actually perform

global optimizations.

Mallat and Zhang l,}v4.azhg3l use a greedy algorithm instead, in the so-called

matching pursuit algorithm. They show that this approach is more appropriate than the

above tree-pruning approach for processing nonstationary signals. This is because the

tree-pruning approach performs global optimizations that tend to capture the highest-

energy transients and obscure the other transients that may carry time-frequency features.

For signals with many stationary parts, this behaviour is desirable. In contrast, the

matching pursuit is a subsequence of local optimizations, where the next local

optimization works on the signal residue left by earlier local optimizations. Hence, local

transients that are missed in the earlier optimizations can be captured by the next local

optimizations. As a result, the matching-pursuit algorithm can capture more complete

time-frequency transients.

2.6 Computational Issues

Not only do the wavelet transforms have a strong mathematical framework and

can capture the time-frequency transients of nonstationary signals, but also they are

practical (i.e., they can be implemented using digital computing devices). The inner-

product interpretation of the transforms implies that they can be computed in a matrix
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computation setting. The filter-bank interpretation leads to fast digital-filtering

computations. Section 2.6.I shows that the filter bank approach should be used because

its computational cost is low. Furthennore, the approach is more natural for the arbitrary

DWT.

The filter-bank algorithm is simple and thus can be implemented in hardware

easily, as shown in Section 2.6.2. Many industrial applications demand a real-time and

efficient (low cost) implementation of DWT. Section 2.6.2 describes an efficient VLSI

architecture of a DWT coprocessor.

2.6.1 Comparison of Inner-Product and Filter Bank Algorithms

As mentioned before, the DWT (and its variant DTWT) can be computed

precisely. During the above discussion, we have actually presented two algorithms to

compute forward DWT. One is through the Eqs (2.I1) and (2.18) which resemble a matrix

computation of an N x N matrix of wavelet samples with an N-element vector of input

samples [RiDu92], [Vish94]. The complexity of this matrix computatio" ir O(/j.

The second approach is more efficient through the f,lter banks in Figs. 2.3 and2.4.

The filters in all stages are the same, hence an iterative algorithm is possible, as shown in

Fig.2.18. Itconsistsof recursiveloopsandthecomputationof coefficients cj, t unddj,n

(lines (6) and (7) for Eqs. (2.37) and (2.35), respectively). The lines describe two f,ltering

processes on a single series of dr_1,¿, he¡s" the name bifiltering is used. Notice that

"filtering followed by subsampling" has been replaced by "skipping the input by one

sample followed by filtering", with equivalent results.

Suppose that the total computational cost of one input sample dj _ r,o in lines (6)

and (7) for one stage is a constant C. At the first stage, the cost is clearly NC because there
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(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(s)

(6)

INTIALIZE d0,,, = xlkl, for k = 0, .., ¡y'- I

SET/ = logr(ÀD-1; K = N
FOR j = I TO,r, DO LOOP 1

K=K/2
FORk=0TO K-I,DOLOOP2

2L-1
\-r,j,o = fu slild¡-r, (zk) + i
j=0
2L-1

dj,o = 2, hlildj-1, (2k) +i
l=0

END LOOP 2

END LOOP 1

(7)

(8)
(e)

Fig.2.18. Pseudocode for the DV/T.

a¡e N samples of do,L. At the second stage, there are only Nl2 input samples dr, o due to

the subsampling process, resulting in a cost of NC/z. Similarly the third stage requires

NC/4. This process can continue until there is no input available for the next stage. Thus

total complexity is

(2.60)

which is proportional to NC instead of N2 as in the inner-product approach.

We can estimate the cost C if we know the lengths of the impulse responses å[n]

and g[n]. Suppose the lengths of hlnl and glnl are the same-whichisZL-for an L e Z,

as in Daubechies wavelets. The NC must then be the number of multiply-and-accumulate

(MAC) processes to complete both convolutions in lines (6) and (7) in Frg.2.18 for all

input samples at the first stage, which must equal to ZLN (the subsampling allows us to

skip f,ltering of every one output sample). Thus the complexity of the forward DWT is

ruc(r .;.i * å* )=r*c
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O(4LN), as opposed to 
"l,f ) Table 2.1 compares the complexify of DU/T

bank structure, which shows that the filter-bankcalculation with and without filter

approach is favourable.

Table 2.1. Comparison of DWT complexity using inner-product calculation and filter-

bank structure, for N input samples and filters of lengthZL

Algorithm o(') Complexity
N=64,1;2

Inner Product
^f

4096

Filter-Bank Structure 4LN 512

2.6.2 VLfl Architecture for Forward DWT

Some industrial and consumer applications (such as one in Section 4.3) demand

real-time as well as low-cost implementations of DWI especially for applications that

deal with large quantity productions. One approach'is to implement it in software.

However in embedded (i.e., microcontroller or microprocessor based) systems [Kins94a],

the available microcontroller may not be fast enough to perform DWT in real-time. Thus

the system must use additional fast processors or fast digital signal processors (DSP) that

can be prohibitively expensive [LaKi9lb]. Furthermore, a softwa¡e approach increases

software and ha¡dware complexity to accommodate the DWT code and supporting

circuits, respectively. Many hardware architectures have been proposed to alleviate this

problem [Know9O], tChVO95l. However, most of them are concerned with reducing the

processing time, resulting in expensive systolic or parallel architectures (e.g, many

processing elements and interconnections). In addition, the architecture designs usualìy
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focus on the cor¡ectness of the DWT calculation only, ignoring the interfaces surrounding

the hardware. This omission causes difficulties when the architecture must be

incorporated in embedded systems.

We have developed a VLSI architecture of a wavelet coprocessor to perform

forwa¡d DWT in an embedded system, as shown in Fig. 2.I9 lLa[{:94c1,lLaKi94dl. The

architectural design focuses on two objectives-(i) to perform real-time DWT efficiently,

and (ii) to provide a simple, non-demanding host interface. The architecture is derived

from the efficient DV/T algorithm in Fig. 2.18. The dataprocessing and control of the

algorithm are mapped into a data processing unit (DPU) and a control unit (CU),

respectively, which were verified using VHDL simulation in a registe¡ transfer level

(RTL) to insure implementability.

reset Coprocessor

ready clk

start

dmnrq readw

memslatuTcR

addrl6:01 dbusll5:g1

Fig.2.19. The DWT coprocessor and its interface with host and memory rn an

embedded system.

The coprocessor performs 16-bit integer, forward, 64 samples, four coefficients

Daubechies-4 DWT. Various speech and image processing systems use this DWT to

facilitate analysis and compression [KiLa93], [LaFK93]. The architecture is efficient

because it uses external memory for buffers, and it shares a multiplier and an adderl
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subtractor. A silicon area compffable to three f,eld-programmable gate arrays (FPGA) is

sufficient to implement it. Such an area reduction does not sacrifice speed performance,

because the processing time takes only 0.013 times the real-time requirement in a

telephone-quality speech appiication. Such a fast architecture is achieved because it uses

pipelining and dírect memory access (DMA), with a non-host demanding interface. The

architecture is flexible for upgrading to floating-point, parallel multiplier, or different

DWT type implementations. Despite the use of the integer arithmetic, the transform

achieves a signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of 14.1 dB when inverted back to the time domain.

Such a SNR performa¡ce is more than sufficient because the best telephone quality speech

is usually within a48-12 dB range Appendix B discusses various aspects the design and

verification, especially for the FPGA platform.

2.7 Summary of Chapter 2

This chapter has shown that self-similar signals (i.e., wavelets) can be used to

process nonstationary signals in a linear setting. It establishes a mathematical analysis

framework for wavelet transform by treating signals as vectors and wavelets as basis

vectors in a linear signal space. Wavelet transforms then represent signals with respect to

the wavelet basis. The linear space defines inner product operations on signals. The inner

product allows us to identify signal components. Wavelet transforms can be seen as

decomposing signals into such components.

The chapter shows that wavelet transforms are suitable for processing

nonstationary signals because the signal components can be used to observe signal

transients. More precisely, the transients are observed in the transition of subsequent

signal components. The filter-bank interpretation shows that the signal components have
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subband supports which occupy certain regions in a time-scale or (equivalently) time-

frequency plane. Hence, we can observe transients in both time and scale (or time and

frequency) domains. Furthermore, the filter bank DWT can be extended into various

arbitrary time-frequency decompositions through the concept of a filter-bank tree. This

increases the ability of the wavelet transforms to process local signal transients.

Finally, the chapter shows that the wavelet transforms are practical transforms that

can be implemented easily using computing devices. The f,lter-bank interpretation allows

the DWT to be computed using well-known digital filters. We have designed a VLSI

architecture for applications that demand real-time DWT.

The next chapter presents characterization of self-similar objects through the

concepts of fractals and multifractals. Wavelets are special cases of self-similar objects.

More general objects, including sets, measures, and singular signals, are discussed next in

Chapter 3. It also shows that wavelets are suitable to reveal complete descriptions of

signal singularities that are closely ¡elated to signal nonstationarity. Hence, both wavelets

(described in this chapter) as well as fractals and multifractals (described in the next

chapter) lay the foundation for processing signal transients through the singularity

processing.
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The use of self similarity to describe complexity efficiently is also provided by the

concepts of fractals and multífractals. Fractality allows simple characterization of very

complicated structures. We are interested in using this capability in cha¡acterizing signal

transients. Section 3.1 describes complex structures called fractal sets, and shows that

they can be characterized using simple numbers calledfractal dimensions [Kins94b]. The

nonstationary signals can then be modeled asfractal signals at least in four different ways:

as fractal sets, as self-ffine signals, as outputs of chaotic sources, and as fractal measures

(see Section 3.2). In practice, the signals of interest (e.g., speech or images) are not pure

frac'tal because their fractality is time or space varying. Hence, a more realistic

characterization is through local fractal dimensions, where different parts of the signal

have different fractal dimensions, as described in Section 3.3. Many new schemes in

signal segmentation and recognition can be based on the use of local fractal dimensions.

The notion of signals having several fractal dimensions motivates the use of

multifractality as a more appropriate self-similar concept for practical signals because it

describes signals as intertwined fractals instead of pure (single) fractals. Section 3.4

explains that multifractality is characterized using a spectrum of singularity /(cr) or

generalized dimensions Dn. However, measurements of the spectrum and generalized

dimensions usually result in global characterization (i.e., the presence of several fractals in

the signals is indicated but their locations are unknown). Section 3.4 then shows that the
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wavelet transforms can obtain not only the presence of multifractals, but also their

singular locations, through the concept of wavelet maxima.

3.X. Fractals and Fnactal ÐirnensÍons

3.1.1 Fractal Sets

Fractals are self-similar sets, having a scale invariant property, i.e., zooming in and

out of a fractal by a scaling factor results in the fractal itself [Kins95], [Schr91] (see Eq.

(1.2) for one definition of scale invariance in the signal context). In many fractals, the

scaling invariance is for certain scale-factors only. Such fractals are called self affine.

Furthermore, some fractals have scale-invariance with respect to their statistics only (i.e.,

the original and scaled sets have the same statistical properties). Such fractals are called

statistically self-similar.

We describe a fractal called a Koch curve as an example of mathematical self-

similar objects to illustrate some properties of fractais. One can generate fractals through

iterative procedures that ensure the self similarity. Such procedures can be simple, yet are

capable of generating complicated sets. For example, we can generate the Koch curve

through a simple iteration, shown in Table 3.1. The iteration starts with a base set

containing a straight line of length I (shown in the result of Step 0 in the table), and a

constructing set containing four straight lines (of a length of 1 each) connected in a

structure shown in the result of Step 1. The iteration rules in every step are as follows:

(i) Replace the constructing set by a scaled-down version (by a scale factor of 1/3) of

itself; and

(ii) Replace every straight line in the basis set by the new constructing set.
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After the first step, the base has a shape of the constructing set. Furthermore, after the

second step, the straight lines in the result of the iteration step t have been replaced by the

constructing set. The Koch curve is then the resulting base set after the iteration steps

reach infinity. It is self similar because if we zoom-in by a scale of I/3, we always obtain

the same curve. The curve is then a fractal.

Table 3.1. Iterative steps in generating Koch curve.

Step Results
No of

Segments
Unit

Length
Length

0 1 I i

I 4
i;
J

4;
-1

z T6
1

a

16

T

n 4'
1

^nJ
( i)'

The Koch curve is seemingly simple, because the iteration is well defined, the base

and constructing sets are simple, the curve is continuous, and overall size of the curve is

limited to that of the base. However, the curve is actually very complicated. It is

nowhere differentiable, and it is not regular everywhere because we cannot control the

distance between two arbitrarily close points in the set (see for example the regularity

requirement in Eq. (2.58)). Furthermore, the size of the curve is seemingly limited.

Flowever, if we caiculate the actual iength L(n) of the curve after n steps, we have
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L (n) (3.1)

meaning that the Koch curve has an infinite length as n --> æ. Such irregular

characteristics are shared by all fractals.

3. 1.2 Fractal Dimensions

Fractals can be characterized using simple numbers called fractal dimensions.

Fractal dimensions can be applied to nonfractal (regular) objects, resulting in the usual

topological dimension (or Euclidean dimension, D r), i.e., a measure of the degree of

freedom to define the objects completely. For example, the dimensions of a point, a line,

and area, and a cube are 0,7,2, and 3, respectively. Fractal dimensions characterize the

degree of irregularity of fractals. If the object is regular, the fractal dimension is as low as

its topological dimension. If the irregularity increases, the fractal dimension increases.

There are many fractal dimension definitions. Kinsner has presented more than 19

fractal dimensions in a unified framework [Kins94], where the dimensions are classified

into morphological, entropy, variance, and spectral dimensions. The fractal dimensions

a¡e critical exponents of some power laws. Different power laws result in different

dimensions. We describe three selected fractal dimensions that are used in the discussions

as well as in applications.

In measuring the dimensions of an object, we usually place the object into a

regular (nonfractal) space large enough to contain the object, called t-he embedding space.

Obviously, the embedding space can be as large as we want, e.9., a point can be embedded

in any n-dimensional space, where n) I . The smallest dimension of an embedding space

is called the embedding dimension, DErb. = D u + 7 .

( q\"
= \3i
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T'he F{ausdorfï Mesh @oN Counting) Dirnensiom

The box counting dimension provides the basic practical measurement of fractal

dimensions. It characterizes geometrical complexity of fractal objects. One way of

measuring dimensions of an object is by defining a covering set of size r and then counting

the minimum number of covering sets, N(r), required to cover the object completely

[Kins9l], [CaRe94]. If the covering sets are square boxes of a size r and aligned

according to a regular mesh as shown in Fig. 3.1, we obtain the mesh type of the

Hausdorff dimensions called Dn¡t, and often referred to as the box counting dimension.

The relation between r and N(r) can be studied using a quantity

N=
v ,r'3',0[n 

t',l 
',

,)
(3.2)

(3.3)

This fractal dimension can

for a non-negative v. Clearly, as r approaches 0, the covering set becomes smaller, and

N(r) approaches inf,nity because more covering sets are required to cover the object. If

the value of v is too low, the term r' approaches zero too slowly, such that the term N(r)

forces N, to reach infinity. However, if the value of u is too high, the term rv approaches

zero too fast, forcing Nu to vanish. There exists a critical value of y = DHM, such that

,. * if v<Dau

N.,=lconstant if v=Dnmvl . 0 if v>Dnu

The critical exponent D¡lyis the (mesh) Hausdorffdimension.

then be obtained from Eq. (3.2), or more explicitly

Du,= -/*lj#P
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@l-@

Fig. 3.1. Box covering of the fractal set where the boxes are aligned using a

regula.r mesh. The size of a box is r. (After Kins94bl).

An equivalent expression is a power law

meaning that the LHS is proportional to the RHS. This is the power law for the box-

counting dimension.

One distinction between regular and fractal objects is that the fractal and

topological dimensions of regular objects are the same while those of fractals are different.

For regular lines, areas, and cubes, the values of v = D ¡1y are I , 2, and 3, respectively, to

obtain a nonzero N" in Eq. (3.3). Intuitively, the terms ,' in Eq. (3.2) for the lines, areas,

and cubes represent covering sets having of a length of r, an area of ,2 , undvolume of ,3 ,

respectively. Thus fractal dimensions are integers and coincide with their topological

dimensions. The Koch curve has a topological dimension of a line because it is

constructed by connecting lines. However, the fractal dimension of Koch curve is

N(r) * ,-on'

rì _log(4)_1",Árô
"HM - rrg (Ð - L'L'L2

(3.s)
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which is different from its topological dimension. This feature is also shared by all

fractals, so that one definition of fractals is self-similar objects having fractal dimensions

different from their topological dimensions.

The actual computation of the box-counting fractal dimension is through a

successive counting of N(r) for several small values of r. Thus for each r = r¿ (called

various measurement scales) where ï¿1)t,¡, we obtain N(r,). The limit of Nis the total

number of points in the set. The next step is to plot y vs. .r (called log-Iog plot), where

y¡ = log(N(r¡)) (3.1)

and

x¡ = log(Ilr¡) (3.8)

as shown in Fig. 3.2(a). The D6¡a is the slope of the approximating straight line of the

points in the log-log plot. Usually there are upper and lower values of log( 1/r¡) where the

curve becomes saturated and unusable. A statistical analysis [Kins94b] determines the

usable range of scales. The approximating line includes only points inside the usable

range.

It is also usual practice to show the trend of the slope (hence the trend of D¡1y)

with respect to Jr¡. One way is to plot the value of local slopes (J ¡*t-y ¡)/(x¡+t-x¡) for each

scale (i.e., ever! x¡). Thus, in the usable range of scale, we should obtain an

approximately horizontal line crossing the y-axis at a value about DHM, as shown in Fig.

3.2(b). Although both plots carry the same information, we shall use the local slope plot

as in Fig. 3.2(b), because it is easier to show the dimension value and its trend for

successive measurement scales.
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Fi9.3.2. Plots showing a box-counting dimension estimation: (a) is the log-

log plot, while (b) is the local-slope plot.

Mass Dimension

We discuss mass dimension to provide the link between irregularity and fractal

dimensions, and to introduce the dimension of measure which later becomes important in

multifractality. It also has the concept of local dimension. Consider a similar

measurement as in the box-counting dimension. However, the covering set is not a mesh

but instead a disk B*(r) centered in x (which is a point in the fractal) and has a radius r.

Thus there are several disks required to cover the fractal. Introduce now a measure

p(Br(r)) where B*(r) is called the measure support A measure is a way of

distributing the fractal to the covering disks. For example, if there is a notion of total mass

of the fractal, a measure can be a way of distributing the mass to the covering disks.

(b)
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Another measure is the probability distribution (i.e,, the probability of the parts of the

fractal to be in the disks). Suppose that there are n points in a fractal. The probability (or

natural) measure can be defined as [PeJS92]

p(B) = lim 1
n -+ */L

n-l

E
k=0

I uQ¡r) (3.e)

where

1Ir(x) = {o
xe B

xØ B
(3.10)

Br(r). Now,

law for mass

(3.11)

Thus p (B *(r) ) gives the percentage of fractal points covered by the disk

assuming that the measure is self similar, we can introduce a power

dimension in a form similar to Eq. (3.5)

D
It(B*(r)) n r "'

The critical exponent D * is then the mass dimension. Notice that there is no minus sign

in the front of D * as in the Eq. (3.5). This is because when r approaches 0, the measure

also approaches zero, which is the inverse of the case of the box counting.

The mass dimension has a local characteúzation of irregularity. In fact, it is also

known as the Hölder exponent introduced in the regularity equation Eq. (2.58), because

the power-law in Eq. (3.1i) can be seen as another form of Eq. (2.58). The Hölder

exponent is also called the singularity strength of x, i.e., the centre of the disk.

Furthermore, this D * is defined for a point in the fractal, thus it is a local characterization.

For pure fractals, D * is the same for all points, meaning that the singularity is

homogeneous. Otherwise, the singularity is heterogeneous, and the object rs multifractal.
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We can modify the box-counting algorithm to compute the mass dimension of one

point in a fractal. The modification is simply by replacinE xi=log(I/r¡) and y¡ = log(N(r))

with x¡ = log(r) *¿ )i - log (tt(B(r,))) , respectively, where the disk B(r) is

centered in the point. The slope of the straight line in the log-log plot is the mass

dimension.

It should be noted that the local mass-dimension, i.e., D* computed for a small

and limited range of x¡, is not strictly a dimension anymore because it may take negative

values or values exceeding the dimension of the embedding space. In this case, it is really

an estimation of the singularity strength (or the Hölder exponent) of the center of the disk.

A global mass dimension can be obtained by selecting a point of the fractal to be

the center of the disk, and perform the same measurement. The selected point should be

the centre ofthe fractal and the radius r should cover all fractal set. For a pure fractal, the

selection of the point can be arbitrary, because any point should have the same singularity

strength.

Correlation Ðimension

A morphological dimension such as the Hausdorff dimension is suitable if the

distribution of the fractal points is uniform on the support. However, if fractal

distributions are not uniform, the Hausdorff dimension characterizes only the support.

Furthermore, the dimension tends to ignore sparse or isolated points. A set of entropy

dimensions can then be used to take the distribution into account, including the so called

Rényi generaiized dimensions [Kins94b] that we will encounter iater in Section 3.4.I.

One important and popular fractal dimension of this type is the correlation dimension D.,
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which has been used in our applications (e.g, Section 4.4). Consider a measure called

correlation (or integral) sum C(r) as

with ll'll defining a valid vector norrn, r is the disk radius as in the mass dimension, N is

the number of fractal points, and 0 (-x) is the Heaviside function

iN
c (r) = hm + X, e(r - llx, -.;ll)N+ -rl .t' i, j.=.l

t*l

1ex>00lx) = {'0ex<0

-uìI-
.)-

if v<D
c

ifv=D
c

if v>D
c

(3.r2)

(3.13)

(3.15)

(3. 16)

Intuitively, C(r) counts the number of point pairs that have distances less that r. As r

increases, C(r) also increases, because there would be more pairs being included in the

counting. Thus, a power law similar to Eq. (3.5) can be defined as

D
C(r)*r' (3'14)

and the critical exponent v of C, is the correlation dimension D. according to

C=v {."";,,",/T,( c Q) r

D = t'* logC(r)
c r-+0 logr

The dimension D. represents a degree of correlation among the points in a fractal.

If the points are highly correlated (i.e., the distances among point pairs are small), we

expect the C(r) to decrease rather slowly when the r decreases, because there are still

many pairs counted by Eq. (3.12). In turn, Eq. (3.i5) does not need a high v for the term
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-vr to keep C, for becoming zelo or infinity. Therefore, we should obtain a low D, h

contrast, alatge D. indicates that the vectors are more uncorrelated (i.e., they are not close

to each other).

A algorithm similar to that for calculating mass dimension can be used to calculate

correlation dimension by simply replacing ! ¡ = log (p (B (r,) ) ) with

); = log 1C (rr) ) . It should be noted that the cor¡elation dimension is global where the

resulting dimension is for the fractal set, not for point as in the local mass dimension case.

3.2 Fractal Signals

We shall use fractals to model the highly nonstationary parts of signals. For

stationary parts, fractal-dimension calculations usually result in the signal's topology

dimension, thus the modelling does not offer much advantage. However, for

nonstationary parts, this approach is very promising. In classical approaches ([O'Sha87],

[GoWi87]), many nonstationary parts of signals such as speech consonants or image

textures have to be modeled as noise because a deterministic characterization is difficult to

obtain. In fractal approaches, they are characterized using singularities and fractal

dimensions [ChDF89], [DuOt93], [Frae86], [Frae87], [GrJe93], [KeCh89].

'We discuss four fractal modellings of signals-as fractal sets, as self-affine sets, as

outputs of chaotic systems, and as fractal measures. We use one dimensional signals x[n]

as the example in the discussion. Since signals that are pure fractals are rare, we must use

either local fractal dimensions on the ove¡all signal or global fractal dimensions on a

segment of the signal. In the following discussion, we assume the latte¡ and delay the

discussion on using local fractal dimension to Section 3.3.
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3.2.1 Signals as Fractal Sets

In this early approach, the graph (n,xlnl) of a signal x[n]is considered as afractal

set embedded in a plane, where the fractal points are the points in the graph. The box-

counting dimension can be easily used to characterize the fractal. This approach has been

used to characterize speech waveforms in [PiKh86]. The approach has the advantage of

having a simple algorithm that can be used to analyze recorded signals. However, the

relationship between the fractal dimensions of the graph and the signal characteristics are

not well understood. Furthermore, a real-time application is not realistic because the

signal must be converted into a graph before being processed.

3.2.2 Signals as Self-Affine Sets

A more natural relationship between signals and fractals is in modelling of signals

as self-affrne sets, where some aspects of the signals are self similar. In particular, the self

similarity in Eq. (1.2) is relaxed into

x (),t) = ?"H x (t) VÀ > 0 (3.r7)

A prominent case is the so-calledfractional Brownian motion (FBM). An FBM is a time-

varying function BHG) whose increments BHG + rT) - B HU) are self-affrne fractals

for any 7'and r > 0 . The increments are Gaussian with variance satisfying [Kins95]

Var (8, (t + rT) - B H G) ) * lrtl'o (3.18)

Hence the original fractal IBHG+T) -BHQ) I is statistically indistinguishable from
_t-t
, " lBa$+rT) -BHU)I for any t and r>0. The parameter 0 <H< 1 is called
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Hyrst exponent, and the fractal dimension (called the variance fractal dimension) is

related to.F/ according to

Do = 2-H (3.19)

(3.20)

An important characteristic of FBM is that its frequency spectrum characteristic,

namely the power spectral density P(fl, also possesses self similarity as

Pa*fu

The FBM has emerged as one important signal model in a variety of applications. The

FBM signals can be categorized as the Ilf processes because its frequency spectrum has a

form of

PA *r/f (3.2r)

as in Eq. (3.20) [Flan89], [Kesh82], with close relationships to wavelets [RaZe9l],

[Worn90], [Worn93].

The model is well suited for a wide range of physical signals including

geophysical signals, economic time-series, biological signals, noises in electronic devices,

frequency variation in music, speech signals, and burst effor on communication channels

[WoOp92], [Kins94b], [GrKi9a]. The 2D extensions have been used in modelling natural

terrain and textures [LOKS86], [SMHN93].

There are several computation schemes to compute the variance dimension

[Kins94b], [ZhBM9O]. One fast, real-time method is based on calculating the variance

and then estimating the Hurst exponent as in Eq. (3.14). Another method is through

calculating P(fl for several different frequency values, and then estimating the slope of the
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P(fl T,o obtain // in Eq. (3.20). The estimation involves curve fitting of several

measurement points in a P(fl vs. /plot to estimate the parameter B in Eq. (3.21).

3.2.3 Signals as Outputs of Chaotic Systems

Another realistic fractal modelling of signals is to treat the signals as the outputs of

chaotic systems. This section shows that such systems are capable of generating

complicated noise-like signals, and yet the system structure can be very simple.

Furthermore, one can associate a fractal (or usually called strange attractor) with a

chaotic system [GrPr83], [Frey93]. Thus we can associate fractal dimensions with the

signal indirectly by measuring the fractal dimensions of the strange attractor of the chaotic

system that produces the signal. A problem arises in measuring the fractal dimensions

because we usually have access to the signal only, not the strange attractor. This section

then shows the Takens embedding approach in constructing a synthetic attractor from

signals that can have the same fractal dimensions as the actual strange attractor.

Chaotic Dynamical Systems and Strange Attractor

Chaotic dynamical systems are systems that are extremely sensitive to initial

conditions and are unpredictable [Kins95]. They can be low-dimensional (low degree of

freedom) dynamical systems, yet capable of generating turbulent and noise-like outputs.

Low-dimensional dynamical systems can be expressed by an iterative equation

xln +11 = F(xlnl) (3.22)

where x[n] is an M--dimensional vector representingfhe state of the systems at an integer

time n, F represents a set of M (coupled) non-linear functionals, and M is the degree of

freedom of the systems. After long iterations (i.e., n approaches -), the trajectories of x in

an M-dimensional space may converge to a subregion (or a map), called an attractor. For
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chaotic systems such as turbulences, the attractor is termed a "strange attractor" by Ruelle

and Takens [RuTa71] because it behaves llke afractal object [Kins95]. They conjecture

that the strange attractors are the cause of the turbulent behaviour in the flow. This

conjecture is important because one can then characterize such complicated turbulence by

characterizing its strange attractor using fractal dimensions.

.4,n Ðxample: Flénon Attractor

Consider a two-dimensional iterative map, with Hénon iteration [Heno76]

xln+Il
yln+tl

ylnl+l-axlnlz
bx lnl

(3.23)

The pair (xfnl,ylnl) represents the system state at the n-th iteration. Using this iteration,

one can plot the point pairs (xfnl,ylnl) at each iteration step in an x-y Cartesian plane to

create a map.

The system is chaotic, i.e., slightly different initial values of (x¡, y¡) result in large

differences in the system states. Table 3.2 compares two iterations with slightly different

initial conditions. Here, we use a = 1.4 and b = 0.3. The states of the first and second

iterations are shown by variables (xl, y1) and (x2, y2), respectively. V/hen they start, all

states are the same except y2 differs by 0.0001 from yl. However after 500 iterations,

both states differ very much, as shown inTable3.2. (For references, the variables are

bounded by -0.4 <ylnl<0.4, and -1.5 <xlnl < 1.5).Although the table shows several

steps only, the discrepancy continues throughout all iteration steps.

In practice, it becomes difûcult to predict what the state of the system would be at

i-th iterations. However, for a large number of iteration steps, the point pairs tend to

concentrate at a certain map (the attractor) for many different initial conditions. The

resulting map is called Hénon map. Figure 3.3 shows the map for a = I.4 and b = 0.3
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Table 3.2. Chaotic behaviour of Hénon iteration (a = I.4, b = 0.3).

Steps xI yI x2 y2

0 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0001

496 -0.3821 0.3090 -0.4699 -0.3688

491 t.1046 -0.rr46 0.3469 -0.1409

498 -0.8229 0.3090 0.6904 0.1040

499 0.3832 -0.2468 0.4366 0.2011

500 0.5474 0.r149 0.940i 0. i309

after 2000 steps. The correlation dimension of the map is known to be 1.26 [Kins95].

Thus the seemingly random signals xþtf and y[n] turn out to be following a non-random

rule in the x-y plane. (They cannot be random, because they are governed by equations in

Eq. (3.23) which a¡e deterministic).

0.4

0.3

0.2

0.1

y0
-0.1

-0.2

-0.3

_0.4t .s . , . . t

-1.5 -1 -0.5 0 0.5 I ls
x

Fig. 3.3. Hénon map after 2000 steps, where a = I.4, b = 0.3.

Signals as the Outputs of ChaotÍc Systems

Having described chaotic dynamical systems, we now see signals as any element

of the state vector x[n]. For example, the time series xlnl or ylnl in the Hénon iteration
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can be seen as a signal coming from the Hénon chaotic system in Eq. (3.23). The signal,

shown in Fig. 3.2(a), has a nonstationary appearance comparable to two pure random

signals, i.e., a uniformly distributed random signal in Fig. 3.2(b) and a zero-mean unit-

variance Gaussian random signal in Fig. 3.2(c). This comparison shows that it is realistic

to model some nonstationary signals as the outputs of low-dimensional chaotic systems.

Within this approach, the proper characterization is the fractal dimensions of the attractor.
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Frg.3.4. Th¡ee comparably complicated signals: (a) time series xln) of the Hénon

chaotic system for 100 < n <200, (b) time series of a uniformly distributed

random signal, and (c) time series of a random signal with a zero-mean, unit

variance Gaussian distribution.
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Measuren¡ent of úhe Correlatio¡l F nactal ÐÍmension frorn a Signal Tirne Senies

Measuring the fractal dimension of the source attractor (assuming it exists) is a

problem because there is only a one-dimensional signal xfn) avallable, while Eq. (3.I2)

needs a map of x[n] in an M-dimensional space. A remarkable theorem by Takens

([Take81], [PCFS80]) solves this problem by providing a way of measuring the fractal

dimension of a multidimensional system through a single dimensional observation (i.e.,

time series) [AMSM88], [Higu90], [YaHu93]. The technique is based on the construction

of an m-element xlnl for Eq. (3.12) using the time series xlnf , according to

xlnl = Qlnl, xfn + Jl, ..., xln + (m- I) Jl) (3.24)

where -I is called the lag or construction delay, and m is called the selected embedding

dimension with suggested values > 2M. The optimum ,I is still an open question, however

it should increase if the statistical correlation among samples is high. Having def,ned the

vector x¡, we can immediately use Eqs. (3.12) to (3.16) to calculate the correlation

dimension for a certain m. If the actual dimension is greater than the selected embedding

dimension, the measurement gives the embedding dimension. In that case, one must

increase the selected embedding dimension, and repeat the measurement. Thus the

measurement will fail (i.e., does not converge to a number other that the m) if the system is

random, or the dimension is too high.

We have used this approach to measure the dimension of Hénon attractor. We use

the y¡ only as the time series. We set the lag to zero. Using the fast Grassberger algorithm

[Grass9O], we calculate the dimensions for different selections of m, ranging from 2 to 10.

We plot the measured fractal dimensions for different r. As shown in Fig. 3.5, the

measures converge to its actual fractal dimension. The convergence is an indication of the

existence of a low-dimensional strange attractor in the time series [AISV88].
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Fig. 3.5. Correlation dimension of Hénon attractor for different

embedding dimensions at various radii r.

3.2.4 Signals as Fractal Measures

We can treat signals as measures, i.e., distributions on fractal or nonfractal

supports. When the measure has self-similarity, fractal dimensions can be used.

However, the fractal dimension is calculated on the measure instead of on its support,

resulting in some differences. Although the term "fractal dimension" is still used, the

dimensions may take values that do not make sense geometrically-e.g,, values that are

negative, values that are less than the dimension of the support, or values that exceed the

dimension of the embedding space. Perhaps such a confusion can be avoided if another

term can be used for the critical exponent of the self-similar power-laws for measures.

Furthermore, we may now have nonfractal supports but still perform dimension

calculation. For example, in modeling one-dimensional signals, the supports are usually

nonfractal, e.g., the time axis. The support is then just a line.

In practice, a signal can be a combination of several self-similar and nonself-

similar measures. A simple combination is one in which the signal can be segmented

thÉ4t)
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piecewise, and each piece has a single dimension, In such a case, local fractal dimensions

can be caiculated for each segment, and the resulting dimensions characterize the signal.

However, the combination can be complicated, where the signal contains measures of

intertwined fractal supports. This case requires a treatment of multifractality.

3.3 Local Fractal Ðimensions for Signals

As indicated in the discussion of mass dimension, the local dimension refers to

values obtained using dimension calculation based on limited/local data, e.9., by limiting

the range of the scale x, in Eq. (3.8). The purpose is to assign a fractal dimension to a

point in the fractal. The mass dimension is natural for such localized measurement

because the center of the covering disk is a fractal point, hence the obtained dimension can

be assigned for that point. However, this assignment is not very obvious for box-counting

and correlation dimensions.

One approach first specifies the point of interest and then introduces a moving

window that masks the signal for the data outside a radius r from the point. The dimension

computation is then perfonned on the unmasked data and the resulting dimension is

assigned to the specified point. The computation is repeated for other points by moving

the window to cover each point and its neighbours within a radius of r prior to the

calculation.

What the optimal size of the window should be is still an open question. It should

be small enough to avoid interferences from other fractals in the signal. This also reduces

the computational requirements. However, the number of points in the unmasked data

should be large enough to allow successive measurements for the log-log plot. In practice,
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this can often be achieved by increasing signal resolution through increasing frequency

sampling of the signal data.

3,4 Multifractality and Multifractal Signals

A fractal measure over a support set is called multifractal if local measures on

different parts of the support have different dimensions [Vics92]. As indicated in Section

3.2.4, this model is more realistic for practical signals than single-fractal models.

Recently, multifractal signals have been suggested and introduced (e.g, in [BaMA93],

[Kins94b]) where measures have been replaced by signals in the sense that: (i) the support

is now a nonfractal set (e.g., time intervals or space areas) and (ii) the signal is a function

and not a distribution. As in multifractal measures, multifractal signals are also described

through the concepts of singularities (the Hölder exponent), spectrum of singularities

(also known as Mandelbrot dimension [Kins94]), and the Rényi (generalizefi dimensions

Dq. Unfonunately, applying the usual approach of obtaining such characterization for

measures to signais in the so called structure-function (SF) approach does not fully reveal

the multifractality of signals. Bacry, Muzy, and Arneodo [BaMA93] have proposed an

alternative approach (called the wavelet transform modulus maxima, WTMM, approach)

for multifractal signals, and show its superiority over the SF approach [MuBA93]. There

has been growing interest in using wavelets for multifractal analysis [ArGr88],

[AAGG89], [AAEG89], IAAEG9O], [VeFr91] and [MuBa9l]. [n many cases, we are

interested in finding the location of isolated singularities in the signal that represent highly

nonstationary parts of signal. As shown in [MaHw9Zf, the WTMM approach also

provides such localization. The results are used in Chapters 6 and 7, where the WTMM is
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used for image denoising and edge-preserving image compression, respectively. It should

be noted that the next subsections follow most of the notations used in [MuBA93].

3.4.1 Multifractal Measures and the Singularity Characterizations

Measures have fractal properties (e.g., scaling self-similarities) because they have

singularities, i.e., they have irregular points in the support where some or all derivatives

do not exist. Such points are called singular points. A typical characterization is then

revealing and measuring the singularities in the multifractals. During the discussion of the

mass dimension in Section 3.1.2, we mention that singularity in a point x can be

chancterized using the local Hölder exponent o(x) = D * as in Eq. (3. 1 1), where

In practice, we may have difficulties in computing the limit. Hence, we may use an

approximation, called a coarse Hölder exponent, defined in a box B"(r) containing x and

its neighbours within a size r as

logp(B_(r))
cr(x) = lim -- .-:

r --s 0 l0gr

logp(8"(r))
cr (x)

tog r

(3.25)

(3.26)

We can now characterize the whole support set where there are many singular

points (or boxes in the coarse cases). Let us define a subset of the support, where its

elements .x are all points in the support that have the same Hölder exponent cr. Suppose

that there a¡e in total Nr(cr) nonoverlapped boxes of B *(r) to cover the subset completely.

Obviously, Nr(c[) increases if r decreases because we need more smaller boxes to cover

the subsets. However, because of the nonuniformity of singularity distribution over the
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support, we cannot expect that Nr(cr) increases linearly with respect to the decrease of r.

lnstead, the subset behaves like a fractal set, and we have a power law

Nr(c[) n ,-f'{u) (3.21)

where

As r -+ 0, the values of [(u) tend to a limit /(cr) which can often be considered as the

Hausdorff fractal dimension D, (or the box counting dimension D nu if the boxes are

rectangles of the regular mesh) of the subset of points having the singularity strength cr,

i.e.,

f @) - dim" {xlp(Br(r)) n ru, r -+ 0} (3.2e)

The flcx) for all o is often called the spectrum of singularities, and becomes the

characteristic of a multifractal.

It is often difficult to calculate /(cr) directly. The usual approach is to stafi with a

partition function (i.e., a function that describes a covering of the support using

nonoverlapped countable boxes B,(r)). One partition function suitable for measures

(often used in thermodynamics) is defined as

logN-(u)
"fJu) =' logr

Z(r\=9ulB.(r))aq' ' 'L¿' '
i

(3.28)

(3.30)
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which calculates the sum of measures to the power of a real number e, -* < q < *, over

all covering boxes. For self-similar measures, the relationship between Znt) and r is a

power-law

Zn?) * rr?) (3.31)

Hence

After obtaining t (q) , the /(cx) is then computed from the Legendre transform [Kins94]

f(a(q)) = qa(q) -r(q) (3.33)

where

logZ^(r)
r(a\ = lim Y

r -+ 0 logr

u (q) = *r rn,

losY p?
ea' I

r(a\ = lim j
\r/ r-+o logr

(3.32)

(3.34)

In practice, we usually obtain multifractals where the measure is the density of the

points, i.e., the nonuniform concentration of points on the support. \ü/e then use the box-

counting approach, where a regular mesh c¡eates rectangular boxes B,(r) on the support,

and define a practical measure

p(r,(r)) =p,=* (3.3s)

where N, is the number of points obtained in box B ,(r) and N is the total number of points

in the support. We then have
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that can be used in Eq. (3.33) to complete the calculation of f(a) .

Another equivalent characteristic of multifractals is the Rényi dimensions (or

generalized dimensions, [Grass83], [HePr83], [PaSc87], [PaSc87]) readily obtained from

r (q) as

D=q
9 ir a+I
q-I t

ü* t(qì if q=!
q-+|q- r

(3.37)

(3.38)

(3.3e)

Both /(cx) and Dn are intenelated in the Legendre transform through r(q) . Hence,

knowing /(u) is equivalent to knowing D 
n.

The importance of /(u) and Dn to multifractals is the same as that of fractal

dimensions to fractal sets: they chuacterize scaling properties of multifractals. For

example, it can be shown [Kins94b] that Do = max*(/(cr)) = Dn¡ø is the box

counting dimension of the support, as in Eq. (3.4). It can also be shown [Kins94] that for

the measure in Eq. (3.35),

which is called the information dimension. Furthermore, D2 = D, as in Eq. (3.16).

When q -+ *, the exponent q suppresses all the small p,, hence only the max,(p)

contributes to the r (q) . We then have

D. = r,,,' t(q) - r,,r, ?o"oto'
t q-+lQ-1 r-+o logr

losp,. e'max
D = llm-æ r-+0 logr
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Similarly, q+-*, the exponent q suppresses all the large p¡,hence only the min,(f¡)

contributes to the r (q) , and

(3.40)

Hence Dn provides many important fractal dimensions for the multifractal.

' Many signal applications use /(cx) and Dn as features of analysis variables

lDaMW94l, [EmRo94], [FeKi94], [KiSK94], [KiSt94], [StMe88]. For example, if the set

is pure single fractal, there is only one Hölder exponent, hence /(o) is just a point, and

its value is the Hausdorff dimension of the set. The D n vs. 4 plot is then a flat line

crossing the y-axis at l@) . Similarly, if the object is not a fractal (i.e., regular object)

fhe Dn is flat and crossing the y-axis af DE. If the set is associated with a multifractal

measure, /(cr) becomes a curve, and the Dn becomes a monotonically decreasing curve.

Thus, from the curves, we can determine wether a set or measure is a pure fractal,

multifractal, or simply a regular object. Furthermore, the D n has been used to segment

images, where pixels with the same Dn are combined as a segment [fuFG9i].

3.4.2 Multifractal Signals and Structure-Functions Approach

Because measures ¡t(B,(r)) are not signals /(r), some modifications have to be

made to enable multifractal cha¡acterization of signals. The most important one is to

obtain appropriate partition functions that resemble measures, such as in Eq. (3.30). One

early approach is the so called structure-function approach which star-ts with defining the

rate of change of the signal measure at t0

Ef (to,l) = f Uo+I) -f (ts)

losn,. e¡ mln
= llm--æ r-+0 logr
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Fig. 3.6. Illustrative examples of f (cr) and Dq

signal singularity at the time rO is defined as the local Hölder exponent h (t0), such

ô/(ro, I¡ * ¡h(to) (3.42)

and

h(tù =

which is an analogy to Eq. (3.25).

function

.. logô/(lo, /)
lrm 

-

/ -+ o log/

The partition function is repiaced

(3.43)

by the structure

sp (/) = ( (ô/(r, l) )r) (3.44)

where the operation ( (ô/(r,/))r) perfonns averaging over /, and p is nonnegative

integers. Assuming that the measure is self simila¡, the structure function has a power law

S tl\ *lÇPp"
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as in Eq. (3.3 i), and we then have

los^S ( l\( - lim " P"uP /_+0 log/
(3.46)

as in Eq. (3.32). Vy'e can then define the singularity spectrum D (h) (equivalent to /(cr)

in the measure cases) as the Hausdorff dimension of the subset of all points r having a

iocal Hölder exponent å. It is obtained using a Legendre transform

D (h) = ph-Ço+ t (3.41)

Although D (h) has been used successfully in the study of fully developed

turbulence [PaFr85], [BPPV84], it generally cannot provide complete characteúzation of

the singularity spectrum of the signal, because p is limited to nonnegative integers. A

modification can be made to include positive real numbers for p, but D (h) simply does

not exist for negative p. The reason is that it is always possible to obtain õf (t, l) = 0 for

signals. As a result ,Eq. (3.44) cannot be computed for negative p, because it would result

in divergence (division by zero). We then describe an alternative approach (WTMM) that

allows complete calculation of the singularity spectrum.

3.4.3 Revealing Multifractality through Wavelet Transþrms Modulus Maxima

The main feature of using WTMM to obtain the spectrum of singularities is in a

new partitioning function Z (o, q), where the scale a and real number q are in direct

analogy to r and g in Eq. (3.30), respectively. Recall the CWT in Section 2.i.5 and Eq.

(1.4), where the wavelet transform of a signal/(/) can be written as Wr(a, t) , where a and

T represents the scaling factor and time position, respectively. Let us extend the notion of
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Hölder exponent at time /0 to be the largest exponent h (tO), such that there exists a

polynomial P nG) having an order n satisfying

[f tt) - P nG -ro) I 
* 

lt - tolh {to) (3.48)

This new definition has the ability to characterize singularities in higher derivatives, while

the previous definition in Eq. (3.43) cannot characterize signal singularities with Hölder

exponent h(t) > I.

It has been shown in [MaHw9Z] that as a -+ 0 , we can obtain the Hölder exponent

h (tù in a power law

provided that vanishing moment of the wavelets (see Section 2.3.1) is greater than the

maximum of h (ts). This is an analogy to Eq. (3.42).

Let us now define WTMM at a fixed scale ¿ to be Wr(a, t) which is the local

maxima or lwr(a, t) | 
, i.e., lwr{a, î) I t lwr(a, rr)l and lwr{a, î)l>lwf (a, .*) 

|

for any t, and t^ in the left and right neighbourhood of ?, respectively. Having defined

the WTMM in every scale, we can plot them in a scale-time plane, where one maximum a

can be connected to another maximum at the next scale and the same time position. We

can then connect the modulus maxima into curves across the scale, called maxima lines l.

Define L (ag) as the set of all maxima lines /, such that

lwr(a,ro)l 
* lolo"o'

(r,a)el=a<ao

for every scaie where the lines exist. The partition function is then defined as

Z (a, q) = T. {sul g,,ã) e ílwf(a,r) l)) 
s

I e L(a)

(3.4e)

(3.s0)
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Hence, the analogy with Eq. (3.30) is as follows. The scale a is the size r. The boxes are

the wavelets. The positioning of the boxes is determined by the maxima lines. The

measure of one box is the maximum value (or supremum, if the maximum does not exist)

of the wavelet modulus maxima in one line.

Having defined the partitioning function, we can then obtain the power law

Z (a, q) n oT(Q) (3.s2)

as in Eq. (3.31), and obtain

t(q) = ,t^loe4lat q)

a)0 |oga

The singularity spectrum then follows from the Legendre transform

(3.s3)

(3.s4)D(h) = qh-r(a)

The WTMM approach is very important and it is iikely to become a standard

approach in characterizing multifractal signals. It can reveal all singularity spectra

because qis a real number-hence the Legendre transform can be completed. Another

advantage of WTMM is in its ability to locate singular points. An important feature of the

maxima lines is that for every singular point ro (with a Hölder exponent less than the

wavelet vanishing moment) there is at least one maximum line pointing to /0. Hence, we

can locate the singular points by scanning the maxima lines in the scale-time plane at the

lowest scale. Furthermore, it has been shown by [MaHw92] and [CvVe95] that the

maxima lines can be used to reconstruct the signal with very good perceptual quality (see

the 2D case in Chapter 7). Consequently, it is now possible to remove selected

singularities from the signal, analogous to the removal of frequency components in the

classical Fourier analysis and filtering.
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3"5 Surn¡nary of Chapter 3

This chapter describes fractal modeling of signals with the use of fractal

dimensions as their chatacterization. The main objective is to be able to characterize

complicated nonstationary signals using simple numbers or functions, i.e., dimensions.

We have described various possible approaches, such as fractal sets, fractal signals, and

multifractals. The chapter explains both theoretical and practical aspects in using the

approaches. We then observe that multifractality is the most suitable approach for

practical signals. At the end, we describe the latest approach of revealing signal

multifractality using wavelet transforms, especially the WTMM.

In the next chapters, we develop signal applications using wavelets as well as

fractals and multifractals. Chapter 4 focuses on processing and compression of speech

signals. The remaining chapters present image processing and compression. In all

applications, we use wavelets as well as fractals and multifractals to represent and

char acterize non stationary p arts (including sin gularities) of signals.
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The two previous chapters have discussed wavelet and fractal modelling of signals

without specifying the type of signals. This chapter focuses on processing and

compression of speech signals, and shows the ability of wavelets and fractals to process

the speech nonstationarity. In Section 4.L, we argue that speech nonstationarity can be

represented by the so-called linear predictive coding (LPC) excitations. The

representation is conceptually effective and computationally practical. Section 4.2 then

describes a new wavelet model of speech, where the wavelets are used to represent LPC

excitations. The representation can be made compact such that it is suitable for speech

compression. Section 4.3 describes a novel speech compression scheme based on this

model.

Speech nonstationarity is especially critical during the so-called consonant

articulations, where the speech waveforms have a noise-like appearance due to turbulent

excitations. Consonant modelling for speech compression and recognition has been a

difficult problem because traditional frequency characferization of turbulence has been

urisuccessful. Knowing the ability of chaotic sources to produce noise-like signals, we

propose a new model of consonant speech signals, where the consonant excitations come

from a chaotic source, as described in Section3.2.3. Section 4.4 develops a new scheme

to characterize consonants based on chaotic sources, and uses the scheme to charaeterize

22 selected consonants.
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4.n LPC Excitatio¡rs to RepreserÀt Speech monstationârÍty

4. I. I Speech nonstationarity

Speech signals a¡e known to be nonstationary, but not everywhere [ABRI93a],

[ABRI93b]. Speech can be seen as a combination of speech primitives called phonemes

(i.e., the smallest units of meaningful voice in a specific language) grouped into vowels

arrd consonants. For example, over 260,000 English words can be constructed by

concatenating appropriate phonemes taken from a set of 46 English phonemes [Pars86].

In a simple physical model of speech generation shown in Fig. 4.12, air flows from the

lungs generate excitations that resonate in a vocal tract before being produced as

phonemes. The whole phoneme generating process is called articulation.

Excitation

Excitation Signal Speech

Fig. 4.1. A simple speech production model.

During vowel articulations (about 10 to 50 ms duration), the excitation occurs in

the vocal cord that vibrates strongly with a relatively constant period (called the period of

pitch). The resonance of such excitations in the vocal tract results in speech signals that

are considered stationary during the articulation duration. In contrast, the excitation of

consonants does not usually involve vocal cord vibrations, but rather flow constrictions in

certain parts of the vocal tract [O'Sha87]. As a result the excitation exhibits turbulent and

noise-like appearance which is nonstationary [Pars86].

Thus speech signals consist of consecutive stationary

subwaveforms because speech consists of consecutive consonants

and

and

nonstatlonary

vowels. The
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duration of the nonstationary parts can be short (during the transition of one phoneme to

another) or longer (during the consonant articulations).

The stationary parts are well represented by the vocal tract. The vocal tract has a

frequency characteristic (called frequency response) that introduces frequency-spectrum

peaks (calledformants) on the excitation at the resonant frequencies [Pars86]. Therefore,

an adaptive filter having a frequency response simila¡ to that of the vocal tract can be used

to represent the vocal tract. If the speech signal is stationary, a linear prediction (LP) can

estimate from the speech signal the filter parameters (i.e., filter coefficients) that produces

such a frequency response [AtHa71]. A linear filter that uses LP estimation is called an

LPC filter, and the excitation is called an LPC excitation. Ten LPC coefficients are usually

su.fficient to produce an acceptable quality of speech, thus the representation is very

compact.

The excitation then represents the nonstationary parts of speech. During the

stationary phase, the excitation carries the pitch information and speech loudness and the

LPC filter carries the speech spectrum. However during a nonstationary phase, the LPC

filter cannot reproduce the speech signal faithfully because the filter coefficient estimation

assumes that the speech samples are stationary lLang92l. ln this case, the LPC excitation

must carry almost all the speech information. Thus speech nonstationarity can be

obtained by obtaining LPC excitations.

4.1.2 Obtaining LPC Excitation

We can derive the LPC excitation from a segment of speech. Let s[n] be the value

representing the amplitude of a speech signal at a sampling instance nT, where Z is a
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sampling period (e.9.,0,125 ms for telephone quality speech). l,et us also call the LPC

excitation for that instance as tlnl, and the LPC filter H(z) as [Pars86]

H(z) = A-1(z) =
[,Ë.,,.-')-'

where e: aÍe the filter coefficients. The speech production model implies (in the z-domain
I

notation)

S(z) = H(z)T(z) (4.2)

Let us now consider a similar relationship for a segment of speech s, which is a

vector whose elements are s[0], s[1], ..., s[N-l]. With typical values of the period between

samples ranging between 7 to 32 ms, NZ is a time duration short enough for Ë/(z) to be

considered stationary. Using linear prediction [Pars86], we can obtain the filter

coefficients c, in Eq. (4.1) from s. Furthermore, we can approximate I{z) with an N x N

lower-triangular matrix 11

(4.r)

(4.3)H=

ho

h1

00
hoo

h* _, hr _z ... ho

Here, h, arc the impulse responses of H(z) [Atal89]. The corresponding LPC excitation is

then a vector t, whose elements are l[0], /[], ..., r[N-i]. (Clearly, both s and t are

members of a iinear space RN¡. From the time domain expression of Eq. (4.2), it can be

shown that one s[n] is affected by all tfml, with m 1 n. Thus, if the additive contribution
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of all tlm) from the previous segments to the current s is a vector u, then Eq. G.2)

becomes

t = H-t (s-u)

This t is the LPC excitation that should be modelled.

The LPC excitation t can be made compact because it contains less information

than s, while both use the same number of samples. Consider Fig. 4.2, showing the

spectrâ of both segments s and t during a vowel articulation. The spectrum of excitation t

does not have the peaks and valleys (i.e., the formants) contained in s, carrying a phoneme

of the vowel. Since the ^F1*1(z) removes the formants from t, the spectrum of t is relatively

flat. However, this does not mean t becomes unimportant. Figure 4.3 shows both

segments in the time domain. Clearly, t still car¡ies the periodicity (i.e., pitch) of s.

Nevertheless, the information measure of t should be lower than s becausð of the formant

removal, making a compact representation possible.

Frequency [kHz]

Fig. 4.2. Spectra of both speech and excitation segments.

(4.4)
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32 ms

Time [ms]

32 ms

Fig.4.3. Both the speech and excitation segments in the time domain (N=256).

4.2 Wavelet Model of I-FC Excitation

We now model the LPC excitation t as a linear combination of wavelets. We recall

the form of Eq. (2.18) and apply it to the excitation as

'i' t'vi'o 
''' Ì

where the index j is the scale, ranging from 1, 2, ...,to.I, while k is the time-shift ranging

from 0, 1, ..., to çZ-itg-t According to Eq. (2.17), the wavelet coefûcients cr.o and scaling

coefficients dr,o are

(4.s)

(4.6)

N-1

'i,k= X tt'lv¡,rrln)
n=0

and

This model has many advantages due to its structure and the signals involved.

Firstly, such a linear combination fits in a highly-structured linear system, allowing many

analysis tools. For example, t now depends on two sets: (i) the set of wavelet and scaling
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coefficients I, ¡, ud t, nl , and (ii) the set of wavelet and scalìng signals

{rlr¡,¡rlrJ,Þ¡,¡rln)} ,whichisabasisset. Theimportanceofonecoefficientmaydiffer

from the other one, which can be exploited for compression. Furthermore, the terms on

the right hand side of Eq. Ø.5) by themselves are decomposing signals (members of RN¡.

Thus, we immediately have a signal decomposition, which allows us to study the signal by

studying each of the terms.

Secondly, we now have a time-scale or time-frequency decomposition (as

explained in Section 2.2.4). Each of the terms in RHS of Eq. (4.5) has a unique

combination ofj and k, and thus it has a unique position in the time-frequency plane.

Thirdly, it is possible to group the RHS terms according to their scale. As shown

inSection2.2.4,allsignals V¡,tln) inthesamescalejhavethesamefrequencyposition

and duration (i.e., band). Let us now define

-t2"N-1
ii = I c¡,rrv¡,¡l')

k=0

-t2"N-l
and Íry= X d¡,¡Q¡,¡rlr\

k=0
(4.7)

(4.8)

We can then decompose t to signals with different frequency bands, according to

t = t;p+ tj
J

:,
j=1

In this special decomposition, t consists of (i) / bandpass signals õ, (eacir has a different

frequency position but the same frequency duration in the logarithmic scale), and (ii) one

lowpass signal õa". Fo. example, Figure 4.4 shows the corresponding decomposition of t,

where N is 64 and ./ is 5, scale j is 1,2,3, 4, and 5. The plots are ordered from the lowest

frequency band (ia") to the highest one (õ1 ). Note that the supe¡position of all
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decomposing signals is exactly the same as the original signal, which is the first one-

quarter portion of the excitation in Fig. 4.3.

4.2.1 Some Properties of the Wavelet Model for Compact Representation

The wavelet representation of t, i.e., {r¡,te dt,¿}, has several properties that are

attractive for compact representation. We are interested in reducing the number of bits to

represent the coefficients lr¡,tcdt,¿) . tne idea is to eliminate coefficients that are not

significant, i.e., removal of them does not cause severe quality reduction in the

reconstructed speech. Suppose the original signal is s[n] and the reproduced signal after

insignificant coefficients are removed is 3 [n ]. An objective measure of the quality of

3 [n ] is the signal-to-noise rario (SNR), defined as the ratio (in dB) of the energy of the

original signal E, and that of the error signal E 
", 

ot

whereE andÐ areSC

(r\
SNR=lor"sfll

\Lr)

E, = )s[n]2
n

" 
= I(slnl -îlnl)z

(4.e)

(4.10)

(4, i 1)

Thus, a larger SNR corresponds to a better quality because the er¡or energy is lower. In

general, a telephone quality signal has an SNR of 48 to72 dB. However, a low SNR does

not always mean poor speech quality, because it is possible to obtain an SNR below 10 dB

with highly intelligible reconstructed speech, as in cases of LPC speech compression

[Swan87]. Nevertheless, an SNR value of more than 10 dB usually indicates an
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Fig" 4.4. Wavelet decomposition of an 8-ms excitation in (a): (b) the low-pass section,

(c) scale 5, (d) scale 4, (e) scale 3, (f) scale 2, (g) scale 1, and (h) superposition

of (b) ro (g). All amplitudes are normalized to the excitation peak.
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acceptable quality, and an SNR value of more than 20 dB usually indicates a very good

quality. In the following subsections, ',¡/e report the relative importance of the wavelet

coefûcients with respect to their contribution in the SNR of the reconstructed speech. If

coefficients are to be eliminated, we should remove the least significant coefficients.

Magnitude-Ðependent Sensitivity

Since the high-magnitude coefflcients are more important than the low-magnitude

ones, we can quantize the low-magnitude coefficients coarsely, resulting in fewer bits

required to represent the coefficients. A compression is possible because there are more

low-magnitude coeffrcients than the high-magnitude ones, further reducing the number of

required bits. To show this property, we (i) alter the coefficients depending on their

magnitudes, (ii) use the altered coefficients to reconstruct the speech using Eqs. (4.7),

(4.8) and then (4.2), and (iii) measure the resulting distortion in terms of SNR. To alter the

coefficients we set a range of magnitudes and, if the magnitude of a coefficient lies in the

range, we scale the coefficient by a scaling factor of 50Vo. The process is repeated for

different magnitude ranges. Table 4.1 shows the effect of altering the magnitude on the

SNR. The table also shows the results of similar experiment with scaling factor of 07o

(complete truncation).

Notice the nonuniform coefûcient-significance according to its magnitude.

Throwing away 27.5IVo of the coefficients degrades the SNR down to 27.42 dB only, as

long as those coeffrcients have low magnitudes. However, truncating only 8.97Vo of the

coefficients with highest magnitudes severely degrades the SNR down to 1.49 dB. The

reason is the LPC excitation itself is magnitude sensitive, i.e., magnitude error affects the

speech quality significantly, as concluded in [Atal82]. Since high-magnitude coefficienrs
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Table 4.1. Magnitude sensitivity of coefficients.

Magnitude Ranges
SNR for 507o

scaled (dB)
SNR for 07o

scaled (dB)
Number of

coefficients (%)

0-100 3r.79 21.42 27.51

r00-299 25.78 20.32 18.63

200-300 23.32 17.59 I i.88

300-450 19.77 13.81 1T.62

450-700 16.51 t0.62 TT.41

700-1200 13.32 1.34 9.9s

>1200 1.45 1.49 8.91

are usually responsible for high-magnitude excitation, they becomes more significant than

the other coeff,cients. This means we should use more bits for higher magnitude

coefflcients. Fortunately, Table 4.1 also shows that there are few high-magnitude

coefficients, e.g., only 9.95Va for magnitude between 700-1200 and8.9lVo for > 1200.

Scale Dependent Sensitivity

Since the coefficients in a certain scale are more impoftant than the coefficients in

the other scales, we can coarsely quantize the coefficients in the other scales.

Furthermore, the number of important coefncients is less than that of the other

coefficients, making it attractive for lossy compression. To show this property, we (i) alter

the coeffrcients depending on their scale, as shown in Eq. (4.8), (ii) use the altered

coefficients to reconstruct the speech, and (iii) measure the resulting distortion, as before.

To alter a coefficient, we set the coefficient to zero. The process is repeated for different

scales j. Table 4.2 shows the effect of altering the magnitude to the SNR.
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Table 4.2. Scale sensitivity of coeffrcients.

Scale 3dB Bandwidth (Hz) SNR when clipped
(dB)

Number of coefficients
(%)

1 1500-4000 15.94 50

2 100-2550 9.63 25

3 3s0-1260 5.18 12.5

4 t75-630 4.20 6.25

5 90-310 7.13 3.r25

Lowpass 0-150 10.70 3.r25

Again, notice the nonuniform coefficient-significance according to its scale.

Altering 50Vo of the coefficients results in 15.94 dB SNR, when they are in scale 1.

However, altering 5.78% of the coefficients severeiy degrades SNR to 4.20 dB, when they

are in the scale 4. A possible reason is the LPC excitation is responsible for pitch

information, while bands in scales 4 and 5 contain almost all human pitch frequency.

Consequently, we must use more bits for coefficients in scales such as 3,4, and 5.

Fortunately, Table 2 also shows that there are few such coefficients, e.g., I2.5Vo,6.25Vo,

and 3.I257o for the scales 3, 4, and 5, respectively.

Effect of the Frame Length

What is the best length of frame (À/) for t to use? The frame length must be limited

to reduce coding delay and system complexity. In the discrete Fourier transform (DFT)

[OpWY83], the answer to this important question determines the uniform sampling

resolution in frequency domain. The longer the frame is, the finer the frequency

resolution. However, this is not the case in our model. The optimal N is among 32, 64,

and T28 points.
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To show this, we recall that N determines the number of 7 @ands or scales) that the

DWT produces for a segment t, which is logr(Àf (including the lowpass section). Thus,

doubling N increases the number of sections by one. However, what is happening is the

lowpass section breaks into a new bandpass section and a new lowpass section. In other

words, the resolution increases at the low frequency only, and frequency bands of scale j

in both N and 2N frame lengths are the same! Table 4.3 shows a (coarse) approximation of

the 3 dB cut-off frequencies of the low-pass section and its closest band-pass section,

when using Daubechies-4 wavelets. If we deal with telephone bandwidth signals (300-

3300 Hz), there is no need to increase resolution at bands below 300 Hz. Hence, there is

no need to use N more than 32. Furthermore, LPC excitation mostly contains pitch

information, and pitch frequencies are more than 80 Hz. Thus, even for wide-band

speech, a number of 128 is sufficient for N.

Such properties can be used for speech compression, as shown in the following

section. A simple compression scheme is able to obtain a performance comparable to the

best existing compression scheme.

4.3 Speech Compression using Wavelets

4.3. I Speech Compression

Speech signal compression is a necessity in speech communication either because

of an operational requirement based on a design constraint, or because of the desire to

utilize existing resources efficiently [Lync85]. In a pulse code modulation (PCM) form,

real-time telephone-quality speech requires a rate of 64 kilobit per second (kbps), which is

too high for high frequency (HF) radio or practical network channels. At this rate, speech

as short as one minute would also occupy large storage space (480 kbytes).
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dB) frequencies of the low-pass (LP) section and its closest
(BP) section, approximated for Daubechies-4 wavelet.

N Total Bands LP cut-off (Hz) BP Left-side
cut-off (Hz)

BP Right-side
cut-off (Hz)

4 2 2400 r547 4000

8 -1 1300 700 2550

16 4 600 350 r260

32 5 300 175 630

64 6 r50 90 310

r28 7 80 45 155

256 8 40 22 t8

5t2 9 20 i1 39

r024 10 10 5 20

2048 t1 5 2 10

4096 T2 2.5 5

Techniques based on the simple speech production model shown in Fig. 4.I2have

successfully reduced the bit rates to below 8 kbps, which can be accommodated by

narrow-band channels. This model becomes practical through the LPC implementation.

By representing both LPC filter and excitation efficiently, one can have speech

compression. For example, the U.S. Federal Standard (FS) 1016 code-excited linear

predictive (CELP) and FS-1015 LPC-10e coders efficiently compress the filter parameters

and excitation down to 4.8 and2.4 kbps, respectively [CaTW9O], [Swan87], [LaKi91a].

In this approach, modelling LPC excitation plays a critical role to obtain high

speech quality at low bit-rates. At the present time, advanced techniques such as line-

spectrum pair (LSP) can successfully code the filter parameters at as low as 0.75 to I kbps,

with average spectral distortion less than 1 dB [PaAt93], [SoJu93]. However, that is not
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the case for the LPC excitation. As it is, it would require a 64 kbps rate. There are

different techniques to code the excitation based on different models, with a trade off

between the resulting quality and the bit rate. One very efficient model used in the LPC-

10e consists of a pitch impulse generator, a random impulse generator, a gain controller,

and a voiced/unvoiced ffruÐ switch. This results in a highly intelligible but machine-

quality speech at SNR values below 8 dB. The CELP uses a stochastic codebook and an

adaptive codebook [LaGK94], [LaKi90a], resulting in good speech-quality at SNR values

between 8.57 to 10.45 dB. Anothe¡ model uses scalar quantization or centre-clipping in

conjunction with a pitch filter, as in adaptive differential PCM (ADPCM). This technique

results in high speech quality (i.e., an SNR of 32 dB) at bit rates of 16 to 32 kbps.

Using our wavelet model of LPC excitation, we can design compression schemes

for low bit rates (< 8 kbps) with SNR values of 11.03 and 15.33 dB. The scheme is based

on the compression of the nonstationary part of the speech, i.e., the LPC excitation

[LaFK93]. The stationary part, i.e., the LPC filter, is compressed using an existing 1 kbps

LSP technique as in lLang92l, which is not described here.

4.3.2 Compression of LPC Excitation

Before we derive the descriptions for compression, we simplify the notation by

defining vectors v¡ as

I q, ,fu1 for i = 0, 1, . ..,z-JN - 1

V. = 1tl' t Vi(,),r(Ð[n] for i=2-tN,1+2-JN,"',N-1
(4.12)
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where

Notice that the function int(.) returns the maximum integer value that does not exceed the

argument. Consequently, we can define c which satisfies both Eq. (4.4) and Eq. (4.5), by

assigning ordered values of {c;,r, dt,o} as the elements of c. Clearly, the order must follow

that of the scaling and wavelet functions in the v, above. Thus, we have Eq. (4.5) to be

. ¿..
llt) = -rnt(log,)(-,,))'lV

k(i) = i- Q-i(i)¡¡¡

N-t
t- It,u,

i=0

(4.r3)

(4.r4)

,4, Easic Compression Scheme of Wavelet Coefficients

A scheme can compress t by compressing coefficients c because t can be recovered

from coefficients c using Eq. (4.14). We usually must approximate the set of coefficients c

with ô that uses fewer bits in a wavelet encoding scheme, shown in Fig. 4.5. Several bit

reduction methods can be used as the wavelet encoding, e.g., coefficient removal, scalar

quantization coupled with an entropy encoder, and vector quantization [Kins91],

[Gray84], [GrLK91]. Coefficient removal obviously reduces the bit rates because the

system does not have to store or transmit the removed coefficients. However, significant

coeffrcients must not be removed-otherwise the quality of the reconstructed speech

becomes poor.

Scalar quantization limits the values of each coefficient to a set of countable

rrunrbers only. Lei ihe sei of numbers be {xr;i = û, 1, ...,Nr- li . Furthermore,
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Wavelet Compressed
Coefficients

Vy'avelet

Transform

Coefficient

Quantization/
Encoding

Fig. 4.5. Wavelet encoder.

suppose that, for a given speech signal, there are n - coefficients having a quantized value

of x, . We can then estimate the probability of obtaining a coefficient value x, as
I L J - -----------o -- ---.- --I -

N -1x

11 =-T/_
i=0

(4.1s)

(4.16)

ni
P¡ = @:l

I z ''l\ i=0 )

The (first-order) entropy H, of the quantized coefficienrs ô is

Hr = P ¡logrO '

Nr- I

-:,
l=0

There are data compression methods, such as Huffman and arithmetic coders [Kins91],

that are designed to compress data into a bit rate as low as the first-order entropy. The

first-order entropy becomes the lower bound of the bit rates achievable using such entropy

coders. Thus, scalar quantization is actually an attempt to reduce the entropy H t of the

coefficients ô. It should be noted that a maximum entropy occurs if the coefficients a¡e

uniformly distributed, i.e., the values p ¡ for all .x, are the same, i.e, p i = # In this case
x

the entropy becomes

l- 1

¡¿ 
loSz¡u

)cx
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Thus there are two ways of reducing I/ of the coefficients ô. One way is by reducin E N, ,

as implied by Eq. (4.I1). However, a low N, results in a coarse quantization where the

difference between c and ô becomes too large, and therefol'e the SNR becomes poor.

Another way is by avoiding a uniform probability distribution of the coefficients. We can

then use the properties of the wavelet model above to quantize insignificant coefficients

coarsely and quantize the significant ones finely, resulting in a nonuniform probability

distribution of the quantized coefficients while preserving the good SNR. An entropy

coder then compresses the quantized coefficients.

As in the scalar quantization, vector quantization also limits the coefficient values

but it limits the values of the coefficients as a group. In a vector quantization, there is the

so-called codebook which is a set of codewords. A codeword is actually a set of

coeff,cients in a similar form as the set of coefficients ô. Thus all possible ô (suppose that

there are N^ of them) can be stored in the codebook as codewords. The codewords are
c

indexed, e.9., a codeword c, is the i-th codeword in the codebook. Hence, instead of

storing or transmitting ô, we can transmit a particular index i such that ô = ci . When the

actual ô is required we can recover it from the codebook because the index I is known.

Assuming that the probability of occurrence of a codeword c, is uniform, as in most cases,

we have the bit rate to be

N^-1
c

Ht = - :, ¡|t"rr¡| = logrruu

l=0 c c

as in Eq. (4.I7). Therefore, the bit rate can be reduced if the

reduced. However, if ¡,/ô is too small, there are vectors

(4.18)

number of codewords can be

c that cannot be represented
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precisely by any of the codewords, and we have to choose c, that is the closest to the c.

The discrepancy lowers the SNR of the reconstructed speech. It is then important to

design a codebook that can result in acceptable SNR values for all possible values of c.

Vector quantization schemes usually do not need an additional entropy coder to

compress the indices i. It has been mentioned that the entropy coders cannot reduce the

bit rates below the entropy I1,. Furthermore, the codewords usually have a uniform

probability of being selected, hence the indices I cannot be compressed further by any

entropy coder.

,4, Conceptual Compression Scheme

Figure 4.6 shows the use of the above wavelet encoder in speech compression. In

the scheme (usually called analyzer), the LPC analysis block estimates the LPC filter

coefficients, which are used by an inverse of the LPC filter on the original speech to

produce the LPC excitation t. The filter coefficients are also transmitted in a compressed

LSP form. The wavelet encoder converts the excitation t into the compressed coefficients

of ô, that are also transmitted.

In this approach, a speech decompressor would have a scheme as in Fig. 4.7,

which is the inverse of the analysis. A coefficient decoder recovers the wavelet

coefficients ô that can produce Î through the inverse wavelet transform. Finally, an LPC

filter can be constructed using the LPC coefficients and produces the reconstructed speech

from the excitation. Due to the coefficient elimination or quantization from c to ô, the

compressed coefficients produce 3 instead of s during the decompression.

This approximation introduces error (distortion) that should be minimized. We

use a Euclidean error measure with a perceptual weighting filter I(¿) as used in [AtRe82].
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Inverse
LPC Filter

Fig. 4.6. Conceptual speech compressor (analy zer).

Compressed

Excitation

Inverse
Wavelet

Transform

LPC Coefficients

Fig. 4.7 . Speech decompressor (synthesizer).

The W(z) enhances the Euclidean measure to expìoit the masking property in human

perception. When the weighting filter is represented by its impulse response matrix W

having elements *r, j,th" error measure becomes

d(s,3)=llw(s-s)" =m (4.r9)

We can reformulate the erro¡ measure in Eq. (4.19) in terms of c, following an analogy in

lof}4D90l,

d(s, S) = llw (s - s) ll = llwH $.-Ðll
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If Qbe an NxN matrix whose i-th column is v¡, we immediately have Eq,.(4.14) to be

t--Qc

We can now simplify Eq. (4.20) by first defining T as a mapping of c as

(4.21)

f [c] = WHQ' (4.22)

and then rewrite Eq. (4.20) as

d(s,s) = llrtc-elll

Since Z is linear, the upper-bound of the error is [I(rey78]

(4.23)

d(s, ô) < llrllll. - ell (4.24)

Notice that the norm definition of I must be compatible with the Euclidean norm of

vectors. Clearly we must minimize ll. - ell so that we minimize the upper-bound.

However, this rather simple minimization is not sufficient because Z changes with s.

There are cases where minimizing ll" - ell does not minimize Eq. @.23) because (c - ô)

is not generally an eigenvector of T. Thus, we should focus on minimizing Eq. @.23)

instead of minimizing llc - ôll alone.

Unfortunately, the scheme in Fig. 4.6 is more suitable for minimizing llc - ôll ,

resulting in rather a suboptimal error minimization. This can be improved using two

options for quantizing c. The first option is a closed-loop searching through a set of

codebooks, while the second option is through noise whitening.

,A,re Xmproved Closed-Loop Quantization Scheme

Aithough the quantization is performed for c, this scheme ensures the

minimization d(s, 3) of instead of d(c, ô) through a closed loop approach. The scheme
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uses a vector quantization in the wavelet decoder of Fig. 4.7. However, the analyzer in

Fig. a.6 becomes a closed-loop scheme in Fig. 4.8. Here, the compressed excitation is

sea¡ched from the codebook through the closed-loop trials. This closed-loop search uses

minimum d(s, S) as its criterion, ensuring its closeness. For every codeword, a

reconstructed speech S is produced and then compared with the original in a d(s, S)

measurement. The analyzer then picks the codeword that minimizes d(s,3). Although

this scheme guarantees optimality, the codebook search is very time consuming. A faster,

suboptimal approach is the open-loop scheme described next.

Original
Speech

LPC

Parameters

Compressed

Excitation

Compressed

Excitation
-------@-

LPC Filter

Fig. 4.8. A closed-loop analyzer.

,4.n lmproved Open-Loop Quantization Scheme

The second scheme rearranges the analyzer in Fig. 4.6 to obtain a white noise

effect of the quantization error on the resulting speech to ensure that the error does not

correlate with the reconstructed speech. If the quantization error has correlation with the

speech, the noise is more perceivable [Atal82]. Although the quantization of c itself can

result in coefficient error that is uncorrelated with the coefûcients, the speech error still
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correlates with the speech signal, because the filter F/(z) shapes the er¡or spectrum. To

avoid it, we can rearrange the analyzer as shown tnFig.4.9. Assume that the wavelet

encoder introduces e, an additive error of coefficients according to

c = C+e (4.2s)

where e is not correlated with the coefficients. Furthermore, assume that the system uses a

synthesizer as in Fig. 4.1. one can easily show from Fig.4.9 (see [Pars86]) that

S = S+e (4.26)

Thus, if the quantization of c results in an e with a white noise property, the error in Eq.

(4.26) is also white noise, which does not correlate with the speech signal.

| - H-Tk)

LPC
Parameters

Fig. 4.9. Speech compressor, with white-noise effect on the reconstructed error.

4.3.3 An Example of Practical Compression Schemes

There are many schemes that can be used to exploit the properties described in

Section 4.2.1. In principle, every scheme that uses LPC excitation can adopt the model.
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Here we simply use the scheme as in Fig. 4.6 andFig.4.7 as an example, with a slight

modification in the wavelet encoder/decoder. We also incorporate LSP coding for the

LPC coefflcients af a rate of I kbps. The wavelet encoder consists of a normalizer, a

wavelet transformer, and a limited size codebook-as shown in Fig. 4.10. The normalizer

computes the gain factor of the LPC excitation and extracts that from the LPC excitation,

so that. the variance of the input of the wavelet transformer is one. The transformer

produces a set of coeffrcients. Using a neural network vector quantization [FeKi93], we

can obtain from the codebooks codewords that are closest in the Euclidean sense to the set

of coefficients. For each band j in Eq. (4.8), we use one codebook. Thus the compressed

speech contains the LSP parameters, gain factor, and indices to the codebooks.

Variance
Estimation

Wavelet
Transform

Code

LPC

Excitation

Fig. 4.10. Wavelet encoder.

'We design a codebook for every scale using frequency-sensitive competitive

learning neural network [FeKi93]. Thus, for the frame length of 64, there should be 6

codebooks. However, based on the properties discussed in Section 4.2.7, we decide to

include scale 1, 2, 3, and 4 only, and omit scale 5 and the lowpass section. Thus we

design four codebooks and train them using the coefficients obtained from a male spoken

speech signal containing 17 Harva¡d sentences [Lang92].
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We use the inverse process depicted in Fig.4.11 for decompression. The process

passes the parameters to the codebooks, inverse transforms the resulting codeword, scales

the resulting excitation signal according to the gain factor, and applies the resulting signal

to an LPC filter to reconstruct the speech. The both compression and decompression

schemes have been implemented using C programming language on a Sun Sparcstation-Z

running the Unix operating system.

Code Book
LPC

Excitation
Reconstructed

Speech

Indices

-------ø
Inverse
Wavelet

Transform

Fig. 4.11. Speech decompressor.

The performance test shows the promising capability of using wavelets to model

the LPC excitation. To measure the performance, we set Daubechies-4 as the wavelet

prototype and the Harvard sentences as test set. We then perform speech compression and

decompression in two different sets of codebooks of sizes 128 and 256, respectively. If a

codebook has N^ codewords, we need 4 xlogrN ^ bits every 64 samples because of Eq.

(4.18) and we have four codebooks. Thus, the numbers of bits required for the two sets

are28 and32 bits per 64 samples, respectively. If the sampling period is 0.125 ms, the bit

rates are 3.5 and 4.0 kbps, respectively. Assuming that the gain factor requires 4 bits per

64 samples, i.e., 0.5 kbps, and LPC coefficients require 1 kbps, the two sets result in 5 and

5.5 kbps, respectively.

For the given codebook sizes at different scales, the SNR of the coeff,cients

low (ranging from 4.37 to 14.92 dB), as depicted in Table 4.4. However, thanks

c are

to the
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power of the model, the speech SNR after reconstruction are 11.03 and 15.33 dB for

codebook sets of sizes with 128 and 256, respectively (see Table 4.5). Such SNR are quite

high for their bit rates. Although these results are preliminary due to the limited number

of test sentences, they show the potential of the wavelet model. Since the approach

appears to be new, we would like to call it wavelet-excited linear prediction (WELP).

Table 4.4. SNR of wavelet coefficients for each scale codebook.

Table 4.5. SNR of the synthesized speech.

Code book size Bit rate (kbps) sNR (dB)

r28 5 11.03

256 5.5 15.33

4.4 Speech Characterization for Recognition using Fractality

After studying wavelet nodeling of speech nonstationarity for compression, we

now discuss fractal modeling and characterization of such nonstationarity for consonant

recognition. Consonant characterization is critical in speech recognition systems. Speech

recognition systems must map speech acoustical features obtained from speech

waveforms into linguistic entities such as words or phonemes. Thus, a speech recognition

system needs a way to obtain numerically distinct cha¡acteristics of various phonemes

Scale code book SNR for size 128 (dB) SNR for size 256 (dB)

I 4.37 8.92

2 6.2s 10.11

a
J 8.91 t4.92

4 14.4 21.8
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(i.e., vowels and consonants). Classical approaches to vowel characterization and

reçognition based on the fo¡mants are relatively successful because different vowels lie in

distinct regions of Cartesian space constructed by the first two or three formants [Pars86].

This is true even if some overlapping between the vowel regions occurs.

However, the consonant characterization is more difficult because consonant

waveforms may be indistinguishable in time or frequency domain. It has been suggested

that the excitation, rather than the vocal tract, plays a more dominant role in generating

consonants. In fact, the consonant waveforms are seen as coming from a turbulent

constrictiote (excitation) in a human speech production system, and thus exhibit turbulent

and noise-like time-domain appearance [Pars86]. Thus, excitation (in the form of a

constriction) has been the key to modeling consonant generation. Unfortunately, it is

difficult to convert such descriptions into computing schemes for recognition because,

instead of dealing with a frequency spectrum (as in the vowel modeling), we must deal

with turbulence-generated noise-like signals. So far consonant characterízation has been

based on methods such as place and type of articulations, and formant transitions [Pars86].

The actual implementation becomes complicated with poor performance [O'Sha87].

We propose to model consonant excitation using chaotic dynamical systems

capable of generating turbulent and noise-like outputs [LaKi95d], [Mara91], as illusrrated

in Fig. 4.I2. In the past 30 years physicists have been linking the turbulent behavior with

a low-dimensional chaotic dynamical systems having strange attractors [Lore63],

[RuTa71], as explained in Section 3.2.3. Ruelle and Takens [RuTa71] conjectured that the

strange attractors are the cause of the turbulent behavior in flow [PCFS8O]. By applying
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the turbulence characterization to consonant excítation, we simplify the characterization

process by calculating a fractal dimension of the excitation.

Chaotic
Source

Vocal Tract
Filter

Excitation Signal Speech

Fig. 4.12. A chaotic consonant production model.

Although the model assumes the presence of chaotic dynamical systems for

consonant excitations, there is no need to obtain the actual structure of the dynamical

systems. Speech recognition schemes do not require excitation reconstruction, that would

need the actual structure. Instead, the characterization is based on fractal dimensions, that

can be provided through measurements. This leads to a simple and practical recognition

scheme, which is developed in this section.

There are at least two important problems in pursuing this approach. Firstly, how

do we obtain the excitation if the only signal available is the actual speech signal? We

solve this problem by using the LPC excitation. The excitation is obtained by applying

the speech signal through an inverse of the LPC filter H(z),as described in Section 4.1.2.

The most important objective of this process is to create an approximation of the

consonant excitation. In addition, it removes short-term correlations which normally exist

in speech waveforms that cause underestimation of the fractal dimension.

The second problem is how to measure the fractal dimension of an attractor

(assuming it exists) if there is only a one-dimensional excitation signal available, while a

map is needed in an n-dimensional space for n-dimensional chaotic systems. We solve

this problem by employing the Takens embedding approach which provides a way of
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measuring the fractal dimension of a multidimensional system through a single

dimensional observation (see Section 3.2.3).

In the actual experiments [LaKi95d], we have selected the correlation fractal

dimension described by Eq.(3.16), with the algorithm suggested by Grassberger

[Grass90]. Kinsner [Kins94a] has unified more than i9 fractal dimensions in one

coÍlmon framework and classified correlation fractal dimension as an entropy type of

fractal dimension. Such a type characterizes not only the attractor subregion globally but

also the relative importance of various parts in the subregion. It is also relatively simple to

compute. These features make correlation fractal dimension one of the most popular

measures in studying attractors of chaotic systems.

We study the characterization scheme as shown in Fig. 4.6. First, a set of 22

consonant phonemes (voiced and unvoiced) has been selected. For each consonant

waveform (stored in the 64 kbps pulse code modulation, PCM, form), we calculate 10

LPC coefficients to construct an inverse filter 1{z)-1. The waveform is then applied ro the

inverse filter to obtain the required time-series, explained in Section 4.I.2. The time series

is used to construct the attractor using the Takens embedding approach discussed in

Section 3.2.3. We then apply the Grassberger algorithm to the attractor and display the

measured dimensions for 10 different values of the Takens embedding parameter-

namely embed"ding dimension-and more than 10 different measurement scales, as

explained in Section 3.1.2. The algorithm is implemented in C++ programming language

on a Sun Sparcstation 2 running the Unix operating system (see Appendix H). A

preliminary observation shows encouraging results because every consonant results in a

unique trend of fractal dimensions for different embedding dimensions and scales.
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Consonants

Attractor
Synthesis

Dimension
Calculation

Attractor Dimensions

Fig. 4.13. Consonant characterization.

Figures 4.74 and 4.15 show samples of the results, where we compare two

fricative consonants /f/ and lv/. The plots of the resulting dimension show high

dimensionality for /f/ and low dimensionality (less than 5) for lvl. The results suggest that

the existing phonation (vocal cord vibration) in /v/ increases the regularity of /v/

articulation, thus reducing the dimension. Although they are not shown here, the other 20

phonemes also have visually distinct plots.

The results are encouraging for consonant analysis as well as recognition. The

dimensions at various scales and embedding dimensions become a rich source for

features. For example, Table 4.6 shows one selection of features, where we select the

local dimensions for m= 8,9, 10, at scale -4. Every distinct consonant has distinct local

dimensions. Furthermore, the range of the dimensions is consistent with the consonant

type (see the consonant classification in [O'Sha87]). For example, voiced articulations

generally result in lower dimensions. Furthermore, fricatives have higher dimensions than

afficatives. We can expect any classifier to be successful with such distinct and consistent

features.
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-12 -10 -8 -6 _4 _2 0
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Fig. 4.14. Correlation dimension of excitations for fricative /f/.

The phoneme characterization can be improved with better signal resolution. It

should be noted that our measurements suffer from a small-dataset problem, because the

sample size is very limited [FrWa93], [AADG86]. The condition has resrricred us in

trying various embedding dimensions and lag values. It also limits the range of scale that

can be observed. We can observe the impact in Fig. 4.14 and Fig.4.15. The plots at the

scales less than -4 for /f/ and less than -8 for /v/ are not usable. This condition can be

improved by creating a new data set having a higher sampling rate and resolution.

In conclusion, the fractal measures will expand the distinguishing features in

characterizing consonant phonemes that lead to better speech recognition performances.

It should be noticed that this idea is new and cannot be found in published literature.
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0
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Fig.4.15. Corelation
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dimension of excitations for fricative lv/.

4.5 Summary of Chapter 4

This chapter has demonstrated the usefulness of wavelets and fractals in the

processing of nonstationary speech signals for speech modelling, compression, and

recognition. The chapter shows that the LPC excitation car¡ies the speech nonstationarity,

and then develops wavelet and fractal processing on the excitation. We have developed a

new speech model using wavelet representation of the LPC excitation, and studied the

properties of the model. The model has been used to design a new speech compression

scheme (wavelet-excited linear prediction) having a good quality at rates lower than 8

kbps. We then developed a new chaotic model of consonant articulations, and designed a

new scheme for fractal characterization of the consonants. It has been shown that the new
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Table 4.6. Local dimensions for 22 different consonants at scale -4 and th¡ee
selected embedding dimensions rn.

Phonemes
Type,Voiced/

Unvoiced
m=8 m=9 m=I0

lv/ glide, V 1.2958 1.3744 t.445

lw/ glide, V 0.301601 0.322598 0.343601

/U liquid, V 0.621002 0.659401 0.694599

/r/ liquid, V 0.916199 0.981403 r.0466

/rnl nasal, V 2.2416 2.43t8 2.6132

/nl nasal, V 2.4948 2.6632 2.8242

/f/ fricative, U 5.9298 6.4766 1.03994

/'rHl fricative, U 7.53824 8.130s 8.69302

/sl fricative, U 1.41566 8.33818 9.60784

/SFV fricative, U 6.6628 L43038 8.r5144

thl fricative, U 2.1832 2.2432 2.2856

lDW fricative. V 4.1314 4.5968 5.0402

/zl fricative, V 2.241 2.4026 2.554

fricative, V 1.3374 L4426 1.5436

/ü stop, U 8.5708 10.2586 7.40088

lkl stop, U 3.59 3.1522 3.8922

/pl stop, U 5.5608 5.99326 6.4162

/dJ stop, V 3.97914 4.32532 4.64544

/el stop, V 1.278 r.3256 r.3564

lb/ stop, V 3.13856 3.40088 3.64058

/y affricative, V 2.809 2.966 3.1156

/CH] affricative, U 2.3044 2.319 2.4364
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characterization is promising-particularly for consonant recognition-where the

traditional techniques either fail or, at best, perform poorly.

The next three chapters will extend the wavelet and multifractal processing to two-

dimensional (2D) signals such as images. As in the iD cases described in this chapter, the

2D compression applications take advantage of the ability of both wavelets and

multifractals to represent nonstationary parts of the images for compact representation.
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The previous chapter concentrated on the use of wavelet and fractal processing of

one-dimensional signals such as speech. We have seen the importance of the wavelet and

fractal approaches in that they could deal with nonstationary signals where traditional

techniques encountered difficulties. We shall now extend the approach to two-

dimensional (2-D) signals such as images, with emphasis on dealing with their

nonstationarity. Chapter 5 demonstrates that the wavelet's ability to represent

nonstationary parts of signals offsets its weakness in decorrelating image pixels. Hence,

highly compressed images still have good perceptual quality. Chapter 6 shows the use of

wavelets and fractality in distinguishing signals from noise by preserving signal

nonstationarity, with application to compression of high-entropy images. Chapter 7

presents a scheme that detects and compresses nonstationary parts (i.e., edges) of images,

and shows that they are sufficient to describe natural images faithfully.

This chapter focuses on wavelet processing of images for compression purposes.

Section 5.1 shows that wavelet image compression is based on entropy reduction in the

wavelet domain followed by entropy coding. Image entropy is the lower limit of the

achievable bit-rates-hence the effort is to reduce the entropy to obtain low bit-rates. As

shown in Section 5.2, wavelets can obtain perceptually meaningful representation where

the magnitudes of the wavelet coefficients in the wavelet domain determine the perceptual

significance of the coefficients. lmage compression schemes then remove the insignificant
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coeffrcients through quantization to reduce the entropy of the wavelet coefficients. There

is a trade-off in quantization-while allocating more bits for coefficients leads to better

signal reconstruction quality, it also increases the entropy of the code and decreases the

compression efficiency. Section 5.3 designs an optimal bit-allocation in scalar

quantization using the rate-distortion theory. Having obtained the low entropy

representation, we can use any entropy coder to realize the actual bit-rate reduction.

S.tr [mage Compression using Thansform Coding

5.1.1 Why Compressing Images

As in speech compression (Section3.2), image compression reduces the number of

bits required to represent images [Kins91], [JaJS93]. Image communication and storage

are examples of applications that benefit from image compression, because the

compression results in (i) faster (real-time) image transmission through bandlimited

channels and (ii) lower requirements for storage space. Noncompressed images require

many data bits, making it impossible for real-time transmission through bandlimited

channels-such as 48 kbits per second (kbps) and II2 kbps integrated services digital

network (ISDN), as well as 9.6 kbps voice-grade telephone or radio channels lJaya9}l.

Non real-time transmission on such channels also takes a long time. For example, a

256x256 pixel grayscale still imageflx,yl with 8 bits per pixel (bpp) requires 65,536 bytes.

Transmission of such an image over the voice-grade line would require at least 54.61 s.

Furthermore, one HDTV format needs 60 frames of I280x720 pixels per second. Using

24bpp colour pixels, this HDTV format would require a channel capacity of 1,440 Mbps.

(As a reference, the standard ethernet channels-that have usually been considered fast-

have a capacity of 10 Mbps).
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Data
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Fig.5.1. A basic signal compression scheme.

5.L2 Image Transform Coding

As in 1D signal (speech) compression, the compression of 2D signals (images) can

also be based on low-entropy encoding so that the compressed form has the smallest

number of bits without any losses. In many cases, images that are stored or transmitted to

be viewed by humans can tolerate some imprecision in the image data. This fact can be

exploited to further reduce the data entropy by removing irrelevant data that do not cause

perceptual distortion. Both data compression and entropy reduction through irrelevancy

removal can be realized using a basic scheme that combines preprocessing, quantization

and lossless data compression, as shown in Fig.5.1. We discuss the blocks in the

following subsections, starting from the data compression.

Data Compression

Data compression schemes reduce the number of bits down to l'I¡u' bits to represent

original image (having N pixels) without any loss [GoWi87], where 11¡¿ is the Mh-order

entropy of the image data, defined as

(¡¿,- ll (¡¿,- tl (¡v,- tl
HN=- f X X

il=0 iz=0 i¡v=0
P, r,r....i*(loezn, r,r,*)
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with p, . . as the joint probability of dl pixel values in the image (describing the't'2" " N
chance of occurrence of N pixel values at the same time), and N, is the total numbe¡ of

possible values (or symbols) of each data sample.

However, there are two reasons for not using this high-order entropy approach.

First, the value of Ncan be very high (e.9.,262,144 for modest 5I2x5I2 images) such that

the computational cost is extremely high. Second, there is no practical entropy coder that

is designed based on high-order entropy, meaning that even if we k¡ew the F1¡r, we could

nol realize a system that makes use of it. Instead, we shall use practical first-order entropy

coders that can realize bit-rate reduction down to I/1 bits (as in Eq. (4.16)), where we have

N¡- 1

Hr=-T,o,logro
i=0

The result may not be optimal, because it can be shown that

(s.2)

Hu3...3HztH, (s.3)

Fortunately, the equality in Eq. (5.3) holds if the image data are statistically independent,

i.e., the value of one pixel is not determined by the values of the other pixels, or

D. = D. D....D.' t1t2...tN ' tt' 12 ' tN
(s.4)

The image compression scheme must then convert the input image into a reversible

representation that contains statistically independent data prior to applying the first-order

entropy coder. If we can obtain such a data mapping, we can obtain the best possible

image compression. Furthermore, the final bit-rate now depends on the first-order entropy

(or simply, entropy). Hence the effort is to ensure that the input to the entropy coder has a

minimum entropy.
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It should be noted that there are three most popular standards of symbol sets for

noncompressed images: monochrome, grayscale, and red-green-blue (RGB), with the

assumption that all symbols in each set are equally likely to appear in an image, i.e.,

1

p¡ = i regardless the value of i. The monochrome symbol set is {0,i}, where 1

,.nr"r"n",s black and 0 represents white, and, N, = 2. The bit rate of the uncompressed

image is then i bpp. The grayscale symbol set is {0, I,...,255}, where 0 often represents

black, 255 represents white, and the values in between represent grey transition from

black to white. The value of N, is 256. Thus its bit rate is 8 bpp. Finally, the RGB

symbol set consist of three colour sets fo¡ red, green, and blue, respectively, resulting in a

bit rate of 24bpp. Our objective is then to obtain bit rates smaller than those values. The

ratio of the original bit rate and the compressed bit rate is called compression ratio , e.9., a

compression ratio of 10:1 for a grayscale image means the compressed image has a bit rate

of 0.8 bpp.

Quantization

One obvious way of reducing the entropy is by removing parts of the signal data,

as done by the quantization block in Fig. 5.1. Although this approach is not acceptable for

computer data in general, it is suitable for signals where a human is the receiving end of

the compression and decompression systems. Inelevant data exist, i.e., there are distinct

numerical data but perceptually indistinguishable. For example, Weber's two percent law

UainS9l states that our visual perception cannot distinguish pixel brightness differences

that are within two percent of the level. Thus, graylevels 200 to 204 in an image block

look sirúlar, and can be replaced by one of those values without being noticed by humans.

In other word, our visual perception tolerates a small level of image distortion (error).
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Thus we can partitiorz the signal data into significant and insignificant data, and remove

the insignificant ones, resulting in a tolerable distortion and reduced entropy.

One distortion measure D is the reconstructed error va¡ian ce o? similar to Eq.

(4.11), defined as

": = }XIrG,Ð -ru,Ð'2 (s.5)
x, I

where N is the total number of pixels, and f (r,y) andf Q,y) are the original and

reconstructed images, respectively. Clearly, the distortion depends on the number of bits

removed. If we now force the number of bits to be as low as Ã bpp through quantization,

the distortion is a function of R, (i.e., D(R)). D(R) becomes a measure of the signal

compression performance and should be as low as possible. The study of the relationship

between the distortion and the bit requirement, or bit rate, is the main subject of the rate-

distortion theory.

One can show analytically through the study of scalar quantization [JaNo84] that

for images with Gaussian pixel distributions and memoryless, (i.e., having uncorrelated

pixels, explained later in Section 5.3), the best distortion that can be obtained for a given

image is

D (Ã) = )-2Ro2

where o3 is ¿enned as the image variance similar to Eq. (4.10), i'e.,
x

"? = lno¡Ve,Ð12
ll x,j

(s.6)

(5.1)
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Following Eq. (4.9), we can see that the SNR in decibels (dB) of the quantized image is

SNR (s.8)

Hence, for images in this memoryless Gaussian case, we obtain scalar quantization

performance as

SNR = 10log,o Q2\ = 2o¡logl s(2) = 6R (5.9)

For example, if we want the samples to use 8 bpp, a scalar quantization results in a SNR of

48 dB. This number has a practical importance because usually the original digital image

comes from digitizing an analog image through an 8 bpp scalar quantization. Thus an

SNR of 48 dB is actually comparable to perfect quality for memoryless Gaussian images.

Another related measure is peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) according to (in dB)

PSNR (5.10)

where perfect quality is about 54 dB. The PSNR is widely used because the SNR is signal

dependent while PSNR depends only on the distortion-hence PSNR is more consistent in

describing compression quality. However, PSNR is useful for comparing grayscale

images only, while SNR can be used for both the images and their transformed

representations.

It should be noted that if the image is memoryless but non-Gaussian, the quality

can be better for the same R. Similarly, if the image is Gaussian with memory, the same

(o' I
rotos,o[ 

,æ)=

(z\
lo I

= lOlos,ol j 
I

\o'l

= l0log rr('4\Io'-)' r'
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bit rate R results in lower distortion, i.e, there is a constant y] where O Sú< 1 such that

the distortion becomes

D (R) = ^fi2-znoz (s.11)

.)

The constant yi is known as the spectral flatness measure (sfm) of the input image

UaNo84l, discussed next. The best case is where the input image is non-Gaussian with

memory, where the distortion can be even better than Eq. (5.1i). However, a simple scalar

quantization cannot take the advantage of signals having non-Gaussian distribution with

sample memory, i.e., it always results in Eq. (5.6) instead of Eq. (5.11). One strategy is

then to include block signal preprocessing coupled with scalar quantization. The

preprocessing converts the input with sample memory into another data having

memoryless samples before being passed to the quantization. The overall performance

then follows Eq. (5 . 1 1 ) as desired.

Signal Preprocessing

Signal preprocessing removes dependency among samples to ensure that the

resulting f/i is the same as FI¡¿. Unfortunately, there is no known way to remove data

dependency for arbitrary data. However, if the data set has a Gaussian joint distribution,

we can make the set independent by making il uncorcelated. That can be determined

through the auto c orrelation function [Papo84], explained

samples x[n] as random variables x[n] and the whole signal is

containing the random variables, we can define the expected value

sampie as

Nr- 1

E {xlnl} = X ", lnl p i
j=0

next. If we consider the data

random process

the n-th random

à

of
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where xr[n) is the i-th va]ue of x[n] in the symbol set, ¡y'r is the total number of possible

values in the symbol set, and p, is the probability that the sample x[n] has the value of

xrln). Furthermore,theioint expected-value of two samples is defined as

(N, - 1) (N, - 1)
1_

E{xlmlx [n] ] = : ]' )' xí lmlx¡ lnlpi ¡N lr 'zr m n mn
i^= o ín= o

(5.13)

(5.14)

(s.1s)

(5.16)

where N is the number of samples , xi^l*J is the l--th value of x[*r, x in[n ] is the ir-th

value of xlnf , N * is the total number of possible values in the symbol set, and p 
, 

^, 
n 

it th"

joint probability of the two samples, i.e., the chance that the two samples have the values

of ,r,,1*l and ,t,lnJ at the same time. If the samples are zero-mean, the

autocorrelation function of two samples xlml and x[r¿] is defined as

R**(m,n) = E {xfmlx [n] ]

Alternatively, we can define an index k = n - rn such that, on a given fixed m, we have

Rrx (fr) = R*r(m, k + m) 
|tm

which can be approximated from the set of samples using

R (k\xx''
1

N

N- lftl- 1

X, xlil x tl + lkll
j=0

If the data samples have memory (i.e., correlated), Rxr (k) has nonzero values for /¿ + 0.

The longer the k having nonzero autocorrelation function, the longer the sample memory,

and the signal data are said to be more correlated. In contrast, the completely uncorrelated

data result in vanishin1 Rrr(k) for all k except at fr = 0.
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density (PSD) function as the Fourier transform ofDefine now the power spectral

the autocorrelation function, i.e.,

s (rj')=5R
xr\)u

L

= *,Ï '""("') 'j'od'
-n

a
2\;

lY 1.- 
6Lx

r"r,(,j?) = *,i ror"rr,"( ,i')>a,

,r(k) r-ika (s.n)

and

Rxx(k) (s.18)

me f in Eq. (5.11) is then defined as

(s.1e)

where

(5.20)

-It

)
The yl becomes an indicator of how well a signal preprocessing can perform.

Notice that if t"r[""J = o2*,which is apositive constant,.r[n] must be awhite noise

(i.e., a ¡andom process with flat PSD). In this case, it is easy to see nut f = 1 , and no

signal preprocessing can improve the distortion performance. This situation occurs if the

autocorrelation function is zero everywhere except at" k = 0, meaning that the samples are

completely uncorrelated. In this case, signal preprocessing is unnecessary.

Another extreme case is if srr(."/tJ u-irhes over a finite interval, resulting in

zeros for both ql una f. In this case, the distortion is zero for any .R, meaning that the
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signal is completely predictable. Signal preprocessing can then be designed such that

there is no need to send anything.

Cases of interest a¡e those in which the PSDs a¡e neither zero nor constant. We

can then use predictive coding and./o¡ transþrm coding on the image blocks. Often the

quantization can be combined with block preprocessing in one unit. In this special case,

we have vector quantization, where the D(R) is usually better than that of the scalar

quantization in Eq, (5.11) [Gray84]. It assumes that the value of one image pixel is

determined (at least partly) by other pixels in either linear or nonlinear relations. The

preprocessing then takes blocks of pixels and converts them into new blocks where the

pixels in each block are independent. The size of the block should be large enough to

cover all correlated pixels. One obvious choice is to use the whole image as one block to

ensure a complete coverage, thus obtaining the lowest entropy possible. Unfortunately, it

is often difficult to deal with such large blocks because the computational complexity

increases geometrically as the block size increases linearly. A suboptimal approach is the

to reduce the block size (e.g., 16 x 16, 8 x 8 , and 4x4 are popular sizes), resuiting in a

suboptimal entropy. However, if the correlation width is as small as the selected block

size (i.e., a pixel is not related to another pixel outside the block) the entropy result is an

optimal one, and there is no gain by increasing the block size.

5.2 Wavelets in an Image Compression Scheme

In this chapter, we study the use of wavelet transforms as the signal preprocessing

step (see Fig.5.1) for compression of images [HiJS94]. As discussed above, this

preprocessing should satisfy the following two tasks-(i) removal of pixel correlations,

and (ii) ranking (partition) of the data according to their relative significance.
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In terms of the correlation removal, it is known that wavelet transforms a¡e not as

good as Kah¡unen-Loeve transforms (KLT) [JaNo84], especially for arbitrary signals.

This is mainly because a linear transform must be signal-dependent to produce outputs

that are completely uncor¡elated, and KLT is optimal in this sense simply by definition.

However, wavelet transforms offset this weakness by their ability to obtain perceptually

more meaningful partition of signal data through the representation of the nonstationary

parts of signals. The fact that KLI results in the best D(R) might not mean very much

considering that the distortion is in the error variance sense, not in the perceptual sense

[AkCL93]. Furthermore, it is always possible to insert additional (decorrelation)

processing after the transformation to obtain more compact data. In fact, the best

compression scheme today (called a zero-tree embedding image coder by Shapiro

[Shap93]) is based on this approach, in which additional structuring of wavelet

coefficients across wavelet scales brings down the bit rates very signif,cantly. In addition,

KLI is more diffrcult to compute because it requires calculations of eigenvectors and

eigenvalues of an autocovariance matrix.

5.2.1 Image Compression Using Wavelet Magnitude Partitioning RuIe

In this section, we use a simple wavelet partition for image compression to

demonstrate the ability of wavelet coefficients to rank the data significance for compact

representation. Consider the following partitioning rule [LaKi94a], [LaKi94b]

(a) For a threshold T and wavelet coefficientt , j, o, declare

<T

>T

cr, o insi8nificant

' j, t significant
l'¡, ol

l'r, ol
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(b) Ir¡elevant coefficients can be replaced by zero (truncated), while the significant

coefñcients are kept and finely quantized.

(c) Clearly, a higher Z increases the percentage of the coefficients being truncated, cre-

ating unbalanced distribution of zeros, allowing data compression.

There are two main reasons for suggesting this partitioning rule. Firstly, the¡e is a

match between the wavelet decomposition properties and the underlying structure of

hearing and visual perception models. The visual cortex receives stimuli similar to rj,o.

Since small cr, k correspond to weak stimuli, such c;, ¿ can be ignored [Mall89].

Secondly, when we use orthonormal dyadic wavelets, the energy of cr,o corresponds

additively to the energy of the signal (see Parseval's relation in [Fran69]). Since small

c;, ¿ contribute insignificantly the signal energy, such cr, o can be ignored.

5.2.2 Schemes Based-on Magnitude Thresholding

Let us consider an experimental scheme to study the partitioning rule, as shown in

Fig. 5.2. A wavelet transform uses the Daubechies-4 wavelets on the input image to

obtain wavelet coefficients cr, ¡. Usine various th¡esholding values I the scheme obtains

sets of significant wavelet coefficients. Each set is used to reconstruct the image through

an inverse of wavelet transform. Increasing the threshold results in more coefficients

being truncated, which in turn increases the distortion. We can then study the partition

performance by observing the image quality for several th¡eshold values. Furthermore,

increasing the number of truncated coefficients reduces the entropy. Hence, we can also

observe the effect of the thresholding on the actual compression ratio.

As shown in Fig. 5.2 and Table 5.1, the ability of wavelet coefficients to obtain

good data partition is remarkable. At 86Vo truncation, the image still has 33.23 dB PSNR,
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Fig.5.2. An experimental scheme.

and visual observation confirms the high image quality. At higher truncation rate, the

visual quality is still good, and the high distortion is localized and looks like salt-and-

pepper noise. A lowpass or median filter should be able to ¡educe the effect of such a

distortion. At 997o truncation, the image is very distorted but the general shape of the

original face is still preserved, and the PSNR is still greater than 20 dB. This indicates that

the magnitude-th¡esholding scheme results in graceful degradation, i.e., the reduction of

the quality is slow and can be controlled. Figure 5.4 shows the overall effect of truncation

on the measured PSNR.

Table 5.1. The PSNR values and bit rates of the images shown in Fig. 5.2,

7o Truncation PSNR (dB) Bit Rate (bpp)

17 39.16 3.8

86 33.23 2.5

94 21.16 r.4

97 23.76 0.7

99 21.08 0.36
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Fig. 5.3. Effects of various degrees of truncation on the image quality.

0
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Fig. 5.4. Effiects of vo truncation on the quality for the image in Fig. 5.2.

Such remarkable results raise several questions. For example, why the I0% of

wavelet coefficients that survive the truncation can produce good perceptual image

quality, while we know that wavelet transforms are not optimal in terms of decorr-elating

(b) 77Vo Truncation(a) Original (c) 86Vo Truncation

(d) 94Vo Truncation (e) 97Vo Truncation (Ð 99Vo Truncation
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imaga data. 'We believe (as also shown throughout this thesis) that the nonstationary parts

of the image determine the perceptual quality of the image, and they are reflected in high

magnitudes of the wavelet coefficients. Hence, preserving the high magnitude coefficients

helps preserve most of the nonstationary parts of the signals. As a result, the perceptual

quaiity is good even when the objective quality (PSNR) is poor.

5.2.3 Compression Performance using a Simple Scheme

The truncated coefficients are also compressed to study the effects of truncation on

entropy. The set oftruncated coefficients has an unbalanced distribution ofzeros such that

a lossless compression should be able to compress them. We can then use the standard

ZIP compression to achieve entropy coding of the coefficients. As shown in Fig. 5.5 and

Table 5.1, the truncation has an immediate effect on the entropy. Truncation as much as

90Vo reduces the entropy down to 2 bpp. More truncation further reduces the entropy.

We can then use the thresholding scheme as a simple image compression scheme,

as shown in Fig. 5.6. The compressor takes the forward DWT of the image, truncates the

small magnitude coefficients according to a threshold, and losslessly compresses the
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Fig. 5.6. A compression-decompression scheme.

truncated coefficients to become the compressed image. The decompressor then starts

with lossless decompression of the compressed image, and inverse transforms the results

to obtain viewable image. The performance (distortion-bit rate) of the system is shown in

Fig. 5.7, which is the result of combining Figs. 5.4 and 5.5. We observe that at 2 bpp, the

image still has good quality (> 30 dB).

We conclude that the wavelet coding is an important method for image

compression. Characteristics of the wavelet image representation (such as compact
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Fig. 5.7. Quality of the reconstructed image for different bit rates.
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representation of nonstationarity, support locality, and coefficient sparsity) can be

exploited for compact representation. The magnitude of a wavelet coefficient determines

its significance with respect to image fidelity. This can lead to very promising

compression schemes, such as the one described next.

5.3 Optimal XVavelet Quantization

This section extends the previous scheme by studying the optimal scalar

quantization of the wavelet coefficients. The objective is to obtain optimal bit allocations

for the wavelet coefficients such that the distortion is minimized for a given bit rate

[BrBr94]. The improvement in compression ratio performance is dramatic.

5.3.1 Scalar Quantization of Wavelet Cofficients

Given a total bit rate R bpp, how do we distribute the bits to represent the

coeff,cients optimally? We use an optimization scheme suggested in [BrBr94] starting

with grouping the coefficients into j subbands. As explained in Sections 2.4 and 2.5,

subbands are the filter output data associated with the terminal nodes at the wavelet

subband filtering. (In one dimensional cases, a subband j contains all the coefficients

,j,o). Let us allocate rj bpp for the coefficients in the subband j. The error variance in

this subband caused by this allocation it ol , as in Eq. (5.5). Assuming that ther,l

coefficients are still correlated (because the wavelet transform is not as good as KLI), we

use Eq. (5.11) to relate the error variance and the coeffrcient variance o] asl

'> ) -Zr, ')
o'.=^v"2 tol

f,J ' l

-r40-
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The total distortion is then defined as

2

D = 5\o' .

i*¡ r'r (s.23)

where the factor a, and mj are weighting factors. The factor m, is the factor by which the

subband j has been downsampled, and is needed because each subband represents the

complete size of image, but using different numbers of coefficients. For example, if
subband j has a subband level / (see Section 2.5.1 for the definition of level), the subband

has been subsampled by a factor of 4/ where a factor of 2l is for the horizontal direction,

and a facto r of 2l is for the vertical direction. As a weighting factor, we have

(s.24)

If all T are included, ,S = 1, otherwise ,S < 1.

The weighting factors aj are provided to accommodate subjective criteria because

otherwise the distonion is in a mean-square error sense. However, if the mean-square

error criterion is acceptable, we set oj = 1 .

The optimization problem is then to minimize the cost function in Eq. (5.23)

subject to a constraint that the total bit rate is a fixed R according to

(s.2s)

An additional restriction 1> 0 has to be made explicit because the optimization uses real

numbers that can produce impractical negative bit rates. It can be expressed simply as

T! = s
?*¡

r.
FJ=R4m.J]

r.Tl=R
?*,
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where the set of indices i is the set of all j such that r, + 0 .

Using aLagrange multiplier as in [JaNo84], we setup the Lagrange expression

/2\
I O(,. n n -2r. I ^

I ).Ayt"?r-''' (toe.z) (-Ð l+ ),! = s\fmt' t ') i*¡
which is satisfied if

(o?^n-.2r',r., 
l=^,l"lf t;2 r {toL,-, , *j

resulting in

22

which is the desired equation for optimal bit allocation for the wavelet subband j.

ü["-À[R-?¿)] 
=' (szj)

(s.28)

(s.29)

or equivalently,

,, = )toer(rf ,"r,t) )- )trcer(À) ) + å(,"rr( ú4) (s.30)

Replacing r, in Eq. (5.26) with this r' noting the identity in Eq. (5.24), and solving for

lfrcsr(^,)),weobtain

)rtoerrtù) = l^rr(zf oog"z,) . *?ä'or,("Î"Î)- f (s 31)

lnserting Eq. (5.31) back into Eq. (5.30), we can rewrite Eq. (5.30) to be

-r42-
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5.3.2 Bit-Allocation Algorithm

We still need one more process to use Eq. (5.32) in practice because of the

difficulty introduced by ,S, i.e., the value of S depends on the final result of the allocation.

More precisely, S requires knowledge of the number of subbands that have positive bit

allocations. We then use an iterative procedure [BrBr94], with ft as the iterative step and

So as the value of S calculated at the À.th step. At the beginning, we assume that all

subbands receive nonzero bit-rates, hence So is 1 as in Eq. (5.25). The bit allocation is

then calculated using Eq. (5.32) with ,So replacing ,S. If there are subbands that receive

zero bit allocation, we have to repeat the process as the next iteration in which those

subbands are excluded from the optimization. A new ,So is then calculated and Eq. (5.32)

is recomputed for the included subbands only. The iteration is repeated until So = Sk * I ,

meaning that the computation of bit allocation on the included subbands does not result in

zero bit-allocation anymore.

Having obtained the bit allocations, we can now use them for scalar quantization.

Let us use the range of the coefficient values in subband j to be a closed interval 1,

expressed as

1. = [u.-/o..u.+lo.]J "J l"l J-
(5.33)

where F; and o j are the mean and standard deviation of the coefflcients in subbandj. The

Ioading factor I determines the actual width of the interval in terms of standard deviation

(i.e., the interval width is 21o.,). For example, if we use i = 2.5, we say that the interval

covers a range of 5 times the standard deviation. If the bit-rate allocated for this subband

ir t , the maximum number of subintervals (or bins) is

- oriL,
J

- r4-" -

(s"34)
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If the bins have the same sizes, the bin width Q, of each subinterval is

2lo. 2lo.n_ r_ r (5.35)v'i - L¡ 2rj

We can now use the bin width to quantize the wavelet coefficients. Notice that all

subbands (except one lowpass subband) have approximately zero mean because the

wavelet filters are bandpass filters. Every coefficient rj, o it represented by a quantization

index p,, 
o

The quantized coefficients tj,k 
"un 

be recovered from the quantization index pr,o

according to

Pj,t =

L. , 
-J, K

1^c¡,t- tQ¡ r
t +:: oj- if ,j,or rQj

o ir -)Oj3 rj,o=)O,

'¡,0**Q¡ r

f-tif ,j,n.-iZ,
-J

(P¡, r,- c) Q¡ * lO, ir p 
t, o> o

0 if pj,n=O

@¡,r+ c) Q¡-Tn, ír p,,o<o

(s.36)

(s.37)

where Cis aparameter 0<C < 1 to select thereconstructed valuein abin thatrepresents

all the values in the bin. In general, we use C = 0.5.

The low-pass subband does not have a zero-mean because the input image is not

zero-mean, hence Eqs. (5.36) and (5.37) are not efficient for the low-pass subband. One
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treatment is to offset appropriate values in Eqs. (5.36) and (5.37) with the mean pj.

Another approach is to represent the subband coefficients using the excitation of a linear

predictor that is known to have a zero-mean distribution, and then use the above

quantization scheme. We shall use the latter scheme in our experiments because it

provides better compression performance through the fact that the low subband pixels are

more corelated to each other that those of the excitation.

5.3.3 Quality Pedormance of the Quantization

We have used the optimal quantization for the same image input as in Section 5.2

with much better performance. Consider an image compression scheme with flexible

DWT, optimal SQ, and an entropy coder shown in Fig. 5.8. The flexible DWT computes

the wavelet coefficients using a tree of filter banks, as explained in Section 2.5. The scalar

quantization encoder (i) finds an optimal quantization bin-width as in Section 5.3.2 for a

given (user-prescribed) R and subband decomposition, and (ii) uses the value of the bin

width to obtain the (integer) quantized representation of each coefficient in the subbands,

as in Eq. (5.36). A lossless entropy encoder compresses the quantized values to obtain the

effi cient representation.

The image can be recovered by inverting the above process. An entropy decoder

recovers the (integer) quantized representation losslessly. An SQ decoder obtains the

wavelet coefficients corresponding to the quantized values, as in Eq. (5.37). Finally, an

inverse of DWT reconstructs the image according to the user-prescribed decomposition.

It should be noted that the bin width and the tree code must be transmitted in addition to

the compressed quantized data, but their bit-rate cost is negligible.
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SQ Encoder

Coefficients
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Fig. 5.8. A complete image compression/decompression system using the optimal

quantization.

We then measure the distortion for each particular R. Furthermore, we also

measure the first-order entropy of the quantized data to estimate the achievable

compression ratio. Table 5.2 shows the performance of quantizing the 512x512 Lena

image using a standard DWT decomposition. The reconstructed images are shown in

Fig. 5.9 for selected bit rates. As shown in Fig. 5.9 (b), for a 4 bpp prescribed rate, the

image is indistinguishable from the original, and has a PSNR as high as 49.67 dB. At a

prescribed rate of 0.4 bpp, the distortion is still small as shown in Fig. 5.9 (c). Figure 5.9

(d) shows the reconstructed image at a prescribed rate of 0.1 bpp. The distortion is

perceivable, but the quality is still acceptable where important details are still preserved.

5.4 Ðesign Entropy Coders and Their Ferformances

The estimated compression ratio in Table 5.2 is the upper bound of the actual

compression ratio if the input data to the entropy encoder are uncorrelated. However, we
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Table 5.2. Performance of the optimal quantization. R is the prescribed bit-rate,

SNR and PSNR are the objective measures, entropy is the

compressability measure, and estimated CR is the estimated

compression ¡atio based on the entropy value.

R (bpp) sNR (dB) PSNR (dB) Entropy
(bpp)

Estimated
CR

0.10 14.18 28.06 0.18 44.44

0.20 t7.06 31.56 0.28 28.57

0.40 19.68 34.r4 0.48 16.67

0.80 22.00 36.42 0.73 10.96

1.00 22.83 37.24 0.86 9.30

2.OO 26.72 40.95 1.61 4.91

4.00 37.93 49.67 3.48 2.30

6.00 49.95 5t.t4 5.46 t.41

expect the wavelet transform and the quantization still produce some small correlation

among samples, hence with some additional lossless processing, we can obtain

compression ratios better than the estimated values. One approach is to use a zero run-

length coding, where all consecutive zero samples in one sequence are replaced with one

zero symbol followed by a number representing the number of zero samples in the

sequence. We then apply the zero run-length output to two entropy coders: Huffman and

Rice coders, and compare the performance as follows.

5.4.1 Perforrnance using Classical Huffinan Coder

The variable-length Huffman coder is a well-known and widely-used coder

because its compression ratio performance is close to optimal (i.e., the actual compression

ratio is very close to the input entropy [Kins9l]). A Huffman coder maps the input
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(a) Original (b) CR 2.16:1, PSNR 49.67 dB

(c) CR 20: I, PSNR 34.14 dB (d) CR 53.33: 1, PSNR 28.06 dB

Fig. 5.9. Compression results at various bit rates.

samples using a table of variable-length codewords. The codewords are designed such

that the most frequent data sample has the shortest codeword. Consequently, the resulting

bit rate is always within I11 and HyrI, regardless of the input entropy Ht Indeed, the

resulting bit rates of a zero run-length coder [Kins9l] coupled with a Huffman coder are

better than the input entropy, as shown in Table 5.2. For example, the reconstructed image

in Fig. 5.9 (d) can be compressed as rnuch as 53"33: L at a PSNR of 28.06 dB. This is a
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remarkable performance, considering that a 49.85:1 compression ratio with the joint

photographic expert group (JPEG) srandard obrains a pSNR of 26.4g dB only.

Fufthermole, the distortion in JPEG output is mole severe, as shown in Fig. 5.10.

Table 5.3. Performance of the Huffman coder.

R (bpp) Entropy
(bpp)

Bit- Rate
(bpp) CR

0.10 0.18 0.15 53.33

0.20 0.29 0.25 32.00

0.40 0.48 0.40 20.00

0.80 0.73 0.64 12.50

1.00 0.86 0.77 10.39

2.00 1.61 t.6l 4.19

4.00 3.48 3.70 2.16

6.00 5.46 s.55 t.44

Fig. 5. i0' The wavelet approach performs better than the JPEG approach objectively
and subjectively, shown at very high compression raiios.

(a) Wavelet approach
(CR 53.33 : 1, PSNR 28.06 dB)

(b) JPEG approach
(CR 49.85 : 1, PSNR 26.48)
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5.4.2 Design of Rice Coders and Their Performance

The Huffman coder is designed to obtain near optimal performance for all ranges

of entropy values. As a result, the encoding cost is high because the coder must create a

table of codewords for each input through calculation of data distribution. In contrast,

Rice coders can be designed to be optimal only for a narrow range of entropy [Rice9l].

As a result, the encoder and decoder are very simple and fast. We study and design such

Rice coders to be used in our compression scheme, i.e., the entropy range of the wavelet

coefficients can be used to design a particular Rice coder.

Basic Rice Coders FSI-I, PSI-0, and FSn'3

Rice coders assume that the input samples are non negative, and their probability

distribution is monotonically decreasing, i.e., smaller values are more likely to occur in

the samples. This is not difficult to obtain for wavelet coefficients because the distribution

of wavelet magnitudes is monotonically decreasing as confirmed in Section 5.2. Thus a

simple coefficient mirroring and interleaving conversion of the wavelet quantized

coefficients (i.e., p j,o in Eq, (5.36)) according to

' 
2Pj,k if Pj,o2oô.=ô.,=i 'J'K 't'K (5.39)t J'* l. G})pj,k-1if pj,o.o

results in the desired distribution. Note that we use the index I to represent a unique pair

of Ç,k) to simplify the notation.

One basic Rice coder called PSI-l works as follows. Given a block of samples ô,

for i = 7,...,J, PSI-1 replaces every sample ô- with ô, consecutive zero bits followed

byaonebit. Forexample,if ð, happenstohaveavalueof 55,thePSI-i encodesitusing

56 bits, i.e., 55 zeros followed by a one. Hence the encoding algorithm is very simple.
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The reconstruction is obviously simple too. A PSI-1 decoder just counts the number of

zero bits until a one appears. The counting result is the sample value ô,. Notice that the

total number of bits required to encode a block is

J

Fo=J*Xô;
j=1

(s.3e)

where the first term of the right hand side (RHS) is the total number of ones, while the

second term of the RHS is the number of zeros. It is remarkable that this simple code has

been proven to be optimal (close to the data entropy) if the entropy of the sample is

1.5<Ht<2.5 [Rice91].

Another basic Rice coder is called PSI-0, working as follows. Given a block of ô,,

PSI-0 uses a PSI-i to produce the standard PSI-1 outputs. PSI-O then takes complements

of the resulting data, i.e., every zero becomes a one and every one becomes a zero, and

groups the results into binary 3-tuples. If necessary, one or two dummy zeros are padded

at the end to complete the grouping. Now, for every 3-tuple, PSI-0 produces a codeword

according to Table 5.4. The optimal range (i.e., the range where the resulting bit rate is

very close Í.o H t) of PSI-O is 0.75 < Flt < 1.5 .

A trivial Rice coder is called PSI-3, where the input data are simply passed through

without any compression. If the. block of ð, has an entropy as high as the bit rate of ô,,

there is no compression that can be obtained. Thus PSI-3 is used for .Fl, >1.5.

A Thnable R.ice Coder FSI-1,k

Given a PSI-1 and PSI-3, we can develop a simple Rice coder (called PSI-1,k) that

r-en hc trrnerl f.ì.ìñêrâfe â1 ânv e.ntrônv rânøe hefwee-n 1 tô R hnn as ç.hnwn in trio 51i
-- *^'J -"-'-rJ -*-^Þ-

The split function separates the sample ð- into fr least significant bits (LSB) and n - k
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Table 5.4. A code table for PSI-O.

3-tuple Codeword

000 1

001 001

010 010

100 011

011 00000

10i 00001

110 00010

i11 00011

most significant bits (MSB), where r¿ is the total number of bits for each sample ô,. The

MSB are compressed using PSI-1, while the LSB are compressed using PSI-3 (meaning

they are passed through without any processing). The codeword is the concatenation of

the outputs of PSI-l and PSI3.

Concatenating

Fig. 5.1 1. A tunable Rice coder PSI- i,k.

If we change the value of k, the optimal range of the compression changes

accordingly. Consider an extreme case where k = 0. In this case, all bits are passed

through the PSI-I. Hence, the performance is exactly as PSI-I. Another extreme case is
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when n = k, or all the bits are compressed using PSI-3. Consequently, the scheme

performs exactly as PSI-3. For 0 < k < n, the optimal range is between those of PSI-1 and

PSI-3. ln fact, it has been shown [Rice9l] that one can find a k that results in an optimal

compression in any nanow range between 1.5 bpp to 8 bpp. It can be argued that PSI-1,k

is optimal in the range of 1.5 + k< H1<2.5 + fr, because the LSBs are usually much more

random (i.e., close to a uniform distribution) than the MSBs. Thus, compressing the k

LSB results in k bpp. The remaining MSB are compressed using PSI-1 with an optimal

range of 1.5 <Ht<2.5. It then follows thattheoverallrange is 1.5 + k.Ht<2.5 +k.

A Complete Rice Coder PSI-14

We can then design a complete Rice coder that covers a wider range of entropy,

i.e., 0.J 5 . H t. 8 , using a set of 8 internal Rice coders, as shown in Fig. 5.I2. The coder

is called PSI-14 for historical reasons. A new function in PSI-i4 is the Decision unit that

reads the sample block and decides which internal coder should be used. Once the

decision has been made, the scheme activates the selected coder. The codeword is then

the concatenation of the coder identifier (Coder ID) and the output of the internal coder.

For each block, PSI-14 uses three bits for Coder ID because there are eight internal coders.

As a result, PSI-14 can compress input data optimally if their entropy is 0.75 . H, . 8.

The decision block is based on the block length J and the bit length F6 in Eq.

(5.39). Table 5.5 shows the decision rule used in PSI-14. For a given data block, the

decision unit calculates Fg and uses the table to find the internal code¡ that covers the

computed value of F6. We have implemented PSI-14 in C++ programming language on a

Sun Sparcstation-1 running Unix operating system. The program is in Appendix G.
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Concatenating

Decision
Input Samples

Fig. 5.12. A complete Rice coder PSI-14 that can cover a wider range 0.75 < H t.8 .

Table 5.5. Internal codes of PSI-14 and their attributes.

Internal Coder Coder ID Decision Range Entropy Range

PSI-O 000 Fot J (3/2) 0.75 - 1.5

PSI-1 001 J(3/2)<Fo<J(s/2) t.5 - 2.5

PSI-i.1 0i0 J(s/2)<Fo<J(9/2) 2.5 -3.5

PSI-1,2 011 J(9/2) <Fo< J(11/2) 3.5 - 4.5

PSI- 1,3 r00 J(r1/2)<Fo<J(33/2) 4.5 - 5.5

PSI-I,4 101 J(33/2)<Fo<J(65/2) s.5 - 6.5

PSI- 1,5 110 J (65/2) < Fo < J ((64n -351) /2) 6.5-n

PSI-3 1i1 J ( $an - 3sI) /2) < Fo n
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.ApplicatÍon for Wavelet Coefficients

We can use the PSI-14 readily to compress the wavelet indices that have been

converted using Eq. (5.38) if the expected entropy is within the Rice natural entropy range

of 0.75.Ht.8. For each prescribed bit rate, the quantizatton scheme produces

quantized coeffrcients to be compressed. Here, the wavelet coefficients in subbands are

converted into Rice compliant data using Eq. (5.38) and passed through the PSI-14. We

can measure the expected bit rates and compression ratios by measuring the first-order

entropy of the quantized coefficients. As shown in Table 5.6, the Rice coder is optimal in

the sense that its bit rates and compression ratios are very close to or better than the

theoretical bit rates and compression ratios. Table 5.6 also compares the performance

with that of the Huffman coder in Section 5.4.t. Except in one case of R = 1, the Rice

code¡s is consistently better than the Huffman coder for compressing wavelet coefficients.

Table 5.6. Performance of Rice coder PSI-14 operating at its natural entropy range as

applied to the quantized wavelet coefficients.

R
(bpp)

Bit Rates (bpp) Compression Ratio

Theoretical Huffman Rice Theoretical Huffman Rice

I 0.86 0.tl 1.05 9.30 10.39 7.62

2 1.61 r.61 i.65 4.91 4.19 4.85

J 2.53 2.14 2.57 3.16 101 3.11

4 3.48 3.70 3.45 2.30 2.16 2.32

5 4.46 4.57 4.40 r.t9 r.75 \.82

6 5.45 5.s5 5.43 r.47 T,M 1.47

7 6.4s 6.60 6.57 1.24 r.21 r.22
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However, we often require the bit rates to be well below 0.75 bpp. In such cases,

PSI-14 coder peforms poorly because such bit rates are beyond its natural range. Our

solution to this problem is to use the same zero-runlength coder as in the Section 5.4.1to

bring the data entropy inside the range of 0.75 to 8 bpp, and apply the results to the PSI- 14

coder. We have implemented the scheme successfully. As shown in Table 5.7, the

performance of the Rice coder is consistently better than the theoretical expectation. It

should be noted that the entropy is measured on the wavelet coefficients (as in Tables 5.2

and 5.6) while the PSI-14 operates on the output of the zero-runlength coder.

Table 5.7. Performance of Rice coder PSI-14 operating outside its natural entropy range

with the help of a zero-runlength coder as applied to the quantized wavelet

coefflcients.

R (bpp)
Bit Rates (bpp) Compression Ratio

Theoretical Huffman Rice Theoretical Huffman Rice

0.i 0.18 0.15 0.16 44.44 53.33 50

0.2 0.29 0.25 0.21 27.59 32.00 29.63

0.3 0.38 0.33 0.35 21.05 24.24 22.86

0.4 0.48 0.40 0.44 16.67 20.00 18.18

0.5 0.54 0.45 0.49 14.81 t7.18 t6.33

0.6 0.60 0.51 0.55 13.33 15.69 14.55

0.7 0.67 0.58 0.63 r1.94 t3.79 t2.70

0.8 0.73 0.64 0.69 10.96 12.50 11.59

0.9 0.79 0.70 0.75 i0.13 1T.43 r0.67

1.0 0.86 0.17 0.82 9.30 10.39 9.16
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Table 5.7 also shows, however, that the Huffman coder now outperforms the PSI-

14. The results confirm the optimality of the Huffman coder on a much broader range.

However, the Rice coder still performs quite well, and the bit-rate differences between

Rice and Huffman coders are less than 0.05 bpp. Furthermore, if we have decided on the

preferred compression ratio, we can reduce the number of internal Rice coders to one

coder only, thus reducing the coder complexity.

5.4.3 Contparison Between Rice and Arithmetic Coders

An arithmetic coder (AC) is an important optimal coder that usually outperforms a

Huffman coder [WaFKi93]. An AC is a variable-length coder as is the Huffman coder.

The codeword is actually an interval whose width corresponds to the probability of data

symbols [Kins9l]. In the Huffman coder, a symbol has a codeword that must have an

integer number of bits. Hence, if the symbol probability is not a negative power of 2 (as is

usually the case), a Huffman coder must round the number of bits into the closest integer,

resulting in a redundancy. In contrast, an AC allows a symbol to have a fractional number

of bits, i.e., several symbols may share the one bit, resulting in a more optimal use of the

bits. Fufihermore, an AC allows progressive transmission of bits because the encoding

and decoding processes are sequential, and thus the symbols are recovered as ordered.

Due to time limitation, we have not incorporated an AC in our wavelet scalar

quantization scheme to allow a comparison of an AC and a Rice coder for compressing

wavelet coefficients. However, we have implemented both coders for a denoising-based

image compression scheme described in Section 6.4.2. The scheme (called the Projection

1 in Section 6.4.2) uses a planar predictor, therefore the compression is performed on the

predictor input. The quality results of a 512x5I2 working image are exactly the same (i.e.,
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a PSNR of 49.9 dB as also shown in Table 6.3) because both are lossless coders. The AC

outperforms the Rice coder in the bit rate by 2.78Vo (i.e., 3.60 bpp vs. 3.70 bpp

corresponding to compression ratios of 2.22:1 vs. 2.16:1, respectively). However, the

Rice coder is more than four times faster, i.e., the total CPU times of C language

implementations of AC and Rice coders on a SUN Sparcstation-l are 71.3s and 16.8s,

respectively.

5.5 Summary of Chapter 5

This chapter has demonstrated the suitability of wavelet transforms for image

compression. Although the ability of wavelet transforms to decor¡elate image data is not

as optimal as the other transforms (such as KLI), they offset this weakness by their ability

to represent nonstationary (transient) parts of signals. As a result, a low PSNR image

(resulting from coarse truncation and quantization of wavelet coefficients) has good

perceptual quality. This supports the notion that the nonstationary parts of the image

determine the perceptual quality of the image. We use the ability of wavelet in an optimal

scalar quantization scheme, to obtain the lowest distortion for a prescribed bit rate.

Although the technique is simpler than those that follow in the next chapters, it results in

very high compression ratios with good image quality, outperforming the JPEG standard

objectively and subjectively. A Rice coder has been developed to suit the characteristics

of the wavelet data.

The next chapter uses wavelets and fractality to remove noise from images to

allow compression of high-entropy images. The techniques are based on removing parts

of the signals that do not have signal characteristics. The image nonstationarity (such as

the set of image edges) is preserved,
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. It has been shown throughout this thesis that self similarity can describe

nonstationary signals, either through wavelet decomposition or through fractal modelling

and characterization. This chapter now demonstrates the ability of wavelets and fractals

to distinguish nonstationary signals from noise to perform denoising, i.e., noise removal

or reduction from noise-contaminated signals, in a context of lossless compression of

noisy signals. This problem arises in compressing aerial ortho images. Section 6.1

shows that the noise in the aerial ortho images has caused them to be almost

incompressible (1.05:1 compression ratio). Traditional filtering of the image can reduce

the noise, but it also removes paÍs of signal that are in the same frequency and time

supports of the removed noise. Section 6.2 describes a completeiy different approach

called denoising (in contrast to filtering), which is based on membership of signal classes

characterized by wavelets or fractals. This chapter discusses four important algorithms

within this approach. Two of them have been selected for compression of aerial ortho

images. Section 6.3 describes a compression scheme using a wavelet-based denoising

aigorithm that preserves signal smoothness. Section 6.4 describes the second scheme

using a predictor that preserves signal predictability. Although both schemes remove

data (i.e., noise), they could be considered as lossless signal compression schemes
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because the removed data are not pa-rts of the signal. Finally, Section 6.5 describes the

remaining algorithms based on singularities and best basis.

[mage Noise and Compression Froblems: the Case of Aerial Ortho Xrnages

Our work on denoising was first motivated by the difficulties in compressing

aerial ortho images losslessly. As described in [LaKi95af, aerial ortho images play an

increasingly important ¡ole in regional development and utility planning because they

provide more accurate and up-to-date land-related information of rural and urban areas

than that of traditional maps [Oswa95]. However, the images are large with typically

5000x5000 pixels each and 8 bits per pixel (bpp) grayscale, thus requiring 25 Mbytes of

storage. Figures 6.1 and 6.2 show two samples of rural and urban images, respectively.

The rural image has a scale of 1:60,000, with a file size of 25,000,512 bytes (the 512

bytes are header bytes and not part of the image), and a dimension of 5000x5000 pixels.

The urban image is only a paft of the regular image, with a scale of 1:6,000, a size of

7 ,306,344 bytes, and a dimension of 2648x2959 pixels. Such large sizes a¡e due to such

a high-precision requirement over a sufficiently large atea, e.9., a 5l2x5I2 zoom-in

pofiion of the urban image still contains many details that are clearly visible, as shown in

Fig. 6.3. (This particular image is used as the working image throughout this study).

Such large sizes make the images difficult to manage (i.e., to store and./or to

distribute) without image compression. A compression ratio of.2:I either doubles the

number of images that can be stored on a CD-ROM for distribution, or reduces by half

the time required for transmission to costumers. If the nature of the applications is not

known, a lossless approach should be used to preserve all the details in the images.
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Fig. 6.1. An aerial ortho image of arural area. The scale is i:60,000, the size is

25,000,512 bytes and the dimension is 5000x5000 pixels.

Unfortunately, lossless compression of aerial ortho images is difficult because the

first-order entropy of the images is very high (e.g., 7.65 bits per pixel, bpp, for the

working image in Fig. 6.3). Such images are ploducts of orthogonalization of land

images taken from a moving aerial camera. Being natural images, the land images

should have low entropy values (e.g., less than 5 bpp). However, othogonalization

involves mathematica,l, geodetic transformations to have flat images with very-high

precision of pixel positioning. For example, the transformations must compensafe for the
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eafih surface curvature and camera movement. Such transformations introduce

numerical noise (e.g., finite-register-length effects) due to heavy numelical computation,

causing the aerial ortho images to have very high entropy values. The first-order entropy

plovides the upper bound of the compression ratios obtainable by standard entropy

coders [Kins91].

Fig" 6.2" A portion of an aerial ortho image of an urban area. The scale is i:6,000, the

size is 7,306,344 bytes, and ihe dimension is 2648x2959 pixels.
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Fig. 6.3. A 5I2x5I2 pofiion of the urban area image, selected as the working image.

Such a high entropy makes the images very difficult to compress losslessly even

for a compression ratio of as low as 2:1, as confirmed by the results of various classical

coders in Table 6.1. Table 6.1 shows performances of arithmetic coding (AC), Gnu ZIp

(GZLP), and lossless joint photograph experr group (LJPEG). Borh AC and, GZIp are

entropy coders that use pixel-value statistics to encode the pixels efficiently [Kins9l].

The LJPEG [HuSm94] uses a combination of a planar predictive and Huffman coding,

hence exploiting correlations among adjacent pixels. It is seen that none can achieve

compression ratios o12:I or better.
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Compression ratios of several lossless coders: arithmetic coding (AC), Gnu

ZIP (GZIP), and lossless JPEG (LJPEG). The rural, urban, and working

images are shown in Figs. 6.1,6.2, and 6.3, respectively.

Images ,{C GZ\P X,JPEG

Rural 1.16: I f . i9:1 1.68:1

Urban 1.06:1 1.08:1 1.61:1

Working 1.06:1 i.08:1 L62:I

6.2 ,4, Ðenoising Approach for Compression

We propose the use of a denoising approach for the compression of aerial ortho

images to obtain at least 2:1 compression while preserving the image details [LaKi95e].

Let f(x,y) be a pixel value of an actual aerial image with N pixels, where integers x and y

represent the row and column positions of the pixel. Let n(x,y) be the value of an

additive noise added to the pixel /(x,y) by the orthogonalization. The resulting aerial

ortho image has pixels g(;r,)) defined as

g!,y) =f(x,y) + n(x,y) (6.1)

As discussed, this g(x,y) is used directly because it is incompressible due to a very-high

first-order entropy. If one could remove n(x,y) from g(;r,y), the resulting image should

become compressible. This denoising process is the main feature of the schemes

described here. The denoising problem becomes: given g(x,y), minimize n(x,y) inf.o

ñ.(i, j) such that

Ê(*,y)=f(x,y)+ñ(x,y) (6.2)

has a reduced entropy for 2:1 compression. The image g(r,y) is the denoised image.

We argue that this compression approach can be considered lossless because only ri(x,y)

is affected mostly while the signal f(x,y) is not. Once the entropy has been reduced, a
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be applied to the denoised image gj,y) to obtain the required

scheme shown in Fig. 6.4.

gQ,y) Ê(*,y)

Compression

Ê(',Y)

Decompression

Fig. 6.4. A basic denoising-compression scheme.

In general, denoising is a difficult problem because the characteristics of f(x,y)

and n(x,y) are not known. However aerial ortho images g@,y) are special cases because

their /(;r,y) represent natural images of landscapes with many uniform (coherent)

subregions. The images (such as in Fig. 6.7., 6.2, and 6.3) contain many man-made,

regular objects, such as roads, houses, parks, and farmlands, which have very different

characteristics from highly irregular numerical noise n(x,y). Denoising methods are then

based on removing parts of the signal data that have noise characteristics or do not have

signal characteristics. Consequently, two denoising-compression schemes presented here

exploit two diffe¡ent regularity criteria-signal smoothness and signal predictability.

The first criterion results in a wavelet denoising scheme, while the second one results in a

planar predictive coding. We also discuss two other important wavelet and fractal based

denoising schemes based on singularity and best basis methods, although they have not

been fully developed in this thesis.
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There are several indicators for successful denoising of natural images as

suggested by [KoSc93] and [Kins95].

, The so-called log-Iog plot of measures such as correlation-sum deftned in

Eq. (3.I2) of the denoised signal Ê(r,y) has a consistent slope at a wide

range of the plot's x-axis. This means the denoising preserves fractal

dimensions of f(x,y).

The f(x,y) is more predictable (explained later in the following subsection).

This means one pixel has relationships with its neighbouring pixels, and they

are not independent.

The power spectrum of Q@,y) is still similar to that of g(x,y), at least in the

frequency range and spectrum shape. This means there is no frequency

filtering taking place, as in the traditional denoising. Furthermore, this

ensures fractal dimensions of fractional Brownian motion parts in the image

are preserved (see Section 3.2.2).

The removed signal (i.e., S@,y)-Ê(x,y)) should behave iike a random

process whose statistical behavior matches that of the assumed noise model.

For example, the cross-correlation between the removed signal and f(x,y)

should be low. This is a logical consequence of removing additive noise.

The multifractal measure (Dn vs. q, see Section 3.4) of the removed signal

(i.e., g(x,y)-S(*,y)) represents a flat line approaching the dimension of the

noise.
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6.3 The Wavelet Srnoothing Technique

6.3.1 Smooth Signals and Noise

A signal is separated from noise based on its membership in a set of smooth

prototype signals. The concept (pioneered by Donohoe [Dono92]) starts by defining

smooth prototype signals as members of a Besov space Bd, which is a space of signals

having ø derivatives in a space Lp. (However, a > 0 is not necessarily an integer and p

may be less than I lDeILg2l). A space Lp is a vector space (as in Section 2.1.1) having a

norm 
I

¡,¡o = $r,o{ù0,); . (6.3)

(The space t2 in Section}.L l is a special case of I! where p=2). Two signals a¡e said

to be of similar smoothness if they belong to a Besov space with the same ø and p. The

concept is then to characterize images based on their membership in a Besov space.

More specifically, let the noise be

n(x,y) = G z(x,y) (6.4)

where o is a gain factor (or noise level) and z(x,y) is a normalized (i.e., unit va¡iance) 2D

Gaussian noise. The image f(x,y) should belong to a Besov space while n(x,y) should not

because z(x,y) does not have any derivative. This also applies to non-Gaussian noise.

6.3.2 Denoising Algorithm

A wavelet shrinkage algorithm [Dono92] extracts the denoised gQ,Ð from g(-x,y)

using wavelet transforms. The technique is based on the minimization of the mean

squared error expressed by
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subject to a condition that the membership of â(r,y) in the Besov space tends to be the

same as that of f(x,y) with a probability of almost 1 (where N is the total number of

pixels). In other words, g(*,y) is as smooth as /(;r,y), thus the noise parts have been

removed. Furthermore, minimizing Eq. (6.5) guarantees that g(r,y) is close to f(x,y).

The technique has the following three steps.

Step 7: Perform a2D wavelet transform on the normalized image g(x,y) /J¡¿ to obtain

C¡(r,ì, where j is the wavelet scale, and (x, y) a¡e the 2D spatial indexes in the

wavelet domain (see Section2.4).

Step 2: Reduce the value of G¡(x,y) to becom 
" 

C¡(*,1) according to

lo¡(*,ì-r; G¡(r,t)>r
ô;(",r) = J o; -T s G¡(x,y) <r

fc;(",r)+ r; G¡(*,t) <-r

where the reduction threshold Z depends on the noise level o as

Jrlts(^¡)T = 6 t 
\6.j)JN

Notice that, in general, the noise level o is not known. One statistical estimation

of ø [DoJo94] is

o = Media"(c1(",y)l; (6.8)

the result to

(6.6)

Step 3: Perform an inverse wavelet transform C¡(r,ù and denormalize

obtain the desired SO,y).

Although this method was not developed originally for signal compression,

have adopted it for our image compression as follows.
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6.3.3 Compression and Decompression Schemes

As shown in Fig. 6.5, our compression scheme consists of five procedures: (i)

forward wavelet transform, (ii) wavelet reduction, (iii) median estimator, (iv) inverse

wavelet transform, and (v) predictive-Huffman encoder. First, the forward wavelet

transform procedure performs a 2D wavelet transform using a smooth Daubechies

wavelet (e.g., Daubechies-8) to perform Step 1. The wavelet reduction procedure

reduces the wavelet coefficient values G¡(x,y) according to Eq. (6.6) and uses noise

level o estimated by the median estimator in Eq. (6.8) or another suitable value. The

inverse wavelet transform then performs Step 3 to obtain a denoised image â(x,y). The

lossless predictive-Huffman encoder [HuSm94] performs a combination of planar

prediction (used also in Section 6.4) and Huffman data compression [Kins91], resulting

in lossless compression of f (;r,y) into the data stream.

Forward
Wavelet

Transform

Wavelet

Reduction

g@,y)
â(",y)

Fig. 6.5. A compression scheme based on wavelet denoising.

Figure 6.6 shows a simple image reconstruction procedure by a predictive-

Huffman decoder which uncompresses the data stream [Kins9l] and performs planar

prediction reconstruction (see Section 6.4) to recover the estimated image Ê(*,y).
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Predictive-
Huffinan
DecoderInpul

sQ,v)

Fig. 6.6. A decompression scheme based on wavelet denoising.

6.3.4 CompressionResults

The scheme has been tested using a Daubechies-8 wavelet on the working image

shown in Fig. 6.3, which is a 512x512 portion of an original aerial ortho image of an

urban area in Fig. 6.2. The size of the working image is 262,200 bytes. The software is

written in C language, and runs on a Sun Sparc workstation under UNIX operating

system. It takes approximately I minute to complete the compression and decompression

of the working image. As before, the performance of any compression scheme must

address two aspects-(i) compression ratio and (ii) peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR). In

this scheme the compression parameter is the wavelet reduction th¡eshold Z (see Eq.

Table 6.2. Compression performance of the wavelet denoising scheme for various

reduction thresholds Z. The Zestimated using Eq. (6.8) is 3.76x10-3.

Threshold Compression Ratio PSNR (dB)

2.4lxI0-6 1.64: I 51.059

3.76x10-r 1.75: I 42.875

0.006 1.84 : 1 39.3427

0.1 1.99 : 1 36.r276

0.011 2.03 :1 35.5844

0.05 2.61 : I 28.7162

0.07 2.69 : I 27.4231

0.1 2"18 
" 

I 26.1,50

1 3.09 : 1 19.1203
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(6.6)). As shown in Table 6.2, the threshold determines how much noise is removed

from the image. It is seen fhaf a higher threshold removes more noise, lesulting in a

higher compression ratio, but a lower PSNR. However, it should be noted that PSNR is

not the best indication of complession performance in this case. The compressed images

with PSNR as low as 35.58 dB (such as one shown in Fig. 6.7) have edges as sharp as the

original images, which is a critical requirement for geodetic images such as aerial ortho

images. It is seen that all shadows and the crack in the street pavement (lower part of the

image) are clearly visible in the reconstructed image.

Fig. 6.7 . A decompressed image with threshold 0.011.
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T'he Fnedictability Technique

Kostelich and Schreiber [KoSc93] suggest approaches based on preserving signal

dynamics. The approaches are powerful because they preserve fractal complexity of the

signal, hence can accofitmodate natural signals that have noise-like appearances but are

not noise (e.g., textures). Fractal dimensions have been used to characterize such signals,

as in Chapter 3. The approaches extract Ê(x,y) which minimizes the mean square error

and has similar fractal dimensions as/(x,y).

6.4.1 Predictable Signals and Noise

One dynamic-preserving approach used in our work separates signals from noise

based on their membership in a set of predictable signals. The concept starts by defining

predictable signals as signals whose elements (or pixels) can be obtained or approximated

using their neighboring elements through linear or non linear functions called predictors

[KoSc93]. In other words, the elements are self-consistent and have correlations among

them. Intuitively, natural images containing natural objects must have such predictability

cha¡acteristics because pixels of an object are related to each other. Let the predicted

pixel value at position (-r,y) be Ê(x,y). The predictable pixels á(x,y) resemble the

denoised image. For predictable signals, there exists a predictor Ê(r,y) that minimizes

the prediction error e| as

/ 11t2

,i =l t Y lâ(",r) - st,,Ðl'l (6.e)"P 
["Í""' 

.' ". '' 
)

The signal and noise can now be characterized using the magnitude of e). If ;e

is low, the signal is considered predictable. A high e*odoes not always mean the signaì is
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not predictable because improper selection of the predictor can result in a high ,*^ fo, up

predictable signal. However, white noise always results in a high t| b..uut. its pixels

are either not correlated or correlated partty (fractional noise). Therefore, there is no

predictor for white noise that can result in an arbitrarily low "i. ttt" denoising scheme isp"

then designed ro remove parts of g(x,y) into f (x,y) with a low ei. This means designing
p

a predictor capable of minimizing 1. There can be more than one predictor that

minimizes åo tn our case, we should use one that results in a low entropy of f (;r,y).

A Linear Flanar Fredictor

have selected a linear planar predictor which is well known for its ability to

predict natural images [ChRa94], The predictor is defined as

â(r,v)= atâG,v-1) + azÊQ-1,v) + ozÊG-r,v-r)+ ê(x,v)

or equivalently

(6.10)

(6.1 1)Ê(r,y) -- EQ,y) + ê(x,y)

where

ã(x,y) = otâ(*,y-l) + a2þ@- 1,y) + ozs7- 1,y- 1) (6.r2)

Figure 6.8 shows the predictor schematically. The first three right-hand-side (RHS)

terms in Eq. (6.10) (or !(x,y)) represent the pureprediction of the pixel in location (x,y)

by its three neighbours, with gain factors al, aZ, and a3, respectively. (We assume that

the pixels outside image boundaries ase zero.) The last RHS term, ê(x,y), represents the

bias to make the value of e| becom e zero (perfectly predictable) by compensating for the

inability of the pure predictor to represent unpredictable parts. (It has the same role as

114
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the LPC excitation in Chapter 4.) This bias term ê@,y) turns out to be a critical part in

char actertzin g predictability, as shown next.

ât¡,¡>

cQ,i)

Fig. 6.8. A linear planar predictor in Eq. (6.1 1).

Characterizing Fredictability Through Fredictor Residues

The planar predictors allow us to characterize predictability through

characterization of predictor bías ê(x,y) instead of þ(x,y) as required in Eq. (6.9). In

general, all the gain factors a¡ Ãre fixed, implying that ê(x,y) fully cha¡acterízes f(x,y).

Letusnowhavethesamestructureforg(x,y) asfor Ê(x,y) inEq.(6.11)byintroducing

e(x,y) according to

g!,y) = ã(x,y) + e(x,y) (6.13)

Clearly the denoising produces the residual (i.e., removed noise) image q(x,y) as

q(x,y) = g(x,y) -Ê(x,y) = e(x,y) - ê(x,y)

Furthermore, Eq. (6.9) becomes

't = 
[*ä 

v(*,v) - e(x,Ðr)tt'z = 
[*ä', 

r*,r,,')''' (6 15)

In other words, we can now remove the noise by processing (i.e., mapping) e(x,y) into

ê(r,y) as long as the following two requirements are satisfied: (i) Eq.(6.15) is

(6.r4)
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minimized to satisfy the predictability requirement in Eq. (6.9) and (ii) the residue q(x,y)

behaves as noise as required by Eq. (6.14). If they are satisfied, the predictability of the

denoised image is guaranteed by Eq. (6.1 1).

We now focus on obtaining the mapping by defining a space ÂN . RN where

images ê(x,y)e.ÊN and images e(x,y) e RN for all possible input images. We can now

define predictable images as those whose residues are aII in ÊN and noise images are

those having residues outside nN. It can be shown that orthogonal projections from RN

to ÊN minimizes Eq. (6.15) [I(rey78], thus satisfying the first requirement.

Furthermore, projections in a form of vector quantization (VO minimize Eq. (6.15) and

produce noise residues, satisfying both requirements. Therefore, a VQ on e(x,y) e RN

into â(x,y) e ÊN results in a denoising that preserves the predictability.

Given a projection from RN to ÂN that satisfies both requirements, we can

develop a denoising scheme as shown in Fig. 6.9. The scheme consists of (i) a

projection, and (ii) a predictor as in Fig. 6.8. Given an input image g(x,y), the scheme

calculates the image e(x,y) recursively according to Eq. (6.13). At the beginning,

Ê(*,y) is zero, hence EQ,y) is also zero. The projection block obtains ä(x,y) from

e(x,y) and passes the resulting ê(x,y) to the predictor. The predictor then generates the

denoised image Ê(x,y) according to Eq. (6.11) and Fig. 6.8.

T'wo Simplest Appropriate Selectiors of RN

One disadvantage of using VQ as the projection is that the computational cost is

high. We then study the use of scalar quantization (SQ) as the projection. The SQ can

be seen as the simplest form of VQ, hence it satisfies both projection requirements.

Although its performance (i.e., the quality vs. bit rate) is inferior to that of vector
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quantization, SQ can be extremely fast. This fact is especially important, because aerial

ortho images are large. We then describe two SQ projections with their corresponding

ÊN (which now can be represented by R because the l/ pixels are projected

individually). Both projections results in the well-known differential predictive coding

modulation (DPCM) scheme [ChRa94].

g(x,y) +

âe,y)

ã(x,y)

Fig. 6.9. The denoising scheme.

first SQ projection (Projection 1) obtains ê(x,y) from e(x,y) through

ê(x,y)= 3 x t"r[t+*tx) x sign(,i,,y)) (6.l6)

where irzr(.) gives the maximum integer that is less or equal to the argument, and sign(')

gives the sign of the argument. The corresponding n is then the set of integers {..., -9, -

6, -3,0, 3, 6, 9 ...Ì. The second SQ projection (Projection 2) uses

ê(*,y) : 2 xo""'["ryd) x sign(,1",y¡) (6.17)

where floor (') gives the maximum integer that is less than or equal to the argument. The

,r-- Â:^ ¿L^- ¿L^ ^^¿ ^t:-.^^^-^ r L A 
^ ^ ^ 

,l L IçurrcSpuIIurIlB 1\. l5 tugu ulg sct ur ruleBgrb 1..., -u, 1, -L, v, L, +, u .., J.
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Such projections minimize ¿* because both Projections 1 and 2 guatantee that

løG,Ðl< 1.5 and la(t,j)l( 1, respectively, as shown by the projection equations, Eqs.

(6.i6)and(6.17),andtheirÂ. Inpractice,g(x,y)areintegers(grayscale)of {0,...,255}

and the predictor uses the usual set of gain factors 1, 1, and -1 for al, a2, and a3,

respectively. As a result, e(x,y) pixels are also integers {-255,...,255}. Hence, both

projections result practically in lø(x,r)l < 1. It can then be concluded using Eq. (6.14)

that, in addition to noise removal, both projections keep all pixel values of an extracted

image Ê(*,y) within one grayscale value only of their counterparts in the contaminated

image g(x,y). This guarantees that e| is very low. The reconstructed image quality

becomes very high (i.e., PSNR of order 50 dB).

Notice also that the use of the integer gain factors a¿ gives computational and

compression advantages. For example, it eliminates the need for gain multiplications,

thus reducing the computation requirement. Furthermore, such gain factors cause both

g@,y) and f (x,y) to have pixel integer values in a limited range from 0 to 255. Suppose

that the pixels of P(x,y) are forced to have the same range through end clipping, i.e.,

ã(x,y) takes values between -255 to 255. Consequently, the pixel range of e(.r,y) is

timited to-255 to255 to satisfy Eq. (6.13). This means the sets Ê of the Projections I

and 2 are limited to {-255, -252, ..., -6, -3, 0, 3, 6, ..., 252, 255 } and {-254, -252, ...,

4, -2,0,2, 4, ...,252,254) with totals of llI and 255 elements, respectively. Such a

size limitation is exploited in the following compression scheme.
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6.4.2 Compression and Decompression Schemes

Instead of compressing f(-r,y) directly, the compression scheme is based on

efficient representation of ê(x,y), because it can be used to generate g(x,y) using Eq.

(6.9). The symbols required to represent ê(x,y) are all members of R. ttle compression

is possible because the set ,Q i, *or" limited than the set of all grayscale symbols of

g(x,y) (e.g., L7I and255, as opposed to 256). Furthermore, the entropy of â(x,y) is

smaller than that of f(.x,y) because a portion of þ(x,y) information is carried by the

predictor structure, hence ê(r,y) takes only the remaining portion only. As a result, the

set ^Ê contains fewer integers than the set of Ê(x,y) values and the pixel distribution is

not as uniform as that of f(x,y).

Data Symbols

The simplest and fastest method to compress the values of â(x,y) is to represent

them by a set of cha¡acter symbols, and then compress the symbols using the usual

lossless entropy compression, such as an arithmetic or a Huffman coder [Kins91]. For

Projection 1 (using Eq. (6.16)), the symbols w(x,y), which are members of set {0, 1, ..,,

170), can be obtained either by an on-the-fly calculation according to

or through an equivalent symbol table of precalculated w(x, y). Similarly, Projection 2

(using Eq. (6.17)) has symbols w(x,y), which are members of set {0, 1, ..., 2541, and can

be obtained using

w(x. v) = 85 + êG'Y)
õ
J

w(x.v\=127 *êG'Y)
2

(6.18)
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The lossless compression then compresses the stream of symbols w(x, y). Notice that

both symbol sets contain a number of symbols of less than 256. Thus a simple character

(byte) compression is suitable.

Compressing the Ðata Symbols

Figure 6.10 shows the compression scheme, consisting of four procedures-(i)

projection, (ii) predictor, (iii) symbol table, and (iv) arithmetic encoder. The

compression scheme operates on images line-by-line (i.e., the procedure is repeated for

each index x). The procedure is also shown in Fig. 6.10.

Figure 6.1 1 shows the decompression scheme, consisting of three procedures-(i)

arithmetic decoder, (ii) symbol table, and (iii) predictor. As in the compression scheme,

the decompression scheme produces the image line-by-line (i.e., the procedure is

repeated for each index x). The procedure is also shown in Fig. 6. 1 1.

6.4.3 CompressionResults

The scheme has been tested using the working image in Fig. 6.3 and is successful

in attaining the target of 2:1 compression ratio. The program is written in C

programming language that is portable to almost any platform that supports C language.

On a Sun Sparc-5 workstation the compression and decompression of the working image

take approximately 2.9 s and 3.9 s CPU times, respectively. On an IBM PC 486-DX33,

the CPU processing times are J .1 s and 6.7 s, respectively. Figs. 6.12 and 6.13 show that

the resulting decompressed images are indistinguishabie from the original one. Table 6.3

shows the objective performance comparison of both SQ projections. Both have

extremely high PSNR values, which is the best so far for 2:1 compression ratio, as also
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compared in Table 6.4. As shown in the table, the quality of a lossy JPEG compression

at 2:I compression is inferior to that of our denoising schemes.

Fig.6.10. The compression procedure and scheme.

Initialize â(r,y) to zero.

For each line x:

Read one line of g(x,y).

For each index y:

The Pure Predictors block generates EQ,y) according to

Eq. (6.12).

Calculate e(x,y) using Eq. (6.13).

Extract ê(x,y) using either Projection 7 and2

(i.e., either Eq. (6.16) or (6.11)).

The Symbol Table block extract w(x,y)

using either Eq. (6. 18) or (6.19).

The predictor updates g(*,y) using Eq. (6.11)

End loop for index y.

The Arithmetic Encoder block compresses w(x,y) and

produces output stream.

End loop for line x.

Arithmetic
Encoder

Residues

â(r,y)
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Initialize â(*,y) to zero.

For each line x:

The Arithmetic Decoder block reads the input stream and

decompresses w(.x,y).

For each index y:

The Symbol Table block extracts ê(*,y)

by inverting either Eq. (6.i8) or (6.i9).

The Predictor calculates f (.r, y) using Eq. (6.1 1).

End loop for index y.

End loop for line x.

w(x,y) êQ,y) (x,y)
Arithmetic
Decoder

Fig. 6.1 1. The decompression procedure and scheme.

Furthermore, the fact that løQ,Ðl< 1 is also shown in the table, where the

measured maximum error is 1 grayscale level. Figure 6.14 compares the original,

denoised, and residue images. The residue image has three pixel values, -1, 0, and 1,

shown as black, grey, and white pixels. The residue resembles noise.

Although Projection 2 does not give a compression ¡atio of exactly 2:1 or more

for this test image, its compression ratio for the complete original image is greater than

2:7,i.e.,2.20:I. This is because, for larger images, the arithmetic encoder can optimize

the compression ratio better as a result of more complete knowiedge of residue statistics.
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Table 6.3. Compression performance comparison for both projections. The objective
quality is very high, and the original and compressed image is visually
indistinguishable.

Aspects Frojection 1 Frojection 2

Compression Ratio 2.2220: I 1.9696: I

Peak SNR [dB] 49.9 5r.t675

RMS [bir] 0.815721 0.104959

Error Variance [bit] 0.222643 0.249992

Eror Mean [bit] 0.66540r 0.496961

Emor Max [bit] 1 i

Fig. 6.12. The decompressed image using the Projection 1.
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Fig. 6.13. The decompressed image using the projection2.

Table 6.4. A summary of compression performances of the denoising schemes

compared to other traditional compression schemes..

Schemes Compression Ratio PSNR (dB)

Predictive Denoising (Projection 1) 2.22: I 49.9

Predictive Denoising (Projection 2) 1.97 : I sr.n
Wavelet Smoothness 2.03: I 35.5

Lossy JPEG 1 2.08: 1 44.7

Lossy JPEG 2 1.87 : I 46.1

Lossless JPEG L62: 1 Perfect
Í'\r7f f\\JZ-tr i.û8 : 1 rerlect

Arithmetic Coding 1.06: 1 Perfect
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(a) original image (b) denoised image

(c) residue image

Fig. 6.14. Denoising results. The original image in (a) and the denoised image (using

Projection 2) in (b) are indistinguishable, and the lesidue image in (c) resembles noise.

Other Ðenoising Techniques

Although the singularity and best-basis techniques are not used in the

compression of aerial ortho images, they are described here because or their importance

f,or general denoising. The singularity technique is based on a new approach to signai

ó.5
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processing utilizing singularity, multifractality, and wavelets as was discussed in Sections

3.4 and 3.5. The best basis approach is based on a new general transform with respect to

a library of orthonormal bases. The transform is an extension of the arbitrary DV/T,

described in Section 2.5.

6.5.1 The Singularity Technique

Mallat [MaHw92] separates a signal from noise based on singularlfl¿s observed

in a wavelef domain, as described in Section 3.3. In the wavelet domain, a signal is

decomposed into wavelet coefficients at various subbands corresponding to various

frequency scales. By detecting the signal's local maxima in the subbands, one can detect

signal singularities whose strengths are characterized using the so-called HöIder (or

Lipschitz) regularity, as in Eqs. (2.58) and (3.I2). Mallat shows that noise creates

singularities having negative Hölder exponents. Furthermore, noise with negative Hölder

regularity has local maxima whose amplitudes increase strongly when the subband scale

decreases. On the other hand, signals have positive Hölder regularity whose local

maxima decrease when the subband scale decreases. Thus the Mallat denoising

algorithm removes all coefficient maxima whose amplitudes increase on average when

the subband scale decreases. The denoised signal is recovered through an inverse

wavelet transform of the altered wavelet coefficients.

6.5.2 The Best Basis Technique

Coifman uses representation efficiency with respect to a library of orthonormal

bases, including wavelets [CoWi92] as the characteristic to distinguish signal from noise.

This approach assumes that (natural) signals are superpositions of (few) regular signals
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(e.g., localized trigonometric waveforms, wavelets, and wavelet packets). Furthermore,

noise is highly irregular in that it needs many basis signals to obtain an arbitrarily small

reconstruction error. Therefore, the denoising algorithm stafis with transforming the

signal using an arbitrary transform as in Section 2.5. It then counts the number of

coefficients required to represent the image with respect to the basis library, within a

certain level of approximation error. The coefficients are ordered according to their

relative importance (e.g., energy contribution). The set of basis signals corresponding to

important coefficients is called best basis for the input signal. Coefficients that are

positioned below a certain threshold in the list a¡e then considered parts of noise. The

algorithm selects coefficients above the threshold and uses them to reconstruct the

denoised signal in an inverse arbitrary transform.
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6.6 Summary of Chapter 6

This chapter has shown the ability of wavelets and fractality to distinguish

nonstationary signals from noise, and used two denoising algorithms to obtain very-high-

quality compression of aerial ortho images. A denoising approach is best suited for

compression of signals where the entropy of the signal data has been increased highiy by

unwanted noise. Although the original images and reconstructed images have

differences, it has been shown that the differences do not belong to the expected class of

signal and they have noise characteristics. Hence, it can be argued that the denoising

schemes preserve the actual image losslessly. For example, the wavelet denoising

approach preserves high-frequency information, so that sharp edges do not become

blurred as in classical filtering methods. This is critically important, because the main

feature of an ortho image is in its flatness and its precision of edge position. Prediction-

based denoising adds, to the edge preserving capability, the limitation in pixel deviation

between the original and denoised images to be within one grayscale level. This results

in extremely high PSNR. In conclusion, wavelet and fractal denoising improves

significantly the perforrnance of high-quality image compression of aerial ortho images.

The next chapter extends the concept of nonstationary processing for compression

by focusing on extraction and compression of the most nonstationary parts of images-

edges. It shows that, for natural images such as the aerial ortho images, the edges are

sufficient to charactertze the image faithfully (i.e., the edges can be used to reconstruct

an image that is perceptually indistingushable from the original). Hence a compression
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scheme can focus on compressing the edges and ignore the stationary pafis, which can

lead to very high compression ratios.
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This chapter focuses on explicit processing of nonstationary parts of signals to

demonstrate that natural images can be described faithfully by the nonstationary pafis

alone. In contrast with previous chapters that treat images as matrices of pixels, this

chapter views images as containing (i) wide stationary subregions with different stationary

types, called textures, and (ii) very narrow nonstationa-ry subregions in the transition of

one subregion to another, called edges. This way of viewing images brings a new level of

image processing that is closer to object-based descriptions of images, which are highly

desired in many automated image recognition systems [Kins93a]. This chapter shows that

wavelets and fractals/multifractals fit in this higher-level image framework. Section 7.1

shows how wavelets can detect multiscale edges that are cha¡acterized using

multifractality, i.e., the edges are the singularities in the image (as described in Section

3.5.2), and the singularities are detected through a multiscal¿ transition-detection

algorithm based on wavelet extrema (i.e., maxima and minima) of wavelet series. The

chapter then confirms that multiscale edges can describe images that contain natural

objects, by showing (in Section 7.2) that images reconstructed from edges alone are

perceptually indistinguishable from the original. The reconstructed images have exactly

the same edges as in the original. This property enables us to design an edge-preserving

compression scheme for aerial ortho images, described in Section 7.3. This second-

generation scheme ranks edges based of their importance [KuIK85], Therefore, the
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entropy is reduced by truncating insignificant edges, and compact representation of the

significant edges. The main advantage is that, in highly truncated cases, the reconstructed

images always have sharp edges and precise edge positions, which are important for aerial

ofho images. This is because the edge representation is made explicit, resulting in an

edge-preserving compression scheme.

7.n Mdtiscale Edge Ðetection

7.Ll Edges as Signal Transitions

This section shows the ability of wavelet and fractality to detect edges through

multiscale edge detection. Edges are usually associated with objects in the image.

However, algorithms to identify edges through object identification are generally difficult.

A simpler solution is to observe sharp transitions of grayscale values of image pixels

l@,y), where x and y are the pixel position coordinates at the horizontal and vertical

directions, respectively. Edges are then redefined as collections of pixels where the

transitions occur, as shown in Fig.7.1. The usual approach is then to use gradient or

Laplacian operators [GoWi87] that take the first and the second partial derivatives of the

image, respectively. Such derivatives are known to be sensitive to changes, i.e., any

transition in the image results in peaks or valleys in derivatives at the position of the

transition. Hence, an edge is obtained at such a position.

However, there are also sharp transitions that cannot be described by derivatives

because either the transitions represent discontinuities, such as in Fig.7.1(b) or the

derivatives are not bounded, such as in Fig. 1.1(c). These transitions are said to occur at
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singularities. 'We then establish that a more complete edge detection should obtain both

(i) peaks/valleys in the derivatives and (ii) the singularities.

f (t) f (t) f (t)

(a) edge position (b) edge position edge position

Fig. 7.1. Various type of transitions (shown in 1D). The transition in (a) can be

described using derivatives because/(r) is continuous and differentiable.

However the transitions in (b) and (c) cannot, because their derivatives do

not exist or are unbounded.

We use the wavelet extrema (i.e., maxima and minima, lMazhgzl, [FrMa92])

approach that obtains both types of transitions, explained in Section 7.I.2. Having

obtained the wavelet extrema, the section redefines the edges as chains of extrema. In

other words, each detected edge is represented by one of such chains. Hence, the whole

process of multiscale edge detection results in a list of wavelet extrema chains, as

explained in Section 7.I.3.

7.1.2 2D Wavelet Extrema, Minima, and Maxima of Images

. This section first extends the concept of wavelet extrema in Section 3.5.1 to 2D

cases. Using the same arguments as in [MaHw92] we establish that the maxima occur at

singular points. Furthermore, the use of special wavelets (i.,e., the quadratic-spline

wavelets) results in a similarity between the gradient operator and the wavelet transform.

For example, the wavelet maxima and minima positions coincide with those of the peaks

and valleys ofthe gradient operators.
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We introduce a working image (Fi9.1.2) designed to explain visually the process

of obtaining wavelet extrema. The image contains two regular objects: a white circle on

top of a grey rectangles. The image background is black. Therefore there should be two

edge chains detected, one for the boundary of each objects.

Fig.7 .2. A working image, used as the input image in the study of edge detection.

2Ð Wavelet Tlansform using Quadratic Spline Wavelets

Let us extend the concept of wavelet maxima in Section 3.5.1 for 2D signals,

starting by def,ning 2D wavelet transform of the quadratic-spline wavelets in Appendix A.

Consider two-dimensional (2D) continuous wavelets V! G, Ð and Vu, (r, Ð for

horizontal and vertical directions, respectively, with a e R as the scale,

and

where

H, 1 n(xv\
r+ra (x,y) = or!/ la,a)

vle,Ð

,vH (*, y) = uÀt Q, y)

I V(x v\= o'v \;'A)

(1.r)

(7.2)
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v. a^.V (x, y) = ú0 (",y)

,l¡ = f (x, y) *rv! Q, Ð

and

wuJ = f G,Ð*vuo{r,l)

Notice that we can treat both { úru'"n as a vector. If we define

0-(x, y) = {gé, /¡" sz ss

Chapter 1'.Edge Detection and Second-Generation Image Compressions

(7.s)

(7.6)

(1.7)

and

(1.4)

where 0 (x, y) is the 2D version of the smoothing function in Eq. (4.9), Appendix A.

The CWT of an image f (x, y) can be defined using convolution, *, as tt¡*'¡

where

we can have [MaHw92]

lúl= ['t"'r) 
**e'1''"1 

= ,F*ot'i t"'rrl = sv6Ê+0,) (x,r) (7 8)

l*IA 1r,,t.$r,r,,rr] [Jø-u,r 
(',y)]

which is the gradient operator that detect edges using the first derivatives.

In this work, we use a wavelet series case of this CWT, resulting in a dyadic

(integer) scale a = 2J,j e Z. Awavelettransformof theinputimagef (x,y) resultsin a

pair of horizontally and vertically transformed images ú:rf*'r,ft for every scale i.

Figure 1 .3(a) shows the horizontally transformed images for scale I ,2, and 3, where the

most negative value is represented by a black pixel, while the most positive value is
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represented by a white pixel. Notice that a transition from dark to bright in the original

image is indicated by a positive value, while a transition from bright to dark is indicated

by a negative value. This horizontal transform can detect horizontal transitions but

ignores vertical transitions. At the first scale (j = l), the wavelet is of high frequency.

Thus sha¡p transitions are detected. The image also contains low-frequency ffansitions.

Hence, the wavelet images at the lower scales (i > i ) also detect the low-frequency

transitions, and show wider transitions.

Similarly, the vertically transformed images obtain vertical transitions only, as

shown in Fig. 7.3 (b). The horizontal lines represent the top and bottom edges of the

rectangle object. A white pixel means there is a transition from a iow to a high pixel value

Various stages in obtaining wavelet extrema, shown here for the first three

scales j. Each column is a set of (a) horizontally transformed images in Eq.
(7.5), (b) vertically transformed images in Eq. (7.6), (c) waveler modulus

images in Eq. (l JI), (d) wavelet angle images in Eq. (l.IZ), (e) waveier

modulus extrema images in Eqs. (l .16) ro (7. i8), and (Ð wavelet angle images

at the extrema.
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in the location of the pixel, and a black pixel means the transition is from a high value to a

low value.

The wavelet series allows a more efficient, stable representation and a faster

pyramidal algorithm, as discussed in Appendix A and Section 2.L3. There now exist

reconstructing wavelet functions XH,(r,y) and yv,(x,y) [MaHw92] such that theT7
inverse transform is

r e, Ð = w-t(d;r, *'/) 
. z =,?r(ú.*i e, y) + *i.*ir", y) ) (1.s)

In practice, the signal f (x, y) is bandlimited, hence the scale exponent j can take positive

integers only. Furtherrnore, if we limit the scale to be 1 < j < J for a user-selected /, we

have

f (x,y) = srif + Zfæfxlo,r¡ *wþx'rr,,tt)
j=1

where ,S ¡f represents all the remaining terms for j > J. The reconstruction is perfect.
2'

Wavelet Modulus

We can now define the wavelet modulus of image f (x, y) as

M'l =

and wavelet angle of f (x, y) as

(7.10)

(7.rr)

(7.t2)Arf = "rsfvfif+tÜ

as in the usual conversion of complex variables from Cartesian to polar representations, as

shown graphically in Fig. 7.4. For the working image, Figure 7.3 (c) shows the wavelet

modulus of the wavelet coefficients in Figs. 7.3 (a) and (b). Notice that the modulus

.l*'À'
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cannot take a negative vaiue because of Eq. (7.11). A bright pixel (i.e., a nonzero pixel)

indicates that there is a transition in that position. As a result, the modulus image shows

all the edges completely, regardless the transition direction. At the lower scales, the low-

frequency nature of the transitions is reflected in the wide edges.

Fig.7 .4. Equivalency between Cartesian and polar representation of 2D wavelet

coefficients.

Although the modulus image shows where the edges are, it is not complete

because it does not tell us in which direction the transitions occur. Furthermore, we do not

know whether the transition is from low to high values, or the other way. That is the role

of the wavelet angles, as shown in Fig. 7.3 (d). The angles take values from 0 to 2n,

shown as black to white in the images, representing the transition direction completely.

For example, an angle value of zero comes trom tf ¡* 0 and W'f = 0. This indicates{/
that the t¡ansition is from left to right and it is from low to high vaiues.

The modulus-angle representation {tø;f,e;fr is equivalent to the usual waveler

representat¡on Ûf lwv¡ because one can always obtain the wavelet coefficients fromt' {'
the modulus and angle data, according to

,,,11 " " / " ÀWJ=IVIJCOSIAJI
7 7 \7)
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(7.r4)

It should be noted that the Cartesian and polar wavelet representat ions, Vfif , *'"1, * ,,
and A;f are also 2D images, and hence can be written as úÍG,¡,*þfr,í),
Mr(x,y), and A;f (x,y), respectively, where (x,y) represents the pixel position of

the images. However, the pixel values are not grayscale anymore because the images

fifí,Ð ana WlfQ,Ð are in the wavelet domain and the pixel values take real

numbers including negatives.

We can now measure the singularity of a pixel by extendin g1q. Q.a9) for images,

i.e., the magnitude of wavelet coefficients is replaced with the modulus as

MdQ'Y) (7.1s)

as A -+ 0 , where h (x, y) is the Hölder exponent (singularity strength) at point (;r,y).

Because the vanishing moment of the wavelet suppresses nonsingular points, Eq. (7.15)

implies that isolated singular points result in maxima of the modulus. Hence detecting

singular points can be done by computing wavelet maxima.

Wavelet Extnema, Minima, and Maxima

Extrema of a function are its maxima or minima, i.e., the the positions where the

function obtains local maxima and minima. We can now define wavelet extrema of the

image as special pixels {Me ¡f (x, y),Ae ¡f (x, }) } ) that are at extrema poinrs (", }) . A

pixel point (1, r) is called an extrema point if its M 
¡f 

(2, I) is a local exrremum ar the

direction of A ^f (-x, t) . For example, consider a practical modulus image where every
7

pixel (x, y) always has eight neighbouring pixels, as illustrated in Fig. 7.5. One can draw

a straight line crossing the pixel (.r, y) and having e 
¡f G,l) as the angle berween the

*'/ = ru ¡sn(e¡)

*(t)o'-''
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line and a horizontal reference line in the usual polar vector representation. Two

neighbouring points are called ("x, y) neighbours in the direction of A;f (x, y) if they are

two closest points to the straight line. We call them (x 
7, I ¡) and (xo, )¡) , as shown in

Fig.7.5. The point (;r, y) is a modulus maximum if

M;f (x,tr).tut¡f (x,t) M;f (x*,)n) I wI{(x,t)

The point (x, y) is a modulus minimum if

(7.16)

M lG,,y,))M f(*,y)
/LL/

M;f (xo,)n) > M¡f (x,t) (1.r7)

An extremum is either a modulus maximuma or minimum. Figure 1.3 (e) shows the

extrema on various scales and they coincide with the object edges. We now have sharp

edges, even at lower scales. An edge of a natural object usually has extrema that

propagate through the hierarchy of scales at the same (.r,y) positions.

(.r^, )¡)
A f(x,y)/

Horizontal
Reference Line

Fig.7 .5. A pixel (x, y) and its eight neighbours. Two neighbours are in the direction

of the angle, namely (x¡,1¡) and (.x^, )¡) .

7.1.3 Chains of Wavelet Extrema as Multiscale Edges

We usually consider edges as lines, hence we need to connect extrema pixels

lMe ¡f (x,y),A'¡f (x,l)| into chains of extrema pixels. It can be inspected from Fig.
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1.3 thatthe trajectory of an edge is closely related to the anele Ae ¡f 
(x, y),in fact if the

angle between an edge point (x,y) to the next one is clr,, we have

ee{Q,Ð = T-" (7. i 8)

Hence, one algorithm to chain the extrema is the by scanning the image M{(x,Ð for

every row and column, where the image pixels aÍe zero everywhere except at extrema

points where the pixels arc Me ,Í (x, !) , as shown in Fig. I .3 (e). Once a nonzero pixel is

detected, the algorithm searches for the beginning of the edge containing that pixel, by

going backward to the next nonzero pixel which is in the closest direction of trajectory

angle -cr. We consider four cases as follows:

a. The search finally reaches an extrema pixel where there is no other extrema pixel in its

neighbourhood except the previous extrema pixel that leads to that pixel. The pixel is

then decla¡ed as the starting pixel of one edge.

b. The search reaches a pixel in the image boundaries. If there is no other extrema pixel

in its neighbourhood except the previous extrema pixel that leads to that pixel, the pixel

is then declared as the starting pixel of one edge.

c. The search reaches the same pixel encountered during the scan. This indicates that the

edge is a closure with no stafting and ending points. The algorithm then artificially

'selects 
the point as the starting point.

d. The sea¡ch reaches a pixel having more than one possible next pixel in the boundary.

This indicates that the search encounters an intersection of two or more edges. The

algorithm selects the next pixel having the closest moduius and angle to the cuffent

pixel, and continues the search.
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Once the starting pixel has been obtained the algorithm starts to create a chain of

extrema by tracing the extrema points. The tracing process finds the next extrema point in

thê neighbbourhood of current point that has not been visited until it cannot find one. If

there is more than one extrema point, the tracing process selects the one that is in the

direction cr. A chain C[/] then contains all the extrema points in the trace, ordered

according to the order of the tracing process.

There are three aspects of an extrema that have to be recorded: (i) the pixel

(geometry) position (x, y) , (ii) the modulus, and (iii) the angle. Thus, if the chain C [/]

has Nr[/l extrema points, it has to record NrU] geometry positions, modulus values,

and angle values. All extrema points that have been recorded are removed from the image

to avoid interference with the next chain scan. The process is repeated to record all chains

in. the same way until there is no extrema point left in the image. The output of the

algorithmis then alistof all chains CUl ,for I = 0,...,Nc-I with Na being thetotal

number of detected chains. It is obvious that the list of chains {C LII } describes the

images tø{(x,l) and A¡f (x,l) completely, because all extrema points are recorded

and recoverable from { C t/l } .

7.2 trmage Reconstruction from Multiscale Edges

Having developed the extrema chains as the representation of nonstationary parts

of the image, we now show that they are suffrcient to describe natural images by

reconstructing the image from the multiscale edges, Aithough the reconstruction is lossy

[Mazhgz], [CvVe95], it results in an excellent perceptual quality, i.e., both the original

and reconstructed images are perceptually indistinguishable.
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The reconstruction process in both [Mazhgz] and [CvVe95] uses so-called convex

iterations [YoWe82] to approximate the missing waveler coefficients between the edges.

An inverse wavelet transform of the resulting coefficients (including the edge coefficients)

approximates the original image and preserves the edges and basic textures, e.g., brighter

textures in the original are brighter in the reconstructed image.

. Let us start with defining our working modulus-angle coefficients tm¡e¡n as

zero everywhere except at edge points where they have values {M" lAt J}. Using Eqs.v/
(7.13) and (7. 14) allcoefficients, we obtain ,frrþ*rn which are also zero everywhere

except of course at edge positions. Call the coefficients at edge points us Cþ ana Cþ

and keep them available throughout the reconstruction process. The iteration steps are

then

(1) Inverse transform the working coefficients ÑfuWþ into a working image,Z 'Z

7G,Ð using Eq. (7.6).

(2) Forward transform the working image 7 e, Ð back to new { fu}rfu'rn using Eqs.

(7 .3) and (7.4). This ensures that the new coefficients are in the range of the forward

CWT.

::H- H -V v(3) Force *f = G'¡f and *l = G;f for (x,y) at rhe edges, by explicitly replacing

their values. This ensures that the new coefficients - H - v{W$W/ have exactly the

same values at the edges as those in the original.

(4) Force the other coefficients ,*þ*fn between two edge poinrs ro preserve

monotonicity with respect to the values at the edge points. For example, if the

wavelet coeffrcient of one edge is larger than that of the next edge, the coefficients in

between must be monotonically decreasing. If two consecutive coefficients violare
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the monotonicity, both are replâced by their arithmetic mean. This ensures that the

extrema are preserved.

(5) Repeat the iteration starting at step ( 1) ofi çx,epeattheiterationstartingatstep(1)untilthequality of f (x,y) isacceptable.

It has been shown in [CvVe95] that the iteration converges to a set .f {WþWVJ

satisfying two requirements-(i) the extrema are preserved, and (ii) the set is in the range

of CWT. This means the corresponding f (r, y) is in the same image domain asfl.x,y) and

both have the same object edges.

Figure 7.6 shows the effect of the iteration process on the quality of the working

coefficients. After about 10 iteration steps, the reconstructed image achieves about 35 dB

PSNR, and stabilizes at that level. However, the perceptual quality is much higher, where

the reconstructed image is indistinguishable from the original, as shown in Figure 7.7.

The upper left is the working original image. The upper right is an image containing the

edges. It is a working image at a scale j = l. The lower left is the reconstructed image

without any iteration, and the lower right is the reconstructed image after 10 iterations.

The reconstructed image is perceptually indistinguishable from the original at a PSNR of

35 dB. Hence, we conclude that the chains of wavelet extrema can describe natural

images.

7.3 Second Generation nmage Compression for A,erial Ortho lrnages

This section uses the above results to study and to design iossy compression

schemes suitable for aerial ortho images. As discussed in Chapter 6, aerial ortho images

provide digital land-related information that is very useful for regional development and

utility planning. Lossy compression of aerial ortho images can achieve high compression

ratios because the images contain naturaì objects, such as houses, roads, driveways, parks,
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Fig.7 .6. The image quality in every iteration steps.

and farmlands, that are regular objects. Such regularity contains redundancy that

increases the compression ratio. Furthermore, many applications use the images as maps,

requiring precision in edge position. Therefore many parts of textures can be considered

irrelevant and can be removed to increase the compression ratio.

Unfortunately classical schemes such as the joint-photographic expert group

(JPEG) standard do not preserve edge positions, which are critical features of aerial ortho

images. A JPEG can easily achieve a compression ratio of 15:l for approximately 30 dB

peak signal to noise ratio (PSNR), but the edges become blurred, thus compromising the

position precision (see Fig. 7.8).

We use multiscale edges in a new second-generation image coding for aerial ortho

images to satisfy both requirements, i.e., high compression ratios and edge preserving

[LaKi95c]. The compression is based on (i) ranking the edge chains according to their

importance, (ii) removing insignificant edge chains, (iii) compact representation of the

significant edge chains. We then show in the following that the multiscale edges can be

used in such compression.
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Fig.7 .7 . Image reconstruction from edges: (a) the original image. (b) one edge image

at one wavelet scale. (c) the reconstructed image before iteration. (d) the

reconstructed image after 10 iteration cycles.

7.3.1 A Basic Compression Scheme

As shown in Fig. J.9,the compression scheme finds the multiscale edges using

wavelet transform as explained in Sectionl.I. It then represents the edges efficiently

using a sketch coding as explained in the next subsection. If necessary (i.e., if the basic

textures generated fi'om edges are not sufficient), the scheme extracts the texture image

and compresses it using standard image compression. One simple way to extract the

texture image is to reconstruct the best image from the edges as in Secti on 7 .2, and,

(c)
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Fig. 7.8. A JPEG compressed image at a I5:1 compression ratio.

Edge Chains
Wavelet Edge

Detection

Output Stream

Texture
Compression

Output Stream
(If Necessarv)-----b

Fig. 7.9. Edge-preserving compression scheme.

subtract it from the original image. Finally, the scheme saves or transmits the compressed

edge and/or texture data.

A decompression scheme (shown in Fig. 7.10) recovers the edges and textures

fi'om the compressed data. Using the convex iteration in Section 7.2, the scheme

reconstructs the image from the edges. If needed, the scheme adds the texture image to

the reconstructed image.
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lnput Stream

Texture
Decompression

Input Stream
{q-

(If Necessary)

Fig. 7.10. Edge-preserving decompression scheme.

7.3.2 Compoct Edge Coding

. Following the concept of sketch coding developed by Carlsson [Carl85], we

design an algorithm to encode the edges efficiently. There are three aspects of the points

lo,\

lUif G, fl , A";f (x, l) ) in an edge chain that musr be preserved-geomerry (i.e., (x,y)

positions), the modulu s ui¡ {x,y) , and the angle ei¡ fr,y) . The primary compression

pa-rameter (i.e., the parameter that governs the quality vs. bit rate performance) is the

number of edge chains being transmitted. The more edge chains are sent, the better the

quality of the reconstructed image is. However, that means more bits are required to send

the points. We then need ways to determine which edge chains are more important than

the others.

SelectÍng Significant Edge Chains

Significant chains can be determined by the following heuristic.

Edges of natural objects usually have extrema at the same positions (x,y) at different

scales j. Hence, an algorithm checks whether a chain in a scale has corresponding

chains at the same position at different scales. If yes, the chain is important, otherwise

it can be ignored.

Important edges tend to have long chains (i.e., the many points in a chain). Thus, one

a.

b.
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can set a length threshold, below which the edge chains are omitted.

c. A high modulus value signifies a sharp transition of grayscale values, hence it is more

. 
important than low modulus values. One can then set thresholds for the modulus val-

ues of the individual points or their sum in a chain. Chains having such values below

the th¡esholds are ignored.

Once the edge chains have been selected, they are coded by coding the edge points (i.e.,

the geometry, modulus, and angle of each point).

Chain Geometry Coding

A simple geometry coding creates a list of pixels position for every edge chain.

The first entry is the coordinate of the first (starting) point. The actual data that are saved

are its relative coordinate values with respect to the starting point of the previous edge.

The next point position is one of eight possible neighbors: east (E), north-east (NE), north

(N), north-west (NW), west (W), south-west (SW), south (S), and south-east (SE). Hence

instead of having to transmit the actual coordinates (i.e., two integers for x and y), the

scheme can transmit one of those eight symbols only (i.e., three bits). Furthermore, by

assigning integer symbols to those eight neighbors, one can represent the next position by

the difference of the next position symbol from that of the current position. Many edges

have relatively smooth trajectories. Hence, the symbol differences are mostly small

values, further reducing the entropy.

Chain Magnitude Coding

Magnitude coding utilizes the fact that the modulus values of edge points in a

chain do not change in a random fashion. One simplest coding (called delta coding) is to

save the first magnitude value in its actual value and then take the differences between the
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next values and the current values for the next pixels. The differences are scalff quantized

to further reduce the bit requirements. A more complex coding uses predictions and

second order polynomial approximations [Carl85], resulting in 18 bits per edge chain,

regardless of the chain length. A simple predictive coding using a coarse quantization of

the prediction values was suggested in lMazhgzl. Furthermore, the chains are often

sampled to further reduce the bit requirement.

Chain Angle Coding

In most cases, the angle ei¡Q,Ð is not transmitted because it can be inferred

from geometric data. Equation (7.1S) relates the trajectory angle c¿ and eJtx,y) . The

angle cr of the current point corresponds directly to the direction angle to its next point in

the chain, which takes one of the eight angle values. Thus, Eq (7 18) provides a

quantized approximation of tne ef,rf Q, Ð .

7.3.3 Results

We have implemented the experimental scheme in C programming language for

Sun Sparcstation-}} running Unix operating system, as shown in Appendix F. For a

256x256 image, the wavelet transforms, edge detection and coding need approximately 45

seconds. Each iteration in the reconstruction process takes 47 seconds. Figure 7.11 shows

an example of compression results as compared to the JPEG. The modulus compression

uses the delta coding. The image has 21 .89 dB PSNR at about 13.8:1 compression ratio.

Notice that there is no blocky effect in the new algorithm, and it has better edge sharpness

than the JPEG image. The basic textures are still recovered despite being estimated from

the edge information only.
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(a) (b)
Fig. 7. 1 1 . A comparison of (a) 30 dB JPEG and (b) 2l dB edge preserving system.

7.4 Surnrnany of Chapter 7

This chapter has demonstrated the importance of nonstationary parts for naturai

images, and shows that they alone can describe natural images faithfully. To do so, the

nonstationary features (singular and nonsingular transitions) are detected using a wavelet

transform, and are used as edges in the image. It has been shown that wavelet extrema can

perform both singularity detection and gradient edge detection, resulting in a list of chains

of waveiet extrema. The chains can be used to reconstruct the image through a convex

iteration, with excellent perceptual quality. The results have been used for edge-

preserving image coding to compr.ess aerial ortho images.

The next chapter presents a hierarchical neural network to process unknown

nonstationarity buried in signals. The scheme extracts unknown nonstationary features of

severe storm events from radar.data.
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So far, we have used wavelets and multifractals for processing and

characterization of nonstationary signals. In all cases they perform data reduction either

for signal transmission or signal recognition. This chapter studies a similar process on

nonstationary signals using neural networks [Amar9O]. The use of neural networks is not

incidental. Neural networks have been shown to be universal approximators [HoSW89],

i.e., they can approximate any finite dimensional function to any desired degree of

accuracy, which can be used for many approximation problems [FLIL9l], [InLK91],

[LaIK91], [Wallg2]. In other words, one can design a neural network to perform wavelet

transforms, as shown by Zhang and Benveniste [ZhBe92]. Furthermore, neural networks

are natural for nonlinear chaotic processes because they are inherently nonlinear lzak9g).

ln fact, Haykin and Li [HaLi95] have used neural networks to construct a synthetic

attractor for the Takens embedding theorem. Finally, neural networks can be configured

to perform self-organizing processes based on an input stream and hence can learn

features that are buried in the stream [Koho84], [Koho88], [HeJi93a], [HeJi93b]. It is then

important to study the ability of the self-organizing and universal approximator neural

networks to extract nonstationary parts buried in the signals in an unknown way.

We consider a difûcult problem of nonstationary feature extraction without any a

priori knowledge" Suppose that the mathematical or algorithmic rule for obtaining

features is not known, but one has a set of raw data or measurements associated with
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various distinct events. How would one extract the features from the given data set? This

section describes such a problem when dealing with severe storm detection from radar-

sensed data [Kins93b]. Severe storm weather (SSW) events (such as tornados) often

involve air turbulences that are known to be chaotic. Hence, the radar-sensed data contain

transients and singularities as in signals considered previously. Unfortunately, how such

transients and singularities are presented in the data is not known. Therefore, application

of the wavelet transforms and multifractal calculations directly to the radar data is little

bit too speculative. We then turn to neural networks to perform the wavelet and

multifractal tasks, i.e., feature extraction and identification of SSW from radar-sensed

data. We have used a hierarchical neural network- the features are extracted using a self-

organizing feature map (SOFM) neural network, and the features are classified using a

Back Propagation neural network, with some intriguing results.

8.1 tsackground

Detection of SSW events is a critical part of an SSW warning system.

Meteorologists have been using various instruments such as non-Doppler radars to gather

atmospheric data, and used them to detect SSW events, such as tornado, high wind, heavy

rain, and hail storms (see Fig. 8.1) [KLSW94], [LFKK9 ]. When an SSW event is

detected, meteorologists can focus the effort to locate and to track the event and then issue

a warning to the affected areas.

However, detecting SS'W events using a non-Doppler weather radar is still difficult

and tedious. Every five minutes, the rada¡ provides a 3D map of precipitation regions, and

events must be detected based on the distribution and density of precipitation. A current

system used at the Atmospheric Environment Services (AES) slices the 3D data
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Radar Data
Radar Controls

Volume Scans
Antenna Status

Antenna Parameters
Products such as

Horizontal Slice
of the Volume Scan

(cAPPl)

ManualA/isual
Assessment

I
lssue Warning

Category L
Workstation

Fig. 8.1. A radar system to produce precipitation maps.

horizontally into 2D images f ¡(x,l) representing radar echo intensity (in dB) at certain

altitudes (fr km) from the ground. The x and y pair represents a 2D Cartesian coordinate.

The image is called constant altitude plan position indicator (CAPPI) [Kins93b], shown

as an example in Fig. 8.2. Meteorologists visually look for signatures in the CAPPI

images to identify SSW events. Unfortunately, signatures of storm events do not always

visually present themselves in such radar data, especially in those events that are not

always associated with precipitation (such as tornado or wind storm). Even when certain

events (hails and rains) are more detectable, meteorologists must deal with a massive

amount of data produced continuously by the radar.

Consequently, we have proposed and embarked on a study of a hierarchical

artificial neural network (HANN) to cope with such difficulties. We treat the problem as

an image processing and pattern recognition problem. Thus we develop an intelligent
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Fig. 8.2. A CAPPI image of one SSW event at the 3 km level

stonn identification system (ISIS) based on a HANN, incorporating three levels of data

processing-(i) dimensionality reduction (by data slicing, fragmentation, and

preprocessing), (ii) feature extraction in the form of codebooks, and (iii) pattern

recognition and classification. The system uses a self-organizing feature rnap (SOFM)

neural network to learn features from CAPPI images. A back propagation (BP) neural

network then performs a higher level of pattern recognition and classification on such

features.

8.2 A Sirnple Thresholding Freprocessing

The dimensionality of the 3D data must be reduced because it is too high (i.e.,

585,128 bytes). Since the SOFM must perform a vector quantization, its complexity

increases geometrically with respect to the dimensionality. Thus we use CAPPI images
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f¡(x,Ð as the SOFM input. Although we have now 2D data instead of 3D data, the

volumetric information is still available because we can use a set of CAPPI images from

diffe¡ent levels as the input. The ISIS uses a CAPPI generator [Info94], capable of

generating a CAPPI at any level up to 20 km.

The dimensionality of the CAPPI images is still too high for the SOFM. With

sizes of up to 48Ix481 pixels of I bits per pixel (bpp) grayscale, the images place

themselves into a space having a dimension of 4812 = 23I,361, containing more that

10600'000 vectors. We then segment/¿(-x,y) into mutually exclusive blocks of 4x4 pixels,

resulting in a set of vectors v[/], with I = 0 to LL, and L is the total number of such vectors

in the image. Such vectors reside in a much smaller dimensional space. The elements of

v[i] are v¡j!l, with I andj from 0 to 3 (see Fig. 8.3).

Excluded
(contains data beyond

radar coverage)
Selected

ffiffi
Break CAPPI into

Excluded
(has energy less than

a threshold)

Fig. 8.3. Preprocessing by removing irrelevant data.
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The set of vectors v[/] can still be considered redundant because in many cases the

vectors are full of black pixels, as implied in Fig. 8.2. A CAPPI image can cover an area

having a radius of up to 200 km. This means one pixel represents an area of more than 1

km2. For an SSW event such as a tornado, an area of four pixels tornado may be all it

needs in a CAPPI image, leaving the remaining pixels as redundant. If we present too

many redundant data during the SOFM quantization learning, the SOFM will consider

them mistakenly as significant features. 'We avoid this by introducing a thresholding

scheme. This scheme excludes v[/] having energy lower than a small threshold, with the

energy defined as

33
llvt/lll2 = I E (u,,jl,q)2

l=0j=0
Since a pixel value represents an intensity level in dB it has a practical maximum value of

70, resulting in a maximum vector energy of 4x4x702=78,400. We select a threshold of 4

to ensure that only vectors with very low energy values a¡e excluded. We also remove

vectors that contain radar artifacts at the centre and the boundaries (see Fig. 8.3).

Parameter L is now the total number of vectors after preprocessing.

8.3 Self Organizing Neural Network

contrast with classical feature extraction, SOFM learns the features through a

mechanism called competitive learning. We set up the SOFM neural network as shown in

Fig. 8.4, having 16 input neurons (arranged in a matrix (irr) conesponding to the pixels in

one 4x4 input vector), and 256 output neurons, corresponding to the size of a feature

codebook. Each output neuron k is connected with each input neuron (lj), where each

connection has a weight factor denoted as w¡¡\k\, with i and j from 0 to 3. We can set a

(8.i)
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codebook of the weight factors, by treating a set of *¡¡lkl (denoted as w[È]) as the kth

prototype. Thus the codebook consists of 256 protofypes of 4x4 blocks w[k].

lmage Vectors

A set of 16 connection weight factors for each

output neuron (total 256 sets)

ffi
lt-++t

M
I

I

I

I

A
I

i6 Input Neurons
(one for each element in a block)

256 Output Neurons (arranged

in a ring topology)

Fig. 8.4. SOFM setup.

The SOFM can associate a CAPPI imagef¡(x,y) with a codebook, according to the

following steps [FeLK93]:

(i) Initialize all w¡ufk] with the average value of the CAPPI image pixels plus some

small random perturbation;

(ii) Randomize the order of the vpl (corresponding to the fn@¡)) such that / does not

reflect the order of vfil in the CAPPI image;

(iii) Present one vector v[/] starting from / = 0 for a comparison with all w[k] to obtain
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Thus for this l, there are 256 distance values;
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(8.2)

(iv) Select the winner prototype for a v[/], i.e., find the k such that dr[/, k] is minimum

for an /;

(v) Update all the prototypes w[A] according to

wi,¡lkl **,,jlkl + at&-k) lvi,jlll -w,,,lk)) (8.3)

(vi) The learning rate function cr¿(ft) is a symmetrical function about fr=O and has a com-

pact support, i.e., there exists a small K such that o¿l(k) vanishes at lkl>K. The func-

tion depends also on /. It should be noted that the codebook has a rotating topology,

i.e., the codebook does not have boundaries and the next prototype of w[255] is

w[0];

(vii) Repeat the process from Step 3 for the next / until it is considered sufficient; and

(viii) We cail the resulting codebook of w[k] as a learned codebook associated with the

CAPPI imagef¡(x,t).

As it is, the codebook has a number of 4x4x256=4096 values, which is quite high

for the BP considering that there wili be more codebooks with different level ft used

together for the BP input. Thus, we use the energy of the prototype as in Eq. (1) to

represent the prototype (see Fig. 8.5). We have now an energy vector having 256 elements

as the second order representation of the codebook. In Fig. 8.6 we show the energy
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vectors of arbitrarily seiected tornado, wind, rain, and hail events, respectively, which are

visually distinct. The input of the BP is then a concatenated energy vector e of all selected

levels, having 1280 elements. Each vector element can be represented by an integer of 2

bytes. Hence, the energy vector e needs 2560 bytes. This means the SOFM feature

extraction performs a compression of almost 230:1.

8.4 Back Fropagation Classifier

The third level processing employs a different kind of neural network (BP) for the

high level pattern recognition and classification tKiILg0l (see Fig. 8.7). It consists of one

input, one hidden, and one output layer. We use 1280 input neurons to accornmodate the

energy vectors of the five selected CAPPI images. There are four output neurons

associated with four SSW events: tornado, high wind, heavy rain, and hail. Following a

rule of thumb, we employ 8 hidden neurons [CSS90]. The neurons are fully

Codebook

ffi---------&' EnergvI \l-I-l-E?l \ hETM )b
M___@Enersy2 / 

fi

Weight Sets

or Prototypes

Energy 1

Fig. 8.5. Obtaining energy vector from the cociebook.
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Fig. 8.6. Extracted features of some severe storms.

interconnected between consecutive layers. The interconnection strength is represented

by a weight.

To train the BP network, we create its replica in a Brain Maker neural network

simulator [CSS90], and develop a training set using the 22 known SSW events stored in

the library. The training set is a list of 1280 element energy vectors e with their

corresponding SSW events. During the training, all the vectors e are presented as the

input, and their modified versions propagate through the network to the output neurons.

The outputs are compared with the actual event associated with the e, resulting in an error
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vector. This error vector propagates back through the network to control the adjustment of

the weight values such that the magnitude of the error vector is minimized. The

adjustment uses the gradient steepest descent optimization method (which may not be

successful if the separability of the training set is too low). Once the training is successful,

i.e., the averuge magnitude of the error vector is lower than a small threshold, we upload

the weights to be used by the actual BP.

8.5 Ðiscussion

In one experiment, we generated 22 concatenated energy vectors e for all 22 slorm

events in the library, and used them as the training set of the BP neural network. The

trained BP can correctly classify all the storm events in the library. As shown in Table 8.1,

the training in the Brain Maker simulator requires 85 epochs to reach l.Vo crror tolerance.

It'converges much faster than another experimental scheme utilizing blassical features

(such as mean, kurtosis, skewness, and entropy of the CAPPI images), showing that the

SOFM features are more distinct than the classical features. Despite the larger number of

neurons for SOFM features (1292 as opposed to 94), the number of training epochs

required for SOFM features is smaller (85 as opposed to 240).

Table 8.1. Comparison of BP training on SOFM and classical features.

SOFM Features Classical Features

lnput Neurons 1280 81

Hidden and Output Neurons 8and4 8and4

Error tolerance for training
convergence

0.01 0.01

Training epochs required 85 240

Results BP Converges BP Converges
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Fig. 8.7. A back propagation neural network.

The HANN approach shows promising results. As shown in Fig. 8.6, the SOFM

features are visually distinct. Notice that the tornado waveform resembles singular

waveforms such as those in fractional Brownian motions (Section 3.2.2). How this relates

to the assumption that tornados involve chaotic turbulence is intriguing. This supports the
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notion that the self-organizing neural networks are guided by the singularities buried in

the input datalZakS9l. Further studies are still required.

The SOFM ability to obtained distinct features is reflected also on the fast

convergence of the BP training. The scheme has been implemented as a prototype of ISIS

in an X-Window environment, designed for actual operation at the AES weather facility in

Winnipeg in 1994. The user can easily see the visual features extracted by the SOFM, as

shown in Fig. 8.8. Furthermore, the user can visually see the assessment made by a run-

time BP in the form of horizontal bars.

Fig. 8.8. User interface for the system.

8.6 Summary of Chapter 8

' This chapter has presented a hierarchical neural network (HANN) to perform

nonstationary feature extraction and severe storm identifrcation. In a sense, HANN

performs transient and singularity detection similar to wavelet transforms and

multifractality. Although further study is required, the results indicate the ability of
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SOFM to process nonstationarity buried in data. This is also shown by the ability of BP

neural network to converge fast and to classify all available events correctly.

We now enter the final chapter describing conclusions, contributions and

recommendations. At this point, we can summarize that this thesis has attempted to

develop a framework fo¡ processing signals by processing their nonstalionary parts. In

particular, we have shown that wavelets and multifractality are suitable for natural signals

such as speech and images. Finally, we have also embarked in a study of neural networks

for processing unknown nonstationarity buried in signals.
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9,X. Conclusions

This thesis has presented a study of wavelet and multifractal processing and

compression of nonstationary signals (e.g., speech and images). We conclude that

wavelets and multifractality a¡e suitable for processing nonstationary parts of signals.

Wavelet processing allows simultaneous observation and compact representation of time-

frequency transients. As a result, we a-re able to develop speech and image modeling and

compression schemes with excellent performance, i.e., comparable or better than the

existing standard schemes. For example, a new model of a speech production system uses

wavelets to represent LPC excitation, resulting in speech compression at 5.5 kbps and

15.33 dB, which is comparable to CELP. Similarly, a study of wavelet image compression

shows that truncation of 90Vo of wavelet coefficients still results in good image quality.

Applying optimal scalar quantization results in 31.56 dB and 28.06 dB PSNR for 32:1 and

53.33:1 compression ratios, respectively. The results outperform a JPEG coder

objectively and subjectively.

The concept of multifractality brings a new approach to signal processing, in

which complicated nonstationary structures can be studied using singularities and

characterized using fractal dimensions or functions of fractal dimensions. We show that

signals can be modeled as fractal sets, fractaUmultifractal measures, outputs of chaotic

sources, and multifractal signals, where the latest is the most natural model for a more

general class of signals. The approach has been successful in the difficult characteri zation
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consonants and detection of image edges. Furthermore, the concept of fractal complexity

allows new denoising applications which are superior to classical filtering. The denoising

has been used in compression schemes, resulting in 2:I compression ratio of otherwise

incompressible aerial ortho images.

Wavelets and multifractals are two closely related concepts that bring new

approaches in nonstationary signal processing. In a basic approach, wavelet processing

extends the classical Fourier analysis which fits the frameworks of both signal linear

vector and frequency filtering. In a more advanced approach, wavelets allow analysis of

multifractal signals in the form of singularity analysis. In fact, the wavelet approach is the

most complete way to analyze multifractal signals; i.e., it not only detects complete

singularities, but also locates isolated singular points and allows image reconstruction

from a wavelet representation of the singularities. As a result, we are able to extract

nonstationary aspects of signals, and use them to describe natural signals faithfully. In

fact, this result allows us to conclude that the nonstationary parts are the most important

parts of natural signals. Furthermore, we can design an edge-preserving coding for aerial

ortho images which pays attention to preserving edges. As a result, an image

reconstructed at 21.89 dB PSNR has a much better edge precision than an equivalent

JPEG image at 30 dB.

In applications such as speech recognition or image identification, the wavelet

representation and fractal dimensions have to be processed using a classifier. The thesis

shows the ability of neural networks to extract features and to classify input, in a problem

of severe storm identification. The system uses SOFM as the feature extractor, and BP as

the classifier. The neural networks were able to distinguish tornado, high wind, heavy
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rain, and hail storms. We obtain l00Vo classification performance for a limited set of 22

known storms.

We then conclude that the objectives of the thesis have been achieved.

9.2 Contributions

We believe that this thesis and the work during the completion of it have provided

the following contributions.

a. A new theo¡etical study of wavelets and multifractality as applied to processing of non-

stationary signals, such as speech and images, as well as the development of new pro-

cessing and compression schemes of such signals using the theoretical results. Various

aspects of the work have deliberated at va¡ious conferences and other publications.

b. Design and VHDL simulation of a DWT coprocessor architecture to perform 64-point,

Daubechies-4 forwa¡d wavelet transform.

c. Software implementation of wavelet transforms for iD and 2D signals.

d. A framework for multifractal processing of signals.

e. Development of a speech production model using wavelets in LPC excitation.

f.. Speech compression algorithms utilizing the wavelet LPC excitation rnodel.

g. Speech production modelling using chaotic sources.

h. Fractal dimension characterization of consonants.

i. A study of compact wavelet representation using thresholding.

j A design and implementation of optimal scalar quantization for wavelet coefficients.

k. A study of Rice coders within the context of compression wavelet coefficients.

l. A review of denoising schemes.

m.Image denoising and compression schemes using wavelets.
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n. Image denoising and compression scheme using the predictability concept.

o. The confirmation that wavelet-multifractal-based nonstationarity is sufficient to

describe natural images.

p. An implementation of edge preserving coding.

q. A study, design, and implementation of severe storm detection and identification using

a hierarchical neural-network scheme. The system has been installed in the Atmo-

spheric Environment Services, Environment Canada, Winnipeg.

r. Development of an image denoising and compression scheme for aerial ortho images.

The system has been installed in Linnet Geomatic International for commercial prod-

ucts.

s.. Finally, various demonstrations of applicability of this work to industry, research, and

general public.

9.3 Recommendations

Based on the thesis work, we recoÍtmend the following.

a. Development of a more formal and unified theory of nonlinear signal processing using

wavelets and multifractals. It is believed that this theory will enable many new signal

applications, including continuous speech recognition with large vocabulary, high qual-

ity speech, music, and image compression, robust communication in the presence of

noise, image segmentation and object recognition, and biomedical signal applications.

b. Development of a more formal and unified theory of signal processing based on signal

. 
singularities. It is believed that an effrcient representation of natural signals can be

obtained by processing their singularities.

c. Development of neural-network theory for processing singularities of signals.

ôôo
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d. Development of rate-distortion theory for compression of multifractal signals, to allow

optimal signal representation and compression.

e. Development of compression systems based on Rice coders that can adapt to various

signal statistics. This can result in optimal special purpose compression schemes.

f. Study of optimal neural-network postprocessing for multifractal signals.

g.. Development of sequential and vector quantization schemes for wavelet coefficients to

obtain better rate-distortion performance.
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Appendix A: Daubechies and Quadratic-Spline Wavelets

Appsruprx A
Ðaum n c E{rEs ANÐ Quan m,arr c - S PLäNE W,evÐ{,ET's

A.tr. Ðaubechies Wavelets

Ingrid Daubechies has designed a class of compactly-supported wavelets to

satisfy the multiresolution analysis as well as the stable and perfect reconstruction

[Daub88], i.e., the impulse responses satisfy Eqs. (2.M)-(2.46). Compactly supported

wavelets have limited lengths of filter impulse responses glnl and hlnl, making them

more practical. This Appendix obtains the filter coefficients Slnl and hlnl.

Suppose that hlnl has a length of 2L, L e Z. Define a frequency domain function

"n@ from h[n] as

. 2L-l

"nG)=+ \n¡"yi"Ëaz n:o
(4.1)

The functio " *OG) has then the interpretation of the frequency response of the filter ,F1.

If hlrl satisfies Eqs. (2.44)-(2.46), the functio" *o(Ð can take a form of

*oG)= 
[*(t 

*,ie)fL n("i e)

with a special polynomial OGiË). one simplest Q(riî) is a function satisfying

lo(,i 
t)l' = 

Þ,[' 
-; . - 

)[,'" É)]'-
(4.3)

(n\
where I | ¿enotes the number of combinations of n distinct things taken m at a time.

\*)
Equation (4.3) becomes the starting point in constructing the Daubechies

wavelets. Different l, results in different hlnl. For example, I-2 results ín hlnl of a

length of 4, corresponding to Daubechies-  wavelet. We outline the process of obtaining

hlnl of Daubechies-  wavelet as follows. Applying I;2 to Eq. (4.3) results in

(^.2)
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Appendix A: Daubechies and Quadratic-Spline Wavelets

la("ic)l'= 
1* z,in2[ t)=r- cos({)

A straightforward technique is available in [Daub88] to constru ú Q(eiÉ) fro

for cases where 
lO("ie)l' 

is a polynomial of cos({), which is the case for

Using the technique, we obtain a polynomial

o(,ic)=fiE1 z*$-,iE)

We can now apply Eq. (4.5) to Eq. (4.2) to obtain

*^(t\=J':{ (t*zrj:*rziÉ)(z*Jj-rjË) (A.6)fte\5t _ -jfi-t

Rèarranging the RHS in Eq. (2.62) to follow the form of Eq. (2.51), we obtain

,,oG) = #ryf(z. Ji) + (: + zJt)eiË + Ji,ziË - ;ill
Hence, Eqs. (4.7) and (4.1) imply that

å[o]= J'f (r*ú) =o.4;Ze62sr3r4s

hlrl = ryr, + zJi)= o. 8365 1 6 3037 38

hlzJ= ffUl) = o.z2au386,o4z

hl3l= Ef 
el) = -0. r2slosszzssr

(A.4)

^lo(,ic)l'
Eq. (A.a).

(A.s)

(A.7)

(4.8)

The glnl coefficients then follow immediately according to Eq. (2.46). In this thesis, we

select m=7 inEq. (2.46), such that hlnl and glnlhave a similar filter structure (down to

tap positions), simplifying the implementation. This option of rn also results in wavelet

and scaling prototypes of the same time position and support.

Figures 4.1 and 4.2 show the time domain and frequency domain, respectively,

of the Daubechies-4 wavelets. For comparison, the Figs. 4.1 and 4.2 also show the

A-2
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Daubechies-12 and Daubechies-20 wavelets, obtained using the same procedure with l,=6

and l=10, respectively. Notice that a larger Z, results in a smoother wavelet. However,

the time duration (i.e., support) becomes longer.

Fig. 4.1. Prototypes of Daubechies wavelets. (a) Daubechies-4, (b) Daubechies- 12, and

(c) Daubechies-20.

30000

25000

20000

15000

10000

5000

0

Fig. 4.2. Frequency spectrum of prototypes of Daubechies wavelets. (a) Daubechies-4,

(b) Daubechies-12, and (c) Daubechies-20.

.{.2. Quadratic-Spline Wavelets

The quadratic spline wavelets are associated with a smoothing function {t),
which is a low-pass signal whose integral is equal to 1 and converges to 0 at / -l - ând

t ) -æ [Mazhgz\ The smoothing function can have at least the second derivatives

3000

1 500
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(hence the name quadratic-spline). The wavelet and scaling functions are derived from

this smoothing function. In fact, one wavelet prototype satisfying Eq.(1.3) can be

obtained through the first-order derivative

V,oQ)=V4t)=ry (A.e)

(^.12)

(A.13)

Hence, the CWT in Eq. (1.4) becomes

W,(o,ù = I xQ)yo,(t)ù = I xU)V^sQ - r)at (A.10)

The last term in the RHS is a convolution (denoted by an operator *), such that we have

w*(o,r) = x(r)* t{o,^k) = *(r)*Ir,,ol1l = J" +(,(r)- 4-ill (A.i1)
4a \a) dr\ \a))

Thus the wavelet transform using these wavelets has an interpretation of the first-order

derivative of the convolution between the sinput signal and a scaled version of a

smoothing function.

If we limit the discussion on dyadic wavelet transforms where the scales are

limited to integers a=2i, we obtain the wavelet-series-like of transform without the

subsampling. The forward wavelet transform becomes

w*(zi, ò = *k)* rtrri,rk)

The inverse wavelet transform becomes

-æ

o

x(r)= L*.(ri,,)*xr,Q)
j=-*

where the reconstructing wavelet XriG) is any function satisfying

xri(t):h"(*,)
and

^ 
--t1

(4.14)



J=-*
where Y(at) and X@) are the Fourier transforms of r¡4,6(r) and 71(l), respectively.

In practice, the signals are discrete, leading to the DTWT. Assuming as before

that the original signals are in scale j-0, we remove the scale j < 0, and the

decomposition in scale j-0 is trivial. 'We can then define a new smoothing function

Qro ,oU) = QQ) whose Fourier transform þ(ro) satisfies

flv(zrr) fzi r,t)=r

lø,rll' = iv(z'r)lþi r)
j=1

We can then define the scaling operation

s*(2i ,ò = *k)* Qri ,G)

Appendix A: Daubechies and Quadratic-Spline Wavelets

(A.is)

(A.i6)

(4.17)

where

(4.18)

It should be noted that the convolutions are implemented using filters, and the

discrete signals are filtered with discrete filters. Let wavelet samples r¡1,6[n]in Eq.

(A.I2) be the impulse responses of a filter Gg. The wavelet convolution in Eq. (4.12)

can be implemented as filtering input signal xlnl with a filter G' whose impulse

responses S¡lnl are obtained by inserting2i -1 zeros into the impulse responses of G6,

shown in Table 4.1. Similarly, let scaling samples h,ol"l in Eq. (4.17) be rhe impulse

responses of a filter Flg.the scaling convolution in Eq. (4.17) can be implemented as

fîltering input signal xlnl with a fllter H¡, whose impulse responses h¡ln] arc obtained

by insertin g 2i -1 zeros into the impulse responses of /16, which are also shown in Table

4.1. Thus, starting forj-0, the algorithm calculates the convolutions in Eq. (4.12) and

(4. i7). The calculation is repeated iteratively for the next j < -/, where the output of Eq.

Q2i,s(')=#rt,t(;)

¿\-J
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(4.i7) is used as the input signal for the next stage as in the pyramidal algorithm of filter

banks in Section 2.2.2.

Table 4.1. Impulse responses of filters corresponding to the quadratic-spline wavelet

[Mazhgz].

n H" G" Kn L¡
a

-J 0.0078125 0.0078125

-2 0.054685 0.046815

-1 0.t25 0.r7r875 0.rI7rgt5
0 0.375 -2.0 4.t7t875 0.65625

I 0.375 2.0 -0.054685 0.1r71815

2 0.r25 -o.0078125 0.046815

J 0.0078125

A similar inverse algorithm is used for the reconstruction, where the convolutions

start from scale j = J -I to 0 iteratively. In each stage, the scaling coefficients are

filtered by the conjugate of H¡, while the wavelet coefficients are filtered by the

reconstructing filter K, corresponding to the reconstructing wavelel Xz¡U). The impulse

responses of filter K; are also obtained by insertin g 2i -1 zeros into the impulse

responses of K0 which are also shown in Table 4.1.
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Appprqprx &

VK-gã,&m cxgNT'ÐcTUR.Ar, ÐEsrGN

TF. Â WAVPT,ET ÐTPR.TCESSOR.

A VLSI architecture of a wavelet coprocessor has been designed to perform

forwa¡d DWT in an embedded system, as shown in Fig.8.1. The coprocessorperform

16-bit integer, forward, 64 samples, four coefficients Daubechies-4 DWT. Various speech

and image processing systems use this DWT to facilitate analysis and compression

[KiLa93], [LaFK93], [LaKi9Ob]. The architecture is efficient because it uses external

memory for buffers, and it shares a multiplier and an adder/subtractor. A silicon area

comparable to three field-programmable gate anays (FPGA) is sufficient to implement it.

Such an area reduction does not sacrifice the speed performance, because the processing

time takes only 0.013 times the real-time requirement in a telephone-quality speech

applications. Such a fast architecture is achieved because it uses pipelining and direct

memory access (DMA), with a non-host demanding interface. The architecture is flexible

for upgrading to floating-point, parallel multiplier, or different DWT type

implementations. Despite the use of the integer arithmetic, the transform achieves a

signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of 14.1 dB when inverted back to the time domain. Such a

SNR performance is more than sufficient because the best telephone quality speech is

usually within a 48-72 dB range.

The architectural design focuses on two objectives: (i) to perform real-time DWT

efficiently, and (ii) to provide simple. non-demanding host interface. The a¡chitecture is

derived from the efficient DWT algorithm in Fig. 2.18. The data processing and control of

Þ1D-l
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the algorithm are mapped into data processing unit (DPU) and control unit (CU),

rebpectively, which were verified using VHDL simulation in a register transfer level

(RTL) to insure implementability. At the end, this Section discusses various aspects

required for actual VLSI implementation, especially on the FPGA platform.

ts.l Vl-Sl4.nchitecture Design

This section shows that it is possible to implement the pyramidal algorithm in an

efficient coprocessor. The VLSI architecture design starts by identifying the data flow and

processing (lines (6) and (7) of Fig. 2.18) as the data path unit (DPU) and the loop control

as the control unit CU. Later, the CU includes interfacing with host processor and

memory, The design process is based on finding regularities in the algorithm that can be

exploited to reduce the architecture complexity.

Close observation reveals that the loops in Fig.2.18 are regular except for the

following two boundary cases:

a. Firstly, when k = 0, the first four dj_r,k+. to dj_r,/,+3 must enter the bifiltering

process before filtering, while otherwise, only two new d._t,k+, and d¡_r,t*l

reset Coprocessor

reaiy clk

start

dmarq readw

memslamacK

addrL6:01 dbusltí:0]

Fig. B.i. The DWT coprocessor and its interface with host and memory in an

embedded system.
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must enter the bifiltering process since the other two (dj-r,k+0 and dj-r,¿* 1) have

been there from the previous filtering.

b. Secondly, when k = K- 1, the two new dj_r,k+z and dj_r,k+3 are not available

(subscript is out of range). Assuming N periodicity, they are replacedby dr_ 1,0, and

dj-t,r'

The dr,0,and dl,t *" considered as DWT results. Thus when i = J, the algorithm must

collect dj, oin addition to , j, t as the end results.

8.1.1 The Data Path Unit (DPU)

Clearly we have three cases of data flows (one regular and two irregular flows as

discussed above), namely: (i) START FLOW (when fr = 0), (ii) NORMAL FLOW (when

0 <k <K- 1), and (iii) END FLOW (when k = K - I ). As shown in Table 8.1, the flows

are constructed by five basic procedures, and each flow has three steps Therefore, the

DPU must perform those procedures, with a control signal guides each procedure. Each

step is organized in a DPU section, resulting in th¡ee sections: Data Input Section, Bifilter

Unit, and Data Output Section. They can be implemented using buffers, multiplexers, tri-

state gates, and a bi-filter unit, as shown in Fig. 8.2. The following subsections show how

they perform the procedures described in the Table B. i.

Data [nput Section

The bifilter unit requires inputs from external memory before filtering. However

the input flow is not regular for all flow types. As shown in Table 8.1, Step i of END

FLOW requires d j _ r,oanddr_ ,, ,. Unfortunately, those values have been overwritten by

Step 3 of START FLOW (k=0) and NORMAL FLOW (k =1) because of the recursive
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Table B.1. Various data flows in the pyramidal algorithm

Step
START FLOW

(k=0)
NORMAIFLOW
(0<¿<K-l)

END FLOW
(k= K-I)

push 4 new

d¡-r,o'd¡-r,r
dj-r,z'dj-r,z

push 2 new

d¡-t,zr*2,
d¡-r,zr*z

push2old dj_r,0,

dj-t,,

2 bifiltering bifiltering bifiltering

J store c, , . d, ,J,K' J.K
store c. .. d.],K' J,K

storec.,.d.
J, K' J, K
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pushrbuf

Data
Output
Sectiotl

Fig. 8.2. The pipelined DPU.

nature of the algorithm. The DPU then uses a FIFO buffer containing two registers R0

and Rl (see Fig. 8.2) to keep those required values. The registers' contents should be

loaded during Step 1 of START FLOW when dr_ ,, o and dr_ t, I are still available, and
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pushed for bifiltering at the Step 1 of END FLOW. When a control signal pushr is issued,

the buffer moves the content of R0 to Rl, and loads input data to R0.

To pipeline the process, the DPU also needs a similar FIFO buffer containing two

registers RBIIFO and RBtIFl. Without this buffer, the bifilter unit must always wait for

data from memory before starting the filtering. The system can now read the next input

from memory while the bif,ltering is taking place. Activating control signal pushrbuf

causes the content of RBUFO to enter RBUFI, and input data to enter RBUF0.

Depending on the type of flow, the bifilter unit now receives data through its

register S0 from either RBUF1 or Rl. During Step 1 of START FLOW and NORMAL

FLOW a signal rsel is reset to '0', causing RMUX to pass data from RBUF1 to S0. In

contrast, during Step 1 of END FLOW the signal rselis reset to'1', causing RMUX to

pass data from R1 to S0, because the bifilter needs input from R0 and R1. (As explained

next, the bifilter unit needs signal pushbf to actually load the S0).

Bifilter UnÍt

' The purpose of the bifllter unit (shown in Fig.8.3) is to compute ,j,o und dj,o.

For Daub-4, the unit needs of four registers S0, 51, 52, and 53 to hold dj_r,zk+3 to

d j _ ,,2k + 0, respectively. With one control signal pushbf, the registers can propagate data

from 52 to 53, S i to 52, S0 to S 1, and a new input to S0. Another set of static registers

H0, H1 ,H2, and H3 holds the Daubechies-4 coefficient values hl}l, h\l, hl2l, and hl3l,

respectively. For one 16-bit integer multiplier implementation, the unit needs two

multiplexers SMUX and HMUX to select the multiplier operands, one 32 bit register

N{PYREG to hold and arithmetic shift a multiplication result, and two 16 bits

accumulators ACCO and ACC1 to hold the resultin9 rj,k and dr,o, respectively. A
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demultiplexer DEMUX and a multiplexer AMUX enable the ACCO and ACCI to time-

share the adder/subtracter safely. Driven by the same control signal, the pair of DEMUX

and AMUX passes data from one accumulator to the adder/subtractor [WaFl82] and

returns the result to the same accumulator. Thus the bifilter unit can perform separate

multiplication-accumulation on ACCO and ACCl using the same multiplier and adder/

subtractor.

Input

ADDER/

4-to-l

16-bit

mux

SMUX

Output , j, * d.,
l, K

Fig. 8.3. Bi-filter unit.

. Once the registers S0 to 53 are fully loaded, a control signal startbf starts a

multiplication and accumulation sequence for bifiltering. The bifilter unit first resets a flag

finishbf to '0' to indicate that the bifilter unit is busy, and then sets fn ishbf to ' 1 ' when the

valid dr,o and , j, k ur" available in the ACCO and ACC1. Although this means the bifilter
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unit must have its own internal control unit, this freeing the main control unit from bifilter

sequencing details.

Ðata Output Sectio¡'r

Step 3, the coprocessor must store cj, o and d¡,¡, avarlable in the ACC0 and

ACC1, respectively, to the external memory. All cr,o become the DWT results, while

dj,o *" going to be used for the next recursion (except for dr,¡r). Although it is

allowable to store the contents of the accumulators directly to memory, the DPU adds two

register WBUF0 and WBUF1 to hold , j,o und dr,o temporarily. A signal wload causes

data in the ACC0 and ACCI to enter WBUFO and WBUFI, respectively, freeing the

accumulators. Thus a delay from memory writing of the c¡, ¡, and dr, ¡, does not delay the

start of the next biflltering.

Storing back the contents of WBUFO and WBUFl (containin9 , j, o and dr, ) to

memory requires a multiplexer V/MUX and gates TzuSTATE because there is only one

external data bus. Signals write selectionwsel of '0' and write enablewen of '1' cause the

content of WBUFO (containrn9 ,j,¿) to enter the data bus through WMUX and

TRISTATE. Similarly, signals wsel of '1' and wen of '1' cause the content of WBUF1

(containing dj, o) to enter the data bus.

8.1.2 The Control Unit (CU)

The CU controls the host handshaking, DMA, and DPU flow by issuing of

properly sequenced control signals according to the type offlow and the steps in each flow

shown in Table 1.
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F{ost F{andshaking and ÐMA

The host processor and the coprocessor communicate each other for (i) starting

and stopping the DWT computation, and (ii) direct memory accessing (see Fig. 8.4. The

protocol for starting and stopping the DWT is simple and not host-demanding. As shown

in Fig. 8.4, by activating signal reset, the host forces the coprocessor to enter its initial

state, set signal ready to'1', and wait. If the coprocessor is in this state, another signal,

start, from the host makes the coprocessor to execute the pyramidal algorithm. The

coprocessor resets signal ready to '0' to signal the host that the processor is busy, and then

set it back to '1' once the whole algorithm is completed. The host can abort the process

anytime by re-issuing reset.

Fig. 8.4. Start/stop signals.

The protocol for memory read and write is also simple. As shown in Fig. 8.5 and

Fig. 8.6, the coprocessor issues signal dmarq to request for controlling address and data

bus. After the host (or a DMA controller) grants the request (by issuing signal dmack),the

coprocessor opens tristate gates of an address register ADDREG to drive the address bus,

issues signal readw, and then issues signal memsl to select the memory chips. During a

write session, the signal readw is '0' and the internal signal wen for the DPU is active to

drive the data bus. During a read session, the signal readw is '1', and the coprocessor wait
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Fig. 8.5. Memory read.

Valid Address

DMARQ

DMACK

DATA

READW

Fig. 8.6. Memory write.

for valid data in the data bus before issuing internal signal pushrbuf for the DPU to load

RBUFO.

Memory .A,ddressing

For 64-point D'WT, the coprocessor needs to access 128 consecutive words of

memory, evenly divided into two blocks (see Fig. 8.7). The first block should be

initialized by the host with the 64 input data s[rz], and is later used to hold the dr, ¡r, whlle

a

CK

ADDR

w

A

MEMSL

4 L jy4l

3
\

DMA

H DAT,

Ir
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s[0] = d;,6

Inputs
for each
stage j

63

64

sl63) = d¡,63

d5,o

d- "),1
t 

5,o
;

I Ouputs

c
1,30

c
1,3 1

Memory
Address

127

64 words for

inputs and

temporary

buffers

64 words for

outputs

Fig. 8.7. Memory map.

the second block holds the 64 results(rj,o und dj,ù. To maintain the regularity in

addressing input data, the algorithm requires d j, o to be stored always in the kth position of

the first block (see listing in Fig. 2.18). In contrast, the algorithm does not put the same

restriction on the storing of the results. However, to be compatible with [Pres9l],

[PTVF92], the coprocessor orders the placement in the second block as

dS,0, dS, l, c 5,0, c5, l, c 4,0, "', c4,3, c3,0, "', c l,3l

State Machine for CU

(0.1)

The CU (Fig. 8.8) remembers the proper sequencing of control signals according

to the principle of a state machine. Although the number of states for Daubechies-4

implementation can be much more than 128, the regularity of the algorithm shown above

simplifies the actual state machine through the use of counters. Since the main task of the

CU is to perform the loops in the pyramidal algorithm, it requires two counters COUNTJ

and COUNTK to control loop j and loop k, respectively. This approach reduces the states
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to less than 43 to control the interfacing and the DPU, and to accommodate reset/initial

State. Since the values of both counters correspond to indices of ,j,O and di,O,th"

counters also provide values for the address register ADDREG.

ADDRESS

COLINTER J II COTINTER K

< 43 States

Fig. 8.8. Control unit.

8.2 Architecture Verification using VIIDL

The design verification is inherent in the design process because of the use of

VLSI hardware description language (VHDL) throughout the process [Ment93]. In a

scheme shown in Fig. 8.9, we use uniforrn-ly distributed 15-bit random samples as the

input our DWT, and apply the results as the input to a software implementation of the

inverse DWT [Mall89]. The scheme compares the final results with the original signal,

and despite of the use of fixed-point arithmetic in the recursive process, the results reaches

a signal-to-noise ratio of I4.1 dB. This is the same as the result of a C-language software

implementation of the similar integer DWT.

To facilitate the verification and debugging of such VHDL codes, we use a VHDL

tes1 bench approach. Here we use VHDL to describe the environment of the coprocessor,

D 11jJ- I i
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Fig. 8.9. Verification scheme.

including a clock generator, host, and memory. We can use higher level VHDL

instructions for this purpose, because they do not have to be implemented. For example,

we use instructions to read and write to text f,les to initialize and store the contents of

memory. These files a¡e accessed by the verification scheme in Fig. 8.9. Figure 8.10 (a)

shows that the entity description of the test bench is very simple (there is no inpuloutput

statements), because a test bench is self contained. Furthermore, Fig. B.i0 (b) shows a

description of a clock generator and stimuli generation for signals reset and stop. For

every 5 ns, the clock value interchanges between '0' and '1'. The description also shows

that pulses of reset and start are issued at 20 ns and 50 ns, respectively. Both have 10 ns

pulse width.

A compiled test bench containing the coprocessor can be run using a VHDL

simulator QuickSim II [Ment93]. We can request the simulator to run for certain time

interval, and to record values of certain signals/registers. Figure B.11 shows a part of

D lô
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(a) Entity:

LIBRARY mgc_protable, ieee;

USE mgc-protable.qsi m-logic.ALL;
USE std.textio.ALL;
USE mgc*portable.qsi m-relations.ALL;

ENTITY wtT3IS
END wtr3;

(b) Stimulus

clock-gen:PROCESS
BEGIN

WAIT FOR 5 ns;

IF(clk= '1') THEN
clk <='0';

ELSE
clk <=l '1''
END IF;

END PROCESS clock-gen;

reset <= '0' AFTER 0 ns,

'l' AFTER 20 ns,
'0' AFTER 30 ns;

start <= '0' AFTER 0 ns,

'1' AFTER 50 ns,
'0' AFTER 60 ns;

Fig. 8.10. Parts of VHDL codes for the testbench, which are (a) the entity, and (b) the

stimulus generator.

QuickSim II output for our test bench. It shows the time and the values of the recorded

signals/registers every time a change of value occurs in each of them. The value that is

changed is shown with an asterisk. It is clear from the figure that we have requested

signals clk, dbus, addr, memsl, pushrbuf, pushbf, inbus, wen, c-bus, d-bus, and loadwbuf

to be recorded. We can then trace the VHDL codes using this output to debug the VHDL

description. It should be noticed that the simulation also produces another file containing

the DWT results, because we include VHDL instructions in the test bench to save the

content of the simulated memory into the file. The contents of the file are used for the

inverse DWT in the verif,cation.

l)-l J
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9930.0 *0 XXXXz 4C 0 0 0 XXXXz 0 09FC 077F 0

9935.0 *1 *OBCA *04 0 0 0 XXXXz *1 09FC 077F 0

9940.0 *0 OBCA 04 *1 0 0 XXXXz 1 09FC 077F 0

9945.0 *1 0BCA 04 *0 0 0 XXXXz 1 09FC 077F 0

9950.0 *0 *XXXXz 04 0 0 0 XXXXz *0 09FC 07'7F 0

9955.0 *l- XXXXz 04 0 0 0 XXXXz 0 09FC 0'77F 0

9960.0 *0 XXXXz 04 0 0 0 XXXXz 0 09FC 077F 0

9965.0 *1 XXXXz *0E *l- 0 0 XXXXz 0 09FC 0'77F 0

9966.0 1 *F211 0E l- 0 0 XXXXz 0 09Fc 077F 0

99'70.0 *0 F21-1- 0E 1 "l- 0 XXXXz 0 09Fc 077F 0

9975.0 *1 *XXXXz 0E *0 *0 0 XXXXz 0 09FC 077F 0

9980.0 *0 XXXXz 0E 0 0 0 XXXXz 0 09FC 077F 0

9985.0 *1 XXXXz 0E 0 0 0 XXXXz 0 09FC 077F 0

9990.0 *0 XXXXz 0E 0 0 0 XXXXz 0 09FC 077F 0

9995.0 *l- y'Xy'Xz 0E 0 0 0 XXXXz 0 09FC 077F 0

Time (ns) ^ctk ^addr ^pushrbuf ^wen ^d_bus
^dbus ^memsl ^inbus ^c-bus ^loadwbuf

^pushbf

Fig. B. i 1. Sample of VHDL simulation result.

8.3 Implementability

Although the VHDL simulation is not at a gate level, the VHDL description can be

implemented because the description is in a register transfer level and uses restricted

VHDL instructions which are suitable for Auto Logic VHDL synthesis. As an example,

Fig. 8.12 shows a behavioral description for the Data Input Section of the DPU that

performs Step 1 (obtaining bifiiter inputs). It defines 16-bit registers r0, rI, rbuf}, and

rbufl, corresponding to registers in the section. Two other signals, g1_clk and g2_clk

corespond to two control signals pushr md pushbr. They are gated (using AND gates)

with clock signal clk to ensure synchronization. Next, there are behavioral descriptions

for data flow in the multiplexer rrnw, registers r0 and rI, and buffers rbuf} and rbufl. In

the multiplexet rrnux, the signal rsel determines the output of rmux (called inbus). The

output is always the contents of rbufJ, except when rsel is set, in which the output is the
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ARCHITECTURE read_arch1 OF wtJead IS

SIGNAL r0, ri,rbufO,
rbufi : qsim_state_vector( I 5 DOWNTO 0);

SICNAL gi _clk, g2_clk:QSIM_STAIE;
BEGIN
gl_cllt <= clk AND pushr;
g2_clk <= clk AND pushrbuf
rmux:BLOCK
BEGIN
WITH rsel SELECT

inbus <= rbufl V/HEN '0'
TI WHEN'1',
rbufl WHEN OTHERS;

END BLOCK rmux;

r_proc:PROCESS(g i _clk)
BEGIN
IF (gl-clk= '1'

AND gl_clk'LAST_VALUE= '0') THEN
r1 <= 0;
r0 <= rbufl;

END IF;
END PROCESS r_proc;

rbuf-proc: PROCESS(g2_cìk)
BEGIN
IF (g2-clk= 'i '

AND g2_clk'LAST_VALUE= '0') THEN
rbufl <= rbufO;
rbufO <= QSIM_STATE_VECTOR(daIabus);

END IF;
END PROCESS rbuf_proc;

END read_arch 1 ;

Fig. 8.12. VHDL code for Data Input Section of DPU for easy synthesis.

contents of rL The signals gI_clkand g2_clk triggerthe datapropagations in register r0l

rl and buffers rbuf)/rbufl, respectively. When the transition of the signals occurs from

'0' to '1', data propagations among registers take place. Such a way of describing the

ha¡dware makes circuit synthesis almost trivial.

We can estimate some of architectural and physical limitations of this design for

XnnW field programmable gate affay (FPGA) as the target platform. From the

architectural aspect, the speed of the system is limited by either DMA cycle or the

bifiltering, whichever slower. As implied by Fig. 2.18 for 64 input samples, the bifiltering
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Appendix B: VLSI Architectural Design of a Wavelet Coprocessor

requires 512 MAC processes. Although we can have a fast, parallel bifilter unit, the

recursive nature of pyramidal algorithm provides the speed upper bound.

From the physical aspect, the platform technology also introduces speed

limitation. The coprocessor requires about 493 combinatorial logic blocks (CLB) and 31

VO units of XILINX FPGA. Thus three XILINX 4000 series FPGAs would be needed. It

is difficult to asses time required for bifiltering precisely because it depends on the results

of the FPGA routing. Instead, in the bipolar TTL technology (5 ns average gate delays),

the MAC process in the DPU requires about 206 ns. Thus the bifiltering requires about

5l2x206ns = 0.105 ms. If we assume that the bifilter unit is the speed bottle-neck, this is

the time needed to complete the DWT. This should be more than sufficient for many real-

time speech applications, because 64 kbps PCM speech requires 8 ms to acquire 64

samples.
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Appendix C: Source Code for 2D Wavelet Transforms and Thresholding

Appprunrx C

Soum.cÐ CtÐE FtR 2Ð WavÐr,ÐT'T'marusp-'tRft,fis ANÐ

WavnnET' T'HREsFxtr,ÐxNG

Makefrle

# Makefile
+ *Transl ator Definitions *

CC = gcc _g

CLINK = gcc
# *Implicit Rules*
.c.o: ; $(CC) -c $*.c

DIP-dep = \
dip.o \
wavelet.o \
fileio.o

INVDIP-dep = \
invdip.o \
wavelet.o \
fileio.o

COMP-dep = \
compress.o \
fileio.o

R2l-dep = \
raw2img.o \
fileio.o

# *Explicit Rulesx

# *Individual File Dependencies*

dip: $(DIP-dep)
$(CLINK) -o dip $(DIP_dep) -lm

raw2img: $(R2l_dep)
$(CLINK) -o raw2img $(R2l_dep) -lm

invdip; $(INVDIF_dep)' 
$(CLINK) -o invdip $(INVDIP-dep) -lm
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Appendix C: Source Code for 2D Wavelet Transforms and Thresholding

compress: $(COMP-dep)
$(CLINK) -o comp¡ess $(COMP_dep) -lm

Source File I
________* /

/* compress,c
@ 1992, Armein Langi
University of Manitoba

This program performs truncations on wavelet coefficients,
and convert the data inlo a form that cân be used for
ZIP compression

#inclûde <stdio.h>
#include <math.h>

#define MAXSIZE 25ó
#defi ne MAXSZESQ MAXSIZE+MAXSIZE
#define MAXDIMENSION 2

double InpurDatalMAXSIZESQl;
unsigned DataSizeIMAXDIMENSIONI ;

int main(void);
void CompressTheCoefficients(doùble *InputData, unsigned xSize,

unsigned Threshold);
void StoreCoefficients(double *Data, unsigned *Size)¡

void GetCoeffi cients(double *Data, unsigned *Size, unsigned *Dimension);

int main (void)

{
int Direction;
unsigned Dimension, Th¡eshold;

GetCoeffi cients(nputData, DataSize, &Dimension);

' 
printf("Give the truncation threshold : ");

scanf("70u", & Th¡eshold);
CompressTheCoefhcients(InputData, DataSize, Th¡eshold);
StoreCoefhcients(lnputData, DataSize);

return 0;

)

void CompressTheCoefficients(double *Data, unsigned *Size,

unsigned ThIeshold)

{
unsigned ij, Count;
int Dummy, MaxDummy, MinDummy;
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MaxDummy = Q;

MinDummy = Q;

Count = 0;

for(i=O;i < Size[0]; i++)
{

. for0=0;j < Size[t];j++)
{

Dummy = (int) (Datali*Size[0] + jl);
if(Dummy * Dummy < Threshold*Threshold)

{
DummY = 6;
Count=Count* 1;

]
Datali*Size[0] + jl = (double) Dummy;

)

)
printf("Amplitude < Threshold = 7ou\n", Count);

]

Source Füle 2

/* dip.c
@ 1992 Armein Langi
University of Manitoba

This program is the main program to perform forward WT on images

#include <stdio.h>
#include <math.h>

#define MAXSZE 256
#defi ne MAXSIZESQ MAXSIZE*MAXSIZE
#define MÆ(DIMENSION 2

double InputData[MAXSZESQ] ;

unsigned DataSize IMAXDIMENSION] ;

int main(void);
void WaveletTransformMultiDimensional(double *Data, unsigned *Size,

unsigned Dimension, int Direction);
void DaubechiesWavelet4Coefficients(double *Data, unsigned Size,

int Direction);
void GetlnputData(double *Data, unsigned *Size, unsigned *Dimension);

void StoreCoefficients(double *Data, unsigned *Size);

int main (void)

{

int Direction;
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unsigned Dimension;

GetlnputData(InputData, DataSize, &Dimension) ;

Direction = 1;

WaveletTransformMultiDimensional(InputData, DataSize, Dimension,
Direction);

StoreCoeffi ci ents(InputData, DataS ize) ;

return 0;

Ì

Sounce File 3

t*---_____ _-__*t

/* fileio.c
@1992 Armein Langi
University of Manitoba

This program provides fiìe input/output functionalities

#include <stdio.h>
#include <math.h>

#define MAXSZE 256
#defi ne MAXSIZESQ MAXSIZE*MAXSIZE
#define MAXDIMENSION 2

unsigned char Header[67] ;

unsigned char CharData[MAXSIZE] ;

short int ShortlntDataIMAXSIZE] ;

void StoreTransformResults(double *Data, unsigned *Size, unsigned Dimension);
void GetCoeffi cients(double *Data, unsigned *Size, unsigned *Dimension);

void GetlnputData(double *Data, unsigned *Size, unsigned *Dimension);

void StoreCoefficients(double xData, unsigned *Size);

void GetRawData(double *Data, unsigned *Size, unsigned *Dimension);

void GetRawData(double *Data, unsigned *Size, unsigned *Dimension)

{

unsigned ij;
double MeanData;
FILE xlnputFile;

char filename[30];

*Dimension=2;

do

{
printf("Enter source hlename (x.raw): ");
scanf("% I 3s",filename);
InputFile=fopen(filename, "rb " ) ;
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if(!InputFile)
puts("Bad file name.");

)

while (!InputFile);

printf("What is the Horizontal size : ");
' scanf("70u",&Size[0]);

printf("What is the Vertical size : ");
scanf("%u",&Size[ 1 ]);

pri ntf ( " Im age size = Vo ux7ou\n ",Si ze [0],S i ze [ 1 ] ) ;

MeanData=O;
for(i = 0; i < Size[O];i++)
{

fread(CharData, sizeof(char), Sizel 1 ], InputFile) ;

forfi = 0;j < Size[]; j++)

{
Data[i * Size[O] + jl = (double) CharDataUl;

)

ì

Ì

void GetlnputData(double *Data, unsigned *Size, unsigned *Dimension)

{

unsigned ij;
double MeanData;
FILE *InputFile;

. char filename[30];

xDimension=2;

do

{
printf("Enter source filename (*.img): ");
scanf("7o I 3s",fi lename);
InputFi I e=fopen(fi lename, "rb " ) ;

if(!InputFile)
puts("Bad f,rle name.");

]
while (!InputFile);

fread(Header, sizeof(char),67,InputFile) ;

Size[0] = ((unsigned) Header[7]) x 256 + (unsigned) Header[6];
Size[1] = ((unsigned) Header[5]) x 256 + (unsigned) Header[4];

pri ntf( "Image size = Voux%au\n ",S ize [0],S i ze I I ] ) ;

MeanData=O;
for(i = 0; i < Size[O]; i++)

{
fread(CharData, sizeof(char), Si ze [ 1 ], InputFile) ;

for( = 0; j < Sizel1]; j++)

{

Data[i * Size[0] + jl = (double) CharDataftl;
MeanData = MeanData + (double) CharData[];
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)
MeanData = MeanData./(Size[0] * Size[1]);
Header[8] = (char) MeanData;
printf("Mean Data = 7ou\n ",Header[8] ) ;

fclose(inputFile);

for(i= 0;i < Size[O];i++)
{

for(=Q'j < Size[1]; j++)
{

Data[i*Size[0] + jl = Data[i * Size[O] + jl
- (double) Header[8];

Ì
]

void StoreCoefficients(double *Data, unsigned *Size)

{
unsigned i, j;
FILE xOutputFile;

char filename[30];

do

{
printf("Enter destination filename (*.wvt) : ");

scanf("7o I 3s",fi lename);
OutputFile = fopen(fi lename, "wb") ;

if(!OutputFile)
puts("Bad file name.");

Ì
while (!OutputFile);
Header[O] ='\[';
Header[1] ='!';
Header[7] = (unsigned char) (Size[O] I 256);
Header[6] = (unsigned char) (Size[0] - (unsigned) Header[7] * 256):
Header[5] = (unsigned char) (Size[1] / 256);

. Header[4] = (unsigned char) (Size[] - (unsigned) Header[5] + 256);

fwrite(Header, sizeof(char),67,OutputFil e) ;

pri ntf("Image size = Voux%ou\n ",Size[O], Size [ 1 ] ) ;

for(i=0; i < Size[0]; i++)
{

for(=6' ¡4 Size[1 ] ; j++)

{
ShortlntDatali] = (short int) Data[i * Size[O] + jl;

)

fwrite(ShortlntData, sizeof(short int), Si ze[ I ], OutputFile) ;

Ì
fclose(OutputFile);

)
void GetCoeffi cients(double *Data, unsigned *Size, unsigned *Dimension)
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unsigned ij;
FILE *InputFile;

char filename[30];

*Dimension=2'

do

{

printf("Enter source filename (*.wvt): ");
scanf("% I 3s",fi Iename);
InputFile=fopen (fi lename, "rb " ) ;

if(!InputFile)
puts("Bad file name.");

Ì
while (!InputFile);

fread(Header, sizeof(char),67,InputFile) ;

Size[O] = ((unsigned) Header[7]) * 256 + (unsigned) Header[6];
Sizel1] = ((unsigned) Header[5]) * 256 + (unsigned) Header[4];

printf( "Image size = Voux7ou\n ",Size [0],Size [ 1 ] ) ;

for(i = 0; i < Size[O]; i++)

{
fread(ShortlntData, sizeof(short int), Size[ I ], InputFile);
for( = 0; j < Size[l]; j++)

.{
Data[i * Size[0] + jl = (double) ShortlntDatafi];

]

Ì

fclose(InputFile);

Ì

void StoreTransformResults(double *Data, unsigned *Size, unsigned Dimension)

{

unsigned i, j;
FILE *OutputFile;

char filename[30];
double MeanData;

do

{
printf("Enter destination filename (*.img) : ");
scanf("7o I 3s",fi Iename);
OutputFile = fopen(fi lename, "wb") ;

if(!OutputFile)
puts("Bad file name.");

Ì
while (!OutputFile);
Header[O] ='I';
Header[1] ='lYl';
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Header[7] = (unsigned char) (Size[0] / 256);
Header[6] = (unsigned char) (Size[O] - (unsigned) Header[7] * 256);

Header[5] = (unsigned char) (Sizelll / 256);
Header[4] = (unsigned char) (Size[1] - (unsigned) Header[S] * 256);

fwrite(Header, sizeof(char),67,OutputFile) ;

printf( "Image size = Voux%ou\n ",Size [0], Sizel 1 ] ) ;

MeanData = (double) Header[8];
for(i = 0; i < Size[O]; i++)

{

for(=6'j < Size[1]; j++)

{
CharDataft] = (unsigned char) (Datali * Size[0] + jl

+ MeanData);

]
fwrite(CharData, sizeof(char), S ize [ 1 ]. Outpu tFile) ;

]
fclose(OutputFile);

)

void Storelmg(double *Data, unsigned *Size, unsigned Dimension)

{

unsigned i, j;
FILE *OutputFile;

char filename[30];
double MeanData;

do

{

printf("Enter destination filename (*.img) : ");
scanf("7o 1 3s",fi lename);
OutputFile = fopen (fi lename, "wb");
if(!OutputFile)

puts("Bad file name,");

Ì
while (lOutputFile);
Header[0] ='l';

' Header[l] ='¡4"
Header[7] = (unsigned char) (Size[O] / 256);

Header[6] = (unsigned char) (Size[O] - (unsigned) Header[7] * 256);

Header[5] = (unsigned char) (Size[1] I 256);

Header[4] = (unsigned char) (Size[1] - (unsigned) Header[S] * 256);

fwrite(Header, sizeof(char),67,OutputFile) ;

printf( "Image size = VouxVou\n ",Size [0], Size I I ] ) ;

for(i = 0; i < Size[O]; i++)
{

for(=Q; j < Size[1]; j++)

{

CharDataft] = (unsigned char) (Data[i * Size[0] + jl);
Ì
fwrite(CharData, sizeof(char), Sizel 1 ], OutputFile) ;

)
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fclose(OutputFile);

)

#include <stdio.h>
#include <math.h>

#define MAXSIZE 256

#define MAXSIZESQ MAXSIZE*MAXSIZE
#define MÆOIMENSION 2

double InputData[MAXSIZESQ] ;

unsigned DaIaSize[MAXDIMENSION] ;

int main(void);
void WaveletTransformMultiDimensional(double *Data, unsigned *Size,

unsigned Dimension, int Direction);
void DaubechiesWavelet4Coefficients(double *Data, unsigned Size,

int Direction);
void StoreTransformResults(double *Data, unsigned *Size, unsigned Dimension);

void GetCoeffi cients(double *Data, unsigned xSize, unsigned *Dimension);

int main (void)

{
int Direction;
unsigned Dimension;

. GetCoefficients(InputData,DataSize,&Dimension);
Direction = -l;
printf("Got Coeffi cients\n ") ;
'Wavel etTransformMultiDimensional (InputData, DataSize, Dimension,

Direction);
pri ntf("Got Inverse Wavelet\n");
StoreTransformResults(InputData, DataSize, Dimension) ;

return 0;

]

Source File 4

/,t<**+**+*************t***)¡<**+******************************/
/* raw2img.c

@ 1995 Armein Langi
University of Manitoba

This program convert images from RAW to IMG

#include <stdio.h>
#include <math.h>

#defìne MAXSZE 256
#defi ne MAXSIZES Q MAXSIZE*MAXSIZE
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#define MAXDIMENSION 2

double InputData[MAXSIZESQ] ;

unsigned DataSize IMAXDIMENSION] ;

int main(void);
void GetRawData(double *Data, unsigned *size, unsigned +Dimension);

void Storelmg(double *Data, unsigned *Size, unsigned Dimension);

int main (void)

{

int Direction;
unsigned Dimension;

GetRawData(InputData, DataSize, &Dimension);

Storelmg(InputData, DataSize, Dimension) ;

return 0;

)

Source Fitre 5

/*************************************************+**************x**/
/* wavelet.c

@1992 armein Langi

This program calculates forward and inverse transform

Adapted from a Fortran program by the authors of the

Numerical Recipies for C

*****)k********************{:r.*******t**************************xxx*/

#include <stdio.h>
#include <math.h>

#define MAXSIZE 256

#define MAXSZESQ MAXSIZETMAXSIZE
#define MAXDIMENSION 2

double WorkingBuffer[MAXSIZE] ;

double WorkingBufferN MAXSIZEI ;

void waveletTransformMultiDimensional (double *Data, unsi gned *size,

unsigned Dimension, int Direction);
void DaubechiesWavelet4Coefficients(double *Data, unsigned Size,

int Direction);

void WaveletTransformMultiDimensional(double *Data, unsigned xSize,

unsigned Dimension, int Direction)

{
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unsigned il,i2, 13, idim, k, n, nnew, nprev, nt, ntot;

ntot=i;
for(idim=0;idimcDimension; idim++)

{
ntot = ntot * Size[idim];

]
nprev = 1;

for(idim=0;idimcDimension; idim++)

{
n=SizeIidim];
nnew = n* nprev;

if (n>4)

{
for(i2=0;i2<=ntot- I ;i2=i2+nnew)
{

for(i1=l; i1 <= nprev; i1++)

{
i3=i1+12:
for(k=1;k<=n;k++)
{

WorkingBufferN[k- I ] = Data[i3- 1 ] ;

i3=i3+nprev;
)
if(Direction >= 0)

{
nt=n;
while(nt >= 4)

{
Dau bechiesWavelet4Coefficients(Working-

nt,Direction);
nt=nt/2;

nt=4;
while(nt <=n)

{
Daubechies Wavelet4Coeffi cients( Workin g-

nt,Direction);
nt=nt*2;

Ì

)
i3=i1+i2;
for(k=1; k<=n; k++)

{
Data[i3-1] = WorkingBufferN[k- I] ;

l

Ì
else

{

i3=i3+nprev;
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ì
nprev=nnew;

]

void DaubechiesWavelet4Coeffi cients(double *Data,unsigned Size,

int Direction)
{

double C0 = 0.4829629131M5341;
double Cl = 0.83651 63037318079:' double C2 = 0.2241438680420134;
double C3 = -0.1294095225512604;

unsigned nh, nh1, i,j;

if(Size < 4)

{
printf("Size of input data is too small\n");
return;

Ì
if(Size > MAXSIZE)
{

printf("Size of input data exceed MAXSIZE\n");
return;

]

nh = SizelZ;
nhl=nh+1;
if(Direction > 0)

{

i=0;
for( =0 ¡ q5 ;" e-3 ; j=j+2)

{

WorkingBuffer[i] = ç6 * Datafi] + C1 * Data[+l]
+ C2 * Data[j+2] + C3 * Data[+3];

'WorkingBuffer[i+nh] 
= C3 * Dataff] -C2 * Datafi+1]

+ Cl * Data[+2] - C0 x Data[+3];
i=i+1;

]
WorkingBuffer[i] = çgxputalSize-21 + C1 x DatalSize-1]

+ C2 * Data[0] + C3 * Data[1];
WorkingBuffer[i + nh] = C3 * Data[Size -2] - C2 * Data[Size -1]

+C1 * Data[0] - C0 * Datal1];

WorkingBuffer[0] = ç2 * Data[nh - 1] + Cl x Data[Size -1 ]
+ C0 x Data[O] + C3 * Datalnh1 -1];

WorkingBufferf1] = 63 x Data[nh - 1] - C0 * Data[Size -1]
+ Cl * Data[O] - C2 * Data[nhl - 1];

j=2;
for(i=0; i < nh- 1; i++)
t

Ì
else

{
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Vy'orkingBufferUl = C2 * Data[i] + C1 * Data[i + nh]
+ C0 * Data[i + 1] + C3 * Data[i + nhl];

V/orkingBufferff + 1] = C3 * Data[i] - C0 * Data[i + nh]
+ Cl * Data[i + 1] - C2 x Datafi + nhl ];

j=j+2;

for(i=0;i<Size;i++)
{

Data[i] = WorkingBufferlil ;
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Appprupffi Ð

SouncÐ CtÐE FtR @pu'rna,åL W,evÐr-ÐT Scax,am

Queruu'IZATTtN {JSxNG,&++ K-xanam,v

Makefile
# Makefile for examples running with A++ library

PROGRAM = Quanr

LIBS = -lA++ -lm
LIBDIRS = -U nl el10 I dq ui n I an/A++P + +.4. 1 .3 / A+ +

INCLUDEDIRS = -VnlelfO/dquinl anlA++P++.4. 1 . 3/A++

CC = /usr/lang/SC3.0. 1/bin/CC
#CFLAGS = -fast -c992 -O4
CFLAGS = -O -c992

SOLJRCES = quant.C main.C
OBJECTS = $(SOURCES :.C=.o)

.SUFFIXES:.C

.C.o:

$(CC) $(CFLAGS) $(INCLUDEDIRS) -c $< -o $@

$(PROGRAM): $(OBJECTS)
$(CC) $(CFLAGS) -o $@ $(LIBDIRS) $(LIBS) $(OBJECTS)

clean:
/bin/rm -f $(OBIECTS)
/bin/rm -f $(PROGRAM)

Sot¡nce File n

/**************************************************x****xx************/
llmain.C
ll A programto quantize the wavelet subbands
l/ Armein Lnngi @ 1995

Acknowledgement:
This program is based on the code written by
By Armein Langi, Los Alamos National Lab.
Created : July 14, 1995
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Last modified: August I, 1995

Copyright (c) 1995 University of California

#include <A++.h>
#include <iostream.h>
#include "quant.h"

int Getlnput(char *file,float *In, qtree tree) {

ifstream instream(file) ;

if(linstream) {

celr << "Error I File " << file << " cannot be opened\n";

return 1;

]

instream.read((char *) In,tree.MaxDimX*tree.MaxDimY * sizeof(float));

instream.close0;
return 0;

)

int PrintUsage(int argc, char *a¡gv[]) 
{

cout << "usage: " << argv[0];

cout << " R Gamma datafìle nodefile indexfile quantizedfile\n\n";

cout << "\tR: prescribed bit rate\n";

cout << "\tGamma: the loading factor\n";

cout << "\tdatafile: data input file (must be in floating format)\n";

cout << "\tnodefile: terminal node input file (must be a text file)\n";

cout << "\tindexfile: index output file\n";
cout << "\tquantizedfile: quantized data output file\n";

return 0;

]
int main(int argc, char *argu[]) {

ll the arguments:
ll argv(J ): R (Prescribed bit rate)

// argv(2): Gamm.a (the loading factor)
ll argv(3): data input file (nxust be infloating format)
ll argv(4): terminal node input file (must be in text format)
// argv(S): index outPut file
ll argv(6): quantizeddataoutputfile

float *Input; ll To hold the image array

float R; // The prescribed overall bit rate

float Gamma; ll The loadingfactor
int *P; // The index arraY

if(argc != 7) {
PrintUsage(argc, arg v) ;

exit(-1);

]

cout << "Starting " << argv[O] << " ...\n";

cout.flush0;
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R = atof(a¡gv[1]);
Gamma = atof(argv[2]);

ll Prepare the tree
qtree tree(argvl{l); /lSet up the subband tree table

. // Prepare the input wavelet data
Input = new float[tree.MaxDimX * nee.MaxDimY];
Getlnput(argv [3],Input,tre e); I I Re a"d the w av e le t im.a g e

fl oatArray Sigin(Input, tree.MaxDimX, tree.MaxDimY ); I / M ake an ar ray

ll Create the quantizer
tree.CalculateVari ances(&Sigin) ;

tree.MeasureBinWidth(R, Gamma) ;

// Now, quantize the wavelet data and save the index into afile
hee.GetQIndex(&Sigin,P) ;

// Save the quantized wavelet data into another file
tree.SaveArray(&Sigin,argv [6] );

cout << "Program terminated normally\n";
return 0;

)

Fleader File tr

7x'l x * x x* x x* * x* * * * * * * ** * * ** * * r. +:* * * * * * ** * * * *** * t* * * ** * x x x/

/* quant.h

#if !defi ned(h_quant-h)
#define h-quant-h
#include <strstream.h>
#include "tree.h"

#define MAXBUF 1024

extern char LineBuffer[MAXBUF] ;

int QuantizeEncoding(tree 
*ptr, float R);

int QuanúzeDecoding(free 
*pn);

int SaveTreeArray(tree *ptr, char *file);

int ReadTreeAnay(tree xptr, char *file);

int SaveTreeChar(tree *pu,char *file);

int MeasureBinWidth(tree xptr,float R, float Gamma):

int GetQlndex(tree +ptr); ll Encode data

int Sea¡chlineagelnfo(tree xpu,int k,int *startx,int *starty,int *level) 
;
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int SetTreeArrayValues(tree *ptr,{loat value) ;

#endif

Sounce File 2

/***x********************************************x*****************+*****
quant.C By Armein Langi.

Acknowledgement:
This program is based on the code written by

By Armein Langi, Los Alamos National Lab.

Created : July 14,1995
Last modified: August 1, 1995

. Copyright (c) 1995 University of California

The main functions:

QuantizeEncoding:
A program to quantize the wavelet coefficients into integers

indexing the bins upon which the coefficients lie

QuantizeDecoding:
A program to inverse the QuantizeEncoding. The bin index

is used to obtain wavelet coefficients are obtained as the
****ii****+********r(***************************************t t(******X***+*X/

#include <A++.h>
#include <iostream.h>
#include "quant.h"

#define MAXBUF 1024

char LineBuffer[MAXBUFI; /l Multipurpose buffer, to hold datafrom afile

#define GAMMA 2.5 ll GAMMA is a loadingfactor
#defirne ZKFACT 1 // ZKFACT is the zero bin (Zk) factor
#define C 0.5 ll Reconstructed parameter

/**x***************************************************************
ini QuantizeEncoding(tree xptr, float R)

A program to measure the best bin-widths for subbands

for a prescribed bit-rate, and use the bindwidth to

quantize the wavelet coefFlcients into integers

indexing the bins upon which the coefficients lie

INPUT:
Eee *ptr a pointer to a tree containing floatArrays of the

terminal subbands

float R the prescribed bit rate for scalar quantization

OUTPUT:
tree *ptr - the quantization bin-width for the terminal
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subbands

- the wavelet coefficients in the terminal subbands

are replaced by integer values (in float form)
corresponding to the bin position in a quantization

. scheme.

RETURN:
(int) 0 if oK

******************r(************'k**+**************)k*****************/

int QuantizeEncoding(tree xptr, float R)

{
int RetVal =0;

// Create the quantizer, i.e., get the best Qfor the prescribed
// bit rate
RetVal = MeasureBinWidth(ptr, R, GAMMA);

ll Now, quantize the wavelet data and save the index into the same

ll pløce

RetVal = GetQlndex(ptr);

return RetVal;

];

/**+********X***1.***************************r:*******x****)k*********
int MeasureBinWidth(tree *ptr,float R, float Gamma)

. A function to calculate the best bin with for
the prescribed bit rate

INPUT:
tree *ptr a pointer to a tree containing floatArrays of the

terminal subbands

float R the prescribed bit rate for scalar quantization
float Gamma the loading factor, which is a number to be selected

if we believe that largest magnitude of the coefficients
would not exceed Gamma * variance

OUTPUT:
tree *ptr - the quantization bin-width for the terminal

subbands, stored in the parameter Q in each

terminal node.

RETURN:
(inÐ 0 if OK

*****************************************t*****x**********+*x*x****/
int MeasureBinWidth(tree *ptr,float R, float Gamma)

{

int Count, CountOld; ll Total non zero bit rate subband
int k,xK; // K holds the non-zero bit rate subbands
fl oat S,P,Qtop, rtotal=0;
int size;

fÌoatArray *A;
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int *level; ll Decomposition level of each subband
int *startx; // The offsets, needed only if you want to
int *starty; // save to the usual wavelet image

float *mu; ll Mean value of each subband
float *alpha; /l subjective weight for distortion measure

// of each subband
float *m; // decimationfactorfor each subband
float xsigma; ll sqrt ofvariance of each subband
float xr; ll bit allocation of each subband

level = new int lptr->teimnodes];
startx = new int [ptr->termnodes];
startY = new int [Ptr->termnodes];

mu = new float [ptr->termnodes];
alpha = new float [ptr->termnodes];
m = new float lptr->termnodes];
sigma = new float [ptr->termnodes];
r = ne\ry float [ptr->termnodes];

for(k =0 ; k < ptr->termnodes; k++) {
Searchl-ineagelnfo(ptr,k,&(srarrxlkl ),&(starty[k] ),&(level [k])) ;

ll Set that each subband has equal contribution to
// the quantization distortion
alpha[k] = l;
ll m is the decimation ratio
mlkl = pow(4,level[k]);

]

for(k =0 ; k < ptr->termnodes; k++) {

A = ptr->temlist[k]->sub;

// ittitialize the means and variances
sigma[k] = Q;

mu[k] = Q;

ll start calculating

size - ptr->termlist[k]->width * ptr->termlist[k]->height;

ll Mean
mu[k] = sum( *A )/size;

ll Variance square
sigma[k] = sum((*A) * (*A) ) / size -mu[k]*mu[k];

// Take the actual variance
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sigma[k] = sqrt(sigma[k]);
cout << k << "\t" << mu[k] <<"\t" << sigma[k] << endl;

)
cout << "Va¡iance have been calculated" << endl;

ll First, assume that all subbands are included
Count = ptr->termnodes;
K = new intlptr->termnodes];
for(k = 0; k < pn->termnodes; k++) {

K[k] = ¡'
Ì

// Now, start iteration in Eq.(10)
do{

S=0;
P = 1; // The big PHI term
CountOld = Count;
for(k = 0; k < Count; k++) {

S += i/m[K[k]l; // Calculate the spectrumfractiott
p x= pow(alpha[K[k] I * sigma[K[k]1, t/m[Klk]l) ;

]
Qtop = Gamma * pow(2,1-(R/S)) * pow(P,1/S);
Count = 0;

for(k=0; k < ptr->termnodes; k++) i
. ptr->tennlist[k]->Q = Qtop / alpha[k]; // Bin width

if (ptr->termlist[k]->Q < 2*Gamma*sigma[k]) {
K[Count++] =k; // Non-zero subband

)

)

// cout << "Løop, CountOld: " << CountOld << ", Count: ";
// cout << Count << endl;

) while(Count != CountOld);

// Test the bit allocatiotl
rtotal = 0;
for(k = 0; k < ptr->termnodes; k++) i

r[k] = lsg12xGamma*sigma[k]/ptr->termlist[k]->Q)nog(2);
if(rlkl < 0) r[k] = Q;

// cout << k << "r[k]: " << r[k];
ll cout << "" << ptr->termlist[k]->Q ;
// cout <<endl;

rtotal += r[k] / m[k] ;

)
cout << "Bin-widths have been measured, Total r[k]: " << rtotal << endl;

delete level;
delete startx;
delete starty;

delete mu;
delete alpha;
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delete m;
delete sigma;
delete r;
delete K;
refurn 0;

Ì

/***************************************************t**t***************
int GetQlndex(free *ptr)

This function replaces the wavelet coefficients
with integers corresponding to the quantization
bin containing the coefhcients

INPUT:
Íee +pû a pointer to a üee containing floatArrays of the

terminal subband coefficients, AND containing Q
(quantization bin with for each subband)

OUTPUT:
tree *ptr the same pointer to a tree containing floatArrays of

the integer quantization index ofthe
terminal subband coefficients. The coefñcients
are replaced with the index.

RETURN:
(int) 0 if OK

****tx*********************x*,k*************************t<**>F***X*******/

int GetQlndex(tree *ptr)

{

int k;

int ij,n,p;
fToat Zk2,temp, q,mi ni m um, maxi mum, tmi n ;

float *a;

floatAnay *A;

for(k =0 ; k < ptr->termnodes; k++) {

q = l/ptr->termlist[k]->Q;
Zk2 = Zl(F ACT x ptr->terml istlk] ->Q/2;
temp = zkZ*q:

// start converting

A = ptr-)terrnlist[k]->sub;
ll maximum = max(*A);
ll minimum = min(xA);
// tmin = (q * (minimum) + temp );
ll cout << "k: " << k;
// cout << "Min: " << minimum << "Max: " << maximum << endl;
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where(*A >Zk2) {

, *A = 1.0 + floor(qx (*A) - temp);

) elsewhere (*A >= -nq {
*A=0;

) elsewhere (*A<-Zk2) {
xA = floor(9 * (*A) + temp) -1.0;

// xA = ceil(Q * (*A) + temp) - 1.0;

)
// maximum = max(*A);
// minintum = min(*A);

// cout << "Min: " << minimum << "Max: " << maximum <<enà\,.
ll cout << "Tmin: " << tmin << endl;

]
cout << "Wavelet image has been quantized with ZW2: " <<Zk2 << endl;

return 0;

Ì

/**x**t*******rk**{<**>k>i<****<***************************************,k******

int QuantizeDecoding(tree *ptr)

This program replaces the integers (bin index)
in the subbands floatArray with wavelet coefficients
which a¡e the mid values of the bins indexed by
the integers.

INPUT:
tree *ptr a pointer to a tree containing floatArrays of the

terminal subband index integers, AND containing Q
(quantization bin with for each subband)

OUTPUT:
tree xptr the same pointer to a tree containing floatArrays of

the wavelet coefficients of the
terminal subband coeffi cients. The coefficients
replaces the index integers.

RETURN:
(int) 0 if OK

**********+***1.**********************************************r*********rÊ/

int QuantizeDecoding(tree *ptr) 
{

int k;

floatZk2,temp,q;

floatArray *A;

for(k =0 ; k < pt->termnodes; k++) {

q = 1/ptr->termlistlkl->Q;
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Zk2 = ZKF ACT * prr->rermlist[k] ->Q/2;
temp = Zk2*q;

/l start converting
{ = ptr->tennlist[k]->sub; // get the terminal subbands floatArray
where(*A > 0) {

* A = Zk2 + (*A - C)*(ptr->termlist[k]->Q);
] elsewhere (*A == 0.0) {

*A=0;
) elsewhere (*A < 0) {

*A - (*A + C)*(ptr->termlist[k]->Q)-Zk2;
]

)

cout << "Wavelet image has been decoded from q. index with ZW2: " <<Zkz << endl;
return 0;

);

/*****X+t****>F********+****{:********************rr***********************
int SaveTreeArray(tree *ptr,char *fi le)

This program takes the terminal subband data from the
their floatArrays, and save them into a file in
a packed form.

INPUT:
tree tptr a pointer to a tree containing floatArrays of the

terminal subbands

char *file a charater stream containing the name of the file
to keep the output data

OUTPUT:
The program opens a file, write the output data

' in a floating point form, and close the file.

RETURN:
(int) 0 if OK

****************************>F******************x**********************x*/

int SaveTreeArray(tree *ptr,char *fi le) {
float *a ,max,min;
int ij,k,n;
int sta¡tx, starty, Ievel, size;
floatArray *A;

ll First, regroup the arrays
a = new float lptr->root->width * þtr->root->height)];
max = 0;

min = 0;

for(k =0 ; k < ptr->termnodes; k++) {

S earchlineagelnfo(ptr,k,&startx,&starty,&level) ;
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{ = ptr->termlist[k]->sub;

// start converting
for(i = 0; i < ptr->termlist[k]->height; i++) {

for(j - 0;j < ptr->termlist[k]->width;j++) {
n = startx + i + (starry +j) x (int) (pn->root->height);
a[n] = (*A)(ij);
if(max < a[n]) max - a[n];
if(min > alnl) min = a[n];

ì

)

)

ll then, save it

ofstream astream(fi le) ;

5i2s = ptr-)rooç>width * ptr->root->height;
astream.write((char *) a, size * sizeof(float));
astream.close0;

cout << "Wavelet image has been saved into: " << file << endl;
cout << "max: " << max << "\tmin: " << min << endl:
delete a;

refurn 0;

)

/X,F******,F********'k****x************,F****+*************,F****************
int ReadTreeArray(tree *ptr,char *fìle)

This program reads terminal subband data from a file in
a packed form and places them in their floatArray locations.

INPUT:
tree *ptr a pointer to a tree containing floatArrays of the

terminal subbands

char *file a charater stream containing the name of the file
to keep the output data

OUTPUT:
tree *ptr the same pointer to a tree containing floatArrays of the

terminal subbands, where that floatArrays have been

. updated with new data from the file

RETURN:
(int) 0 if OK

***)k************x***********x***'k***x**************************,t****t**,f/

int ReadTreeArray(úee xptr,char xfile){
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float *a,max,min;

int ij,k,n;
int startx, starty, level, size;
floatArray *A;

ll First, regroup the arrays
a = new floât [ptr->root->width * þrr->roor->height)];
// then, save it

ifstream astream(fi le);
size - ptr->root->width x ptr->root->height;
ástream.read((char *) a, size * sizeof(float));
astream.close0;

max = 0;

min = 0;
for(k =0 ; k < ptr->termnodes; k++) {

Searchl-i neagelnfo(ptr,k, &startx,&starty,&level ) ;

A - ptr->termlist[k]->sub;

// start converting
for(i = 0; i < ptr->termlistfk]->height; i++) {

for( = 0;j < ptr->termlist[k]->width;j++) {
n = starrx + i + (starty +i) * (int) (ptr->root->heighÐ;
(*AXii) = alnl;
if(max < a[n]) max = a[n];
if(min > a[n]) min = alnl;

i

]

)

cout << "Wavelet image has been read from: " << file << endl;
cout << "max: " << max << "\tmin: " << min << endl;
delete a;

return 0;

]

/*****t*X*X**'k**********************,ß***********************************
int SaveTreeChar(tree *ptr,char *file)

This program takes the terminal subband data from the
their floatA¡rays, and save them into a file in
a packed form. The difference between this program

and SaveTreeArray is that the output data are in
char format (thus unsuitable for large valued data)

INPUT:
tee *ptr a pointer to a tree containing floatArrays of the

terminal subbands
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char *file a charater stream containing the name of the frile
to keep the output data

OUTPUT:
The program opens a file, write the output data
in a char form (8-bit integer), and close the file.

RETURN:

:t::1..-.-::::----..***x*+r*********************,r************+******>k*/

int SaveTreeChar(tree *ptr,char *file) 
{

char *a ,dat ;

int max,min;
int ij,k,n;
int sta¡tx, stany, level, size;
floatArray *A;

ll First, regroup the arrays
á = D€w char [ptr->root->width * (ptr->root->height)];
max = 0;

min = 0;

for(k =0 ; k < ptr->termnodes; k++) {

Searchl-ineagelnfo(ptr, k,&stafi x, &starty,&level) ;

A = ptr->termlist[k]->sub;

// start converting
for(i = 0; i < ptr->termlist[k]->heighr; i++) {

for(i=0; j < ptr->termlist[k]->width;j++) {
¿¿¡ = (char) (*AXij);
n = startx + i + (starry + j) * (int) (ptr->roor>height);
a[n] = d¿1 '

if(max <dat) max = dat;
if(min > dat) min = dat;

]

)

]

ll then, save it

ofstream astream(fìle);
siTe = ptr-)root->width * ptr->root->height;
asûeam.write((char *) a, size * sizeof(char));
asream.close0;

cout << "Wavelet image has been saved into: " <( file << endl;
cout << "max; " << max << "\tmin: " << rnin << endl;
delete a;
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refurn 0;

Ì

/t<*******x****t***********>k************x*+************+*>F************x*t<
int Sea¡chlineagelnfo(tree xptr,int k,int xstartx,int * starty,int tlevel)

This program exfacts several subband variables
from an input tree for a given subband. A subband
is selected by k. The variables a¡e the offsets

. ofthe k-th subband (starty and starrx) as ifthe
subband is in a packed form. Another variable is
level, which tells the decomposition leveì (or
the cascade level) of that k-th subband.

INPUT:
tree *ptr a pointer to a tree containing floatArrays of the

terminal subbands as well as the list of the
decomposition sequence that makes the tree

int k this integer is an index to a selected terminal subband.

int *startx a pointer of an integer where the program must store
the x offset ofthe selected subband ifit were to
be in a packed form

int *starty a pointer of an integer where the program must store
the y offset of the selected subband if it were to
be in a packed form

int *level a pointer of an integer where the program must store
the composition level of the selected subband

OUTPUT:' 
The program writes the startx, starty, and level
variables to
the memory locations pointed by startx, starty, and
level, respectively.

RETURN:
(int) 0 if OK

'ß******t(*****+****************************+****t**{(***t***t**t<****t*x**x/

int Sea¡chlineagelnfo(tree xptr, int k,int *startx, int *starty,int *level)

{
int dimx,dimy;

*level = 0;
*startx = 0;
xstarty = Q;

dimx = (inÉ) pti->roor>width;
dimy = (int ) ptr->root->height;

ptr->termlist[k]->lineage.listptr= ptr->termlistIk]->lineage.first->next;
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while( ptr->termlistIk]->lineage.listptr) {
(*level) ++;
dimx = dimxl2;
dimY = dimY/2;

switch(ptr->termlist[k] ->lineage. listptr->n umber) {

c¿se 0:

break;
case 1:

*starty += dimy;
break;

case 2:
*sta¡tx += dimx'
break;

case 3:
*startx += dimx;
*starty += dimy;
break;

)

// cout << ptr->termlistIk]->lineage.listptr->number;
ptr->termlistIk]->lineage.listptr = ptr->termlistIk]->lineage.listptr->next;

' 
)//end while

return 0;

ì

/****X***,k*********************************************+*************t(**
int SetTreeArrayVal ues(tree *ptr, float value)

This program set the values of the terminal subband
data in their floatArrays to the same values as

the float value.

INPUT:
tree *ptr a pointer to a tree containing floatArrays of the

terminal subbands

float value the value to be copied into all subband float arrays

OUTPUT:
tree *ptr the same pointer to a tree containing floatArrays of the

terminal subbands that have been set to value

RETURN:
(int) 0 if OK

***x****x***********************************x**r<*********************xx*/

int SetTreeA¡rayValues(Fee *ptr,fl oat value) {

ini ij,k,n;
floatArray *A;
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ll First, regroup the arrays
cout << "Wavelet image is being cleared\n";
for(k =0 ; k < pf->termnodes; k++) {

A - ptr->termlist[k]->sub;

ll start converting
*A = value;

ì

cout << "Wavelet image has been clea¡ed" << endl;
return 0;
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,&ppprupffi Ð

Soq;mcp Copp FtR ãnsacp ÐprooxsrruG ANÐ

CongpnpssäoN UsING PnamtcrntN

MaX<efitre

# Makefile
# *Translator Definitions*

fÇ = gcc -O3
CLINK - gcc
# *Implicit Rules*
.c.o: ; $(CC) -c $*.c

DECO-dep = \
decompre.o \
ddpcm.o \
ac.o \
files.o

COMP-dep = \
compress.o \
cdpcm.o \
ac.o \
files.o

# *Explicit Rules*

# *Individual File Dependencies*
d: $(DECO_dep)

$(CLINK) -o deco $@ECO_dep) -lm

c:$(COMP_dep)

. $(CLINK) -o comp $(COMp_dep) -lm

Source File L

/********+x**'k********************+***)k**********************{<***/
/x compress.c

#include <stdio.h>
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#include "compress.h"

#include "files.h"
#include "ac.h"

#include "dpcm.h"

IMAGE Image;
CODE Code;

int. main(int argc, charx argv[]) {
int i;

/* Check the arguments */
if(argc != 3) {

pnntf(" Vod Usage:\n\t7os imagefi le ouputhle\n ",argc,argv I I ] );
exi(- 1);

)

/* Open the input file */
if(Openlmagelnput(argv[1], &Image) != 0) {

printf( "Error openin g i nputfi le : 7os\n ",argv I I ] ) ;

exit(- I );

]
pri ntf("Size: H:Vod\tY :Vod\tmax: %d\n ",Image.h,Image.v,Image.max);

/* Transfer the header information */
Code.h = Image.h;
Code.v = Image.v;
Code.max = Image.max;

/* Open the output file x/
' if(OpenCodeOutput(argv[2],&Code) != Q) 1

printf(' lError openin g outputfi le: %s\n ",argv [2] ) ;

exit(- I );

]
/* Initialize the compressor */
InitAC(&Code);
/* Now do it line-by-line x/

for(i=0; i < Image.v; i++) {
ReadOnelmageline(&Image) ;

hedictOnel-ine(&Image) ;

ACCOnel-i ne(&Image, &Code) ;

ACCOnel-ineT(&Image,&Code) ;

ì
FlushEncoder(&Code);

printf("Compression is done\n ");
FreelmageBuffers(&Image) ;

FreeCodeB uffers(&Code) ;
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fclose(Image.file);
fclose(Code.file);
return 0;

Ì

So¿¡nce File 2

/**x*xx***************,F**********)k*******rk**************xx****xx*****/
/* ac.c

Acknowldegement: the code is based on the a¡ithmetic coding code by
L. Wall, K. Ferens, and Vy'. Kinsner, 1992

#include <stdio.h>
#include "ac.h"

/+ fake compression */
int ACCOneLine(IMAGE *Image, CODE *Code){

int i;
for(i=O; i < Image->h; i++) i

(Code->data)[i] = (Image->codest)[i];

Ì
Code->hb = Code->h;
SaveOneCodel-ine(Code) ;

return 0;

)

int ACDOnel-ine(CODE *Code,IMAGE *Image){

int i;
ReadOn eCodel-ine(Code) ;

for(i=O; i < Image->h; i++) {
(Image->codesr)[i] = (Code->dara)[i];

)

Code->hb = Code->h:
return 0;

Ì

/* True compression */
int ACCOneLineT(MAGE *Image, CODE *Code){

int i,x;
. x=0;

for(i=O; i < Code->h; i++) {
¡ = (Image->codest) [i] ;

EncodeSymbol(Code,x) ;

UpdateStats(Code,x);

]
return 0;

Ì

int ACDOnel-ineT(CODE xCode,IMAGE xlmage){

int i,r;
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for(i=O; icCode->h; i++) {
r = decode_smb(Code);
UpdateSuts(Code,r);
(Image->codest)[i] = ¡;

Ì
return 0;

)
int decode_smb(CODE *Code)

{

unsigned long int range;
int v_cum,

ndx,
smb;

range = ( Code->high - Code->low ) + 1;

v_cum=(int)((((Code->value-Code->low)+1)*Code->cum[MAXINDEX]-t)/range);

for( ndx = MA)CNDEX; Code->cum[ndx]>v_cum; ndx-- );

Code->high=Code->low+(range*Code->cum[ndx+1])/Code->cum[MAXINDEX]-1;
Code->low += ( range * Code->cum[ndx] ) / Code->cum[MAXINDEX];

while( ( Code->high < HALF ) ll ( Code->low >= HALF ) )
{

if( Code->low >= HALF )
{

Code->value -= HALF;
Code->low -= HALF;
Code->high -= HALF;

)

Code->low <<= 1;

Code->high = ( Code->high << 1 ) + 1;

Code->value = ( Code->value << I ) + get_bi(Code);
]
while( (Code-¡1eyy¡=QTR) && (Code->high<THREE_QTR) )
{

Code->value -= QTR;
Code->value = ( Code->value << 1 ) + ger_bi(Code);
Code_>low _= eTR;
Code->low <<= 1;

Code->high -= QTR;
Code->high = ( Code->high << 1 ) + 1;

Ì

smb = Code->symblIndx] ;

return smb;

)

int get_bit(CODE *Code){

int bit;
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if( Code->buff_count <= 0 )
{

if( lfeof( Code->file ) )
{

Code->buffer - gerc( Code->file );
Code->buff_count = 8;

Code->buffer = 0;
Code->garbage_count++ ;

if( Code->garbage_count > ( NM_Code_Bits - 2 ) )
{

puts( "Bad Source Bit File." );
exi(-1);

Ì

]
else

{

)

bir = ( Code->buffer & 0x80 ) >> 7;' Code->buffer <<= 1;

Code->buff_count--;
return bit;

)

int IniICD(CODE *Code) 
{

int i;
InirSrars(Code);
Code->buffer = 0;
Code->buff_count = 0;
Code->garbage_count = 0;

void put_bit(CoDE *Code, int bir ) {
Code->buffe¡ = ( Code->buffer << 1 ) I bit;
Code->buff_count++;
if( Code->buff_count == 8 ) {

putc( Code->buffer, Code->file );
Code->buffer = 0;

Code->buff-count = 0;

Ì
Ì

void bit_plus_follow( CODE *Code,int bit ){

Code->value = 0;
for( i=0;i<NM_Code_Bits; i++ )

Code->value = 2 * Code->value + get_bi(Code);

Code->low=0;
Code->high=TOP;
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put_bi( Code,bit );
while( Code->follow_bits>O )

{
put_bi(Code, !bit );
Code->follow_bits--;

)

]

int EncodeSymbol(CODE *Code,int x) {

int ndx;
unsigned long int range;

ndx = Code->index[x];

râDge = ( Code->high - Code->low ) + 1;

Code->high=Code->low+(rangexCode->cumlndx+1])/Code->cumIMAXINDEX]-l;
Code->low +- ( range * Code->cum[ndx] ) / Code->cumMAXINDEXI;

while( ( Code->high < HALF ) ll ( Code->low >= HALF ) ){
if( Code->high < HALF )

b it_pl u s_fol I o w (Code, 0) ;

else

{

bit_plus_follow(Code, 1 ) ;

Code->low -= HALF;
Code->high -= HALF;

)
Code->low <<= 1;

Code->high = ( Code->high << 1 ) + l;
Ì

. while( (Code->1ow>=QTR) && (Code->high<THREE_QTR) ){
Code->follow_bits++;
Code_>low _= eTR;
Code->low <<= l;
Code->high -= QTR;
Code->high = ( Code->high << I ) + 1;

]

Ì

int UpdateStats(CoDE *Code,int smb){
int ndx_I,

ndx-2;

ndx_1 = Code->index[smb];

if( Code->cum[MAXINDEX] >= MAXCUM )
for( ndx_2=0; ndx_2<MA)ilNDEX; ndx_2++ )
{

Code->prb[ndx_2] = ( Code->prb[ndx_2] >> I ) + l;
Code->cum[ndx-2+1] = Code->cum[ndx-2] + Code->prb[ndx_2] ;

)

' for( ndx_2=ndx_l; Code->prb[ndx_2] == Code->prb[ndx_2+1]; ndx_2++ );
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if( ndx_2>ndx_1 )
{

Code->index[smb] = ndx_Z;
Code->indexICode->symbl[ndx_2]l = ndx_1 ;

Code->symbl[ndx_1] = Code->symblIndx_2] ;

Code->symbl[ndx_2] = smb;

)

Code->prbIn dx_2]+=2;
for( ndx_1=(ndx_2+1); ndx_1<=MAXINDEX; ndx_1++ )

Code->cumIndx_1]+=2;

]

int FlushEncoder(CODE *Code) 
{

Code->follow_bits++;
if( Code->low<QTR ) {' 

bit_plus_follow(Code,0);

i else {

bit_plus_follow(Code, I ) ;

]
Code->buffer <<= ( 8 - Code->buff_count );
putc( Code->buffer, Code->file );

]

void lnitStats(CoDE *Code) 
{

int c;

for( c=0;c<MAXINDEX; c++ ) {
Code->index[c] = c;

Code->symbl[c] = ç'

)

Code->cum[0] = 0;

Code->prb[MAXINDEX] = Q;

for( c=0;c<MAXINDEX; c++ ) {
Code->prb[c] = 1;

Code->cum[c] = c;

Ì
Code->cum[MAXINDEX] = ç;

l

int IniIAC(CODE *Code) 
{

InirSrats(Code);

Code->low = 0;
Code->high = TOP;
Code->follow_bits = 0;

Code->buffer = 0;
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Code->buff_count = 0;

)

So¡lrce File 3

/***t*****x*t>È**>*)k***************å<**)k******+***********+t(******x'ß/
/* cdpcm.c

* $Log$

* Copyright (C) 1995, Armein Langi. University of Manitoba, and TR Labs, Winnipeg. All rights reserve
d.

/* >>>>>>>>

>>>> Library Routine for kdpcm

>>>> Private:

>>>> Static:
>>>> Public:
>>>> cdpcm

/* -library_includes */
#include "dpcm.h"
/* -library_includes_end */

/x*x*************************x*******x*****r<**************xx*****
*
* Routine Name: cdpcm - *

* Purpose: This should be a complete description that anyone* could understand; it should have acceptable grammar
* and correct spelling.
)k

* Input: argumentl - explanation
* argument2 - explanation
* argument3 - explanation

* Output: argument4 - explanation
+ arguments - explanation

* Returns: TRTIE (1) on success, FALSE (0) otherwise
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* Restrictions: Restrictions on data or input as applicable
* Written By:
* Date: Jan 30, 1995
* Verified:
* Side Effects:

i #-"fii:iÏiTì'* * * * * * * * *,F * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * + * * * * * * * * * * * + * * * * * * * * * * * * x/

/* library-def */
int PredictOnel-ine@4AGE *Im)

/* Jibrary_def_end */

/* -library_code */

{

intj, Int1, lnt2;

fprintf(stdout,"a7'. Voll, a2: Volf , a3: Voliln",
a[0], a[1], a[2]);

*/'

for(i = 0;j < Im->h ;j++ ) {

(Im->ftilde)[] = 0.0;

]

Im->temP = Im->oftilde;
Im->oftilde = lm->ftilde;
Im->ftilde = Im->tempi

for(j = 0; j < Im->h ;j++) {

iffi == 6¡ 1

Intl = Al * (Im->oftildeX0l;

) else {

1¡¡1 = (40 * (Im->ftilde)U-11) +
(Al x (Im->oftilde)Ul) +
(42 * (Im->oftilde)Lj-1 l);

]
if(Intl > 255)lntl =255;
if(Intl < 0) Intl = 0;
(Im->fhat)[] = Intl;

1n¡1 = 1lm_>Ð[il;
(Im->e)Ul =Intl - (Im->fhat)Ul;

pn ntf (" Vo d Vo d Vo d\n",(Tm- >Ð U l, (Im - >ftr at[j l, (Im - >e ) U I ) ;*l
/x

(Im->eq) [] = ScalarQuantize(qtype,Qm->e)Lil);
*l

/* Quantize EC1, better compression*/
Intl = abs((Im_>e)[]);

tr-Y
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Intl=(Intl+1)/3;
(Im->eq)[]=Intl * 3;
Int2 = sign((Im->e)Ul);
(Im->eq)[] = (Im->eq)[j] * Int2:
/x end quantization *l

(Im->codest) Ul = EqCoding(qtype,(Im->e9)Ul );

/* Encode ECl */
1¡11=(Intl*Int2)+85;
(Im->codest)Lil = Intl ;

/* End Encode */

(Im->ftilde)[] = (Im->ftrat)[] + (Im->eq)[] ;

printf(" 7od\n ",(Im->codest)[j] ) ;

return TRUE;

Ì

double ScalarQuantize(int qtype, double Original) {
double RetVal;
int IntVal;

. switch(qtype) {

case QTYPE_INT :

IntVal = (int) Original;
RetVal = (double) IntVal;
break;

case QTYPE_ECI :

IntVal = (int) fabs (Original);
IntVal=(ntVal+1)/3;
IntVal =IntValx3;
IntVal = IntVal * (int) sign(Originai);
RetVal = (double) IntVal;
break;

case QTYPE_EC2:
IntVal = (int) fabs (Original);
IntVal = IntYal /2;
IntVal =IntVal*2;
IntVal = IntVal * (int) sign(Original);
RetVal = (double) IntVal;
break;

case QTYPE_NON:
default :

RetVal = Original;
break;']

return RetVal;
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]

double EqCoding(int qtype, double Original) {

double RetVal;
int IntVal;

switch(qtype) {
case QTYPE_INT :

IntVal = 255 + (int) Original;
RetVal = (double) IntVal;
break;

case QTYPE_ECI :

IntVal = (int) fabs (Originat);
IntVal = QntVal + 1) /3;
IntVal = IntVal * (int) sign(Original);
RetVal = (double) IntVal + 85;
break;

ase QTYPÈ-E!1,', 
fabs (originar);

.IntVal =IntYal/2;
IntVal = IntVal * (int) sign(Original);
RetVal = (double) IntVal + 127;
break;

case QTYPE_NON :

default :

RetVal = Original;
break;

)
return RetVal;

]
/* -library_code_end */

Sounce File 4

/*x*t:x******************************************+********x******/
/* ddpcm.c

* $Log$

l*
* Copyright (C) 1995, Armein Langi. University of Manitoba, and TR Labs,lVinnipeg. All rights reserve

d.
*/

/* >>>>>>>>

>>>> Library Routine for kdpcm

>>>> Private:
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>>>> Static:
>>>> Public:
>>>> cdpcm

/* -library_includes */
#include "dpcm.h"
/* library_includes_end */

/* -Global Data*l

int ecl[256];/* Quantization Table */

/* -End Global Data*/
/*(**X****+:****,F************{:*************************************

* Routine Name: cdpcm - *

* Purpose: This should be a complete description that anyone
* Çould understand; it should have acceptable grammar

i 
und correct spelling.

* Input: argumentl - explanation
x algument2 - explanation

i 
argument3 - explanation

* Output: argument4 - explanation

i 
*guments - explanation

* Refurns: TRUE (1) on success, FALSE (0) otherwise

x Restrictions: Restrictions on data or input as applicable
x Written By:
* Date: Jan 30, 1995
* Verified:
* Side Effects:

i.Y:flî:li:Tl'*********x******å:*******+**+*,k*****,k**>k*****x**x**r/
/* -library_def */
int ConstructOneline(IMAGE *Im)

/x -library_def_end */

/* Jibrary_code x/

{

intj, Intl, Int2;

Im->temp = Im->oftilde;
Im->oftilde = Im->ftilde;
Im->ftilde = Im-)tempi
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for(i=O;j<l;j++){
/* Decode ECI */
1¡¡1 = (int) (Im->codest)[j];
Intl=Intl-85;
Int2 = sign(Intl );
Intl = abs(Intl);
/* End Decode */

/* UnQuantize EC1, better compression*/
(Im->eq)[j]=Intl *3;
(Im->eq)[] = (Im->eq)[] + Int2;
/* end Unquantization */

Intl = A1 * (Im->oftilde)[0];

if(Intl > 255)Infl =255;
if(Intl < 0) Intl = 0;

(Im->fhat)[] = Intl;

Intl - (Im->fhaÐLil + Gm->eq)[i];
(Im->ftilde)[] = Intl;

printf(" 7od\n",(Im->codest)[]) ;

)

forfi = 1;j < Im->h ; j++) {

Intl = (int) (Im->codest)[];
Intl=Intl-85;
Int2 = sign(Int1);
Intl = abs(Intl);
(Im->eq)[]=Int1 *3;
(Im->eq)[] = (Im->eq)[] * Inr2;

(Im->eq)Ul = ec I [(Im->codest)û]l;

printf("%d\n ",(Im->eq)[] - ec 1 [(Im->codest) []l) ;

l¡¡t = (Im->ftitde)[j-l] +
(Im->oftilde)[] -
(Im->oftilde)[-1];

if(Intl > 255) Intl -- 255;
if(Intl < 0) Intl = 0;

(Im->ftat)[] = Intl;

(Im->ftilde)[j] = (Im->fhat)ûl + (lm->eq)ûl ;

(Im->ftilde)[j] = Intl ;

*/
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printf("7od\n ",(Im->codest)[] ) ;

)

return TRLJE;

ì

int InitECl Table(void) {
int i;

for(i=O;i < 171; i++) {
ecl[i] = 3 * (i - 85);

)

]
double ScalarQuantize(int qtype, double Original) {

double RetVal;
int IntVal;

switch(qtype) {
case QTYPE_INT :

IntVal = (int) Original;
RetVal = (double) IntVal;

ca," ar$;11c1 ,

IntVal = (int) fabs (Original);
IntVal = (IntVal + 1) l3;
IntVal=IntVal *3;
IntVal = IntVal * (int) sign(Original);
RetVal = (double) IntVal;
break;

case QTYPE_EC2:
IntVal = (int) fabs (Original);
IntVal = IntYal /2',
IntVal =IntVal x2;
InrVal = InrVal x (int) sign(Original);
RetVal = (double) IntVal;
break;

case QTYPE_NON:
default:

RetVal = Original;
break;

)

return RetVal;

]

double EqCoding(int qtype, double Original) {
double RetVal;
int IntVal;

switch(qtype) {

case QTYPE_INT;
IntVal = 255 + (int) Original;
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RetVal = (double) IntVal;
break;

case QTYPE_ECI :

IntVal = (int) fabs (Original);
IntVal=(IntVal +1)/3;
IntVal = IntVal * (int) sign(Original);
RetVal = (double) IntVal + 85;
break;

case QTYPE_EC2:
IntVal = (int) fabs (Original);
IntVal = IntYal /2;
IntVal = IntVal * (int) sign(Original);
RetVal = (double) IntVal + 127;

break;
case QTYPE-NON:
default:

RetVal = Original;
break;

)
return RetVal;

)
/* -library_code_end */

E{eader File I

/***rk**+****:+******,t****å:*d:tr*;ß***********+:*****>F*********************{</
/* decompre.h
*/

#include <stdio.h>
#include <time.h>
#include "compress.h"

#include "files.h"
#include "ac.h"

#include "dpcm.h"

IMAGE Image;
CODE Code;

int main(int argc, char* argvfl) {

time_t lt;
struct tm *started, *finished;

int i;

/* Check the arguments */
if(argc != 3) {

printf("Usage:\n\t%s codefi le ouputfi le\n",argv [0]);
exit(- 1 );

)

/* Open the input file */
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if(OpenCodelnput(argv[1], &Code) != 0) {
pri ntf("Error opening inputfi le: Zos\n ",argv I I ] ) ;

exit(-1);

i
printf("Size: H:Vod\tY :Vod\tmax: %d\n ",Code.h,Code.v,Code.max) ;

/* Transfer the header information */
Image.h = Code.h;
Image.v = Code.v;
Image.max = Code.max;
/* Open the output file */
if(OpenlmageOutput(argv[2],&Image) != 0) {

printf( "Error opening outputfìl e: 7os\n ",argv [2] ) ;

exi(-1);

)

i* Initial Decoder */

InitCD(&Code);

InitEClTable0;
/* Now do it line-by-line */
It = time(NULL);
started = localtime (&lt);
pri ntf(asctime(started)) ;

for(i=O; i < Image.v; i++) {

ACDOnel-ineT(&Code,&Im age) ;

ACDOnel-ine(&Code,&Image) ;

ConstructOnel-ine(&Image) ;

SaveOnelmagel-ine(&Image) ;

Ì
It = time( NULL);
fi nished = Iocaltime(&lt) ;

pri ntf(asctime(fi nished)) ;

pri ntf("Decompression is done\n") ;

FreelmageB uffers(&Image) ;

FreeCodeBuffers(&Code) ;

fclose(Image.file);
fclose(Code.file);
return 0;

)'

Source File 5

/**x*********>k***********,F*******X*****>F***********)k***********x*x**/
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/* files.c
*l

#include <stdio.h>
#include <string.h>
#include "files.h"
#define MAXCHAR 256
char LineBuffer[MAXCHAR] ;

int sign(int input) {

int Retval=0;
if(input > 0) {

Retval = 1;

)
if(input < 0) {

Retval = - l;
]
return Retval;

]

int Openlmagelnput(char *FileName, IMAGE *Image) 
{

int RetVal;
Image->fi le = fopen(FileName, "rb") ;

if(Image->hle == 0) {
pri ntf( "Error openi ng inputfi le : 7os\n ",FileName) ;

return (-1);

Ì
fgets(LineBuffer,MAXCHAR,Image->fi le) ;

if(strcmp(Li neB uffer, "P5\n " )) {
printf("Error: Format is not known\n");
return (-l);

] else {
printf(" %s",LineBuffer) ;

)
. do{

fgets(LineBuffer,MAXCHAR,Image->fi le) ;

printf (" Vo s",Li neB uffer) ;

] while(LineBuffer[0] --'#');
ss c anf(Li neB uff er," Vo d Vo d\n", &(Image->h), &(Im age->v) ) ;

fgets(LineB uffer,MAXCHAR,Image->fi le) ;

/* Allocate enough buffers x/

RetVal = AllocatelmageBuffers(Image);
if(RetVall=0){

printf("Enor: Not enough memory\n");
return (-1);

]
printf(" %s ",LineB uffer) ;

s s c anf(Lin eB uffer, " 7o d\n ", &(Image->m ax) ) ;

return 0;

l
int OpenlmageOutput(char *FileName, IMAGE *Image){
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int RetVal;
Image->fìle = fopen(FileName,"wb");
if(Image->file == 0) i

printf( "Error opening i nputfì le : 7os\n ",FiieName) ;

return (-1);

]
fprintf(Image->fi le, "P5\n " ) ;

fprintf(Image ->file," Vo d 7od\n",Image->h,Image->v) ;

fprintf(Image->fi le, " %d\n ",Image->max) ;

RetVal= AllocatelmageB uffers(Image) ;

return RetVal;

]
int AllocatelmageBuffers(IMAGE *Image) 

{
/x Allocate enough buffers */
Image->f = (unsigned char *) calloc(Image->h,sizeof(char));
Image->e = (int *) calloc(Image->h,sizeof(int));
Image->eq = (int *) calloc(Image->h,sizeof(int));
Image->ftilde = (unsigned char *) calloc(Image->h,sizeof(char));
Image->oftilds = (unsigned char *) calloc(Image->h,sizeof(char));
Image->fhat = (int *) calloc(Image->h,sizeof(int));
Image->codes¡ = (unsigned char *) calloc(Image->h,sizeof(char));
if( !(Image->f) ll !(Image->e) ll !(Image->eq) ll

!(Image->ftilde) ll !(Image->oftilde) ll !(image->fhat) ll

!(Image->codest) ) {
printf("Error: Not enough memory for Image buffers\n");
return (-1);

] etse {

return 0;

Ì
]
int FreelmageB uffers(IMAGE *Image) 

{

free(Image->f);
free(Image->e);
free(Image->eq);
free(Image->ftilde);
free(Image->oftilde) ;

free(Image->fhat);
free(Image->codest);

)
int AllocateCodeBuffers(CODE *Code){

/x Allocate enough buffers x/

Code->data = (unsigned char *) calloc(Code->h,sizeof(char));

' printf("7od\n",Code->h);
*/

Code->index = (int +) calloc(MAXlNDEX,sizeof(int));
Code->symbl = (int *) calloc(MAXINDEX,sizeof(int));
Code->prb = (unsigned long int *) calloc(MAXINDEX+l,sizeof(unsigned long int));
Code->cum = (unsigned long int *) calloc(MAXINDEX+1,sizeof(unsigned long int));

pnntf("%ou %ou Vou Vou Vou\n",Code->data,Code->symbl,Code->prb,Code->cum);
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if( !(Code->data) ll!(Code->index) ll !(Code->symbl) ll

!(Code->prb) ll !(Code->cum) ) {
printf("Enor: Not enough memory for code buffers\n");
return (-1);

] else {
return 0;

Ì
)
int FreeCodeBuffers(CODE *Code) 

{
free(Code->data);
free(Code->index);

. free(Code->symbl);
free(Code->prb);
free(Code->cum);

Ì

int OpenCodelnput(char *FileName, CODE *Code) 
{

int RetVal;

Code->fi le = fopen(FileName,"rb") ;

fgets(LineBuffer,MAXCHAR,Code->fi le) ;

if(strcmp(LineB uffer, "AC\n " )) {

printf("Enor: Format is not known\n");
return (-1);

] else {
pri ntf(" Tos ",LineB uffer) ;

fgets(Li neBuffer,MAXCHAR,Code->fi I e) ;

pri ntf(" 7os ",Li neB uffer) ;

) while(LineBuffer[0] =='#') ;

sscanf(LineB uffer," Vod Vod\n", &(Code->h), &(Code->v) ) ;

fgets(LineBuffer,MAXCHAR,Code->fi le) ;

sscanf(LineBuffer," 7od\n", &(Code->max) );
RetVal =AllocateCodeB uffers(Code) ;

if(RetVal !=0) {
return -1;

Ì

return 0;

]

int OpenCodeOutput(char *FileName, CODE xCode){

int RetVal;
Code->fi le = fopen(FileName,"wb");
fprintf(Code->fi Ie, "AC\n % d Vod\nVod\n",Code->h,Code->v,Code->max) ;

RetVal=AliocateCodeB uffers(Code) ;

return RetVal:

)

do{
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).

int ReadOnelmageline(IMAGE *Image){

fread(Image->f,sizeof(char),Image->h,Image->fi le) ;

return 0;

)

int SaveOneCodeline(CODE *Code) 
{

fwrite(Code->data,sizeof(char),Code->hb,Code->f,rle) ;

return 0;

Ì
int ReadOneCodeline(CODE *Code) 

{
fread(Code->data,sizeof(char),Code->h,Code->file) ;

return 0;

)

int SaveOnelmageline(IMAGE *Image){

fwrite(Image->ftilde,sizeof(char),Image->h,Image->fi le) ;

return 0;

]

Meader File 2

/{:*Xt XX**************x*********)k************++**********XX*********+**/
l* ac.h

#ifndef _ac_h
#define _ac_h
#include "compress.h"

int ACCOneLine(IMAGE *Image, CODE *Code);

int ACDOneline(CODE *Code,IMAGE *Image);

int ACCOneLineT(IMAGE *Image, CODE *Code);

int ACDOneLineT(CODE tCode,IMAGE *Image);

int IniIAC(CODE *Code);

void put_bi(CODE xCode, int bit );
void bit_plus_follow( CODE *Code,int bit );
int EncodeSymbol(CODE *Code,int x);
int UpdateStats(CoDE *Code,int smb);
int FlushEncoder(CODE *Code);

void InitStats(CODE *Code);

int decode_smb(CODE *Code);

int get_bit(CODE xCode);

int InitCD(CODE *Code);

#endif
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E{eaden File 3

/***>k*************>k*****t<***:k****************t *t:***+*****+******x***

/* cdpcm.h

#ifndef _cdpcm_h
#def,ine 

-cdpcm_h

#include <stdlib.h>
#include <math.h>
#include "compress.h"

#define TRI-IE 1

#define FALSE 0

#define QTYPE_NON 1

#define QTYPE_INT 2

#define QTYPE_ECI 3

#define QTYPE_EC2 4

int PredictOnel-ine(IMAGE *Image);

double ScalarQuantize(int qtype, double Original);
double EqCoding(int qtype, double Original) ;

int sign(int input) {
int Retval=0;

if(input > 0) i
Retval = 1;

]
if(input < 0) {

Retval = -1;

)' return Retval;

)

#endif

lãeader File 4

/**********)k***'t****************************************X**X********/
/* compress.h
*l

#ifndef _compress_h
#define _compress_h
#include <stdio.h>

ûypedefstruct {

int h,v;
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int max;
FILE +file;

unsigned char *f;/* source, f */
int *e; /* res, e */
unsigned char *ftilde;/* synth, Ë */
int *fhat;/* pred, f^ */
unsigned char *oftilde; /* prev. synth, Ë[-1] */
unsigned char *temp;

int *eq; /* quantized res, eq x/

unsigned char *codest;/* coded eq */

} IMAGE;

#define MAXSIMBOLS 256
#define MAXINDEX (MAXSIMB OLS+ I )
#define N4.AXCIJM32767
#define NM_Code_Bits 17

#define EOFSIMBOL 256
#define SUCCESS 1

#define FAIL 0
#define TOP ((( unsigned long int ) 1<<NM_Code_Bits)- 1 )

#define QTR (TOP/4+1)
#define HALF (2*QTR)
#defi ne THREE_QTR (3*QTR)

typedefstruct i
int h,v;
int max;
int hb;
FILE tfile;
unsigned char *data;

int *index;

int *symbl;

unsigned long int *prb;

unsigned long int *cum;

unsigned long int low, high,value;
int fol low_bits, buffer, buff_count, garbage_cou nt,r;

i coDE;

#endif

E{eaden F'åle 5

/***xx*++***+*tt*******************************************************
/* dpcm.h

#ifndef 
-cdpcm_h

#define _cdpcm_h

#include <stdlib.h>
#include <math.h>
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#include "compress.h"

#define TRUE I
#define FALSE 0

#define QTYPE-NON 1

#define QTYPE-INT 2
#def,rne QTYPE-ECI 3

#define QTYPE-EC2 4

#define A0 1

#define Al 1

#define A2 -1

int PredictOneline(IMAGE *Image) 
;

int ConstructOneline(IMAGE xlmage) 
;

double ScalarQuantize(int qtype, double Original);
double EqCoding(int qtype, double Original) ;

int sign(int input);
int InitEClTable(void);
#endif

E{eader File 6

/*******t<t<>F****x*+***+*t******+*******************:**************'k*/
/* files.h

#ifndef -files-h
#define _files_h
#include "compress.h"

int Openlmagelnpu t(char *filename,IMAGE *Image) 
;

int OpenCodeOutput(char *filename, CODE *Code);

int OpenlmageOutput(char xfilename,IMAGE *Image);

int OpenCodelnput(char *filename, CODE *Code);

int ReadOnelmageline(IMAGE xlmage) 
;

int SaveOneCodeline(CODE *Code);

int ReadOneCodeLine(CODE *Code) 
;

int SaveOnelmageline(IMAGE xlmage) 
;

int AllocatelmageBuffers(IN4AGE *Image) 
;

int FreelmageBuffers(IMAGE *Image) 
;

int AllocateCodeBuffers(CODE *Code) 
;

int FreeCodeBuffers(CODE *Code) 
;

#endif
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^&pppronrx F''

SoumcÐ CtÐÐ F.oR Ðpcp PnpspmvrruG Con¡spmpssrtru

USTNG WAVPTET' ÐXT'RE&SA

Son¡rce Fi[e n

#1t1|t1f#litftt#

# run
!
f

# This shell program obtains the list ofchains
fiít1fift##r##
fw $1 indiv < fw.arg
ind2ma indiv ma
ma2ext ma ex
#cp ex.e2 ex.e7

#cp ex.e2 ex.e3

#cp ex.e2 ex.e4

#cp ex.i2 ex.i1
#cp ex.i2 ex.i3
#cp ex.iZ ex.i4
ext2cha ex cha < ext2cha.arg > ext2cha.log
ext2gre ex cha gre > ext2gre.log
cha}ext cha gre exc > cha2ext.log
ext2ind exc out
indempty out pro
#mazh out pro
#iw out result.pgm
#psnr $1 result.pgm
#xv result.pgm &

Source File 2

ttlflut1fftltilffililtltfill
# compcha
#
# This shell program compresses the list of chains and

# recobstructs the image from edges

#if#iutït1t1flutlt1ffiffi

ma2ext ma ex
cp ex.e2 ex.el
cp ex.e2 ex.e3

cp ex.i2 ex.il
cp ex.i2 ex.i3
ex%cha ex cha 2 < ext2cha.are > ext2cha.log
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ac c cha.c1

aç c cha.cz
ac c cha.c3

ext2gre ex cha gre > ext2gre.log
ac c gre.g1

ac c gre.g2

ac c gre.g3

cha2ext cha gre exc > cha2ext.log
itera out pro 1 1

Source Fi[e 3

ffi
# itera
#
# This tcl program generates/reconstructs the image from edges

ffi

#!/opt/gnu/bin/tclsh
set in flindex $argv 0]
set out llindex $argv 1]

set nit flindex $argv 2]
puts "$in $out $nit"
#set msg [exec indempty $in $out ]
set msg [exec ext2ind exc $in ]
puts "$msg"
set msg fexec ext2ind exc $out ]
puts "$msg"
for {set i 0} {Si < $nit} {set i [expr $i + 1] ] {

puts "Iteration :$i"
set msg [exec iw $out temp.$i]

# puts "$msg"
# set msg [exec psnr urban256.pgm temp.$i]
# puts "$msg"

puts " !!!!! measure the psnr for iteration $i, hle temp.$i "

set msg [exec fw temp.$i $out < fw.arg]
# puts "$msg"

set msg fexec cvve $in $out ]
# puts "$msg"

)

Angunnent Fite X. ext2cha.arg

10

300
10
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,&rgument FiBe 2 fw"ang

J

I\,ãa[refile

# *Translator Definitions*
COMPILER = cc

PROJ = kwt
#CC = gcc -O2
#CC = gcc _g

CC = $(COMPILER) -g
#cPP = g++ _g

CLINK = $(COMPILER)
# +lmplicit Rules*
.c.o: ; $(CC) -c $x.c
.cc.o: ; $(CPP) -c $*.cc

FKWT-dep = \
kwt.o \
files.o \
fkwt.o

IKWT-dep = \
kwt.o \
files.o \
ikwt.o

IND2KWT-dep = \
kwt.o \
files.o \
ind2kwt.o

KWT2IND-dep = \
files.o \
kwt.o \
kwt2ind.o

FW-dep = \
kwt.o \
files.o \
fw.o

IW-dep = \
kwt.o \
files.o \
iw.o

MA2IND-dep = \
kwt.o \
files.o \
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EXT2iND-dep = \
files.o \
kwt.o \
ext2ind.o

FLO2PGM-dep = \
kwt.o \
files.o \
flo2pgm.o

MAZH-dep = \
files.o \
kwt.o \
mazh.o

CWE-dep = \
files.o \
kwt.o \
cvve.o

INDEMPTY-dep = 1

kwt.o \
files.o \
indempty.o

EXT2CHA-dep = \
files.o \
kwt.o \
chain.o \
ext2cha.o

ma2ind.o

IND2MA-dep = \
files.o \
kwt.o \
ind2ma.o

MA2EXT-dep =
kwt.o \
files.o \
ma2ext.o

EXT2GRE-dep =
files.o \
kwt.o \
chain.o \
extLgre.o

CHA2EXT-dep = \
files.o \
kwt.o \
chain.o \
cha2ext.o

Appendix F: Source Code for Edge Preserving Compression using Wavelet Exrrema
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# *Explicit Rules*

# *Individual File Dependencies*
f: $(FKW'T_dep)

$(CLINK) -o fkwt $(FKWT_dep) lm

i: $(IKW'T_dep)
$(CLINK) -o ikwt $(KWT_dep) Jm

k: $(KWT2IND_dep)
$(CLINK) -o kwt2ind $(KWT2IND_dep) -lm

n: $(IND2KWT_dep)
$(CLINK) -o ind2kwt $(IND2KWT_dep) -lm

fw: $(FW_dep)
$(CLINK) -o fw $(Fw_dep) -lm

iw: $(IW-dep)
$(CLINK) -o iw $(IW_dep) -lm

ind2ma: $(IND2MA-dep)
$(CLINK) -o ind2ma $(IND2MA_dep) -lm

ma2ind: $(MA2IND_dep)
$(CLINK) -o ma2ind $(MA2IND_dep) -lm

ext2ind : $(EXT2IND-dep)
$(CLINK) -o ext2ind $(EXT2IND_dep) -lm

ma2ext: $(MA2EXT-dep)
$(CLINK) -o ma2ext $G,fA2EXT_dep) -lm

fl o2pgm: $(FLO2PGM_dep)
$(CLINK) -o flo2pgm $(FLO2PGM_dep) -lm

mazh: $(MAZH_dep)
$(CLINK) -o mazh $(MAZH-dep) -lm

cvve: $(CWE_dep)
. $(CLINK) -o cvve $(CWE_dep) -lm

indempty : $(INDEMPTY_dep)
$(CLINK) -o indempty $(INDEMPTY_dep) -lm

exåcha: $(EXT2CHA_dep)
$(CLINK) -o ext2cha $(EXT2CHA_dep) -lm

ex2gre: $(EXT2GRE_dep)
$(CLINK) -o extzgre $(EXT2GRE_dep) -lm

cha2ext'. $(CHA2EXT-dep)
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{ppendix F: Source Code for Edge Preserving Compression using Wavelet Extrema

$(CLINK) -o cha2ext $(CHA2EXT_dep) -lm

all : indempty flo2pgm mazh cvve ma2ext exTzind extZcha ext2gre chaZext ma2ind ind2ma iw fw n k i f

Son¡nce File 4

/****************************************************>k***************/

/* chaZext.c

@ 1995 Armein Langi

#include <stdio.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <math.h>
#include "files.h"
#include "kwt.h"
#include "chain.h"

int main (int argc, char *argv[]) 
{

float *In, *Out, *SOut, *tmp;

float CLTh, CSTh, MagTh;
int Jj, Dir=0, Col, Row, Max, Scale = 0;

FILE *infile,*mfi le, *afile, *logfile;

CHAIN chain;

if(argc < 4 && argc > 5) {

pri ntf( "Usage : Va s infilrel inltle2 outfi le lscale]\n ",argv [0] ) ;

exit(-1);
)

strcpy(OutName,argv [ 1 ]) ;

strcat(OutName,".cha");

OpenCHAInput(&J, &Row, &Col, &Max, OutName, &infile);

strcpy(OutName, argv [2] ) ;

strcat(OutName, ". gre" ) ;

OpenGREInput(&J,&Row, &Col, &Max, OutName, &logfile);

strcpy(OutName,argv [3] );
strcat(OutName,".ext") ;

OpenGREOutput(&J,&Row, &Col, &Max, OutName, &logfile);

InitialData(Row, Col, &In, &SOut, &Out);

chain.Row = Row;
chain.Col = Col;
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Appendix F: Source Code for Edge Preserving Compression using Wavelet Extrema

if(argc == 5) {

)

forfi=Q'j <J;j++) {

cha2ext(+1,J,argv I I ],argv [2],Row,Col,In,Out,SOut,&chain);
printf("OK Reading %d\n" j);

PutEXTData(2*j+1,J, Row, Col, argv[3], &mfile, In);
PutEXTData(2*j+2,J, Row, Col, argv[3], &afile, Out);

fpri n tf(l o gfi I e," Vo d\tVo s\n" j, OutName ) ;

printf("7od "j);

fflush(stdout);

Ì
GetINDIVData(2xj+1,J, Row, Col, argv[1], &mfile, SOut);
PutEXTData(2xj+ I, J, Row, Col,argv[3],&afi I e,SOut);

free(In);
free(Out);
free(SOut);

fclose(mfile);
fclose(afile);
fclose(infile);
fclose(logfile);
printf("Success\n");
return 0; /* Success */

l

int cha2ext(int scale,int J,char *cfilename, char *gfilename,

int Row, int Col, float *m, float *a, float *SOuI,CHAIN *chain) 
{

ini ij,starti,start¡;
int test, NoChain=0;
int lastqalpha;
NEIGHBOLIR neig;
int si,sj;
unsigned char c,lastm;
char mdelta;

char Ext[4];
FILE *chle,*gfìle;

strcpy(OutName,cfi len ame) ;
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sprintf(Ext, ". c%od" ,scale) ,

strcat(OutName,Ext);

cfi le = fopen(OutName, "rb");
if( cfile ==0 ) {

printf("Fail opening %s",OutName);
exit(-1);

Ì

strcpy(OutName, gfi lename) ;

sprintf@x t, ". gVo d",sc ale) ;
strcat(OutName,Ext);

Bfi le = fopen(OutName,"rb") ;

if( gfile ==0 ) {
printf("Fail opening %s",OutName) ;

exit(- 1);

]

neig.Row = Row;
neig.Col = Col;

for(i = 0;i < neig.Row; i++) {
for( = 0;j < neig.Col;j++) {

m[i*Col+j]=0;
a[i*Col+j]=0;

)

)

(*chain).laststarti = 0;
(*chain).laststartj = 6'

while(!feof(cfile)) {

fread(&si,sizeof(int), l,cfile) ;

fread(&sj,sizeof(int), 1,cfi le) ;

if(feof(cfi 1e)) continue;
(+chain).starti = (*chain).laststarti + (int) si;
(xchain).stard = (*chain).laststartj + (int) sj;
nei g.c = (*chain ). starti * neig.Col + ( *chain). startj ;

UpdateNeighbourlndex(&neig) ;

(*chain).laststarti - (*chain).starti;
(*chain).laststartj = (*chain).startj ;

lastqalpha = 0;

lastm = 128;

do{
fread(&c,sizeof(unsi gned char), l,cfile) ;

if(c!=255) {

neig.qalpha = (lastqalpha + (int) c)Vo8:
TestNext(&neig);
lastqalpha = neig.qaipha;

fread(&mdelta,sizeof(char), 1,gfi le) ;
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m[neig.c] = (float) lastm + (float) mdelta;
lastm = (unsigned char) m[neig.c];

fread(&m Inei g.c],sizeof(fl oat), 1,gf,il e) ;

neig.qalpha = (10 - neig.qalpha) % 8;
a[neig.c] = ((float) neig.qalpha) * M_PI / 4;

pnntf ("%u\t7od\tVod\tVof\tVofV",c,

neig.c,neig.next,mIneig.c],aIneig.c]);

neig.c = neig.next;
UpdateNei ghbourlndex(&nei g) ;

Ì
) while (c l= 255¡'

printf("\n");

)

fclose(cfile);
fclose(gfile);

)

Source File 5

/*****t<********************************+*******t *********************/

/* chain.c

#include <stdio.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <math.h>
#include "files.h"
#include "kwt.h"
#include "chain.h"

int UpdateNeighbourlndex(NElcHB OIIR x neig) {

int ij;
! = (*neig).c / (*neig).Col;
j = (*neig).c - (i * (*neig).Col);

(*neig).n = (i-1)*(*neig).Col + j;
(*neig).ne = (i-l)x(*neig).Col + j+1 ;

(*neig).e = ix(*neig).Col + j+1 ;

(*neig).se = (i+1)*(*neig).Col + j+1;
(*neig).s = (i+i )x(xneig).Coi + j;
(*neig).sw = (i+1)*(*neig).Col + 0-1);
(*neig).w = i*(*neig).Col + j - 1;

(*neig).nw = (i-1)*(*neig).Col +j - 1;
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if(i == 0) {
(*neig).n = (+neig).c;
(*neig).ne = (xneig).c;
(*neig).nw = (*neig).c;

Ì

if(i =- (*neig).Row - 1) {
(*neig).se = (*neig).c;
(*neig).s - (*neig).c;
(*neig).sw = (*neig).c;

Ì

if( == 6¡ 1

(*neig).sw = (*neig).c;
(*neig).w = (*neig).c;
(*neig).nw = (xneig).c;

Ì

if(j == (*neig).Col - 1) i
(*neig).ne = (*neig).c;
(*neig).e = (xneig).c;
(*neig).se = (xneig).c;

)

Ì

int GetQalpha(float theta) {

float alpha;
int qalpha,fi rst,second;

alpha=(M_PV2)-theta;
if(alpha < 0) alpha = alpha + M-PI + M-Pl;
if(alpha > (M-PI + M-PI) ) alpha = alpha - M-PI - M_PI;
qalpha = (l+(int) (8*alpha lM_Pl)) % 16;
qalpha = qalpha/Z;
return qalpha;

)

int TestNext(NEIGIIB OUR *nei g) {

int first,RetVal = 0;

switch((*neig).qalpha) {

case 0: fi¡s¡ = (*neig).e;
break;

case 1: l¡s1 = (*neig).ne;
break;

case 2: fi¡s¡ = (*neig).n;
hnoo Þ.

case 3: fi¡s1 = (xneig).nw;
break;
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case 4: fi¡5¡ = (*neig).wi
break;

case 5: fi¡s¡ = (*neig).sw;
break;

case 6: fi¡s¡ = (*neig).s;
break;

break;
case 7: f¡s¡ = (*neig).se;

Ì
(*neig).next = first;

)

int NextNeighbour(NEIGHBOUR +neig,float *m, float *a, CHAIN *chain){

int fi rst,second,third, four, five, fi rstqalpha;

int RetVal = 0;

float delta;

hrstqalpha = GetQalpha(a[(*neig).c] ) ;

(*neig).qalpha = fi rstqalpha;
switch(firstqalpha) {

case 0: fi¡s¡ = (*neig).el
second = (xneig).ne;
third = (xneig).se;

ferr¡ = (*neig).n;
¡ys = (*neig).s;

break;

case l:

case 2:

first - (*neig).ne;
second = (*neig).n;
rhird = (*neig).e;
f6¡¡ = (*neig).nw;
fiye = (*neig).se;

break;

fi¡s1 = (*neig).n;
second = (*neig).nw;
third = (*neig).ne;
fsu¡ = (*neig).w;
fiys = (*neig).e;

break;

f1¡s¡ = (*neig).nw;
second - (*neig).w;
rhird = (tneig).n;
feu¡ = (*neig).sw;
fiys = (*neig).ne;

breakl

case 3:
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case 4: fi¡s¡ = (*neig).w;
second = (*neig).sw;
third = (*neig).nw;
fs¡¡ = (*neig).s;
fiys = (*neig).n;

break;

cåse 5: f1¡s¡ = (*neig).sw;
Second = (*neig).s;
third = (*neig).w;
four = (*neig).se;

fiys = (*neig).nw;
break;

câse 6: fi¡s¡ = (*neig).s;
second = (*neig).se;
rhird = (*neig).sw;
feu¡ = (*neig).e;
fiys = (*neig).w;

break;

case 7: fi¡s¡ = (*neig).se;
second = (*neig).e;
third = (*neig).s;
fe¡¡ = (*neig).ne;
fiys = (*neig).sw;

break;

ì

delta = m[(*neig).c];

if(m[four] > (*chain).MagTh && four != (*neig).c) {

delta = abs(mlfour] -delta);
(*neig).next = four;
(*neig).qalph a = (2+ firstqalpha)%8 ;

RetVal++;

)

if(m[five] > (*chain).MagTh && five != (*neig).c) {

if(abs(mlhvel - m[(*neig).c]) < delta) {
(*neig).next = five;
(*neig).qalpha = (6+ firstqalpha)%8 ;

delta = abs(m[five] -delta);
RetVal++;

)

if(m[third] > (*chain).MagTh && third != (*neig).c) {

delra = abs(mlthirdl -delta);
(*neig).next = third;
(*neig).qalph a - (7 + firstqalpha)7o8 ;
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RetVal++;

)
if(m[second] > (*chain).MagTh && second != (*neig).c) {

if(abs(m[second] - m[(*neig).c]) < delta) {
(*neig).next = second;
(*neig).qalph¿ = (1 + firstqalpha)%8;
RetVal++;

Ì
Ì
if(m[first] > (*chain).MagTh && first != (*neig).c) {

(*neig).next = firsti
(xneig).qalpha = firstqalpha;

RetVal = 1;

Ì

return RetVal;

)

int Testlast(int Pix, NEIGHBOUR *neig,float *m, float *a, CHAIN xchain){

NEIGHBOUR TestPix;
int RetVal = 0, test;

TestPix.Row = (*chain).Row;
TestPix.Col = (xchain).Col;

TestPix.c = Pix;
if(mlTestPix.cl > (*chain).MagTh) {

UpdateNei ghbourlndex (&TestPix ) ;

test = NextNeighbour(&TestPix,m,a,chain) ;

if( TestPix.ne¡¡ -= (*neig).c) {

(*neig).last = Pix;
RetVal=1;

]

]
return RetVal;

)

int LastNeighbour(NEIGHBOI-lR *neig,float *m, float *a, CHAIN *chain){

int RetVal = 0;

RetVal += Testlast((*neig).e, neig,m, a, chain);
RetVal += Testlast((*neig).ne, neig,m, a, chain);
RetVal += Testlast((*neig).n, neig,m, a, chain);
RetVal += Testlast((*neig).nw, neig,m, a, chain);
RetVal += Testl-ast((*neig).w, neig,m, a, chain);
RetVal += Testlast((*neig).sw, neig,m, a, chain);
RetVal += Testlast((*neig).s, neig,m, a, chain);
RetVal += Testlast((xneig).se, neig,m, a, chain);
return RetVal;

ì

int Sta¡tS earch(fl oat *m,fl oat *a,CHAIN *chain,NEIGlIB OI-IR xneig) 
{
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NEIGHBOLTR TestPix;
inf test, StartFound = 0;

TestPix.Row = (*chain).Row ;

TestPix.Col = (*chain).Col;
Testpix.last = (xneig).c;

do{
TestPix.c = TestPix.last;
UpdateNeighbourlndex(&TestPix) ;

test = LastNeighbour(&TestPix,m,a,chain);
switch(test) {

case 1: if(TestPix.lasl == (*¡eig).c) {
StartFound = l;
(*chain).starti = (*neig).c i (*neig).Col;
(*chain).startj = (*neig).c -

((*chain).starti x (xneig).Col) ;

Ì
break;

case 0:

StartFound = 1;

(*chain).starti = TestPix.c / (*neig).Col;
(xchain).startj = TestPix.c - ((*chain).starti * (*neig).Col);

break;
default:

StartFound = 1;

(*chain).starti = TestPix.c / (xneig).Col;
(*chain).startj = TestPix.c - ((*chain).starti * (*neig).Col);

break;

]

l while(StartFound == 0);

)

int ChainMark(float *m, float *a, CHAIN *chain, float *ch,NEIGHBOIJR 
"neig){

NEIGHBOUR TestPix;
int test, EndFound = 0;
int qalpha,lastqalpha;

(*chain).length = 0;
(xchain).sum = 0;
TestPix.Row = (*chain).Row;
TestPix.Col = (*chain).Col ;

TestPix.next = (*chain).starti * (*chain).Col + (*chain).startj;
TestPix.c = TestPix.next:
lastqalpha = 0;

do{
TestPix.last = TestPix.c;
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TestPix.c = TestPix.next;

UpdateNeighbourlndex(&TestPix ) ;

test = NextNeighbour(&TestPix,m,a,chain) ;

qalpha = GetQalpha(a[TestPix.c] );

qalpha = TestPix.qalpha;
ch[(*chain).len!th] = (float) ((8 + qalpha - lastqalpha) % 8);
lastqalpha = qalpha;
((*chain).length)++;
(*chain).sum += m [TestPix.c] ;

switch(test) {

case 1:

if(TestPix.next -- (*chain).starti * (*chain).Col + (*chain).startj) {
EndFound= 1;

)

break;
default:

EndFound= 1;

break;
Ì

pnntf (" 7o f\t%o d\t%o d\t%o f\t%af\n ", ch [ ( 
x c h a i n ) . l en g th - 1 ], Te s tPi x. c,

TestPix.next, m[TestPix.c], a[TestPix.c]);

m[TestPix.c] = Q;

] while(EndFound == 0);

printf("\n");

]

int SaveChain(CHAIN *chain,float xch,FILE **cfile){

intj;
int si,sj;
unsigned char c;

si = (( *chain).starti - (xchain).laststarti) ;

sj = (( *chain).startj - (*chain).laststartj ) ;

fwrite(&si,sizeof(int), 1, *cfi le) ;

fwrite(&sj,sizeof(int), 1, xcfi le);

for(j = 0; j < (*chain).length; j++) {

ç = (unsigned char) ch[];
fwrite(&c,sizeof(unsigned char), 1, *cfi le) ;

]
c - ?55'

fVrite(&c,sizeof(unsigned char), 1, *cfi le) ;
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Ì

So¡¡rce Fí[e 6

/***t(********{.***********;t**********t(****>ß***************************/
/* create.c

@ 1995 Armein Langi

#include <stdio.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#define MAXDIM 128

unsigned char +Data;

int main(void) {

FILE +outfile;

int i j,maxi=MAXDIM,maxj =MAXDIM ;

' Data = (unsigned char *) calloc(sizeof(char),maxi * maxj);
outfi le = fopen("input.dat","wb") ;

fprintf(outfile, "P5\n7od 7od\n255\¡r ",maxi,maxj );

for(i=O;i < maxi; i++) {

for(i=Q; j < maxj; j++) {
Data[+i*maxj] = 0;
if(i >= maxi/8 && i <= 7*maxi/8 &&. j >= maxj/8 && j <= 7*maxj/8) {

Datafi+i*maxj] = 127;

)

if( (i-maxi/2)*(i-maxi/2) + (-maxj/2)x(j-maxji2) a= (maxi*maxj/16) ) {
Data[+i*maxj] = 255;

i
)

)
fwrite(Data,sizeof(unsigned char),maxi*maxj,outfile) ;

free(Data);
fclose(outfile);
return 0;

)

Source File 7

/*<*r(* X *X X ** * * * * ***** * * * * ** * )k * * *** *** ***** * *** ** * ** ** * *** * * **** ** * *X* */

/* cvve.c
@ 1995 Armein Langi

#include <stdio.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <math.h>
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#include "files.h"
#include "kwt.h"

#define THRESH 0.i

int cvvex(int scale, int Row, int Col,float *h,float *hout);

int cvvey(int scale,int Row, int Col,float *v,float *vout);

extern char OutNameU;

int main (int argc, char *argv[]) 
{

float *In, *Out, *SOut, *tmp;

int Jj, Dir=O, Col, Row, Max;
FILE *infile,xmfile, *afile, *vfile, *hfile, +logfile;

if(argc != 3) {
printf( "Usage : 7os i nf,rle outfi I e\n ", a¡gv [0] ) ;

exi(- 1);

Ì

strcpy(OutName,argvI I ]);
strcat(OutName, ".ind " ) ;

OpenINDInput(&J, &Row, &Col, &Max, OutName, &infile);

strcpy(OutName,argv [2] ) ;

strcat(OutName,".ind") ;

OpenINDOutput(&J,&Row, &Col, &Max, OutName, &logfile);

InitialData(Row, Col, &In, &SOut, &Out);

for[=Q'j <J;j++) {

GetINDIVData(2*j+1,J, Row, Col, argv[1], &hfrle, In);
GetINDIVData(2*j+1,J, Row, Col, argv[2], &hfile, Out);
cvvex(i+ 1,Row,Col,In,Out);
PutINDIVData(2*j+1,J, Row, Col, argv[2], &mfile, Out);

GetINDlVData(2* j+2,J, Row, Col, argv [ 1 ], &vfi le, In) ;

GetINDIVData(2*j+2,J, Row, Col, argv[2], &vfile, Out);

cvvey(+l,Row,Col,In,Out) ;

PutINDIVData(2*j+2,J, Row, Col, argvl2l, &afile, Out);

fprintf(logfi le, " %d\t%s\n " j,OutName) ;

printf("%d "j);
fflush(stdout);

)

GetINDIVData( 2* j+ 1, J,Row, Col, argv I I ], &hfi le,SOut) ;
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PutINDIVDa ta(2* j+\, J, Row, Col,argv [2],&mfi Ie,S Out) ;

free(fn);
free(Out);
free(SOut);
fclose(vhle);
fclose(hfile);
fclose(mfile);
fclose(afile);
fclose(infile);
fclose(logfile);
printf("Success\n");
return 0; /* Success */

)

int EnsureMonotonicity(int n0, int n1, float del, float *hout, int xmin, int xmax){

if(houtln0l > hout[xmax]) {

hout[n0] = houtlxmax];

)

if(houtln1] < hout[xmin]) {

hout[n1] = hout[xmin];

]

if(houtln0l < hout[xmin]) {

hout[n0] = houtIxmin];

]

if(hout[n1] > houtlxmax]) {

houtlnl] = houtlxmax];

)

if(houtlnOl > hout[n1]) {

houtlnOl = (hout[n0] + hout[n1])/2;
houtln1] = houtlnQl;

ì

)

int cvvex(int scale,int Row, int Col,float *h,float xhout) 
{

int i j,n,k,xO,x1,xmin,xmax,n0,n I ;

float hn,hO,h1, trend, del;

for(i=0; i < Row; i++) {

j=0;
n=i*Coi+j;
/* Search for first extremum */

do{

j++;
n=ixCol +j;

)while( < Col && (hlnl*hlnl) < THRESH);
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x0 =j;
h0 = hlnl;

while(jcCol){
/* search for the next x/

do{
j++;
n=ixCol+j;

)while( < Col && (h[n]*hlnl) < THRESH);

if(h[n]*h[n] < THRESH) continue;

xl =ji
hl = hlnl;

/* Update output */

hout[x0 + i x Row] = h[xO + i x Row];
hout[xl +i*Row]= h[xl +i*Row];

trend =hout[xl + i * Row] - hout[xO + i * Row];

if(trend >= 0) {

xmax=xl +i*Row;
xmin=x0+i*Row;

Ì

] else {
xmin=xl +i*Row;
xmax=x0+i*Row;

for(k = 1; k <= (x1-x0)12; k++) {
dsl = (hout[xmax] - houtlxmin]) / (xmax - xmin);

n0=k+x0+i*Col;
nl=xl -k+i*Col;

EnsureMonotonicity(n0, n1, del, hout, xmin, xmax);
xmax--;
xmin++:

for(k = 1;k <= (xl-x0)i2; k++) {
n0=k+x0+i*Col;
nl=xl -k+i*Col;
dsl = (hout[xmax] - hout[xmin]) / (xmin - xmax);
EnsureMonotonicity(n1, n0, del, hout, xmin, xmax);
xmax++;
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xmrn--1

if(xl >l+x0){
if(rend >= 0) {

for(k = x0 +1; k < xl; k++) {
n=k+i*Col;

if(hout[n] > hout[xl + i * Row]) {
houtln] = hout[x1 + i * Row];

)

if(houtln] < hout[x0 + i * Row]) {
houtln] = houtlxO + i * Row];

]

Ì

for(k = x0 +1; k < xl; k++) {
n=k+i*Col;

if(houtln] <hout[n - 1 ]) {

houtln] = (hout[n] + hout[n - I D/2;

hout[n] = houtln-1];
)

Ì

) else {

for(k = x0 +1; k < xl; k++) {
n=k+i*Col;

if(hout[n] < hout[x1 + i * Row]) {
houtln] = houtlx1 + i * Row];

]
if(houtln] > hout[xO + i * Row]) {

hout[n] = houtlxg + i * Row];
Ì

Ì

for(k = x0 +1; k < x1; k++) {
n=k+i*Col;
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if(hout[n] > hout[n - 1 ]) {

hout[n] = (hout[n] + hout[n - 1 ))12;

hout[n-1] = houtln]i

)

/* Print the output */

for(k = x0+1; k <= xli k++) {
n=k+i*Col;

pnntf (" 7o d Tof Vof\n",n,h[ n],hou t [n ] ) ;

]

/* repeat the process */
x0 = x1;
h0 = h1;

int cvvey(int scale,int Row, int Col,float *h,float *hout) 
{

int ij,n,m,k,x0,xl,xmin,xmax, n0,ni ;

float hn,h0,h l,trend,del ;

for(i=O; i < Col; i++) {

j=o;
n=i+jxRow;
/* Search for first exfemum */

do{

J++;
n=i+j*Row;

]whilefi < Row && hlnl*h[n] < THRESH);

x0=ji
h0 = h[n];

while(jcRow) {

/* search for the nexr */
do{

j++;
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n = i+ j*Row;

)whilefi < Row && hln]*hlnl < THRESH);

if(h[n]*h[n] < THRESH) continue;
xl =jt
h1 = hlnl;

/* Calculate the delta */

hout[i + x0 * Row] = h[i + x0 * Row];
hout[i+xl *Row]= hli+xl *Row];

trend=hout[i+xl *Row] -hout[i +xl *Row];

if(trend >= 0) {

xmax=x1 *Row+i;
xmin=x0*Row+i:

for(k = 1; k <= (x1-x0)/2; k++) i
n0=(k+x0)*Col+i;
n1=(xl -k)*Col+i;
iel = (hout[xmax] - hout[xmin]) / (xmax - xmin);

) else {

EnsureMonotonicity(n0, n1, del,hout, xmin, xmax);
xmax=xmax-Col;
xmin=xmin+Col;

)

xmin=xl +i*Row;
xmax=x0+i*Row;

for(k = 1; k <= (xl-x0)/2; k++) {
nl =(k+x0)*Col+i;
¡g=(xl -k)*Col+i;
del = (hout[xmax] - hout[xmin]) / (xmin - xmax);

EnsureMonotonicity(n1, n0, del,hout, xmin, xmax);
xmax=xmax+col;
xmin=xmin-Col;

)

if(xl >l+x0){
if(t¡end >= 0) {

for(k = x0 +1; k ( xll k= k + 1) {

n=i+k*Rowr
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m=i+(k-1)*Row;

if(houtlnl > hout[x1*Row + i]) {

hout[n] = hout[x1*Row + i];
Ì
if(hout[n] < hout[x0*Row + i]) {

houtln] = houtlxg*Row + i];
Ì

)

for(k = x0 +1; k < xl; k= k+ 1) {
n=i+k*Row;
m=i+(k-1)*Row;

if(hout[n] < houtlm l) {

houtlnl = (hout[n] + houtlm l)/2;

hout[m] = hout[n];

]
)

) else {

for(k =x0 +1; k < xl; k= k + 1) {
n=i+k*Row;
m=i+(k-1)*Row;

if(houtlnl < hout[x1*Row + i]) {

hout[n] = houtlx1*Row + i];
Ì
if(houtlnl > hout[xO*Row + i]) {

hout[n] = hout[xQ*Row + i];
Ì

]

for(k = x0 +1; k < xl; k= k + 1) {
n=i+k*Row;
m=i+(k-l)*Row;

if(houtlnl > hout[m ]) {

houtlnl = (hout[n] + hout[m ])/2;

hout[m] = houtln];

)

)
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/* Print the output */

for(k = x0 +1; k <= xli k= k+ 1) {

n=i+k*Row;

pnntf(" Vod Vof Vof\n",n,h[n],hout[n] ) ;

)

/* repeat the process */
x0 = x1;
h0 = h1;

Source File E

/*+**************************x***************t<r(r<*t<*:******t<***********/

/* ext2cha.c
@ 1995 Armein Langi

#include <stdio.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <math.h>
#include "files.h"
#include "kwt.h"
#include "chain.h"

int main (int argc, char *argv[]) 
{

float *In, *Out, *SOut, *tmp;

float CLTh, CSTh, MagTh;
int Jj, Dir=O, Col, Row, Max, Scale;

FILE *infile,*mfile, *afile, *logfi Ie;

CHAIN chain;

if(argc <3 &&. argc > 4) {

printf("Usage : Vos infile outfi Ie [scale]\n",argv[0] );
exit(-1);

Ì

strcpy(OutName,argvI I ]);
strcat(OutName, ".ext") ;

OpenEXTInput(&J, &Row, &Col, &Max, OutName, &infile);
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strcpy(OutName,argv[2] ) ;

strcat(OutName,".cha") ;

OpenCHAOutput(&J,&Row, &Col, &Max, OutName, &logfi1e);

printf("Please give the Magnitude Threshold: ");
scanf (" Vof ', &.(chai n. M agTh)) ;

printf("Please give the Chain Sum Threshold: ");
scanf(" Vof ',&(chain.CSTh)) ;

printf("Please give the Chain Length Threshold: ");
scanf (" Vof ', &\chai n. CLTh) ) ;

InitialData(Row, Col, &In, &SOut, &Out);

chain.Row = Row;
chain,Col = Col;
Scale = 0;
if(argc == 4) {

Scale = atoi(argv[3]);
if(Scale <0) Scale == 0;
if(Scale > J) Scale == J;

l

for(=Q;j <J;j++) {

GetEXTData(2*j+1,J, Row, Col, a¡gv[1], &mfile, In);
if(Scale == 0) {

GetEXTData(2*j+2,1, Row. Col, argv[1], &afile, Out);

) else {

GetEXTData(2*(Scale-1)+2,J, Row, Col, argv[1], &afile, Out);

Ì
printf("OK Reading 7odh" j);

ext2cha(j+1,J,argv[2],Row,Col,In,Out,SOut,&chain) ;

fprint(logfile, " 7od\t7os\n" j,OutName) ;

printf("%d "j);

fflush(stdout);

]
GetEXTDau(2*j+i,J, Row, Col, argv[1], &mfTle, SOUÐ;

PutINDfVData(z* j+7, J, Row, Col, argv [2],&afi le,S Out) ;

free(In);
free(Out);
free(SOut);

fclose(mfile);
fclose(afile);
fclose(infile);
fclose(logfrle);
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printf("Success\n ");
return 0; /* Success */

)

int ext2cha(int scale,int J,char xfile,

int Row, int Col, float *m, float *a, float *ch,CHAIN *chain) 
{

int ij,starti,startj;
¡nt test, NoChain=O;
NEIGHBOUR neig;

char Ext[4];
FILE *cfile;

strcpy(OutName,file);
sprintf(Ext, ". cVod",scale) :

strcat(OutName,Ext);

cfi le = fopen(OutName, "wb");
if( cfile ==0 ) {

printf("Fail opening Tos ",OutName) ;

exi(-1);
i

neig.Row = Row;
neig.Col = Col;
i=0;
j=o;
(*chain).laststarti = 0;
(*chain).laststartj = 0'
do{

neig.c = i*neig.Col + j;
if(m[neig.c] > (*chain).MagTh) {

neig.last = neig.c;
UpdateNei ghbourlndex(&neig) ;

StartS earch(m,a,chain, &nei g) ;

ChainMark(m,a,chain,ch,&nei g) ;

if((*chain).length > (*chain).CLTh && (*chain).sum > (*chain).CSTh) {
SaveChain(chain,ch,&cfi le) ;

(*chain).lasts¡¿¡{= (xchain).starti ;

(*chain).laststartj = (*chain).startj ;

NoChain++;

printf("%d: Vod\t7od\tLength: %d\tSum:Vof\n" . (*chain).starti, (*chain).startj, NoChain, (xchain).length, (xc
hain).sum);

j=0;
do{
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) else {

m[neig.c] = Q;

]
j++;

]while(<Col);
i++;

) while (i < Row);
fclose(cfile);

)

Sounce Fi[e 9

/* *** * * t( * X* * * * * * * * * * * * * * ** rk * ** * * r: ** * ** *rk * * * * * ** * ** * ** * ** * ** * ****X *** */

l* ext2gre.c
@1995 Armein Langi

#include <stdio.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <math.h>
#include "files.h"
#include "kwt.h"
#include "chain.h"

int main (int argc, char *argv[]) {
float *In, *Out, *SOut, *tmp;

float CLTh, CSTh, MagTh;
int Jj, Dir=0, Col, Row, Max, Scale = 0;

FILE *infile,xmfile, *afile, *logfile;

CHAIN chain;

if(argc < 4 &.&. argc > 5) {

printf("Usage: 7os infile1 infile2 outfile lscale]\n",a¡gv[0]);
exit(-1);

)

strcpy(OutName,argv[ 1 ]) ;

strcat(OutName, ".ext");

OpenEXTInput(&J, &Row, &Col, &Max, OutName, &inhle);

strcpy(OutName, argv [2] ) ;

strcat(OutName, ".cha");

OpenCHAInput(&J,&Row, &Col, &Max, OutName, &logfile);

strcpy(OutName,argv [3] ) ;

strcat(OutName, ". gre") ;
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OpenGREOutput(&J,&Row, &Col, &Max, OutName, &logfile);

InitialData(Row, Col, &In, &SOut, &Out);

chain.Row = Row;
chain.Col = Col;

if(argc == 5) {

]

for(=6'j <J;j++) {

GetEXTData (2*' 1+1,J, Row, Col, argv [ 1 ], &mfi le, In) ;

GetEXTData(2*j+2,1, Row, Col, argv[1], &afile, Out);

printf("OK Reading 7od\n" j);

ext2gre(i+ l,J,argv [2],argv[3],Row,Col,In,Out,SOut,&chain) ;

fprintf(l o gfi 1 e," Vo d\t% s\n" j, OutNam e) ;

printf("7od "j);

fflush(stdout);

)

GetEXTData(2*j+1,J, Row, Col, argv[1], &mfile, SOuÐ;
PutINDIVData(2*j+1, J, Row, Col,argv[3],&afile,SOut);

free(ln);
free(Out);
free(SOut);

fclose(mfi1e);
fclose(afile);
fclose(infile);
fclose(logfile);
printf("Success\n ");
return 0; /x Success */

]

int ext2gre(int scale,int J,char *cfilename, char *gfilename,

int Row, int Col, float *m, float *a, float *ch,CHAIN *chain) 
{

int ij,starti,startj;
int test, NoChain=0;
int lastqalpha;
NEIGHBOI-JR neig;
int si,sj;
unsigned char c,lastm;

char mdelta;
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float mfloat;
chãr Ext[4];
FILE *cfile,*gfile;

strcpy (OutName,cfi lename) ;

sprintf@xt, ". c%o d",scale) ;

strcat(OutName,Ext);

cfi Ie = fopen(OutName, "rb");
if( cfile -=0 ) {

printf("Fail opening %s",OutName);
exircl);

)

strcpy(OutName, gfi lename) ;

sprintf(Ext, ". g% d",scale) ;

strcat(OutName,Ext);

gfi le = fopen(OutName, "wb");
if( gfile ==0 ) {

printf("Fail opening %s",OutName) ;

exit(-l);
)

neig.Row = Row;
neig.Col = Col;

i=0;
j=o;
(*chain).laststarti = 0;
(*chain).laststartj = 0'

while(!feof(cfile)) {

fread(&si,sizeof(int), I, cfi ì e) ;

fread(&sj,sizeof(int), 1,cfi 1e) ;

if(feof(cfi le)) continue ;

(*chain).starti = (*chain).laststarti + si;
(*chain).startj = (+chain).laststartj + sj ;

neig.c = (+chain).starti *neig.Col + (*chain).stard ;

UpdateNeighbourlndex (&nei g) ;

(*chain).lasts¡¡1i = (*chain).starti;
(*chain).laststartj = (*chain).startj ;

lastqalpha = 0;
lastm = 128;

do{
fread(&c,sizeof(unsigned char), 1,cfìle) ;

if(c!=255) {

neig.qalpha = (lastqalpha + (int) c)%8;
TestNext(&neig);

fwrite(&m Ineig.c],sizeof(float), 1,gfi le);

mlneig.cl = (float) ((int) (mlneig.cl + 0.5));
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if(m[neig.c] >= 255) m[neig.c] = 2JJ;

mdelta = (char) ((float) (mlneig.cl - (ffoat) lastm));

m[neig.c] = (float) lastm + (float) mdelta;

fwrite(&mdelta,sizeof(char), 1,gfi 1e) ;

lasrm = (unsigned char) m[neig.c];

pnntf(" Vou\t7o d\t% d\tTo\t%ofln ", c, nei g.c, nei g. next, m [nei g. c ],
aIneig.c]);

neig.c = neig.next;
UpdateNei ghbourlndex (&neig) ;

lastqalpha = neig.qalpha;

)

] while (c != 255);

printf("\n");

)

fclose(cfile);
fclose(gfi1e);

Ì

Sounce File 10

/*X****************:**********************************************'k*t(*/
/* ext2ind.c

@1995 Armein Langi

#include <stdio.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <math.h>
#include "files.h"
#include "kwt.h"
int ma2ind(int Row, int Col,float *m,float *a, float *h,float *v);

extern char OutName[];

int main (int argc, char *argv[]) 
{

float *In, *Out, *SOut, *tmp;

int Jj, Dir=0, Col, Row, Max;
FILE *infile,*mfile, *afile, *vfile, *hfile, xlogfile;

if(argc != 3) {
pri ntf ( " Us age : Vo s inltle outfile\n ", argv [0] ) ;

exi(-1);
)
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strcpy(OutName,argv[ 1 ]);
strcat(OutName, ".ext") ;

OpenEXTInput(&J, &Row, &Col, &Max, OutName, &infile);

strcpy(OutName,argv [2] ) ;

strcat(OutName, ".ind") ;

OpenINDOutput(&J,&Row, &Col, &Max, OutName, &1ogfile);

InitialData(Row, Col, &In, &SOut, &Out);

for(j=g'¡ <J; j++) {

GetEXTData(2*j+1,J, Row, Col, argv[1], &mfile, In);
GetEXTData(2*j+2,J, Row, Col, argv[1], &afile, Out);

printf("OK Reading 7od\n" j);
ma2ind(Row,Col,In,Out,In,Out);

PutINDIVData(2 *j + 1,J, Row, Col, ar gv l2), &hfi le, In ) ;

PutiNDIVData(2*j+2,J, Row, Col, argv[2], &vfile, OuÇ;

fpri n tf (Io gfile," Vo d\t7o s\n" j, OutNam e) ;

printf("7od "j);

fflush(stdout);

)
GetEXTData(2xj+1,J, Row, Col, argv[1], &mfile, SOut);
PutINDIVData(2 *j + 1, J, Row, Col,argv [2],&hfil e,S Out) ;

free(In);
free(Out);
free(SOut);
fclose(vfile);
fclose(hfile);
fclose(mfile);
fclose(afile);
fclose(infile);
fclose(logfile);
printf("Success\n ");
return 0; /* Success */

Ì

int ma2ind(int Row, int Col,float *m,float *a, float *h,float xv){

int ij,n;
double hn,vn;

for(i=O; i < Row; i++) {

for(i = 0;j < Col; j++ ) {
n=i*Col +j;

printf (" Vof , 7oflt", m [n],a[n] ) ;
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hn = m[n] * (float) cos( (double) alnl);
vn = m[n] * (float) sin( (double) alnl);
h[n] = ¡¡'
v[n] = v¡'

pnntf (" Tof ,Vofln ", h [n],v [n] ) ;

Ì

Sounce File X.3.

/*********x*************'k********************************************/
/* f,rles.c

@ 1995 Armein Langi

#include <stdio.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <math.h>
#include "files.h"
#include "kwt.h"

char LineBufferl128];
char OutName[128];
char OutExt[4];

int InitialData(int Row, int Col,
float **In, float **SOut, float **Out){

int size;
size=Row*Col;
if(! (*In = (float t) calloc((size-t) size, sizeof(float) ) )) {

printf("Error: not enough memory\n ") ;

exir(-l);
ì.
I'

if(! (*Out = (float *) calloc((size-t) size, sizeof(float) ) )) {
printf("Enor: not enough memory\n") ;

free(*In);
exit(- I );

];
if(! (*SOut = (float *) calloc((size-t) size, sizeof(float) ) )) {

printf("Error: not enough memory\n");
free(*Out);
free(*In);
exit(-l);

);
return 0;
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int OpenPGMlnput(int *J, int *Row, int *Col, int *Max, char *file, FILE *xinÐ 
{

int InJ;
(*inÐ = fopen(fi le,"rb");
if( !(*inÐ ) i

printf("Error: cannot open input %s\n",file);
return (-l);

)

fgets(LineBuffer, I 28, *inÐ 
;

do{
fgets(LineBuffer, 1 28, *inf) 

;

) while (LineBuffer[0] =='ç'¡'
sscanf(LineBuffer," Vod %d ", Row, Col);
fgets(LineBuffer, I 28, *inf) 

;

sscanf(LineBuffer, "%d", Max);

printf( "Forward : Size: Vodx7o d\n", *Row, *Col 
) ;

*¡ = (int) logtwo((float) xRow);

. printf("Give J (min 1 and max Vod): ",*I);
scanf("70d",&InJ);

if(InJ <2) *J = l;
if(InJ >=2 && InJ <=xJ) *J = InJ;

return 0;

Ì
int OpenKWTOutput(int *J, int *Row, int *Col, int *Max, char *file, FILE **outf) 

{

(xoutf) = fopen(file, "wb") ;

if( !(*outÐ ) {
printf( "Enor: cannot open output 7o s\n ",fìle) ;

return (-1);

]

fpri ntf ( *ou tf , " KwT\¡ % d vo d\n7o d\n%o d\n ", *Row, * col, *Max, * J) ;

return 0;

Ì
int OpenlNDOutput(int *J, int *Row, int *Col, int *Max, char +fiIe, FILE *xoutÐ 

{

(*outf) = fopen(fi le,"wb") ;

if( !(+outÐ ) {
pri ntf("Error: cannot open output 7os\n ",fi le) ;

return (-1);

Ì

fprintf ( *outf, "IND\n % d Vo d\n% d\n%o d\n ", *Row, *Col, *Max, * J) ;

return 0;

]

int OpenlNDlnput(int *J,int xRow, int *Col, int *Max, char *fiìe, FILE **inÐ {
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(*inf1 = fopen(file,"rb");
if( !(*inÐ ) {

printf("Enor: cannot open input 7os\r",file);
return (-1);

Ì

. fgets(LineBuffer,128,*inf);
fgets(LineBuffer, 1 28, *inf) 

;

sscanf(LineBuffer, " Vod %d",Row, Col) ;

fgets(LineBuffer, I 28, *inÐ 
;

sscanf(LineBuffer, " %d",Max);

fgets(LineBuffer, I 28, *inf) 
;

sscanf(LineB uff er, " 7o d" l);

printf("INDIV : Size: Vodx7od, J = 7od\n", xRow, *Col, *J);

return 0;

]

int GetlNDName(char *IName, int j, int J,char *OName) 
{

strcpy(OName,IName);
if0 =- 2 "Q/2)) I

sprintf(OutExt," .vVod",Q+1)/2);

i else{
ifÚ == 2*J + l) {

spri ntf(OutEx r," .s%o d",Q) 12);

) else {

sprintf(OutEx t," .hVod",Q+l) l2);
)

)
strcat(OName,OutExt) ;

pri ntf("File: %s\n",OName) ;

)

int OpenlND[VOutput(int Row, int Col, char *fiìe, int j, int J, FILE **outf,¡ 
{

GetlNDName(fiIe, j, J, OutName);

(*outf) = foPen(OutName, "wb") ;

if( !(xoutf) ) {
printf("Enor: cannot open output 7os\n",OutName) ;

return (-1);

Ì
fprintf(*outf, "IND\nVod %od\n", Row, Col);

-^¿.--- ^.¡ tru¡ tr u,

)

int GetINDIVData(int j, int J, int Row, int Col, char *file, FILE **infile, float +In) 
{
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GetINDName(file, j, J, OutName);
OpenINDIVInput(Row, Col, OutName, infile);
ReadINDData(Row, Col,infi le,In) ;

fclose(*infrle);

Ì

int PutINDIVData(int j, int J, int Row, int Col, char *file, FILE **outf, float *In) {

GetlNDName(fìle, j, J, OutName);

(*outf¡ = fopen(OutName,"wb");
if( !(*outf¡ ) {

pri ntf("Enor; cannot open output 7os\n ",OutName) ;

exit (-1);

]

þrintf((*outf)"'IND\n 7od 7o d\n", Row, Col) ;

' 
OutlNDResults(Row, Col,outf,In);
fclose(*outf);
return 0;

]

int OpenINDIVInput(int Row, int Col, char *fiìe, FILE **inÐ 
{

int R,C;
(*infl = foPen(file,"rb");
if( !(*inÐ ) {

printf("Enor: cannot open indiv file 7os\n",file);
return (-1);

)

fgets(LineBuffer, 1 28, *i nÐ;
fgets(LineBuffer, I 28, *inÐ 

;

sscanf(LineBuffer, "Vod 70d" ,&R, &C);

if(Row l= R ll Col != C) {

printf("Error: Wrong INDIV size\n");
exitCl);

) else {. return 0;

]
l

int OpenMASlnput(int Row, int Col, char xfile, FILE *xinÐ 
{

int R,C;
(*inf) = fopen(file,"rb");
if( !(*inÐ ) {

printf("Error: cannot open indiv file 7os\n",file);
return (-1);

]
fgets(LineBuffer, I 28, *inÐ 

;

fgets(LineBuffer, I 28, xinÐ 
;
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sscanf(LineB uffer, " Vod Vod",&R, &C) ;

if(Row != R llCol != C) {
printf("Enor: Wrong MAS size\n");
exit(-1);

] else {
' return 0;

)

l

int OpenPGMOutput(int *Row, int *Col, int xMax, char *fiIe, FILE x*outf) 
{

(*outfl = fopen(file,"wb");
if( !(*outf) ) {

printf("Enor: cannot open output 7osh ",f,rle) ;

return (-1);

)

fprintf( *outf, "P5Vr%d Vo d\n%od\n", *Row, *Col, *Max) 
;

return 0;

)

int OpenKWTlnput(int *J,int *Row, int *Col, int *Max, char *fiIe, FILE **inÐ 
{

(*inÐ - fopen(fi]e,"rb");
if( !(*inÐ ) {

printf("Enor: cannot open input %s\n",file);

- return (-1);

i

fgets(LineBuffer, I 28,*inÐ ;

fgets(LineBuffer, 1 28, *inÐ;

sscanf(LineB uffer, " Vod %d",Row, Col) ;

fgets(LineBuffer, 1 28, *inÐ 
;

sscanf(LineBuffer, " 7od ",Max) ;

fgets(LineBuffer, 1 28, *inÐ 
;

sscanf(LineB uffer, " Vod",J) ;

printf("Inversion: Size: %adx%od, J = %d\n", *Row, *Coi, xJ);

return 0;

]

int OutlnverseResults(int Row, int Col, FILE **outf. float *Out) 
{

int i, j;
unsigned char d;
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for(i=0; i < Row; i++) {

for0=0;j <Col;j++) {

if(Outfi+i*Col] > 255 ) Out[+ixCol] = 255;
if(Outff+i*Col] < 0 ) Outff+i*Col] = 0;
i = (unsigned char) OutU+i*Coll;
if(ouru+i*coll > 0.5 + (float) d) d++;

fwrite(&d,sizeof(unsigned char), l, *outf) 
;

)
return 0;

)
int OutlNDResults(int Row, int Col, FILE **outf, float *Out) 

{

fwrite(Out,sizeof(float),Row *Col, xoutf) 
;

return 0;

)

int OutForwardResults(int J, int Row, int Col, FILE **outf, float *Out) 
{

int i, j;
long Size;

5¡2s = (long) Row * (long) Col;
fwrite(Ou t,sizeof(fl oat),Size, *outf) 

;

for(i=0; i < Row; i++) {

for(=Q'j < Col; j++) {

fprintf(*outf, " Volf ", Out[+i*Col] ) ;

)

fPrintf(xsu¡¡"'1t"¡ '

)

fPrintf(xe¡¡¡,"1n"¡ '

return 0;

)

int ReadlNDData(int Row, int Col, FILE **fiIe, float *In) 
{

fread(In,sizeof(fl oat),RowxCol, xfile) 
;

return 0;

Ì
int ReadMAData(int Row, int Col, FILE **fiIe, float *In) 

{

fread(In,sizeof(fl oat),Row *Col, *file) 
;

return 0;
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Ì

int ReadForwardData(int Row, int CoI,FILE **infile,float *In) 
{

int ij;
unsigned char Data;
long Size;

for(i=0;i < Col; i++) {
for(j =Q'¡ < Row; j++) {

fread(&Data,sizeof(unsigned char), 1, * infi le) ;

In[ + i * Row] = (float) Data ;

Ì
Ì
return 0;

)

int ReadlnverseData(int J, int Row, int CoI,FILE x*inhle,float *In) {
int ij;
float Data;
long Size;

SkipRead(Row, Col,infi le,J);

5i2s = (long) Row x (long) Col;
fread(In,sizeof(fl oat),Size, *infi le) ;

for(i=O; i < Col; i++) {

forfi =6;j < Row; j++) {
fscanf(*infi le," Vof ',&D ata) ;

. In[ +i * Row]=(float)Data;
Ì

)

return 0;

Ì

int SkipRead(int Row, int CoI,FILE **infile,int Num) {

int ij,n;
float Data;
long Skip;

rewind (*infile);
fgets(LineBuffer, I 28, *infile) 

;

fgets(LineBuffer, I 28, *infil e) ;

sscanf(LineB uffer," Vod %d ", &Row, &Col);
fgets(LineBuffer, 1 28, *infi le) ; /* skip the max */
fgets(LineBuffer, 1 28, xinfi le) ; /* skip the J */

Skip = Num * Col * Row * sizeof(float); /* bytes to skip */

if(SkiP == 0) return 0;

fseek(*infile,Skip, I );

fseek(*infile,Skip, SEEK_CUR) ;
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f,or(n = 0; n < Num; n++) {

for(i=O; i < Col; i++) {

forf =Q;j < Row; j++) {

fread(&Data,sizeof(float), 1, *infi 1e) ;

fscan f( * infi I e," Vof ', &D ata) ;

ì

return 0;

)
int OpenMAInput(int *J,int xRow, int *Col, int *Max, char *file, FILE *xinf) 

{

(*inf¡ = foPen(file,"rb");' if( l(xinÐ ) {
printf("Error: cannot open input %s\n",file);
return (-1);

)

fgets(LineBuffer, 1 28, xinÐ 
;

fgets(LineBuffer, 1 28, *inÐ 
;

sscanf(LineB uffer, " Vod %d",Row, Col) ;

fgets(LineBuffer, 1 28, *inÐ 
;

sscanf(Li neBuffer, " 7od ",Max) ;

fgets(LineBuffer, 1 28, *inÐ 
;

sscanf(Li neB uff er, " Vod" l) ;

printf("INDIV : Size: Vodx%od, J = 7od\n", *Row, *Col, *J);

return 0;

ì

int OpenMAOutput(int *J, int *Row, int *Col, int *Max, char *file, FILE *xoutÐ 
{

(*outf) = fopen(file,"wb") ;

if( !(*outt¡ ) {
printf("Error: cannot open output %s\n ",hle) ;

return (-1);

Ì

fprin tf( *ou tf, " MA\n 7o d Vo d\nVo d\nVo d\n ", xRow, * Col, *Max, * J) ;

return 0;

]
Ínt PutMAData(int j, int J, int Row, int Col, char *fiÌe, FILE x*outf, float *In) 

{
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GetMAName(fiIe, j, J, OutName);

(*outf) = fopen(OutName,"wb") ;

if( !(*outÐ ) {

pri ntf("Error: cannot open output 7os\n ",OutName) ;

' exit (-l);
)

fprintf(*outf, "MAVrTod 7od\n", Row, Col);

OuMAResults(Row, Col,outf,In) ;

fclose(*outf);
return 0;

Ì
int GetMAData(int j, int J, int Row, int Col, char *fiIe, FiLE **infile, float *In) 

{

GeMAName(fi]e, j, J, OutName);
OpenMASInput(Row, Col, OutName, infile);
ReadMAData(Row, Col,infi le,In) ;

fclose(*infile);

i

int GeMAName(char *IName, int j, int J,char *OName) 
{

strcpy(OName,IName);
if( == 2*(tl2)) {

) else{ 
sprintf(outExt""a7od" 'Q+1)/2);

if(i == 2*J + 1) {

sprintf(OutEx t," .\Vo d",Q)/ 2) ;

) else {

sprintf(OutEx t," .mVod",Q+1) 1 2);

)

)

strcat(OName,OutExt) ;

pri ntf("File: 7os\n",OName) ;

Ì
int OutMAResults(int Row, int Col, FILE *xoutf, float *Out) 

{

fwrite(Out,sizeof(fl oat),Row*Col, *outf) 
;

return 0;

Ì

F for ma2ext */

int OpenEXTOutput(int *J, int *Row, int *Col, int *Max, char *fiIe, FILE **outfl 
{

' (*outÐ = fopen(file,"wb");
if( !(*outÐ ) {

pri ntf( "Enor: cannot open output 7os\n ",fi le) ;

return (-1);
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)

fpri ntf( *outf , " EXT\n 7od 7o d\nTo d\n%o d\n ", *Row, * Col, +Max, * J) ;

return 0;

ì
int PutEXTData(int j, int J, int Row, int Col, char *file, FILE xxoutf, float *In) 

{

GetEXTName(file, j, J, OutName);

(*outf) = fopen(OutName,"wb") ;

if( !(*outÐ ) {

printf(" Enor: cannot open output 7o s\n ",OutName) ;

exit (-1);

)
fprintf(*outf, "EXT\n%d Vod\n", Row, Col);

OutEXTResults(Row, Col,outf,In);
fclose(xoutÐ;
return 0;

Ì
int GetEXTName(char *IName, int j, int J,char *OName) 

{

strcpy(OName,IName);
if(i =- 2 *Qtz)) 

{
sprintf(OutExt," .iVod",Q+1) 12) ;

) else{
if(j == 2*J + 1) {

spri n tf( Ou tEx t," .k7o d",Q) 1 2) ;

) else {

sprintf(OutExt," .eVod",(+1)12);

)

)

strcat(OName,OutExt) ;

printf("File: %s\n",OName) ;

Ì
int OutEXTResults(int Row, int Col, FILE *xoutf, float *Out) 

{

fwrite(Out,sizeof(float),Row *Col, *outÐ 
;

return 0;

)

/* for ext2ind */

int OpenEXTlnput(int *J,int *Row, int *Col, int *Max, char *fiIe, FILE x*inÐ 
{

(*inÐ = fopen(fi le,"rb") ;

if( !(*inÐ ) {
printf("Enor: cannot open input 7os\n",file);

return (-l);
ì
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fgets(LineBuffer, 1 28, *inÐ 
;

fgets(LineBuffer, 1 28,*inÐ;

sscanf(LineB uffer, " %od %d",Row, Col) ;

fgets(LineBuffer, 1 28, *i nf) ;

sscanf(LineB uffer, " Tod",Max) ;

fgets(LineBuffer, I 28, *i nf) ;

sscanf(LineB uff er, " Vod" I ) ;

printf("EXT : Size'. VodxVod, J = %d\n", *Row, *Col, *J);

return 0;

Ì

int GetEXTData(int j, int J, int Row, int Col, char *file, FILE **infile, float *In) 
{

GetEXTName(file, j, J, OutName);
OpenEXTSInput(Row, Col, OutName, infile);
ReadEXTData(Row, Col,infi le,In);
fclose(*infile);

)

int OpenEXTSlnput(int Row, int Col, char xfile, FiLE **inÐ 
{

int R,C;
(*infl = fopen(file,"rb");
if( !(*inÐ ) {

printf("Enor: cannot open indiv file %s\n' ,frle);
return (-1);

)
fgets(LineBuffer, I 28, *inÐ 

;

fgets(LineB uffer, I 28, *inÐ 
;

sscanf(LineB uffler, " Vod Vo d",&R, &C) ;

if(Row != R llCol != C) {

printf("Enor: Vy'rong EXT size\n");
exi(-1);

) else {
return 0;

)

Ì

int ReadEXTData(int Row, int Col, FILE **fi]e, float *In) {

fread(In,sizeof(fioat),Row *Coi, *fi ie) ;

return 0;
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/* For ext2cha*l
int OpenCHAOutput(int *J, int *Row, int *Col, int xMax, char *file, FILE **outÐ 

{

(*outf) = fopen(fi ìe,"wb") ;

if( !(*outfl ) {
pri ntf( "Error: cannot open output %s\n ",file) ;

return (-1);

)

fpri ntf( * ou tf , " CHA\n 7od Vo d\n7o d\n7o d\n ", * Row, * Col, * Max, * J) ;

return 0;

)

int PutCHAData(int j, int J, int Row, int Col, char *file, FILE **outf, float *In) 
{

GetCHAName(fìle, j, J, OutName);

(*outf) = fopen(OutName,"wb") ;

if( l(*outÐ ) {
pri ntf( "Error: cannot open output %s\n ",OutName) ;

exit (-l);
)

fprintf(*outf, "EXT\n%d %od\n", Row, Col);

OutCHAResults(Row, Col,outf,In) ;

fclose(*outÐ;
return 0;

Ì

int GetCHAName(char *Il'{ame, int j, int J,char *OName) 
{

strcpy(OName,IName);
sprintf(OutEx t," .c%o d" j) ;

strcat(OName,OutBxt) ;

printf("File: %s\n",OName);

. return 0;

)

int OutCHAResults(int Row, int Col, FILE **outf, float *Out) 
{

fwrite(Out,sizeof(fl oat),Row *Col, *outf) 
;

return 0;

Ì

int CpenGREOutput(int *J, int *Row, int *Col, inÉ xMax, char *fiIe, FILE x*outf) 
{

(*outf) = fopen(file,"wb" ) ;

if( !(*outÐ ) {
printf("Enor: cannot open output %s\n",file);
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return (-1);

Ì

fpri n tf( *outf , "GRE\n 7o d Vo d\n%o d\n7o d\n ", *Ro w, * Col, *Max, * J) ;

return 0;

)

int OpenCHAlnpu(int *J,int *Row, int *Col, int xMax, char tfile, FILE **inÐ 
{

(*inf¡ = fopen(file,"rb");
if( !(*inÐ ) {

printf( "Enor: cannot open input 7os\¡r",fi le) ;

return (-1);

Ì

fgets(LineBuffer, I 28,*inÐ ;

fgets(LineBuffer, 1 28, *inÐ 
;

sscanf(LineBuffer, " Vod 7od",Row, Col) ;

fgets(LineBuffer, 1 28, xinÐ 
;

sscanf(LineBuffer, " 7od",Max);

fgets(LineBuffer, 1 28, *inÐ 
;

sscanf(LineBuffer, " 7od ",J) ;

. printf("CHA : Size: Vadx%od, I = Vod\n" , *Row, *Col, tJ);

return 0;

)

/* For cha2ext *l
int OpenGRElnput(int *J,int *Row, int *Col, int *Max, char *file, FILE ++inf)

(*infl = fopen(file,"rb");
if( !(*inÐ ) {

printf( "Error: cannot open i nput 7os\n ",file) ;

return (-1);

Ì

fgets(LineBuffer, 1 28, *inÐ 
;

fgets(LineBuffer, 1 28, xi nÐ ;

sscanf(Li neB uff er, " Vod 7od ",Row, Col) ;

fgets(LineBuffer, I 28, *inÐ 
;

sscanf(LineBuffer, " 7od ",Max) ;

fgets(LineBuffer, I 28, xinÐ 
;

sscanf(LineB uffer, " 7o d",J);

printf("GRE : Size: VodxVod, J = Vod\n" , *Row, *Col, *J);
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return 0;

]

Source File X.2

/****+********************+********************+*********x***********/
/* fkwt.c

@1995 Armein Langi
*l

#include <stdio.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <math.h>
#include "files.h"
#include "kwt.h"

int main (int argc. char *argv[]) 
{

float *In, *Out, *SOut, *tmp;

int Jj, Dir=O, Col, Row, Max;
FILTER G,H,K,HTilde, L;
FILE xinfile, *outfile;

if(argc l= 3) {
pri ntf( " Us age : Vo s infille ou tfi I e\n ", argv [0] ) ;

exit(-1);

)

if( CreateFilterG( &G) ) {

exir(-1);

);
if( CreateFilterH( &H) ) {

exit(- 1 );
ì.I'
if( CreateFilterK( &K) ) t

exit(- 1 );
ì.l¡

' if( CreateFilterHTilde( &HTilde) ) {

exi(- 1);
ì.t;
if( CreateFilterl( &L) ) {

exit(-1);

)
OpenPGMInput(&J, &Row, &Col, &Max, argvfl], &infile);
OpenKWTOutput(&J, &Row, &Col, &Max, arev|Zl, &outfile);
InitialData(Row, Col, &In, &SOut, &Out);

¡ = (int) logtwo((float) Row);

ReadForwardData(Row, Col, &infile, In);
forfi=Q'j < J; j++) {

GDConvolve2D(In,Row,Col. &G, Out) ;

OutForwardResults(2xj,Row, Col, &outfile, Out);
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DGConvolve2D(In,Row,Col, &G, Out);

OutForwardResults(1 +2*j,Row, Col, &outhle, Out);

HConvolve2D(In,Row,Col, &H, SOut) ;

UpdateFilterF(&G);
UpdateFilterF(&H);
UpdateFilterF(&HTilde) ;

tmP = 56'1'
SOut = Inl
In = tmpi
printf("%d "j);
fflush(stdout);

Ì
OutForwardResults(2*j,Row, Col,&outfi le,In) ;

FreeFilter(&K);
FreeFilter(&G);
FreeFilter(&H);
FreeFilter(&L);
FreeFilter(&HTilde);
free(In);
free(OuÐ;
free(SOut);
fclose(infile);
fclose(outfile);
printf("Success\n");
return 0: /* Success */

]

So¡.lrce File tr3

/*****x*********t(*****************************************X*****X***X/
/* flo2pgm.c

@ 1995 Armein Langi
*/

#include <stdio.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <math.h>
#include "files.h"

#include "kwt.h"

extern char OutName[ 128] ;

extern char LineBuffer[ 1 28] ;

int flo2pgm(float *In,float +OuI,FILE **infile,FllE **outfile,int Row, int Col);
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int main (int argc, char *argv[]) 
{

float *In, *Out, *SOut, *tmp;

int Col, Row, Max=255;

FILE *infìle, *outfile;

if(argc != 2) {
printf("Usage: %s infi le\n",argv[0]);
exi(-1);

)

infi le = fopen(argv I I ], "rb") ;

if( linfile ) {
pri ntf("Error: cannot open input 7os\t",argv [ 1 ] ) ;

return (-l);
Ì

fgets(LineBuffer, I 28,i nfi I e) ;

fgets(LineB uffer, I 28,infi I e) ;

sscanf(LineB uffer, " Vod %d",&Row, &Col) ;

printf(" Tos ",LineBuffer) ;

InitialData(Row, Col, &In, &SOut, &Out);

strcpy(OutName,argvI I ] );
strcat(OutName, ".pgm ") ;

OpenPGMOutput(&Row, &Col, &Max, OutName, &outfile);

fl o2pgm(In,Out,&infi le,&outfi le,Row,Col) ;

free(In);
free(Out);

. free(SOut);
fclose(infile);
fclose(outfile);
printf("Success\n");
return 0; /x Success */

]

int flo2pgm(float *In,float *OuI,FILE **infile,FllB **outfile,int Row,int Col) {

float max,min;
int i, j;
unsigned char d;

fread(In,sizeof(float),RowxCol, *infi le) ;

max = In[0];
min = In[0];
for(i=0; i < Row; i++) {

for(=g'¡ < Col; j++) {
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if(In[+i*Col] > max ) max = InLi+i*Coll;
if(In[+ixCol] < min ) min = In[+i*Col];

Ì
printf("File: Vas, Size: %dxVod,Min = %of , Max = %fln",

OutNaine, Row, Col, min, max);

for(i=O; i < Row; i++) {

for(=g'; <Col;j++) {

Out[j+i*Col] = (In[+i*Col]-min )* 255 / (max - min);
i = (unsigned char) OutU+i*Coll;
if(Outli+i*Col] > 0.5 + (float) d) d++;

fwrite(&d,sizeof(unsigned char), 1,(*outfile));

]

Sounce File L4

/*******************rtt¡****************t(******************X***XX*****x/
/* fw.c

@ 1995 Armein Langi

#include <stdio.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <math.h>
#include "f,iles.h"

#include "kwt.h"

extern char OutName[];

int main (int argc, char *argv[]) 
{

float *In, xOut, *SOut, *tmp;

int Jj, Dir=0, Col, Row, Max;
FILTER G,H,K,HTiIde, L;
FILE xinfile, *outfile, xlogfile;

. if(argc != 3) {
printf( "Usage : 7os inf,rle outfi le\n ",argv [0] ) ;

exir(-1);

Ì

if( CreateFilterG( &G) ) {

exi(-1);
t.
lj
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if( CreateFilterH( &H) ) {

exi(-1);
];
if( CreateFilterK( &K) ) {

exi(-1);
);
if( CreateFilterHTilde( &HTilde) ) {

exit(-1);

);
if( CreateFilterl( &L) ) {

exit(-1);

]

OpenPGMInput(&J, &Row, &Col, &Max, argv[1], &infile);

OpenKW'TOutput(&J, &Row, &Col, &Max, argv[2], &outfile);

strcpy(OutName, argv [2] ) ;

strcat(OutName, ".ind");
OpenINDOutput(&J,&Row, &Col, &Max, OutName, &logfile);

InitialData(Row, Col, &In, &SOut, &OuÐ;

ReadForwa¡dData(Row, Col, &infile, In);
for(=6'j < J; j++) {

GDConvolve2D(In,Row,Col, &G, Out);

OpenINDIVOutput(Row, Col, argv[2], 2*j+7, J, &outfile);
OutINDResults(Row, Col,&outfi le,Out);
fclose(outfile);
fpri n tf ( I o g fi I e," Va d\tVo s\n",2*j + 1, O u tN an e ) ;

OutForwa¡dResults(2*j,Row, Col, &outfile, Out);

DGConvolve2D(In,Row,Col, &G, Out);

OpenINDIVOutput(Row, Col, argv [2], 2+2x j, J, &outfile) ;

OutlNDResults(Row, Col,&outfTle,Out) ;

fclose(outfile);
fprintf(logfi le, " %d\t%s\n ",2+2*j,OutName) ;

OutForwardResults( 1 +2*j,Row, Col, &outfi le, Out) ;

HConvolve2D(In,Row,Col, &H, SOuÐ ;

UpdateFilterF(&G);
UpdateFilterF(&H);
UpdateFilterF(&HTilde) ;

tmp = SOut'

là<

*l
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SOut = In;
In = tmpi

printf("%d "j);
fflush(stdout);

)

DGConvolve2D(In,Row,Col, &G, Out) ;

OpenINDIVOutput(Row, Col, argv [2], 2* j+l, J, &outfi Ie) ;

OutINDResults(Row, Col,&outf,rle,In) ;

fclose(outfile);
fpri ntf ( I o gfi I e," Vo d\tVo s\n",2 *j + I, Ou tN am e ) ;

OutForwardResults(2xj,Row, Col,&outfi le,In) ;

FreeFilter(&K);
. FreeFilter(&G);

FreeFilter(&H);
FreeFilter(&L);
FreeFilter(&HTilde);
free(In);
free(Out);
free(SOut);
fclose(infile);
fclose(logfile);
printf("Success\n");
return 0; /* Success */

)

Sounce File XS

/*********+***+********)k*****)k********************t t *)i.********t(*>t****/

/* ikwt.c
@ I995 Armein Langi

*l

#include <stdio.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <math.h>
#include "files.h"
#include "kwt.h"

int main (int argc, char *argv[]) 
{

float *In, *Out, *SOut, *tmp;

int Jj, Dir=O, Col, Row, Max;
FILTER G,H,K,HTilde, L;
FILE *infile, *outfile;
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if(argc != 3) {
pri ntf( "Us age'. Vo s infile ou tfi l e\n ", argv [0] ) ;

exi(- 1);

]

if( CreateFilterc( &G) ) {

exit(-1);

);

if( CreateFilterH( &H) ) {

exi(-1);
];
if( CreateFilterK( &K) ) {

exit(- 1 );
t.
J'

if( CreateFilterHTilde( &HTilde) ) {

exit(-1);
ì.
J'

if( CreateFilterl( &L) ) {

exit(-1);

)
OpenKWTInput(&J, &Row, &Col, &Max, argv[1], &infile);
OpenPGMOutput(&Row, &Col, &Max, ar gv l2l, &outfi le) ;

InitialData(Row, Col, &In, &SOut, &Out);

¡ = (int) logtwo((float) Row);

PrepareFilterl(&HTilde, J) ;

PrepareFilterl(&L, J) ;

PrepareFilterl(&K, J);

ReadlnverseData(2*J,Row, Col, &infile, In);

for(j= l; j > 0; j--) {
UpdateFilterl(&L);
UpdateFilterl(&HTilde) ;

UpdateFilterl(&K);

HTildeConvolve2D(In,Row,Col, &HTilde, SOut);

ReadlnverseData(2xj - l,Row, Col, &inf,ile, In) ;

LKConvolve2D(In,Row,Col, &L, &K,Out);
Accumulate(SOut,Out,Row*Col) ;

ReadlnverseData(2*j -2,Row, Col, &inf,ile, In) ;

KLConvolve2D(In, Row,Col, &K, &L, Out);
Accumulate(SOut,Out, Row*Col);

tmP = SOut;
SOut = In;
In = tmpi

printf("%d "j)r
fflush(stdout);
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)

OutlnverseResults(Row, Col,&outfi le,In) ;

FreeFilter(&K);
FreeFilter(&G);
FreeFilter(&H);
FreeFilter(&L);
FreeFilter(&HTilde);
free(In);
free(Out);
free(SOut);
fclose(infile);
fclose(outfile);
pri ntf("Success\n");
return 0; /* Success */

Ì

Sounce Fite L6

/+X******X*****,Ft****************r<*******)k****x*******x*************t/
/* ind2kwt.c

@ 1995 Armein Langi

#include <stdio.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <math.h>
#include "files.h"
#include "kwt.h"

extern char OutName[ i 28] ;

extern char OutExt[4];
extern char xlineBuffer;

int main (int argc, char *argv[]) {
float *In, *Out, *SOut, *tmp;

int Jj, Dir=O, Col, Row, Max,Dumb;
FILE xinfile, *outhle, *logfile;

if(argc != 3) {
printf("Usage'. Vos inf:Je outfile\n",argv [0]);
exit(-1);

Ì
strcpy(OutName, argv I I ] ) ;

strcat(OutName, ".ind ") ;

OpenINDInput(&J, &Row, &Col, &Max, OutName, &logfile);
OpenKW'TOutpu(&J,&Row, &Col. &Max, argv [2], &outfile) r

InitialData(Row, Col, &In, &SOut, &Out);
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for(i=1 ; i <2*I + 2; j++) Í

fscanf(logfi le, " 7od ",&Dumb) ;

fscanf(logfi le, " %s ",OutName);
. pnntf("%d, Vos, Vos\n",Dumb,OutExt,OutName);

*/
GetlNDName(argv[1 ], j, J, OutName);
OpenINDIVInput(Row, Col, OutName, &infile);
ReadINDDatafr.ow, Col,&infi le,In) ;

fclose(infile);

fwrite(In,sizeof(float),Row *Col, outfi I e) ;

printf("7od "j);
fflush(stdout);

Ì

free(In);
free(Out);
free(SOut);
fclose(outfi1e);
fclose(logfile);
printf("Success\lt");
return 0; /* Success */

)

Source File 3.7

/* X ** Xrt t( * ** * * * * >t ** ** *** * ** * * * * ** * ** * * * * * * )k x * ** * * ** * ** *** * XX * * * * ** * ** */

/* indZmac
@ 1995 Armein Langi

#include <stdio.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <math.h>
#include "files.h"
#include "kwt.h"

int ind2ma(int Row, int Col,float *h,float xv, float *m,float *a);

extern char OutName[];

int main (int argc, char *argv[]) 
{

float xln, *Out, *SOut, *tmp;

int Jj, Dir=O, Col, Row, Max;
FILE *infile,*mfile, *afile, *vfile, *hfile, *logfile;
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if(argc != 3) {
pri ntf( "Usage: 7os infi le outfi le\n ",a¡gv [0] ) ;

exit(- 1 );
]

strcpy(OutName,argvI I ]);
strcat(OutName,".ind") ;

OpenINDInput(&J, &Row, &Col, &Max, OutName, &infrrle);

strcpy(OutName,argv[2] ) ;

strcat(OutName,".ma") ;

OpenMAOutput(&J,&Row, &Col, &Max, OutName, &logfile);

InitialData(Row, Col, &In, &SOut, &Out);

for(j=Q; j <J; j++) {

GetINDIVData(2*j+1,J, Row, Col, argv[1], &hfile, In);
GetINDIVDa ta(2* j+2,J, Row, Col, argv [ 1 ], &vfi le, Out) ;

printf("OK Reading 7od\n" j);
ind2ma(Row,Col,In,Out,In,Out);

Putlr4AData(Z* j+ 1,J, Row, Col, argv [2], &mhle, In) ;

PutMAData(2*j+2,J, Row, Col, argv[2], &afile, Out);

fpri n tf(l o gfi I e," Vo d\tVo s\n" j, Ou tName) ;

printf("Tod "j);
fflush(stdout);

)

GetINDIVData( 2*j+1, J,Row, Col, argv[1], &hfile,SOut);
PuIMAData(2* j+l, J, Row, Col,argv[2],&mfi le,SOut);

free(In);
free(Out);
free(SOut);
fclose(vfile);
fclose(hfile);
fclose(mfile);
fclose(afile);
fclose(infile);
fclose(logfile);
printf("Success\n ");
return 0; /* Success */

I

int ind2ma(int Row, int Col,float *h,float *v, float +m,float xa){

int ij,n;
float mn,an;
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for(i=O; i < Row; i++) {

for(=0;j<Col;j++) {

n=i*Col+j;

pnntf("Vof , %flt", h[n],v[n]);

¡¡¡ = (float) sqrt((double) (h[n] * h[n]) + (vlnl o vlnl));
if(h[n]>0){

¿¡ = (float) atan((double) (vlnl/h[n]));
Ì
if(hlnl < 0) {

an = M_PI + (float) atan((double) (v[n]/hlnl));
]
if(h[n] == 6¡ 1

if(v[n] >= [) {

an =M_PI / 2;

] else i
an=-M_Pll2;

)

Ì
if(an < 0) an = 2 * M_PI + an;

m[n] = ¡¡¡'
a[n] = ¿¡'

pnntf(" Vof , %f\n ",m [n],a [n] ) ;

]

Source File X.E

/***X****X*********<********t,****t<*àk**r<*****<r<**************+++***+*+**/
/x ind2pgm.c

@1995 Armein Langi

#include <stdio.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <math.h>
#include "files.h"
#include "kwt.h"

extern char OutName[128];

int main (int argc, char *argv[]) 
{

float *In, *Out, *SOut, xtmp;

int Jj, Dir=O, Col, Row, Max;

FILE +infile, *outfile, *logf,rle;

if(argc != 3) {
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pri ntf ( " Us age : Vo s inlilre ou tfi le\n ", argv [0] ) ;

exit(- 1 );

Ì

strcpy(OutName,argv[ 1 ]);
strcat(OutName, ".ind");

OpenINDInput(&J, &Row, &Col, &Max, OutName, &logfile);

OpenPGMOutput(&Row, &Col, &Max, at gv l2l, &o utfi I e) ;

InitialData(Row, Col, &In, &SOut, &Out);

PrepareFilterl(&HTilde, J) ;

PrepareFilterl(&L, J);
PrepareFilterl(&K, J);

ReadlnverseData(2*J,Row, Col, &infile, In);

GetlNDName(argvI I ], 2*J +7, J, OutName);
OpenINDIVInput(Row, Col, OutName, &infi le);
ReadINDData(Row, Col,&infile,In);
fclose(inhle);

for(j= ¡'j > 0; j--) {

UpdateFilterl(&L);
UpdateFilterl(&HTilde) ;

UpdateFilterl(&K);

HTildeConvol ve2D(In,Row,Col, &HTilde, SOut);

ReadlnverseData(2*j-1,Row, Col, &infile, In);

GetlNDName(argv[ 1 ], 2*j, J, OutName);
OpenINDIVInput(Row, Col, OutName, &infile);
ReadINDData(Row, Col,&infi le,In);
fclose(infile);

LKConvolve2D(In,Row,C o1, &L, &K,Out);
Accumul ate(S Out,Out,Row *Col) 

;

ReadlnverseData(2*j-2,Row, Col, &infile, In);

GetlNDName(argv[1], 2": - l, J, OutName);
OpenINDIVInput(Row, Col, OutName, &infile);
ReadINDData(Row, Col,&infi le,In) ;

fclose(infìle);

KlConvolve2D(In, Row,Col, &K, &L, Out);
Accumulate(SOut,Out, Row+Col);

tmp = $Qu¡'
SOut = In;
In = tmpi

l*

xl

*l
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printf("%d "j);
fflush(stdout);

Ì
OutlnverseResults(Row, Col,&outfi le,In) ;

FreeFilter(&K);
FreeFilter(&G);
FreeFilter(&H);
FreeFilter(&L);
FreeFilter(&HTilde);
free(In);
free(Out);
free(SOut);
fclose(logfile);
fclose(outhle);
printf("Success\n ");

return 0; /* Success */

]

Source File 1-9

/*x****Xr:*X***tl.**i<***********>F***+***********)k*********Xr:t*t******tX/
/* indempty.c

@1995 Armein Langi

#include <stdio.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <math.h>
#include "files.h"
#include "kwt.h"

extern char OutName[];

int main (int argc, char *argv[]) 
{

float *In, *Out, xSOut, *tmp;

int InJ, Jj, Dir=O, Col, Row, Max;

FILE *outfile, *logfile, xinfile;

if(argc != 3) {
printf( " Usage'. Va s inltle outfi l e\n ",argv [0] ) ;

exit(-1);
Ì

strcpy(OutName,argv [ 1 ] );
strcat(OutName, ".ind " ) ;

OpenINDInput(&J, &Row, &Col, &Max, OutName, &infile);
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fclose(infile);

strcpy (OutName, argv [2] ) ;

strcat(OutName,".ind") ;

OpenINDOutput(&J,&Row, &Col, &Max, OutName, &l ogfi le) ;

InitialData(Row, Col, &In, &SOut, &Out);

for(=g'j < J; j++) {

OpenINDIVOutput(Row, Col, argv[2], 2*j+1, J, &outfile);
OutINDResults(Row, Col,&outfi le,Out) ;

fclose(outfile);
fpri n t( I o gfi I e," Vo d\t%o s\n",2 *j + 1, O u tName) ;

OpenINDIVOutput(Row, Col, argv [2], 2+2* j, J, &outhle) ;

OutINDResults(Row, Col,&outfi le,Out) ;

fclose(outfile);
fpri n tf (l o g f,r 1 e," Vo d\t%o s\n",2 +2 * j, Ou tN am e) ;

tmP = 59u¡'
SOut = In;
In = tmpi

printf("7od "j);
fflush(stdout);

]

OpenINDIVOutput(Row, Col, argv[2], 2xj+1, J, &outfile);
OutINDResults(Row, Col,&outfi le,In) ;

fclose(outfile);
fprintf(logfì1e, "%d\t7os\n ",2*j+ l,OutName);

free(In);
free(Out);
free(SOut);

fclose(logfìle);
printf("Success\n" );
return 0; /* Success */

Ì

Source File 20

/*******X>t ******************************àt*****x****************x*****/

/* iw.c
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@ 1995 Armein Langi

#include <stdio.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <math.h>
#include "firles.h"

#include "kwt.h"

extern char OutName[ 128] ;

int main (int argc, char *argv[]) 
{

float *In, *Out, *SOut, *tmp;

int Jj, Dir=0, Col, Row, Max;
FILTER G,H,K,HTilde, L;
FILE *infile, *outf,rle, *logfile;

if(argc != 3) {
printf("Usage : %os infúe outfi le\n ",argv[0] ) ;

exit(-1 );
Ì

if( CreateFilterG( &G) ) {

exit(-1);

];

if( CreateFilterH( &H) ) {

exit(- I );
);
if( CreateFilterK( &K) ) {

exit(-1);

);
if( CreateFilterHTilde( &HTilde) ) {

exi(-1);
ì,t,
if( CreateFilterl( &L) ) {

exit(-1 );

)

OpenKWTInpu(&J, &Row, &Col, &Max, argv[1], &infile);

strcpy(OutName,argv[ 1 ]) ;

strcat(OutName,".ind") ;

OpenINDInput(&J, &Row, &Col, &Max, OutName, &logfile);

OpenPGMOutput(&Row, &Col, &Max, argv[2], &outfile);
InitialData(Row, Col, &In, &SOut, &Out);

PrepareFilterl(&HTilde, J) ;

PrepareFilterl(&L, J) ;

hepareFilterl(&K, J);

ReadlnverseData(2*J,Row, Col, &infile, In);

l*

/*
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*l

l*

*l

GetlNDName(argv[ 1 ], 2* J + l, J, OutName) ;

OpenINDIVInput(Row, Col, OutName, &infile);
ReadINDDatafr.ow, Col,&infi Ie,In);
fclose(infile);

for(j= ¡'j > 0; j--) {

UpdateFilterl(&L);
UpdateFilterl(&HTilde) ;

UpdateFilterl(&K);

HTildeConvol ve2D(In,Row,Col, &HTilde, SOut);

ReadlnverseData(2*j- 1,Row, Col, &i nfile, In) ;

GetlNDName(argv[ 1 ], 2xj, J, OutName);
OpenINDIVInput(Row, Col, OutName, &infile);
ReadINDData(Row, Col,&infi le,In) ;

fclose(inf,ile);

LKConvolve2D(In,Row,Col, &L, &K,Out);
Accumulate(SOut,Out,Row*Col);

ReadlnverseData(2*j-2,Row, Col, &infile, In);

GetlNDName(argv[], 2*j - I, J, OutName);
OpenINDIVInput(Row, Col, OutName, &infi le);

ReadINDData(Row, Col,&infi le,In) ;

fclose(infile);

KlConvolve2D(In, Row,Col, &K, &L, Out);
Accumulate(SOut,Out, Row*Col);

tmP = 56u¡'
SOut = In;
In = tmpi

printf("%d "j);
fflush(stdout);

Ì
OutlnverseResults@ow, Col,&outfi le,In) ;

FreeFilter(&K);
FreeFilter(&G);
FreeFilter(&H);
FreeFilter(&L);
FreeFilter(&HTilde);
free(In);
free(Out);
free(SOut);
fclose(logfrile);
fclose(outfile):
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printf("Success\n ");
neturn 0; /* Success */

l

Sounce File 2n

/*******X*X+:***************+:******************************++*******,k*/
/* kwt.c

@1995 Armein Langi

#include <stdio.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <math.h>
#include "kwt.h"

int Testing(float Data) {

if(Data > -10000 && Data < 10000) {

return 0;

] else {

printf("Saturation error !\n ");
return 1;

Ì
]
int PrintData(float *Data, int Size){
int i;

for(i=0; icSize; i++) {
pnntf(" Volf ",Datali I ) ;

)
printf("\n");
return 0;

)

float logtwo(float In){
float retval;

if(In <= 0) {
retval= 0;

] else {

. retval = log(In) llog(2.0):
]
return retval;

)

int CreateFilterG(FILTER *G) i
G->Size = 2;

G->Start = 0;

G->Start = -1;

G->c = (float *) calloc((size_t) G->Size, sizeof (float) );
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if(G->c != 0) {
(G->c)[0] = l'S;

(G->c)[1] - -2.0;

return 0;

Ì else {

printf("Enor: Fail to create filter G\n");
return 1;

Ì
)

int createFilterH(FILTER *G) 
{

G->Size = 4;

l*
G->Start = -1;

G->Start = -2;

G->c = (float *) calloc((size-t) G->Size, sizeof (float) );
if(G->c != 0) {

(G->cX0l = 0'125;
(G->c)[1] =0'375;
(G->c)[2] = 0'375;
(G->cX3l =O'125;
return 0;

) else {
printf("Enor: Fail to create filter G\n");
return 1;

Ì

int CreateFilterK(FILTER +G) 
{

G->Size = 6;

G->Start = -3;
,Él

G->Start = -2;

G->c = (float x) calloc((size-t) G->Size, sizeof (float) );

if(G->c != 0) {
(G->c)[0] = -0'0078125;
(G->c)[l] = -0'054685;
(G->cX2l = -0'171875;
(G->c)[3]= 0'171875;
(G->c)[a] = 0'054685;
(G->cXsl = 0'0078i25;
return 0;

) else {
printf("Error: Fail to create filter G\n");
return l;

)

)

int CreateFilterL(FILTER *G) 
{

G->Size = 7;

G->Start = -3;
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G->c = (float *) calloc((size_t) G->Size, sizeof (float) );
if(G->c != 0) {

(G->c)[0] = 0'0078125;
(G->c)[1] = 0.M6875;
(G->c)[2] = 0'117187 5;
(G->c)[3] =0'65625;
(G->cXal = 0.1171875;
(G->c)[5] =O'M6875;
(G->c)[6] = 0'0078125;
return 0;

) else {

printf("Error: Fail to create filter G\n");
return 1;

]
)

int CreateFilterHTilde(FILTER *c) 
{

G->Size = 4:

G->Start = -2;

G->Start = -1;

G->c = (float *) calloc((size_t) G->Size, sizeof (float) );
if(G->c != 0) {

(G->c)[0] = 0'125;
(G->cXll =0'315;
(G->c)[2] = 0'375;
(G->c)[3] = 0'125;
return 0;

) else {

printf("Error: Fail to create filter G\n");
return 1;

Ì
]

int CreateFilterD(FILTER *G) {
G->Size = 1;

G->Start = 0;

. G->c = (float *) calloc((size_t) G->Size, sizeof (float) );
if(G->c != 0) {

(G->cXOl = 1.0;

return 0;

) else {
printf("Enor: Fail to create filter G\n");
return 1;

)

]

int FreeFilter(FILTER xG) {
free(G->c);
return 0;

]
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int GConvoivelD(float *In,int size, FILTER *f,float *OuÐ 
{

int ij,k;
float Data;

for(i = 0;i < size; i++) {' Outlil = 0'0'
for(i=f-¡51¿t't;j < f->Start + f->Size;j++) {

k=(i-l%osize;

if(k >= 0) {

Data = In[k];
) else {

Data = In[size+k];

)
out[i] = outlil + (Data * (f->c)û - f->Startl);

Ì
]
return 0;

)

int KConvolvelD(float *In,int size, FILTER *f,float *Out) 
{

int i j,k;
float Data;

for(i = 0;i < size; i++) {

Outli] = 0'0'
for(i=f-;'5¡*t;j < f->Sta¡t + f->Size;j++) {

l=(i-j)Vosize;

if(k >= 0) {

Data = Inlkl;
) else {

Data = In[size+k];

)

Out[i] = Outli] + (Data * (f->c)U - f->Startl);

Ì
if(Testing(OutIi])) {

Data=O;

Ì;
Ì

l*
PrintData(Out, size);

return 0;

)

int LConvolvelD(float *In,int size,FILTER *fifloat *OuÐ 
{

int ij,k;
float Data;

for(i = 0;i < size; i++) {

Cut[i] = 0'0;
forfi=f-¡5¡t ; j <f->Sta¡t+f->Size;j++) {

to=(i-j)Vosize;

if(k >= 0) {
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Data = In[k];
) else i

Data = In[size+k];

]
Out[i] = Outli] + (Data * (f->c)[i - f->Start]);

]
Testing(OutIi]);

)

PrintData(Out, size);

return 0;

Ì

int HConvolvelD(float *In,int size,FILTER *f,float *OuÐ 
{

int ij,k;
float Data;

for(i = 0;i < size; i++) i
Outli] = 0'0;
for(=f-;'5¡r.;j < f->Start + f->Size; j++) {

þ=(i-j)Vosize;

if(k >= 0) {

Data = In[k];
) else {

Data = In[size+k];

)
Outfi] = Outlil + @ata x (f->c)Û - f->Startl);

)

]
return 0;

)

int HTildeConvolvelD(float *In,int size,FILTER *f,float *OuÐ 
{

int ij,k;
float Data;

for(i = 0;i < size; i++) {

Outli] = 0'0'
for(=f->Start;j < f->Start + f->Size;j++) {

k=(i-j)Vosize;

if(k >= 0) {
Dara = In[k];

Ì else {

Dara = Inlsize+k];
)

out[i] = out[i] + @ata * (f->c)Û - f->Startl);

)

return 0;

Ì
int DConvolvelD(float xln,int size,float *OuÐ 

{
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Ínt i;
for(i = 0;i < size; i++) {

Out[i] = In[i]'
Ì
return 0;

Ì

int UpdateFilterF(FILIrER *Ð 
{

int retval=0,i;

f->Size = f->Size + f->Size - l;
¡-¡s = (float x) realloc(f->c, sizeof(float) * f->Size);

if( !f->c) {
printf("Enor: Fail to allocate new filter\n");
return 1;

Ì
for(i=f->Size /2:i>0 ; i- -) {

(f->c)[2*i] = (f->c)[i];

]
for(i=0; i < f->Size/2; i++) {

(f->c)[1 +2*i]=Q,
Ì
f->Start = (f->Size)/(-2);

l*
f->Start=2*f->Start;

*1.

printf("Filter: ");
for(i=0; i<f->Size; i++) {

pnntf (" Toff ",(f->c) [i] ) ;

Ì
printf("\n");

return retval;

Ì

int UpdateFilterl(FILTER *f) 
{

int retval=0,i;

f->Size = (f->Size)/2 + 1;

for(i=0;icf->Size; i++) {

(f->c)[i] = (f->cX2*il ;

Ì

f-¡ç = (float *) realloc(f->c, sizeof(float) * f->Size);

if(!f->c) {
printf("Enor: Fail to allocate new filter\n");
return 1;

Ì

f->Start = (f->Size - l)l(-2);

f->Sta¡t = f->Stan/Z;
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printf("Filter: ");

for(i=O; i<f->Size; i++) {

pnntf (" Tolf ",(f->c) [i] ) ;

Ì

printf("Start: %d\n",f->Start) ;

return retval;

]

int Accumulate(float *Out, float *In, int Size) {

int i;
for(i=O;i<Size;i++) t

Outli] += In[i];
)

return 0;

)

int PrepareFilterl(FllTER xf,int J) {

int j;
for(j=g' j <J;j++) {

UpdateFilterF(Ð;

Ì
return 0;

]

int GDConvolve2D(float *In,int Row, int Col,
FILTER *X, float *OuÐ{

int i;

for(i=O; i < Col; i++) {

GConvolvelD(&In[i*Row],Row, X, &Out[i*Row]);
)
return 0;

Ì

int DGConvolve2D(float *In,int Row, int Col,
FILTER *Y, float *OuÐ{

float *buffer;

int ij;
buffer = (float *) calloc (Row*Col, sizeof(float));
if(lbuffer ) {

free(buffer);
return - I ;

]

for(j=g;¡ < Row;j++) {

for(i=O;i < Coll i++) {

Outfi+j*Col] = InLi + i*Rowl;
Ì
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)

for(i=0; i < Row; i++) {

GConvol ve1 D(&Out[i *Col],Col, Y, &buffer[i*Col] ) ;

]

for(=6' j <Row;j++) {

for(i=0;i < Col; i++) {

Out[i+j*Col] = bufferli + i*Row];
)

)

free(buffer);
return 0;

]

int LKConvolve2D(float *In,int Row, int Col,
FILTER *X, FILTER *Y,float *Out){

float *buffer;

int ij;
buffer = (float *) calloc (Row*Col, sizeof(float));
if(lbuffer ) {

free(buffer);
' return -1;

)
for(=Q' j <Row;j++) {

for(i=0;i < Col; i++) {

buffer[i+j*Col] = InU + i*Rowl;
]

Ì
for(i=O; i < Col; i++) {

KConvolve I D(&bufferIi*Row],Row, Y, &Out[i*Row]) ;

Ì

printf("Finished K of LK\l");

for(j=Q;j < Row; j++) {

for(i=O;i < Col; i++) {

buffer[i+j*Col] = Out[ + i*Row];
Ì

)

for(i=O; i < Col; i++) {

LConvolve I D(&buffer[i*Row],Row, X, &Out[i *Row] 
) ;

)

printf("Finished L of LK\n");

free(buffer);
return 0;

)

int KlConvolve2D(float xln,int Row, int Col,
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FILTER *X, FILTER *Y,float *OuÐ{

{loat *buffer;

int ij;
buffer = (float *) calloc (Row*Col, sizeof(float));
if(lbuffer ) {

free(buffer);
return - I ;

)

for(i=O; i < Co1; i++) {

Convolve 1D(&In [i*Row],Row, X, &bufferli*Rowl );

Ì

printf("Finished K of KL\n");

for(j=Q'jcRow;j++){
for(i=0;i < Col; i++) {

Out[i+j*Col] = bufferli + i*Row];
Ì

]
for(i=0; i < Row; i++) {

LConvolve I D(&Out[i *Col],Col, Y, &buffer[i*Col]) ;

)

printf("Finished L of KL\n");

for(=g;j < Row;j++) {

for(i=O;i < Col; i++) {

Outli+j*Coll = bufferli + i*Rowl;
Ì

]

. free(buffer);
return 0;

i

int HConvolve2D(float *In,int Row, int Col,
FILTER *X, float xOut) 

{

float *buffer;

int ij;
buffer = (float *) calloc (RowxCol, sizeof(float));
if(lbuffer ) {

free(buffer);
return -1;

]

for(i=O; i < Col; i++) {

HConvolvelD(&In[i*Row],Row, X, &buffer[i*Row]);

]
for(=6' j <Row;j++) {

for(i=O;i < Col; i++) {

Out[i+j*Col] = bufferli + ixRowl:
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Ì
for(i=0; i < Row; i++) {

HConvolveiD(&.Outli*Coil,Col, X, &buffer[i*Col]);
Ì
for(=Q;j < Row;j++) {

for(i=O;i < Col; i++) {
Out[i+j*Col] = buffer[ + i*Row];

)

ì

free(buffer);
return 0:

)
int HTildeConvolve2D(float *In,int Row, int Col,

FILTER *X, float *OuÐ 
{

float *buffer;

int ij;
buffer = (float *) calloc (Row*Col, sizeof(float));

' if(lbuffer ) {

free(buffer);
return - I ;

)

forfi=Q; j <Row;j++) {

for(i=O;i < Col; i++) {

buffer[i+j*Col] = InU + i*Rowl;
)

]
for(i=O; i < Col; i++) {

HTildeConvolvel D(&buffer[i *Row],Row, X, &Out[i*Row]) ;

Ì
for(=g' j < Row; j++) {

for(i=O;i < Col; i++) {

buffer[i+j*Col] = OutU + i*Rowl;
)

)

for(i=O; i < Col; i++) {

HTildeConvolve 1 D(&buffer[i *Row],Row, X, &Out[i*Row] );

]

free(buffer);
return 0;

)

Source Ni\,e 22

/***>F****,k*****t(**************{:********************************X*****/

/* kwt2ind.c
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@ 1995 Armein Langi
)rl

#include <stdio.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <math.h>
#include "files.h"
#include "kwt.h"

uul".n char OutName[];

int main (int argc, char *argv[]) 
{

float *In, *Out, *SOut, *tmp;

int Jj, Dir=O, Col, Row, Max;
FILE *inftle, *outfile, *logfile;

if(argc != 3) {
printf("Usage : Tos infile outfi le\n",argv [0]);
exi(-1);

)

OpenKWTInpu(&J, &Row, &Col, &Max, argv[1], &infile);
strcpy (OutName,argv [2] ) ;

strcat(OutName, ".ind") ;

OpenINDOutput(&J,&Row, &Col, &Max, OutName, &logfile);
InitialData(Row, Col, &In, &SOut, &Out);

for(=l' i <2*J + 2; j++) {

OpenINDIVOutput(Row, Col, argv[2], j, J, &outfile);
fread(In,sizeof(float),Row * Col, infile);
OutINDResults(Row, Col,&outfile,In) ;

fclose(outfile);
fprintf(logfi le, " 7od\t%s\n " j,OutName) ;

printf("%d "j);
fflush(stdout);

)

free(In );
free(Out);
free(SOut);
fclose(infile);
fclose(logfi1e);
printf("Success\n");
return 0; /x Success x/

)

c^---^^ E1:I^ î2r:tutlll-E l-'llt lrJ

/*******X*X*******,F********rr**********xx*x***xx**************X*X*****/
l* ma2exf.c
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#include <stdio.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <math.h>
#include "files.h"
#include "kwt.h"
int ma2ext(int Row, int Col,float *m,float xa, float *e,float *i' float *t);

ext€rn char OutName[];

int main (int argc, char *argv[]) 
{

float xln, *Out, *SOut, *tmpl

int Jj, Dir=O, Col, Row, Max;
FILE *infile,xmfile, *afile, *vf,rle, *hfile, *logfile;

if(argc != 3) {

printf( "Usage : 7o s inl:Je outfi le\n ",argv [0] ) ;

exi(- 1);

]

strcpy(OutName,argvI I ]);
strcat(OutName,".ma");

OpenMAInput(&J, &Row, &Col, &Max, OutName, &infile);
fclose(infile);

strcpy(OutName,argv [2] ) ;

strcat(OutName, ".ext" ) ;

OpenEXTOutput(&J,&Row, &Col, &Max, OutName, &logfile);

InitialData(Row, Col, &In, &SOut, &Out);

for(=g'jcJ;j++){

GeMAData(2*j+1,J,Row, Col, argv[1], &mfile, In);
GeMAData(2*j+2,J,Row, Col, argv[1], &afile, Out);

printf("OK Reading Vod\n" i);
ma2ext(Row,Col,In,Out,In,Out, SOuÐ;

PutEXTData(2*j+1,J, Row, Col, argv[2], &mfile, In);
PutEXTData(2*j+2,J, Row, Col, argv[2], &afile, Out);

fprintf(logfi le, " %d\t%s\n " j,OutName) ;

printf("%d "j);

fflush(stdout);

)
GetMAData(2xj+l,J, Row, Col, argv[1], &mfile, SOut);

PutEXTData (2* j+I, J, Row. Col,argv [2], &mfi le,S Out) ;
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free(In);
free(Out);
free(SOut);

l*
fclose(vfile);
fclose(hfile);

. fclose(mhle);
fclose(afile);

printf("Success\n");

fclose(logfile);
printf("Success\n ");
return 0; /* Success */

Ì

int ma2ext(int Row, int Col,float *m,float *a, float *e,float *ae,float *t) 
{

int i j,n,inl jn1,in-1jn-1;
double mnO,mn 1 ,mn-1 ,invcos45,idelta, jdelta;

invcos45 = 1/(0.5 * sqrt(2));
for(i=O; i < Row; i++) {

for(j=0;j<Col;j++) {

n=i*Col+j;
if(m[n] != 0) i

idelta = invcos45 * sin(a[n]);
jdelta = invcos45 * cos(a[n]);
inl =i+(int)idelta;
jn1 =¡ + (int)jdelta;
in-l =i-(int)idelta;
jn_l =3 - (int) jdelta;

]
if(inl >= 0 && inl < Row &&

in-1 >= 0 && in-l < Row &&
jnl >= 0 && jnl < Col &&
jn-l >= 0 && jn-l < Col && m[n] !=0) {

if(mlnl >= m[in-l * Col + jn-l] && mlnl > mlini * Col + jnll) {

tlnl = ¡¡¡¡n1'

] else {

t[n] = Q'

]
Ì
/* deal with the boundary pixels x/

if(i =- 0lli == Row - I llj == I llj == Bo* - t[
t[n] = ¡¡¡¡n1'

Ì

)
for(i=0; i < Row; i++) {

for(=0;j<Col;j++){

l*

*l
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n=i*Col +j;
m[n] = ¡¡¡1'
if(t[n] == 9¡ 1

a[n] = 0'

Ì

)

Source FiXe 24

/****i(*i<*X**x***************{<******lÉ********x*>F*****+*t*t<**X*********/

/* maZind.c
@1995 Armein Langi

#include <stdio.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <math.h>
#include "files.h"
#include "kwt.h"
int ma2ind(int Row, int Col,float *m,float *a, float *h,float *v);

extern char OutName[];

int main (int argc, char *argv[]) 
{

float xln, *Out, *SOut, *tmp;

int Jj, Dir=O, Col, Row, Max;
FILE *infiìe,*mfile, +af,ile, *vfile, *hfile, *logf,rle;

if(argc != 3) {
printf("Usage: %s infi ìe outfi Ie\n ",argv[0] );
exit(-1);

)

strcpy(OutName,a¡gv [ 1 ] );
strcat(OutName, ".ma" ) ;

' OpenMAInput(&J, &Row, &Col, &Max, OutName, &infile);

strcpy(OutName, argv [2] ) ;

strcat(OutName, ". ind " ) ;

OpenINDOutput(&J,&Row, &Col, &Max, OutName, &logfile) ;

InitialData(Row, Col, &In, &SOut, &Out);

forfi=6'j <J;j++) {

GetMAData(2*j+1,J,Row, Col, argv[1], &mfile, In);
GetMAData(2*j+2,J, Row, Col. argvlll, &afile, OuÐ;

printf("OK Reading %d\n" j);
ma2ind(Row,Col,In,Out,In,OuÐ;
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PutINDIVData(z* j+ 1,J, Row, Col, argv [2], &hfi ]e, In) ;

PutINDIVData(2*j+2,J, Row, Col, argv[2], &vfile, Out);

fprintf(lo gfi le," Vo d\t%o s\n" j, O u tName) ;

printf("7od "j);

fflush(stdout);

Ì
GeMAData(2*'j+1,J, Row, Col, a¡gv[1], &mfile, SOut);

PuIINDIVDa ta(z* j+ 1, J, Row, Col,argv [2],&hfi I e,SOut) ;

free(In);
free(Out);
free(SOut);
fclose(vfile);
fclose(hfi1e)l
fclose(mfile);
fclose(afile);
fclose(infile);
fclose(logfi1e);
printf("Success\n ");
return 0; /* Success */

)

int ma2ind(int Row, int Col,float *m,float *a, float *h,float xv) 
{

int ij,n;
double hn,vn;

for(i=O; i < Row; i++) {

forfi = 0;j < Col; ¡++ ) {

n=i*Col+j;

pnntf (" Vof , 7oflt", m [n],a [n] ) ;

hn = mlnl * (float) cos( (double) a[n]);
vn = m[n] * (float) sin( (double) alnl);
h[n] = ¡¡'
v[n] = Y¡'

pnntf(" Vof ,%of\n ", h [n],v [n] ) ;

Ì

Source File 25

/*X*,F**rk**Xx***********************àk*******xr(**************X****X****/
/* mazh.c

@ 1995 Armein Langi

l*

*/
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#include <stdio.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <math.h>
#include "files.h"
#include "kwt.h"

int mazhx(int scale, int Row, int Col,float *h,float *hout,float *t);

int mazhy(int scale,int Row, int Col,float *v,float xvout,float *t);

extern char OutName[];

int main (int argc, char *argv[]) 
{

float *In, xOut, *SOut, *tmp;

int Jj, Dir=0, Col, Row, Max;
FILE xinfile,*mfile, xafile, xvfile, *hfile, xlogfile;

if(argc != 3) {
pri ntf("Usage : Vo s inf:Je outfi le\n ", a¡gv [0] ) ;

exi(-1);
)

strcpy(OutName,argv[1 ]);
strcat(OutName, ".ind") ;

OpenINDInput(&J, &Row, &Col, &Max, OutName, &infile);

strcpy(OutName,argv[2] ) ;

strcat(OutName, ".ind") ;

OpenINDOutput(&J,&Row, &Col, &Max, OutName, &logfile);

InitialData(Row, Col, &In, &SOut, &Out);

for(j=Q' j <J;j++) {

GetINDIVData(2*j+1,J, Row, Col, argv[], &hfile, In);
GetINDIVData(2xj+1,J, Row, Col, argv[2], &hfile, Out);
mazhx(+1,Row,Col,In,Out,SOut);
PutINDIVData(2*j+1,J, Row, Col, argv[2], &mfile, Out);

GetINDIVDaø(2*j+2,J, Row, Col, argv I I ], &vfi le, In);
GetINDIVData(2*j+2,J, Row, Col, argv[2], &vfile, Out);
mazhy(j+ l,Row,Col,In,Out,SOut);
PutINDIVData(2*j+2,J, Row, Col, argv[2], &afile, Out);

fpri ntf(lo gfi Ie," Vo d\t7o s\n" i, OutName) ;

printf("7od "j);
fflush(stdout);

]

GetINDIVData( 2* j+\, J,Row, Col, argv I I ], &hfi le,S Out) ;
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PutINDIVData(2*j+1, J, Row, Col,argv [2],&mfile,SOut);

. free(In);
free(Out);
free(SOut);
fclose(vfile);
fclose(hf,ile);
fclose(mfile);
fclose(afile);
fclose(infile);
fclose(logfile);
printf("Success\n");
return 0; /* Success */

Ì

int mazhx(int scale,int Row, int Col,float *h,float +hout,float *t) 
{

int ij,n,k,xO,xl;
float hn,h0,h1 ,ajx0,ajx I ,alpha,beta,ajx,e0,el ;

for(i=O; i < Row; i++) {
j=0;
n=i*Col+j;
/* Search for first extremum */

lrÉ ' do{

j++;
n=i*Col+j;

)while( < Col && h[n] == 6¡'

x0 =j;
h0 = h[n];
ajxO = exp(1/(pow(2, scale * (float) 0) ));
e0=h0-houtln];

while(jcCol){
/* sea¡ch for the next */

do{
j++;
n=i*Col+j;

)while(j < Col && h[n] == Q¡'

x1 =ji
h1 = h[n];
ajxl = exp(l/(pow(2, scale t (float) (x1 - x0) ) ));
el=hl-houtln];

/* Calculate the delta x/

if(xl>1+x0){

5e¡¿ = ((eO/ajx0) -(e1lajxl)) * (ajx0*ajx0*ajx1*ajx1) /
(ajx 1 

*ajx 
1 -ajx0*ajx0) ;
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alpþ¿ = (e0/ajx0) - (beta/(ajx0*ajx0));

for(k = x0 +1; k <= xli k++) {
n=k+ixCol;
ajx = exp(1/(pow(2, scale * (float) (k - x0 ) ) ));
t[n]=alP¡¿x u¡^'
t[n] += beta lajx ;

)

) else {

t[xO+i * Row] = h[x0 +i * Row] - hout[xO +i * Row];
t[xl +i*Row]= h[x1 +i*Row]-hout[xl +i*Row];

)

/* Update the output */
for(k = x0+1; k <= xlt k++) {

n=k+i*Col;
hout[n] = hout[n] + t[n];

printf( " 7od %of Voiln",n,h[n],hout[n] ) ;

)

/* repeat the process */
x0 = x1;
h0 = h1;
ajxO = exp(1/(pow(2, scale * (float) 0) ));
e0 = el;

int mazhy(int scale,int Row, int Col,float *h,float *hout,float *t) 
{

int ij,n,k,x0,xl;
float hn,h0,h 1 ,ajx0,ajx I ,alpha,beta,ajx,e0,e 1 ;

for(i=0; i < Col; i++) {
j=0;
n=i+j*Row;
/* Search for first extremum x/

do{

j++;
n=i+j*Row;

)while( < Row && h[n] == Q);
*/

x0=j;
h0 = hlnl;
ajxO = exp(1/(pow(2, scale * (float) 0) ));
e0=h0-houtln]l

while(jcRow){
/* search for the nexf*/
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do{
j++;
n=i+jxRow;

]while( < Row && h[n] == Q);

x1 =jl
h1 = hlnl;
ajxl = exp(1/(pow(2, scale * (float) (x1-x0) ) ));
el=hl-houtln];

/* Calculate the delta x/

if(x1 >1+x0){
6sta = ((eOiajx0) -(ellajxl)) * (ajx0+ajx0*ajx1*ajx1) /

(ajx I *ajx 
1 -ajxO*ajx0) ;

alpha = (eO/ajx0) - (beta/(ajx0*ajx0));

for(k = x0 +1; k <= xli k= k + 1) {
n=i+k*Row;
ajx = exp(1/(pow(2, scale * (ftoat) (k-x0)) ));
t[n]=¿1P¡ux u.,^'

t[n] += beta /ajx ;

)

) else {

t[i + x0 * Row] = hli +x0 * Row] - houtli + x0 x Row];
t[i +x1 * Row] = hli +xl *Row] -hout[i+x1 * Row];

Ì

/* Update the output */

for(k = x0 +1; k <= xl i k= k+ 1) {
n=i+k*Row;
hout[n] = houtln] + t[n];

printf (" Vo d Vaf Vof\n",n,h[n], hout [n ] ) ;

Ì

/* repeat the process */
x0=xl;
h0 = h1;
ajxO = exp(1/(pow(2, scale * (float) 0) ));;
e0 = el;

Ì

E_F^^t^- Er:t^ fåÄt¡ttrEt -¡-'Àtç À
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/****+**********+******)F{<*l***+****************+********/
/* chain.h

typedef struct {

int n,ne,e,se,s,sw,w,nw,c,Row,Col,next,last,qalpha;

} NEIGHBOUR;

typedef sfuct {
int starti,startj,length,Row,Col,laststarti,laststaftj ;

float sum;
float CLTh, CSTh, MagTh;

} CHAIN;

/* Prototypes */

l* For extZcha.c *l
int ext2cha(int scale,int J,char *file,

int Row, int Col, float *m, float *a, float *ch, CHAIN *chain);

extern char OutName[];
int ext2gre(int scale,int J,char *cftle, char xgfile,

int Row, int Col, float *m, float *a, float *ch,CHAIN *chain);

int cha2ext(int scale,int J,cha¡ xcfilename, char *gf,tlename,

int Row, int Col, float *m, float *a, float *SOuI,CHAIN *chain);

int UpdateNeighbourlndex(NEIGHBOUR * nei g) ;

int GetQalpha(fl oat theta);

int NextNeighbour(NEIGHBO(IR *neig,float *m, float *a, CHAIN *chain);

int Testlast(int Pix, NEIGHBOUR *neig,float *m, float xa, CHAIN *chain);

int LastNeighbour(NEIGHBOUR xneig,float *m, float xa, CHAIN *chain);

int StartSearch(float *m,float *a,CHAIN *chain,NEIGHBOUR *neig);

int ChainMark(float *m, float *a, CHAIN *chain, float *ch,NEIGHBOLIR *neig);

int SaveChain(CHAIN *chain,float *ch,FILE **cfile);

int ext2cha(int scale,int J,cha¡ *fi1e,

int Row, int Col, float *m, float *a, float *ch,CHAIN +chain);

l* for ext2gre*/
int TestNext(NEIGHBOTIR *neig);

E{eader F'ile 2

/***x*********i(**********+************,k****************xxt*****x*/
/* files.h

int InitialData(int Row, int Col, float x*In, float **SOut, float **Out);

int OpenPGMlnput(int *J, int *Row, int *Col, int *Max, char *file, FILE **inÐ;

int OpenKWTOutput(int *J, int *Row. int *Col, int *Max. char *fiIe, FILE **outÐ;

int OpenKWTlnput(int *J, int xRow, int *Col, int *Max. char *file' FILE **inÐ;

int OpenPGMOutput(int *Row, int *Col, int *Max, cha¡ *fiIe, FILE **outÐ;
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int OpenlNDOutput(int *J, int *Row, int *Col, int *Max, char *file, FILE xxoutÐ;

int GetlNDName(char *IName, int j, int J,char *OName);

int OpenINDlVOutput(int Row, int Col,char *fìle,int j, int J, FILE **outf);

int OutForwardResults(int j, int Row, int Col, FILE **outf, float *Out);

int OutlnverseResults(int Row, int Col, FILE *xoutf, float *Out);

int ReadlnverseData(int J, int Row, int CoI,FILE x*infile,float *In);

int ReadForwardData(int Row, int CoI,FILE **infile,float *In);

int SkipRead(int Row, int CoI,FILE **infile,int Num);

int ReadlNDData(int Row, int Col, FiLE *xfile, float *In);

int ReadMAData(int Row, int Col, FILE x*file, float *In);

int OutlNDResults(int Row, int Col, FILE x*outf, float xOut);

int OpenlNDlnput(int xJ,int *Row, int *Col, int *Max, char *fiIe, FILE **inÐ;

l* for ma2ind *l
int Outtøe¡Results(int Row, int Col, FILE **outf, float xOut);

int PuMAData(int j, int J, int Row, int Col, cha¡ *file, FILE **infile, float *In);

int GetMAData(int j, int J, int Row, int Col, char xfile, FILE *xinfile, float xln);

int GetINDIVData(int j, int J, int Row, int Col, char *file, FILE *xinf,rle, float *In);

int PutINDIVData(int j, int J, int Row, int Col, char *fiIe, FILE x*infile, float *In);

/* for indZma */

int OpenINDIVInput(int Row, int Col, char +fi1e, FILE **inÐ;

int OpenMASlnput(int Row, int Col, char *fiIe, FILE **inÐ;

int OpenMAlnput(int *J,int *Row, int *Col, int *Max, char *fiIe, FILE **inÐ;

int GetMAName(char *IName, int j, int J,char *OName);

int OpenMAOutput(int *J, int *Row, int *Col, int *Max, char *fiÌe, FILE **outf);

lx for ma2ext */

int OpenEXTOutput(int *J, int *Row, int *Col, int xMax, char +fiIe, FILE **outf);

int PutEXTData(int j, int J, int Row, int Col, cha¡ xfile, FILE **infile, float *In);

int GetEXTName(char *IName, int j, int J,char xOName);

int OutEXTResults(int Row, int Col, FILE *xoutf, float *Out);

l* for ext2ind */
int OpenEXTlnput(int *J,int *Row, int *Col, int *Max, char *file, FILE **inÐ;

int GetEXTData(int j, int J, int Row, int Col, char *file, FILE **infile, float *In);

int OpenEXTSlnput(int Row, int Col, char *fiIe, FILE **inÐ;

int ReadEXTData(int Row, int Col, FILE **file, float *In);

/* For extZcha*l
int OpenCHAOutput(int *J, int *Row, int xCol, int *Max, char *file, FILE **outÐ;

int PutCHAData(int j, int J, int Row, int Col, char *fiIe, FILE **outf,rle, float *In);

int GetCHAName(char *IName, int j, int J,char *OName);

int OutCHAResults(int Row, int Col, FILE **outf, float *Out);
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lx For ext2gre */
int OpenCHAlnput(int *J, int *Row, int *Col, int *Max, char *file, FILE **outÐ;

int OpenGREOutput(int *J, int *Row, int *Col, int *Max, char *file, FILE **outf);

/* For cha2ext*l
int OpenGRElnput(int *J, int *Row, int *Col, int *Max, cha¡ *file, FILE **outf);

F{eaden File 3

/**'t*t*******************t<***;***********************************)*/

/* kwt.h
*/

#ifndef KWT-H
#define KWT-H

typedef sfuct filter-structure {
int Size;
int Start;
float *c;

}FILTER;

float logtwo(float ln);
int CreateFilterG(FILTER *G) 

;

int CreateFilterH(FILTER +G) 
;

int CreateFilterK(FILTER *G) 
;

int CreateFilterL(FILTER *G) 
;

int CreateFilterD(FILTER *G) 
;

int CreateFilterHTilde(FILTER *G) 
;

int FreeFilter(FILTER *G) 
;

int GConvolvelD(float xln,int size,FILTER *f,float *Out);

int HConvolvelD(float *In,int size,FILTER *f,float *Out);

int KConvolvelD(float *In,int size,FILTER *f,float *Out);

int LConvolvelD(float *In,int size,FILTER *f,float *Out);

int HTildeConvolvelD(float *In,int size,FILTER *f,fl oat *Out);

int DConvolvelD(float *In,int size,float *Out);

int UpdateFilterF(FILTER xÐ 
;

int UpdateFilterl(FILTER *f) 
;

int PrepareFilterl@IlTER *f, int J);

int Accumulate(float *Out, float *In, int Size);

int GDConvolve2D(float *In,int r, int c,FILTER *,float *Out);

int DGConvolve2D(float *In,int r, int c,FILTER *, float *Out);

int HTildeConvolve2D(float *In,int r, int c,FILTER *, float *Out);

int HConvolve2D(float *In,int r, int c,FILTER *, float *Out);

int KlConvolve2D(float *In,int r, int c,FILTER *, FILTER *,float *Out);

int LKConvolve2D(float xln,int r, int c,FILTER'k, FILTER x,float *Out);

#endif
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E{eaden FiXe 4

/**x****x******************************************************/
/* main.h

int SkipRead(int Row, int CoI,FILE **infile,int Num);

int ReadPGMDaIa(PGMSTRUCT xData,double *In);

int OutResults(int Row, int Col, FILE **outf, double *Out);

int InitiallnverselO(KWTSTRUCT *In, PGMSTRUCT *Out);

int InitialForwardlO(PGMSTRUCT *In, KWTSTRUCT *Out) 
;

int InitialData(KV/TSTRUCT *Data, double **In, double **SOut, double **Out);
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Appproprx G

Souwcø Copp F'tR Rscm Coppm.s {JsrNG A++ Ã-xwm¿w.v

Makefi[e
#Makefile

# Makefile for examples running with A++ library

PROGRAM = rice

LIBS = -lA++ -lm lwtree
LIBDIRS = -Unlelf0/dquinlan/A++P++.4. 1 .3/A++ \

-Lln/c 3 serveb/l an gilResearch./!Vtree

INCLUDEDIRS = -Vnlelf0/dquinlan/A++P++.4. 1.3/A++ \
-Vnlc 3 serv eb/l an gilResearch.flVtree

CC = /usr/lang/SC3.0, 1/bin/CC
#CFLAGS = -fast -c992 -O4
CFLAGS = -O -c992
pg = purify

SOI-IRCES = psi.C bitstream.C psicomp.C fiìes.C
OBJECTS = $(SOURCES :.C=.o)

.SUFFIXES:.C

.C.o:
$(CC) $(CFLAGS) $(INCLUDEDIRS) -c $< -o $@

# with purify
#$(PROGRAM) : $(OBJECTS) main.o
# $(DB) $(CC) $(CFLAGS) -o $@ $(I-IBDIRS) $(LIBS) $(OBIECTS)

# No purify
$(PROGRAM): $(OBJECTS) main.o

$(CC) $(CFLAGS) -o $@ $(LIBDIRS) $(LIBS) $(OBJECTS)

clean:
/bin/rm -f $(OBJECTS)
/bin/rm -f $(PROGRAM)

lib:$(OBJECTS)
ar r libpsi.a $(OBJECTS)
ranlib libpsi.a
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Sounce File X.

/*******xx***********************************************x*x*******/
/* bitstream.C
*/
#include "bitstream.h"

stream: : stream(size-t l)

{
length=O;
maxlength = l;
bufflength = l;
data = new unsigned int[maxlength];
index = 0;
llcout << "Allocate data with maxlength: " << maxlength << endl;

Ì

stream::-stream0

{

if(maxlength != 0) delete data;;

)

size-t stream: : setindex(size-t i)

{

index = i;
return index;

Ì

int stream: :savebintext(const char xfilename)

{
size_t i,dum;
ofstream out(fi I ename) ;

cout << "length: " << length << endl;

for(i=O; i < length; i++) {
dum = (unsigned int) datali];
out << dum << ",";

]

out.close0;
return 0;

]

int stream::display0

{
size_t i,dum;

/lcout << "length: " << length << endl;
for(i=O; i < length; i++) {

dum = (unsigned int) datali];
cout << dum << ",";
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Ì

return 0;

)

int stream::set(unsigned int val)

{

//cout << index;

set((size_t) index, val);
llcout << index << endl;
return 0;

]

unsigned int stream::put(unsigned int val)

{
set((size_t) index, val);
index ++;
return val;

Ì
unsigned int stream: :getQ

{
unsigned int val;

llif(index >= Iength) cout << "index >= Iength, " << index << ", " << length<<endl;
val = datalindex];
index ++;
return val;

Ì

size-t stream: :set(size-t i,unsigned int val)

{

unsigned int *temp;

size_t j,oldintlength;
if(i < length) {

data[i] = Y¿l;

return i;

)

oldintlength = length;
length = i+1;

if(length > maxlength) i
llcout << "buffer is extended " ;
maxlength = length + bufflength;
temP = i¿¡¿'

. data = new unsigned int[maxlength];
llcout << i << " " << Iength

forfi=g' j < oldintlength;j++) {

data¡1 = temPfi];
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]
delete temp;

]

data[i] = v¿l;

return i;
Ì

bitstream: :bitstream(size-t l) : stream(l)

{

)

int bitstream::load(const char *filename)

{

char getdum;

bytelength = 0;
ifstream fi Ie(fi Iename) ;

while(!file.eofO) {

file.get(getdum);
bytelength ++;

)
bytelength = bytelength - 1 ;

lllength = bytelength + 8;

//cout << "b),telength "1< b¡'¡¿¡¿rtth << endl;
bitdata = new unsigned char[bytelength];
file.close0;
file.open(filename);
file.read((char *) bitdata, sizeof(unsigned char) * bytelength);
file.close0;
llcout << "length "<< length << endl;

llcout << "bytelength "<< bytelength << endl;

bitdecoder$;
llcout << "length "<< length << endl;

delete bitdata;
return 0;

]

int bitstream::save(const char *filename)

{

size-t i,olength=length;

bytelength = length/8;
if(8*bytelength != length) bytelength ++;
llcout << "bytelength "<< bytelength << endl;
for(i=olength; i < bytelength *8; i++) {

set(i,0);
ì

lllength = bytelength * 8;
bitdata = new unsigned char[bytelength];
bitencoder0;
ofstream fi le(fi lename) ;
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f,ile.write((char x) bitdata, sizeof(unsigned char) * bytelength);
file.close0;

delete bitdata;
return 0;

)

int bitstream : : bitencoderQ

{

size-t ij;
forfi=g;j < bYtelength;j++) {

bitdataffl = Q;

for(i=O;i < 8;i++) {

llcout << j*8 + i << " "; cout'flush0;
bitdatafi] a= (dataff*8 + i] << (7-i));

)

Ì
refurn 0;

)

int bitstream: : bitdecoder0

{
size_t ij;
unsigned int bdata;
for(=g'j < bYtelength; j++) {

for(i=O; i < 8; i++) {

bdara = (bitdataff] >> (7-i)) & l;
/lcout << bdøta << " ";' 
llcout << j << i << ": " <<j*8 + I << " ";cout.Ílush);
set(ix8 + i, bdata);

)

)

return 0;

]

SSlstream::SSlstream(size-t l) : stream( l)

{

/lcout <<"SSI allocated " << I << "," << Iength << endl;

)

int SSlstream: :incr(int i)
{

return incr((size-t) i);

]
rrnsigned int SSIstream: :incr0

{

datalindex] += 1;

llcout << data[index] << " ";
return datalindex];

Ì

int SSIstream: :incr(size-t i)
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return set(i,1 + datali]);

)

int SSIstream: :incindex0

{
llcout << inàex;
index ++i
return 0;

Ì

int SSIstream::load(const char *filename)

{

unsigned int getdum;
length = 0;
ifstream fi le(filename);
while(!file.eof0) {

file.read((char *) &getdum,sizeof(unsigned int));
length ++;

ì
file.close0;
length = length - 1;

cout << "length "<< length << endl;
delete data;

data = new unsigned intUengthl;
frle.open(filename);
file.read((char *) data, sizeof(unsigned int) * length);
file.close0;
maxlength = length;
refurn 0;

Ì
int SSlstream::loadword(const char *filename)

{
unsigned short int getdum;

unsigned int i;
length = 0;

ifstream fi le(fi Iename) ;

while(!file.eofQ) {

file.read((char x) &getdum,sizeof(unsigned short int));
length ++;

)

file.close0;
length=length-1;
cout << "length "<< length << endl;

delete data;

data = new unsigned int[ength];
file.open(filename);
for(i = 0; i < length; i++) {

file.read((char *) &getdum, sizeof(unsigned short inf));
datafi] = (unsigned int) getdum;

)
file.close0;
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maxlength = length;
return 0;

)

int SSIstream: :save(const char *fi lename)

{
ofstream fi le(fi lename);
f,rle.write((char *) data, sizeof(unsigned int) * length);
file.close0;

return 0;

]

int SSIstream : : saveword(const char xfilename)

{
unsigned int i;
unsigned short int word;

ofstream fi le(fi lename);
for(i=0; i < length; i++) {

word = (unsigned short int) datali];
file.write((char x) &word, sizeof(unsigned short int));

)

file.close0;

return 0;

Ì

Source File 2

/*******+***********************t<******t:************************++*,k/
//files.C

#include "files.h"
#include <string.h>
#define MAXBUF 1024

char LineBufferlMAXBUFl ;

image::image0

{

)
image::-image0
{
if(xdim !=0) delete pix;

)
int image::init(int Dimx,int Dimy) {

xdim = Dimx;
ydim = Dimy:
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pix = new float[xdim*ydim*sizeof({loat)];
return 0;

]

image: :GetPGM(char *frle) 
{

unsigned char *pgmdata;

int i;
ifstream pgmstream(fi le);
pgmstream. getline(LineB uffer,'Vr') ;

if(lpgmstream) {

cout << "Fail to open input file" << file << "\n";

)

if(strcmp(LineBuffer, "P5 ")) {

cout << "Unknown format of file " << file <<"\n";
pgmstream.close0;

' return 1;

]
while(pgmstream.peekQ =='#') {

pgm stream. getl ine(LineB uffer,'n') ;

)
pgmstream >> xdim >> ydim >> max >> ws;

cout << "File: " << file << ", xdim: "<< xdim;
cout << ", ydim: " << ydim << ", max: " << max << "\n";

pgmdata = new unsigned char[xdim*ydim];
if(lpgmdata) {

cout << "Not enough memory\n";
pgmstream.close0;
return 1;

)

pgmstream.read(pgmdata,sizeof(unsigned char)*xdim*ydim) ;

pgmstream.close0;

ini(xdim,ydim);.
for(i=O; i < xdim*ydim; i++) {

pix[i] = (float) pgmdatalil;

)

delete pgmdata;

return 0;

)

image: :SavePGM(char *file) 
{

unsigned char *pgmdata;

fl oat mindata, maxdata,fl odata;
int i;

pgmdata = new unsigned char lxdim*ydim];
if(lpgmdata) {

cout << "Not enough memory\n";
return 1;

)

ofstream pgmstream(fi le);
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if(!pgmstream) {

cout << "Fail to open output fìle" << file << "\n";
return 1;

]

mindara = pix[0];
maxdata = pix[0];

for(i=1;i < xdimxydim;i++) {

if(pixli] > maxdata) maxdata = pix[i];
if(pixlil < mindata) mindata = pix[i];

Ì
cout << "\Maxdata: " << maxdata << ", Mindata: " << mindata <<"\n";

max = maxdata;
if(maxdata <=255 && mindata >=0) {

for(i=0; i < xdim*ydim; i++) {

flodata = pix[i];
if(flodata > 255) flodata = 255;

if(flodata < 0) flodata = 0;
pgmdata[i] = (unsigned char) flodata;

)

Ì else {

max = 255;
for(i=O; i < xdim*ydim; i++) {

flodata = (pix[i] - mindata) * 255 /(maxdata-mindata);
pgmdata[i] = (unsigned char) flodata;

Ì
)
pgmstream << "P5h";
pgmstream << xdim
cout << "File: " << file << "\txdim: "<< xdim;
cout << ", ydim: " << ydim << ", max: " << max << "\n";

pgmstream. write(pgmdata,sizeof(unsigned char) * xdim *ydim) 
;

pgmstream.close0;

delete pgmdata;
return 0;

Ì

image: :GetFloat(char *file) 
{

int i;
ifstream pwtstream(fi le) ;

pwtstream. getline(LineB uffer,'\n') ;

. if(lpwtstream) {

cout << "Fail to open input file" << f,tle << "\n";

)
if( sucmp(LineBuffer, "PWT" )) {

cout << "Unknown format of file " << file <<"\n";
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pwtstream.close0;
return 1;

Ì
while(pwtstream.Peek0 =='#') {

pwtstream. getline(LineBuffer,'n') ;

)
pwtstream >> xdim >> ydim >> max >> ws;

cout << "File: " << f,ile << ", xdim: "<< xdim;
cout << ", ydim: " << ydim << ", max: " << max << "\n";

init(xdim,ydim);
pwtstream.read((char *) pix,sizeof(float) *xdim*ydim);

pwtstream.close0;

. return 0;

)

image: :SaveFloat(char *file) 
{

int i;

ofstream pwtstream(file) ;

if(lpwtstream) {

cout << "Fail to open output file" << file << "\n";
return 1;

Ì

pwtstream << "PVy'T\n";

pwtstream << xdim
cout << "File: " << file << "\txdim: "<< xdim;
cout << ", ydim: " << ydim << ", max: " << max << "\n";

pwtstream.write((char *) pix,sizeof(float)*xdim*ydim);

pwtstream.close0;
return 0;

)
image: :Getlnt(char *fi le) {

int i;
ifstream pwtstream(fi le) ;

pwtstream. getline(LineB uffer,'\n') ;

if(lpwtstream) i
cout << "Fail to open input file" << file << "\n";

]
if(strcmp(LineB uffer, "PWT" )) {

cout << "Unknown format of file " << file <<"\n";
pwtstream.close0;
return 1;

Ì
while(Pwtstream.Peek0 =='#') {

pwtstream. getline(LineB uffer,'n') ;

)
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pwtstream >> xdim >> ydim >> max >> ws;

cout << "File: " << file << ", xdim: "<< xdim;
cout << ", ydim: " << ydim << ", max: " << max << "\n";

init(xdim,ydim);

. pwtstream.read((char *) pix,sizeof(float)*xdim*ydim);
pwtstream.close0;

return 0;

Ì

image: : Savelnt(char *fi le) {

int i;

ofstream pwtstream(fi le) ;

if(lpwtstream) {

cout << "Fail to open output file" << file << "\n";

return 1;

Ì

pwtstream << "PWT\n";
pwtstream << xdim
cout << "File: " << file << "\txdim: "<< xdim;
cout << ", ydim: " << ydim << ", max: " << max << "\n";

' pwtstream.write((charx)pix,sizeof(float)*xdimxydim);

pwtstream.close0;
return 0;

Ì

image : : SaveArray(char *f,ile) 
{

int i;

ofstream pwtstream(fi le);
if(lpwtstream) {

cout << "Fail to open output file" << file << "\n";
return 1;

Ì

cout << "File: " << file << "\txdim: "<< xdim;
cout << ", ydim: " << ydim << ", max: " << max << "\n";

pwtstream.write((char *) pix,sizeof(float)*xdim*ydim);

. pwtstream.close0;
return 0;
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Sounce Fi[e 3

/*x*r<***+***********************************************************/
/* main.C

#include <fstream.h>
#include "psicomp.h"

int main (int argc, char x argv[]) {

int J = atoi(argv[1]); ll Block size

int bps = atoi(argv[5]); // bits per sample

int n;

int 
"'/idth,height;

image *inimg, xoutimg;

bitstream *fs,*fsl;

mlllr$ = new rmage;
inimg->GetPGM(argv [2] ) ;

width = inimg->xdim;
height = inimg->ydim;
fs= new bitstream(bps* width* height);// output stream

psi I 12D P1 (width,height,J,bps, 1 );

cout << "Encoding ..." << endl;

Pl .ImageDenoiseEncoder(*inimg, *fs);

cout << "length : " << fs->length << endl;

fs->save(argv[3]);
/ lfs - > s av e b int ext( "fs. txt " ) ;
delete fs;

delete inimg;

outimg= new image;

outimg->ini t(width,height) ;

psi I 12D P2(width,height,J,bps,l );

fsl=new bitstream(bps*width * height);// output stream

I I cout<< fs I ->maxlength << endl;
fs 1->load(argv[3]);
/lfs l ->savebintex("fs Ltxt");
cout << "Decoding ..." << endl;

fs 1->setindex(0);
P2.ImageDenoiseDecoder( *outimg, *fs I ) ;
outimg->SavePGM(argv [4] ) ;

delete fs I ;

delete outimg;
return 0;

]
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Somnce FÍ[e 4

/***x*+****************+**t************************************:+***/
/+ psi.C

#include "psi.h"

int psi::setJN(unsigned int j,unsigned int n)

{

J = j;
N=ni
return 0;

]

int psi0::encoder(SSlstream &SSi, bitstream &fs) {

size_t ij,k,l=0;

llcout << "J:" << J << " ";

bitstream ts(J*N);
/lcout << "ts.length " << ts.length<< "Ix:" << ts.index <<" ";

for(=g'j < J;j++) {

k = SSLgetO;
llcout << k << ":";

for(i=0; i < k; i++) {

ts.put( 1);

//cout << "1";' 
l/cout << ts.data[ts.index - ] l;

]
rs.put(0);
llcout << "0";
l/cout << ts.data[ts.index - ] l;

)
/ / ts. s avebintext( " ts0. txt" ) ;

llcout << "ts.Iength " << ls.length << "Ix:" << ts.index <<endl;
ll insert zero if necesssary
I = ts.length;
k=3*(1/3);
if(k!=l) k += 3;

for(=l; j < k; j++) {

rs.pur(0);

Ì
ll 3 tuple
I/ts. savebintext( "ts.txt" );
llcout << fs.index << " ";
l/ts.display0;
for(=g'j < k;j=j+3) {

if(ts.dataljl==0 && ts.dataÜ+1 l==0 &.&. ts.data[+2]==Q) {
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fs.put( 1);

Ì
if(ts.data[j]==0 && ts.data[+1 1==g && ts.data[+2]== i ; 1

fs.put(0);
fs.put(0);
fs.put(1 );

]
if(ts.data¡ 1==0 && ts.data[+ 1 ]== 1 && ts.data[+2]==g¡ 1

fs.put(0);
fs.put(1);
fs.put(0);

)

if(ts.data[]==1 && ts.dataft+ 1 ]==Q && ts.data[+2]==g; 1

fs.put(0);
fs.put(1);
fs.put(1);

Ì
if(ts. data [i ] ==0 && ts.dataff + 1 ] == 1 && ts.dataft +2]==1¡ 1

fs.put(0);
fs.put(0);
fs.put(0);
fs.put(0);
fs.put(0);

Ì
if(ts.data [ 1 == I && ts. data [ + 1 ] ==Q && ts. dataff +2]==1¡ 1

fs.pu(0);
fs.put(0);
fs.put(0);
fs.put(0);
fs.put( i );

Ì
if(ts.dataff1== 1 && ts.dataff+ I ]=- 1 && ts.data[+2] ==Q) {

fs.pu(0);
fs.put(0);
fs.put(0);
fs.put(l );
fs.put(0);

)
if(ts.data[j]== I && ts.data[j+ 1 ]== I && ts.data[+2]== 1 ¡ 1

fs.put(0);
fs.put(0);
fs.put(0);
fs.pu(1);
fs.put(1);

]

)
llcout <<fs.index << enil;
llfs.dßplay0;

return 0;
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Ì

int psiO::decoder(SSlstream &SSI, bitstream &fs) {

size-t j=Q;

llfs.displøy0;

li get back the complement psil
SSLset(0);

llcout <<fs.index << " " << J << " ";
llcout << "@" << SSl.index

while(j < J) {
if(fs.geO== 1¡ 1

llcase: I
j++; SSI.incindex0;
if0 <J) {

SSI.set(0);
j++; SSLincindex0;
if(J < J) {

SSI.set(O);
j++; SSI.incindex0;
if(i < J) SSI.set(O);

if(fs.get0==l¡ 1

if(fs.ge$==1¡ 1

/lcase: 0l I
SSI.incr0;
j++; SSI.incindex0;
if0 <J) {

SSI.set(0);
j++; SSI.incindex0;
iffi < J) SSI.set(O);

]

) else {
l/case: 010
j++; SSI.incindex0;
SSI.set(O);

SSI.incr0;
j++; SSI.incindexO;
ifÚ < J) SSI.set(0);

Ì

) else {

if(fs.get0==1) {

//case: 001
j++; SSI.incindex0;

)

)

] else {
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SSI.set(0);
j++; SSI.incindex0;
SSI.set(0);
SSI.incr0;

) else {

if(fs.ge$==A ¡ 1

if( fs.geO==Q) {

//case: 00000

j++; SSI.incindex0;
SSLset(O);

SSLincr0;
SSI.incrO;

) else i
llcase: 00001

SSI.incr0;
j++;SSI.incindex0;
SSI.set(O);

SSI.incr0;
]

) else {

if(fs.ge$==Q¡ 1

l/case: 00010

SSl.incr0;
SSI.incr0;
j++; SSI.incindex0;
if(i < J) SSI.set(O);

) else {

l/case: 0001 I

SSI.incr0;
SSI.incr0;
SSI.incr0;

]
)

]

]

return j;
)

int psi 1 : :encoder(fl oatArray &4, bitstream &fs)
unsigned intj;

SSlstream SSI(J);
for(i = 0; j < J; j++) {
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SSl.set(j,(unsigned int) A(i )) ;

)

encoder(SSI,fs);
return 0;

]

int psi 1 ::decoder(floatArray &4, bitstream &fs) {

size-t i,k;
size-t buflen;

if(fs.length == 0) {

refurn 0;

]

SSlstream SSI(J);

decoder(SSI,fs);
A.resize(J);
for(k=0; k < J; k++) {

A(k) = SSl.datalkl;

)

return J;

]

int psil ::encoder(SSlstream &SSI, bitstream &fs) {

int i=Oj,k;

for(=Q'j < J; j++) {

¡ = (int) SSI.geO;
llcout << k;
for(i=0; i < k; i++) {

fs.put(0);
llcout << "0";

]
fs.put(1);

llcout << "1";

]

return 0;

]

int psi I ::decoder(SSlstream &SSI, bitsneam &fs) {

size-t j=Q;

size-t buflen;

if(fs.length == 0) {

return j;
)
Ilcout << SSlindex<< "-";
SSI.se(0);
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while(j < J) {

if(fs.geO == 0) {

//cout << "0";
SSI.incrO;

)else {

j++;
lliÍ(j < J) SSlincindex0;
SSI.incindex0;
if(i < J) SSl.set(O);

Ì
I / cout << SSLdata[ Sfl . index] ;

Ì
/lcout << SSlindex<< "-";
llcout << J << " ";
return j;

)

psilk::psi 1k(unsigned int K)
{

k=K;
Ì
psilk::psilk0
{

k=0;
Ì

int psilk::setk(unsigned int K)
{
k=K;
return 0;

)

int psi lk::encoder(SSlstream &SSI, bitstream &fs)

size_t ij;

unsigned int ddata;
unsigned int mdata;

unsigned int lmask;

if(k==O){
lmask = 0:

] else i
lmask = 1;

lmask=lmask << (k-1);

]
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forfi =0;j <J;j++) {

ddata = SSlget0;
mdata = ddata >> k;
for(i=0; i < mdata; i++) {

fs.put(0);
llcout << "0";

)
fs.put(1);
llcout << "1"; '

for(i=0; i < k; i++) {

fs.put((ddata & lmask) >> (k-1));

ddata = ddata << 1;

)

Ì

return 0;

Ì

int psi I k::decoder(SSlstream &SSi, bitstream &fs)

{
size-t j=0;
unsigned int ldata,fsdata,msdata;
size-t i;

msdata = 0;
while( < J)

{
do

{
fsdara = fs.getO;
if(fsdata -= 0) {

llcout << "0";
msdata++;

]else {

ll recover the uncoded LSB

ldata = 0;

for(i=O; i < k; i++) {
ldata = ldau << 1;

ldara = ldata I (fs.getO);

)

SSlput((msdata << k) + ldata);
j++;

. msdata = 0;

Ì
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]while( fsdata != 1);

return 0;

]

int psi3: :encoder(SSlstream &SSI, bitstream &fs)

{
size_t ij;
unsigned int ssidata;

for(i=0; i < J; i++) {

ssidata = SSl.ger0;

. for(=Q' j < N;j++) {

fs.put((ssidata >> (N-j-1)) & 1);

]
]

return 0;

]

int psi3::decoder(SSlstream &SSI, bitstream &fs)

{

size-t i,j;
unsigned int ssidata;

for(i=O; i < J; i++) {

ssidata = 0;
for(=O' j <N;j++) {

ssidata a= (fs.getO) << (N-j-1);

]
SSI.put(ssidata);

)

return 0;

)

psi I 1 : :psi 1 1 (unsigned int j,unsigned int n)

{
PSIl 1.setk(1);
PSIl2.setk(2);
PSIl3.setk(3);
PSIl4.setk(4);
PSIl5.setk(5);
PSIl I.setJN0,n);
PSIl2.setJN(j,n);
PSI13.setJN0,n);
PSIl4.setJN(j,n);
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PSI15.setJN(,n);
PSI0.setJN[,n);
PSI1.setJNfi,n);
PSI3.setJNú,n);

N=ni
{=j;

)
int psil 1 ::encoder(SSlstream &SSI, bitstream &fs)

{
unsigned int CoderID;

CoderID = SelectCoder(SSI);
//CoderlD = I;
IDEncod er(CoderlD, fs ) ;

switch(CoderlD) {

case 0:

PSI0.encoder(SSI,fs) ;

break;

case 1:

PSI I .encoder(SSI,fs) ;

break;
case2:

PSI I l.encoder(SSI,fs);
break;

case 3:

PSI 1 2.encoder(SSI,fs);
' break;

câse 4:

PSI I 3.encoder(SSI,fs);
break;

case 5:

PSI 1 4.encoder(SSI,fs);
break;

case 6:

PSI 1 5.encoder(SSI,fs);
break;

case 7:

PSI3.encoder(SSI,fs) ;

break;

)

return 0;

)

int psil I ::decoder(SSlstream &SSI, bitstream &fs)

{
unsigned int CoderID=O:
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IDDecoder(CoderlD,fs) ;

switch(CoderlD) {

case 0:

PSI0.decoder(SSI,fs) ;

break;

case 1:

PSI l.decoder(SSI,fs) ;

break;
case 2:

PSI I I .decoder(SSI,fs);
break;

case 3:

PSI 1 2.decoder(S SI,fs);
break;

case 4:

PSI 1 3.decoder(SSI,fs);
. break;

case 5:

PSI 1 4.decoder(SSi,fs);
break;

case 6:

PSI 1 5.decode(S SI,fs);
break;

câse 7:

PSI3.decoder(SSI,fs);
break;

]

return 0;

i

unsigned int psil I ::SelectCoder(SSlstream &SSI)

{

unsigned int F0,CoderID=O, indextemPi

size-t i;

F0=J;
indextemp = SSl.index;
for(i=0; i < J; i++ )
{

F0 += SSI.geO;

]
F0 = (F0 *2) / J;

if(F0 <= 3) {
CoderID=O;

Ì
if(F0 > 3 && F0 <= 5)
f
t

CoderID=1;

)

if(F0 > 5 && F0 <= 9)

{
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CoderID=2;

Ì

if(F0 > 9 && F0 <= 1'7)

{

CoderID=3;

ì
if(F0 > 17 &"&. F0 <= 33)

{
CoderID=4;

Ì
if(FO > 33 &.&. F0 <= 65)

{

CoderID=5;

)
if(F0 > 65 &.&. F0 <= 64*N-351)

{
CoderID=6;

Ì
if(F0 > 64*N-351)

{
CoderlD=7;

)

SSI.setindex(indextemp) ;

reh¡rn CoderID;

)

int psi I i ::IDEncoder(unsigned int &CodelD,bitstream &fs)

{

/lcout << " Selected Coder: " << CodelD << endl;

ll put the coder ID
fs.pu((CodelD & 4) >> 2);

fs.pu((CodelD & 2) >> 1);

fs.put((CodelD & 1));

ll Put the coded steam

return 0;

)
int psil I ::IDDecoder(unsigned int &CodelD,bitstream &fs)

{

CodeID = 0;
ll put the coder iD
CodeID = fs.getO;
CodeID = CodeID << 1;

CodeID += fs.getO;
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CodeID = CodeID << 1;

CodeID += fs.getO;

llcout << " Selected Coder: " << CodelD << endl;
/lcout << CodelD << " ";

return 0;

]

Source File 5

/**********************************x**************************/
/* psicomp.C

#include "psicomp.h"

psi112D::psil l2D(unsigned int w, unsigned int h,

unsigned int j,unsigned int n,

unsigned int PredFlag ) : psil 1(,n)

{

PredictorFlag = PredFlag;
width = w;
height = h;

)

int psi I l2D::PredictEncoder(int *indata, SSlstream &SSI)

{

int w,h;
int delta;

SSI.setindex(0);
// the first line

delra = indatal0];
PositiveEncoding(delta,SSI) ;

for(w = l; w < width; w++) {

delta = indata[w] - indatalw-1];
Positi veEncoding(delta,S SI) ;

)

ll the remnining lines

for(h = I ; h < height ; h++) {

delta = indata[h*width] - indata[(h-l)+width];
PositiveEncoding(delta,S SI) ;

for(w = 1;w < width;w++) {

delta = in data [h 
* width+w J 

; ]T*i,tl .îÎth+w 
- 1 l

+ indata[(h-1)*width + w-l] ;

Positi veEncodin g(delta,S SI) ;
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]
SSI.setindex(0);
neturn 0;

Ì

int psil 12D::PredictDecoder(int *indata, SSlstream &SSI)

{
int w,h;
int delta;

SSI.setindex(0);

/l the first line
PositiveDecoding(del ta,SSI) ;

indata[0]=delta;
for(w = l; w < width; w++) {

Positi veDecodi ng(delta,S SI) ;

indata[w] = indatalw-l] + delta;

)
// the remaining lines
for(h = 1 ; h < height ; h++) {

PositiveDecoding(delta,S SI);

indata[h*width] = i¡¿u611h-1)*widthl + delta;

for(w = 1; w < width; w++) {

PositiveDecoding(delta,SSI);

indata[h*width+w]= delta + indata[h*width+w-1]

l"å*:i',fl ,,'.J;1f i J-1,,

Ì
Ì
SSI.setindex(0);

return 0;

)

int psil 12D: :PredictEncoder(float *indata, SSlstream &SSI)

{
int w,h;
int delta;

SSI.setindex(0);
ll the first line

delta = (int) indatalO];
Positi veEncoding(delta,S SI) ;

for(w = 1; w < width; w++) {

delta = (int) indatalwl - (int) indata[w-l];
Positi veEncoding(delta,SSI) ;
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ì
ll the remaining lines

for(h = i ; h <height ; h++) {

delta = (int) indatalh*widrhl - (int) indatal(h-1)*width];
PositiveEncoding(delta,SSI) ;

for(w = 1; w < width; w++) {

delta = indata[hxwidth+w] - (int) indata[h*width+w-1]
(int) indara[(h-1)*width + w]

+ (int) indata[(h-1)xwidth + w-1] ;

PositiveEncoding(delta,SSI) ;

)

)

SSI.setindex(0);
return 0;

Ì

int psil 1 2D: :PredictDecoder(float *indata, SSlstream &SSI)

{

int w,h;
int delta;

SSI.setindex(0);

ll the first line
PositiveDecodin g(delta,S SI) ;

indata[0]=(float) delta;
for(w = l; w < width; w++) {

PositiveDecoding(delta,SSI);
indata[w] = indata[w-1] + (float) delta;

]
// the remaining lines
for(h = i ; h < height ; h++) i

PositiveDecodin g(delta,S SI) ;

indata[hxwidth] = i¡¿utu¡1h-t;x*¡d,n, + (float) delta;

for(w = 1; w < width; w++) {

. PositiveDecoding(delta,SSI);

indata[h*width+w]= (float) delta + indata[hxwidth+w-1]

:,'å*ilf ,,'#;ïi J J_1,,

)

]
SSLsetindex(0);

return 0;
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)
int psi 1 1 2D: :hedictDenoiseEncoder(float *indata, SSlstream &SSI)

{
size_t w,h;
int delta;
int d,e,ehat,ftilde;
int *fhatO,*ftiat 1,*temp;

fhat0 = new int lwidth];
fhatl = new int [width];
SSI.setindex(0);
ll the first line
ftilde = 0;
e = (int) indatalO] - ftilde;
delra = (1+abs(e))/3;

if(e < 0) delta = -delta;

ehat=delta*3;
fhatl [0]= ehat + ftilde;
PositiveEncoding(delta,SSI) ;

for(w = 1; w < width; w++) {

ftilde = ftratl [w-1];
s = (int) indata[w] - ftilde;
delra = (l+abs(e))/3;
if(e < 0) delta = -delta;

ehat=delta*3;
fhatl [w]= ehat + ftilde;
PositiveEncoding(delta,SSI) ;

Ì
// the remaining lines

for(h = 1 ; h <height ; h++) {

temP = f!¡¿¡g'
fhatO = fhatl;
fhatl = tempi

ftilde = fhatO[0];
ç = (int) indatalhxwidthl - ftilde;
delta = (1+abs(e))/3;

if(e < 0) delta = -delta;

ehat=delta*3;
fhatl [0]= ehat + ftilde;

PositiveEncoding(delø,SSI) ;

for(w = 1; w < width; w++) {

ftilde = fhatl [w- I ]+ ftrat0fw]-fhat0[w- 1 ]
e = (int) indata[h*width+w] - ftilde;
delta = (1+abs(e))/3;

if(e < 0) delta = -delta;

ehat=deìta*3;
fhatl [w]= ehat + ftilde;
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PositiveEncoding(delta,SSI) ;

)

SSI.setindex(0);
delete fhatO;

delete fhatl;
return 0;

)

int psil 12D::PredictDenoiseDecoder(float *indata, SSlstream &SSI)

{
size-t w,h;
int delta;
int d,e,ehat,ftilde;
int *ft atO,*fhat 1,*templ

fhatO = new int [width];
fhatl = new int lwidth];

SSI.setindex(0);

// the first line
PositiveDecoding(delta,SSI) ;

ehat=deltax3;
ftilde = 0;
fhatl [0]= ehat + ftilde;
indata[0]=1fl oat) fhatl [0] ;

for(w = 1; w < width; w++) {

PositiveDecoding(delta,SSl);
ftilde = fhatl [w-1];
ehat=delta*3;
fhatl [w]= ehat + ftilde;

indata[w] = (float) fhatl [w];

Ì
ll the remaining lines

for(h = I ; h < height ; h++) {

temp = fhatO'
fhatO = ftratl;
fhatl = temp;

Positi veDecodi n g(delta,S SI) ;

ftilde = ftratO[0];

ehat=delta*3;
fhatl[0]= ehat + ftilde;

indata[h*width] = (fÏoat) fhatl [0] ;

for(w = 1: w < width; w++) {

Positi veDecoding(delta,S SI) ;
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ftilde = fhatl[w-1]+ fhatO[w]-fhatO[w-1] ;

ehat=delta*3;
fhatl [w]= ehat + ftilde;

indata[h*width+w]= (float) fhatl [w] ;

Ì
]
SSI.setindex(0);

delete fhat0;
delete fhatl;
return 0;

)

int psil 12D: :NoPredictEncoder(int *indata, SSlstream &SSI)

{
int w,h;

SSI.setindex(0);

for(h = 0 ; h < height ; h++) {

for(w = 0; w < width; w++) {

PositiveEncoding(indataIh*width+w],SSI) ;

)

]
SSI.setindex(0);
return 0;

)

int psil 12D: :NoPredictDecoder(int *indata, SSlstream &SSI)

{
int w,h;

SSI.setindex(0);

for(h = 0 ; h < height ; h++) {

for(w = 0;w < width; w++) {

PositiveDecoding(indatalh*width+wl,SSI);

)

Ì
SSI.setindex(0);

return 0;

)
int psil 12D: :NoPredictEncoder(floât *indata, SSlstream &SSI)

{

int w,h;
int floatdata;

SSI.setindex(0);

for(h = 0 ; h < height ; h++) {

for(w = 0; w < width; w++) {
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fl oardata = (int) indata[h*widrh+w] ;

PositiveEncoding(fl oatdata,S SI);

]
SSI.setindex(0);
return 0;

Ì

int psil 12D: :NoPredictDecoder(float *indata, SSIstream &SSI)

{
int w,h;
int floatdata;

SSLsetindex(0);

for(h = 0 ; h < height ; h++) {

for(w = 0; w < width; w++) {

Positi veDecoding(fl oatdata,S SI) ;

indata[h*width+w] = (float) floatdata;

)

ì
SSI.setindex(0);

refurn 0;

Ì

int psi I l2D::PositiveEncoding(int &delta, SSlstream &SSI)

{
if(delta < 0)

{

SSI.put((2 * (-delta)) - 1);

]
else

{

SSLput(2*delta);

)

return 0;

Ì
int psi 1 12D::PositiveDecoding(int &delta, SSlstream &SSI)

{

unsigned int SSIdata = SSI.get0;

delra = SSIdata/2;
if(SSldata != delta * 2) delu = -(delta + 1);

return 0;

)

int psil l2D::ImageEncoder(image &img, bitstream &fs)

{
int n;
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SSlstream A(img.xdim*img.ydim);

PredictEncoder(img.pix,A) ;

for(n=O; n <img.xdim*img.ydim; n = n + J) {

.llcout << n << " ";coutflush);
encoder(A,fs);

Ì
return 0;

)

int psil l2D::ImageDecoder(image &img, bitstream &fs)

{
int n;

SSIst¡eam A(img.xdim*img.ydim);
fs.setindex(0);
for(n=O; n <img.xdim*img.ydim; n = n + J) {

//cout << n << " "; coul.Í\ush);
decoder(A,fs);

)
PredictDecoder(img.pix,A) ;

return 0;

Ì

int psi 1 12D: :ImageDenoiseEncoder(image &img, bitstream &fs)

{

int n;
SSlstream A(img.xdim ximg.ydim);

PredictDenoiseEncoder(img.pix,A) ;

I I A. s av eb int ext( " A enc. txt " ) :

for(n=0; n <img.xdim*img.ydim; n = n + J) {
//cout << n << " ";cout.flush);
encoder(A,fs);

Ì
return 0;

)

int psil 12D: :ImageDenoiseDecoder(image &img, bitstream &fs)

{
int n;

SSIstream A(img.xdimximg.ydim);
llcout << "Allocated for A: " << A.length << endl;

fs.setindex(0);
for(n=O; n <img.xdim*img.ydim; n = n + J) {

llcout << n << " "; coutÍlush0;
decoder(A,fs);
llcout << A.length-n - J<<"

l
//A. s av e b int ext( " Ade c. txt " ) ;
llcout << "Allocatedfor A: " << A.Length << endl;

PredictDenoiseDecoder(img.pix,A) ;
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return 0;

Ì

E{eaden File n

/******************************+***********r<*,k*++******************/
/x bitstream.h

#include <fstream.h>
#include <stdlib.h>

class stream

{

public:

unsigned int *data;

size_t length;
size_t bufflength;
size-t maxlength;

size-t index;
size_t Jindex;

public:
unsigned int put(unsigned int val);
unsigned int get0;
int set(unsigned int val);

size-t set(size-t i,unsigned int val);

size-t setindex(size-t i);
size_t setJindex(size-t i) ;

int savebintext(const char *filename);

int display0;

-sueam0;
stream(size-t length) ;

);

class bitstream : public stream

{
unsigned char *bitdata;

size_t bytelength;
public;
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public:
bitstream(size-t length) ;

int load(const char *filename);

int save(const char *filename);

private:
int bitencoder0;
int bitdecoder0;

Ì;

class SSlstream : public sfteam

{

public:

int incr(size-t i);
int incr(int i);

unsigned int incr0;
int incindex0;

SSIstream(size-t length);
int load(const char *filename);

int save(const char *filename);

int loadword(const char *filename);

int saveword(const char *fi lename);

];

E{eader File 2

/****{<**X*****:***r<***************t:*x****************x***X**X**+:*X'>F**/
/* files.h

#if ldefined (h-files-h)
#define h-files-h
#include <fstream.h>

class image {

public:
int xdim; // width

int ydim; // height
int max;

. float *pix;

int init(int Ðimx, int Dimy);
GetFloat(char *file);

SaveFloat(char *file);

Getlnt(char *file);

Savelnt(char *file);
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GetPGM(char *file);

SavePGM(char *f,rle);

SaveArray(char *fi1e);

imageO;

-image0;
];

#endif

E{eader File 3

/****xX****d.*************ti******************r<******r(*****>ß******/

/* psi.h

#include <wtree.h>
#include "bitstream.h"

class psi

{
public:

unsigned int J: // Number of samples in a block
unsigned int N; // the bits/santples

int setJN(unsigned int j,unsigned int n);

];

class psi0 : public psi

{
public:

int encoder(floatArray &SSI, bitstream &fs) ;

int decoder(floatArray &SSI, bitstream &fs)
int encoder(SSlstream &SSI, bitstream &fs)
int decoder(SSlstream &SSI, bitstream &fs)

);

class psil: public psi

{
public:

int encoder(floatArray &SSI, bitstream &fs)
int decoder(floatArray &SSI, bitstream &fs)

int encoder(SSlstream &SSI, bitstream &fs)
int decoder(Sslstream &SSI. bitstream &fs)
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class psiik: public psi

{
psil PS I ;

unsigned int k;

public:
psilk(unsigned int K);
psilk0;

int setk(unsigned int K);
int encoder(SSlstream &SSI, bitstream &fs)
int decoder(SSlstream &SSI, bitstream &fs)

Ì;

class psi3: public psi

{
public:

int encoder(SSlstream &SSI, bitstream &fs)
int decoder(SSlstream &SSI, bitstream &fs)

ì;

class psil 1: public psi

{
psi0 PSI0;
psil PSI1;
psilk PSI1 l;
psilk PSI12;
psilk PSIl3;
psilk PSII4;
psilk PSll5;
psi3 PSI3;

public:
psil l(unsigned int J,unsigned int n );

int encoder(SSlstream &SSI, bitstream &fs)
int decoder(SSlstream &SSI, bitstream &fs)

private:
r¡nsigned int SelectCoder(SSlstream &SSI);
int IDEncoder(unsigned int &CodelD,bitstream &fs);
int lDDecoder(unsigned int &CodelD,bitsneam &fs);
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Ëäeader File 4

/*x*x*****x*********t*****t*********'r)t**********+*******************x/
/* psicomp.h

#include "psi.h"

#include "files.h"

class psi I 12D : public psi 1 I
{

ùnsigned int PredictorFlag; /l I use internal
ll 0 use extemal

unsigned int width, height; // imnge dimension;

public:
psi I 12D( unsigned int w, unsigned int h,

unsigned int J,unsigned int n,

unsigned int Internal );
int PredictEncoder(int *intdata, SSlstream &SSI);
int PredictDecoder(int *intdata, SSlstream &SSI);
int PredictEncoder(float *indata, SSlstream &SSI);
int PredictDecoder(float *indata, SSIstream &SSI);

int PredictDenoiseEncoder(float *indata, SSIstream &SSI);
int PredictDenoiseDecoder(float *indata, SSlstream &SSI);

int NoPredictEncoder(int *intdata, SSIstream &SSI);
int NoPredictDecoder(int *intdata, SSlstream &SSI);
int NoPredictEncoder(float xindata, SSlstream &SSI);
int NoPredictDecoder(float *indata, SSIstream &SSI);

int ImageEncoder(image &inimage, bitstream &fs);
int ImageDecoder(image &outimage, bitstream &fs);
int ImageDenoiseEncoder(image &inimage, bitstream &fs);
int ImageDenoiseDecoder(image &outimage, bitstream &fs);

private:
int PositiveEncoding(int &delta, SSIst¡eam &SSI);
int PositiveDecoding(int &delta, SSlstream &SSI);

ì;
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Soum.cp Conp F''tm, Car,cq;[.AT'rNG Coma.pr-AT'[tN

F a.acg'ag, Ðxe/rpNsx0Ns

Makefile

# Makefile
# tcTranslator Def,rnitions*
PROJ = batch

CC = gcc _g

CLIIJK = gcc

# *Implicit Rulesx

.c.o: ;$(CC) -c $*.c

.cc.o: ; $(CC) -c $x.cc

SP-deP = \
fractal.o \
batch.o

xExplicit Rules*

*Individual File Dependencies*

$(PROJ) : $(SP_dep)
$(CLINK) -o $(PROJ) $(SP-dep) -lm -lg++

Sounce File 6

/*************************************************>k********/

/* batch.cc
*/

#include <fstream.h>

#include <strsfe¿ìrn.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <string.h>
#include <math.h>
#include "datatype.h"
#include "batch.h"

TwoDFractal: :TwoDFractal(LINT InitLength,FLOAT InitX, FLOAT InitY) {

Appendix H: Source code for Calculating Correlation Fractal Dimensions

,&pppruprx Ëå

+t

#
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Iength = Initlength;
x=InitX;
Y=InitY;

]

void Batch: :StoreData(ofstream *ofile) 
{

FLOAT dummy;
UINT i,M;

(xof,ile) << "i";
for(m =2; m <= m-embed; m++) {

(*ofile) << "\tm-" << m ;

Ì
(*of,rle) << "\n'';

for(i=0; i < Length ; i = i + 1) {

(*ofile) << rli];
for(m = 2;m <= m-embed; m++) {

(*ofile) << "\t" << mm[m][i];
)
(*ofìle) << "\n";

Ì
cout << "Finish storing data\n";

)

void Batch: :ReadData(ifstream *ifi le) {

FLOAT dummy;
UINT i,xk,yk;

i=0;
xk=0,yk=0;

. for(xk=0; xk < 512 &.&. i < kmax; xk++) {
for(yk=O; yk<512 &&. i < kmax; Yk++) {

(*ifile) >> dummy;
if(dummy > 0) {

x[i]=¡¡'
y[i] =yk;
i=i+1:

ll cout << dummy << " ";
if(1000 * (i i 1000) == i) {

cout << i << "\n";

Ì
Ì

)

Ì
kmax = i;

)
Batch::Batch(tlll.l-f lteration, FLOAT InitX, FLOAT InitY, TIINT length) :

TwoDFractal(Iteration, Ini tX,InitY) {

kmax = Iteration:
Length = length;
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x = new FLOAT[Iteration];
y = new FLOAT[Iteration];
r = ne\ry FLOATII ength];
ePS = 1;

b =2i
m-embed = 2;

)

void Batch: :Conel(void) {

LrrNT ij,k;
FLOAT Distance;

r[0] = stt'
for(k = 1; k < Længth; k++) {

r[k]=ffLOAT)b*r[k-1];
Ì
for(k = 0; k < Length; k++) {

cout << k << " " << r[k] << "\n";

)

cout << " Initialize Npi \n";

/lmm[2][i] stores Npi (see eq.lIA-73)

for(i=O; i < Length; i++) {

mm[2][i] = Q;

Ì
cout << "Start the counter \n";
for(i = 0; i < kmax; i++) {

cout << i << "+";
for$ = i+l;j < kmax;j++) i

ll cout << j << "-";
Distance = (x[i] - xUl) * (x[i] - xljl) +

(vtil - vlil) * (v[i] - vLil);
Distance = sqrt(Distance); /l Euclidean;

ll cout << Distance << ";";
for(k = 0; k < Length; k++) {

if(Distance <= rlkl) {

mm[2][k]=mm[2][k]+1;
)

);
)

Ì
for(i=O; i < Length; i++) {' mmt2liil=2*mm[2][i];
Ì

]

So¡¡nce F'ile 7
************************************************************x*********/
/* fractal.cc

#include <fstream.h>
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#in cl ude <strs tream. h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include <string.h>
#include <math.h>
#include "datatype.h"

#include "batch.h"

ll Global data

// This function processes the comrtand line input anà issues

ll a command
UINT CommandProcessor(INT argc, PCSTR argv[])

{
INT i;
UINT Cmd:

if(argc <= l) {

cout << "Usage: " << argv[O] << " cmd [options]\n";
exit (-1 );

)
istrstream in I (argv [ 1 ],(INT) strlen(argv [ 1 ] )) ;

inl >> Cmd >> ws ;

cout << "Command : " << Cmd << "\n";

return Cmd;

]

INT main(INT argc, PCSTR arCvl])

{
LIINT Cmd;
LIINT Length, Flength, DimType,Distype, MaxEmbbed, m;

Cmd = CommandProcessor(argc, argv);
ofsûeam ofile;
ifstream ifile;
Length = 10;

Flength = 70000;
Distype = 2;
MaxEmbbed = 2;
DimType = 1;

cout << "Correlation dimension using Batch Pair Corr\n";
switch (argc) {

case2'.
case 3 :

ofile.open("out.bat");
ifile. open ( " out. fra " ) ;

break;
default :
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ofile.open(argv[3]);
ifile.open(argv[2]);

break;

)

B atch B atchFractal(Flength,0,0,Len gth) ;

BatchFractal.ReadData(&ifile) ;

BatchFractal.Conel0;
BatchFractal. StoreData(&ofi le) ;

ofile.close0;
ifile.close0;

exi(0);
)

Fäeader File 5

/*******X********,k******t********rk******)k>k**r<*************)k*************/

/* batch.h
*/

#include <fsueam.h>

#include <strstream.h>

#include <stdlib.h>
#include <string.h>
#include <math.h>
#include "datatype.h"

#ifndef BATCH-H
#def,ine BATCH-H

class TwoDFractal {
public:

UINT length;
FLOAT x,y;

public:
. TwoDFractal(UINTInitLength,FLOATInitX=0,FLOATInitY=0);

);

class Batch : public TwoDFractal {

public:
INT mml 1]F281;
INT deltaNpkl128];
INT box[512][512];
INT *llist;

FLOAT *x, *y, *r;

I-IINT kmax, b;
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FLOAT eps;

IIINT logimax;
UINT m-embed;
FLOAT min-delay;
UINT længth;

public :

Batch(UINT Iteration, FLOAT InitX, FLOAT InitY,[IINT Length);
void ReadData(ifsneam *ifi le) ;

void Correl(void);
void StoreData(ofstream *ofi le);

);

#endif

E{eader File 6

/*rk**************x*+**********t ***+*********)k)k*********************X/

/x datatype.h

/**x*** Simple types & common helper macros ********+**************x****>k*:+**/

typedef int BOOL;
#define FALSE 0
#define TRUE I

tyþedef unsigned char BYTE;
typedef unsigned short WORD;
typedef unsigned long DWORD;
typedef unsigned int UINT;

typedef signed char CHAR;
typedef signed short SHORT;
typedef signed long LONG;
typedef signed int INT;

typedef floatFLOAT;
typedef doubl e DOLIBLE;

#define LOBYTE(w) ((BYTEXw))
#define HIBYTE(w) ((BYTEX(UINTXw) >> 8))

#define LowORD(l) ((woRDXl))
#define HIWORD(I) ((WORDX(DWORD)0) >> 16))

/* Types use for passing & returning polymorphic values */
typedef UINT WPARAM;
typedef LONG LPARAM;
typedef LONG LRESLILT;
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#defi ne MAKELPARAM(Iow, hi gh) ((LPARAM)MAKELONG(Iow, hi gh))

#defin e MAKELRESULT(Iow, hi gh) ((LRESULT)MAKELONG(Iow, hi gh))

f****** common pointer types *********>F*************t ************************/

#ifndef NULL
#defineNul-I- 0

#endif

typedef char* PSTR;

typedef const char* PCSTR;

typedef int* PINT;

typedef WORD* PWORD;

typedef long* PLONG;

typedef DWORD* PDWORD;

typedef void* PVOID;

Fleader File 7

/* * ** * * * * * * t: ** * * * >k * t: * * * * * * * + * * i: * >k r:* * * * * l¡ * * ** * ** * * * x;ß* * ** * * * * *X * * X */

/* fractal.h

/l Command codes

class TwoDFractal {

public:
TIINT length;
FLOAT x,y;

public:
TwoDFractal(UINT Initlength,FLOAT InitX=0, FLOAT InitY=0);

);.

TwoDFractal : :TwoDFractal (LIINT InitLength,FLOAT InitX, FLOAT InitY) {

length = Initlength;
x=InitX;
Y=InitY;
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